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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Through A Teacher's Lens: Children's Constructions of Division of Fractions
By SYLVIA BULGAR
Dissertation Chairperson Carolyn A. Maher, Ed. D.

Problem solving and computation involving division of fractions are
difficult for adults and children alike, and regarded by educators to be among
the most difficult topics in the elementary mathematics curriculum (Ma, 1999).
One explanation for the problem is that learning how to divide fractions is often
taught devoid of meaning. The lack of sense making in carrying out algorithms
procedurally without making connections to concrete or other types of
representations contributes to perplexity. This study explores how children build
ideas about the division of fractions in the absence of instruction of algorithms.
This research has two components. The first and primary aspect of this
research focuses on a segment of a yearlong classroom-based study of the
development of mathematical ideas about fractions, prior to the formal
introduction of algorithms, with a group of twenty-five nine to ten year old
children from a suburban public elementary school in New Jersey. The second
replicates the work with an intervention by this researcher with a class of
thirteen ten to eleven year old students at a private parochial school in
Piscataway, New Jersey.
For the first component, data came from videotapes of four one-hour
classroom sessions recorded by three cameras, each positioned in a different
ii

area of the classroom; children's written work; and researcher's notes. Detailed
narratives of the videotapes were coded to flag elements that would illustrate
children's justification and reasoning, how and to whom children's ideas were
expressed, what types of representations were created and how researchers
interacted with children.
For the second component, the database consists of students' written
work and researchers' notes.
Analysis of the data indicated that children in both groups built and
successfully justified models that illustrated the division of a natural number by
a unit-fraction and by a non-unit fraction. They supported their arguments with
pictorial representations and verbal explanations and built generalizations about
the division of a natural number by a fraction.
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CHAPTER I
A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Personal History

"The teaching of fractions is not only very hard, it is, in the broader
scheme of things, a dismal failure." (G. E. Davis, Hunting, & Pearn, 1993, P.63).
The issues explored in this study are rooted in over two decades of teaching
practice. During that time I have taught twenty-eight different fifth grade classes
in two states. A significant portion of the fifth grade mathematics curriculum is
dedicated to the study of fractions. It soon became apparent to me, as a
teacher, that students had considerable difficulty with this topic. As I became
more attentive to this issue, I realized that adults, as well, seemed to
experience confusion when working with fractions.

For many years, I watched

my students struggle with this subject matter. I bought books and subscribed to
magazines designed to help teachers. Still, my frustration mounted. I
continued to wonder, "Why can't they see what I see?" and "What can I do to
make this clearer?"
"Children's introduction to fractions initially occurs outside of school. ..
From their experiences, a number of ideas about fractions take shape informally
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in children's minds. However, children's understanding of fractions typically is
incomplete and confused." (Burns, 2000, p. 223)
In June of 1994, I was teaching two fifth grade classes in a parochial
school in New York City. Each class spent a half-day in secular studies and a
half-day in religious studies. In an effort to improve mathematics instruction, the
administration secured the help of a team of researchers from Rutgers
University, under the direction of Carolyn A. Maher, in the form of a three-year
partnership between the school and the Rutgers team. The sessions began
with problems in the field of combinatorics, one with which I was not very
familiar.

However, within that context, I was exposed to a pedagogical design,

which was new to me. For the first time, I heard the term, constructivism.
Although at that time I did not understand the full meaning of that term, I
understood it to involve a student's construction of ideas for himself. This
excited me because it was consistent with my belief system about teaching.
saw my role as an educator as one wherein I would help students to construct
their own knowledge. I knew that I could not merely tell students what to do.
have always believed that what we do procedurally needs to be grounded in
understanding. I began to employ this teaching style and to refine my teaching
practice based on the ideas I had learned in the workshops. I hoped to
somehow use these techniques to help my students to better understand
fractions.

3
The following school year, when the Rutgers researchers returned, our
professional development sessions began to be focused on the study of
fractions. We were introduced to Cuisenaire Rods® as a tool to build models
that gave meaning to the fraction problems. After building models with the rods
to explain solutions to the fraction problems posed, I had the exciting
experience of gaining insight into some of the obstacles my students had been
struggling to overcome. Through the continuing workshops I learned that in
order for students to comprehend fraction concepts, they needed to extend their
understanding of fraction as operator to fraction as number.
I realized a distinction that I was unaware of earlier, and I began thinking
about fractions in a different way. I had never thought about this before. I had
previously relied on my computational competency. I speculated that perhaps
the inability to see this distinction might explain some of the difficulties my
students experienced. The work with the rods helped me to imagine what it
meant to partition a unit. For example, when thinking of taking three-fourths of
eight, I was able to imagine partitioning the eight into four equal parts and then
to take three of those parts. Similarity, the building of the models helped me to
understand that if I took three-fourths of four-fifths, I would need to partition
four-fifths into four equal parts and then take three of those parts. The meaning
of three-fourths when used as a number became clearer to me as I used the
rods to build models to justify my solutions to problems such as comparing
three-fourths and two-thirds.
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Before working with the models, I had not been as thoughtful about the
differentiation between using fractions as operators and fractions as numbers. I
wanted to facilitate the construction of this knowledge in more of my students.
We teachers-- perhaps all human beings-- are in the grip of an
astonishing delusion. We think that we can take a picture, a structure, a
working model of something, constructed in our minds out of long
experience and familiarity, and by turning that model into a string of
words, transplant it whole into the mind of someone else. Perhaps once
in a thousand times, when the explanation is extra ordinarily good, and
the listener extraordinarily experienced and skillful at turning word strings
into non-verbal reality, and when explainer and listener share in common
many of the experiences being talked about, the process may work, and
some real meaning may be communicated. (Holt p.178)

The Colts Neck Study

Researchers at Rutgers University have historically worked with schools
in both New Jersey and New York to study the development of mathematical
ideas in children, and to help teachers to implement instruction that would
encourage children to think deeply about the mathematics that they
experienced.

In the fall of 1993, Carolyn A. Maher, with the assistance of

Amy Martino and other researchers from the University, began a yearlong
teaching experiment to introduce fraction concepts into one fourth grade class
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at the Conover Road School in Colts Neck, New Jersey, a small suburban
public elementary school.

1

The fourth grade is the year prior to the one in

which students are traditionally taught fraction algorithms. The premise of this
study was that the fraction knowledge that these fourth grade students built
could therefore be attributed to the work done within the project rather than to
classroom instruction. It was expected that careful monitoring of the children's
development of ideas would give the researchers insight into how students built
mathematical knowledge about fractions.

Research Questions

My own experiences with the teaching of fractions and preliminary
examination of the data collected from the fourth grade study in Colts Neck,
New Jersey, led to the formulation of specific research questions which were
explored in this study. These questions are the following.
•

How do students construct knowledge about fractions?

•

What do students consider adequate justification of the knowledge
that they construct about fractions?

•

1 This

How do students convey what they have constructed about fractions?

work was supported in part by grant MDR 9053597 from the National
Science Foundation and by grant 93-992022-8001 from the NJ Depariment of
Higher Education. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this work are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the National Science Foundation or the NJ Department of Higher
Education.
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These three questions might be seen as the exposition of one generalized
research question. In summary, the intent of this study was to answer the
following question.
Within the context of fractions, how do students justify and communicate
the mathematical knowledge that they have constructed?
Previous investigation of the data collected in Colts Neck, NJ
(Steencken, 2001) formed an examination of the work done by the fourth grade
students through early October 1993. These data were viewed again for the
purpose of providing appropriate background into the questions being studied
here. This study focuses on the data that were collected in December 1993, in
an attempt to extend the research to the specific study of how students build
ideas about the division of fractions.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
A great deal has been written concerning the nature of teaching and
learning of fractions, making a survey of the literature a complex task. For this
review, selections were made based on the following criterion. The research
had to address the perspective of a teacher who
•

had struggled for many years to impinge on children's sense making in
the study of fractions;

•

had been exposed to a successful teaching intervention; and

•

sought to understand what it was that made this intervention successful
so that it could be replicated in teaching practice.

Issues Associated With Difficulties In Learning Fractions

Ma (1999) states that division is the most complex of the mathematical
operations and that fractions are the most intricate numbers to deal with in
arithmetic. Therefore, she considers the division of fractions to be the most
difficult topic in elementary mathematics. Only forty-three percent of the United
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States teachers in her study were able to perform the computation successfully
and only one out of twenty-three teachers was able to give a correct
representation for a problem involving division of fractions. She found that it
was common to confuse dividing by a unit fraction with dividing by the whole
number denominator, that is, dividing by one-half was often confused with
dividing by two. She also found it common to confuse division by a fraction with
multiplication by a fraction, for example, dividing by one-half and multiplying by
one-half. In some cases, there was also confusion about dividing by one-half,
multiplying by one-half and dividing by two.
Tirosh (2000) states that the errors, which students make in trying to
divide fractions, can be classified into three categories.

She calls the first of

these categories algorithmically based mistakes. These are errors made in the
computational process. An example of such an error might be taking the
reciprocal of the dividend instead of the divisor. The second category that she
classifies errors into is called intuitively based mistakes. These errors are
based on misconceptions associated with division. She states that most
children only understand the partitive model of division and therefore cannot
understand how it would be possible for one to divide a dividend by a larger
divisor. The third type of error she categorized was mistakes based on formal
knowledge. These errors are based on misconceptions about the nature of
fractions and misconceptions about the nature of operations. For example, a
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student might think that division is commutative and argue that 1-:-1/2

=1/2-:-1,

which is equal to 1/2.
In describing children's early encounters with fractions, Burns (2000)
states, "From their experiences, a number of ideas about fractions take shape
informally in children's minds. However, children's understanding of fractions
typically is incomplete and confused." (p. 223) Some examples that Burns cites
as adult use of the language of fractions are, "I'll be back in three-quarters of an
hour", "I need two sheets of quarter-inch plywood", and "The dishwasher is less
than half-full." Children use this language as well when they say, "You can
have half of my cookie", "Here, use half of my blocks" and "It's a quarter past
one."
Children also encounter difficulty with fractions because they are unable
to see a fraction as something to be counted as well as something that is a
quantity. Conjectures have been made that a similar trend occurs at some
early stage in the development of ideas about whole numbers as young children
learn that a nickel and two pennies, three coins, is called seven cents.
Difficulties with whole numbers seem to be overcome with greater ease than
those involving fractions.

In their study, Alston, R. B. Davis, Maher & Martino

(1994) encountered a similar situation when students used Cuisenaire Rods®
to build models. When a five-centimeter long rod was given the number name
one, children were able to call a one-centimeter rod, one-fifth, and to call the
length of two white rods, each one centimeter in length, two-fifths. However,
when a single two-centimeter rod, replaced two one-centimeter rods, some of
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the children who they videotaped did not call the single rod two-fifths, because
they did not see two objects.
Steencken (2001) did an in-depth analysis of the earliest sessions of the
teaching intervention which is the subject of this study and found that students
were able to move from the operator meaning to the number meaning of a
fraction and to develop other key ideas, involving the meaning of a unit and nonunit fraction, fractional equivalence and comparison of fractions. The operator
meaning of a fraction, generally speaking, refers to the fractional part of
something, such as one-half of a pie.
Behr, Khoury, Harel, Post and Lesh (1997) studied the strategies used by
preservice teachers in problems involving the application of the operator
meaning of fractions. In these problems, students were asked to find threefourths of eight bundles of sticks each of which contained four sticks.

Students

were given the actual sticks to divide and subsequently asked if they could find
another way of representing their solutions. What emerged was that two types
of strategies were used to solve the problems. In one type, the operator was
imposed on the number of bundles (partitive division) and in the other, the
operator was imposed on the size of the bundles of sticks (quotative division).
Other difficulties are associated with children's inability to place fractions
on a number line. While they often are able to quickly learn to put integers onto
a number line, they struggle to do so with fractions. In analyzing this difficulty,
some researchers suggest that children are looking at integers differently than
fractions (Alston, R. B. Davis, Maher & Martino, 1994; R. B. Davis, Alston,
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Maher, 1991). Other researchers, Steffe, von Glasersfeld, Richards and Cobb
(1983) and Steffe, Cobb and von Glasersfeld (1988) hypothesize that the
difficulty may reside in their inability to categorize fractions. Researchers
suggest categorization as a fundamental mental activity which is necessary in
order for children to develop counting schemes, and note that categorization is
necessary for the process of counting (G. E. Davis, Hunting, Pearn, 1993). This
inability was evidenced when one student, who had been taught fractions
procedurally, used classification to put fractions on a numberline but during a
pre-interview, he indicated confusion as to whether to classify based on the
numerator or the denominator (R. B. Davis, Alston, Maher, 1991).
Maher, Martino & R. B. Davis (1994) state that distinct symbolic
notations can be seen as different mappings of correct ideas. In their work,
they show how what appears to be an incorrect symbolic representation of
fractions on a numberline can instead be an indication of an alternate concept.
The children in their study did not have much difficulty placing fractions on a
numberline. However, when one student placed the mark indicating one-third
and the mark indicating one-half one-third and one-half way between zero and
one, respectively, and then placed another marking indicating one-third in the
location that was two-thirds of the distance between zero and one, another
student challenged his notation, saying that the second one-third should be
replaced by two-thirds. The first student built a model using Cuisenaire Rods®
to indicate that the length between the two one-third markings was one-third
and that was what his notation indicated. This student was looking at the
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interval between zero and one and dividing it into three equal parts. His
explanation indicated a mapping of the idea of the length of the segment to the
position of a number on a numberline.
Kamii and Clark (1995) suggest that when students have difficulty
placing equivalent fractions on a number line, it is due to their inability to
demonstrate flexible thought. They go on to discuss the idea that knowledge of
equivalence involves two aspects of operative thought, multiplicative thinking
(Piaget 1983/1987) and conservation of the whole and its parts (Parrat-Dayan &
Voneche, 1992; Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1948/1960). Piaget (1970,
1977) distinguished between operative knowledge, ideas based on
relationships that are not observable, and figurative knowledge, ideas based on
relationships which are observable.
Children who are able to carry out algorithms procedurally do not
necessarily have a deep understanding of the mathematics behind them.
Therefore, when problems do not fit neatly into the structure within which the
algorithm was taught, even competent students can have difficulty. Ling Chen,
a student in a gifted and talented school program, had learned the algorithms
related to fractions. She was also able to use concrete materials to solve
problems, creating representations and making sense of the models. In one of
the problems she was given, the solution that she got by building a model was
inconsistent with her computational solution. Even though she was confident in
her ability to perform computation, she believed the result of her representation,
finding it to be more meaningful (Maher & Alston, 1989).
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R. B. Davis and Maher (1990) note that even good students have
difficulty when they rely on algorithms, especially if the problems they work on
are not structured in a way that exactly conforms to the way the algorithm was
taught. Warrington (1997) documents how her combined class of fifth and sixth
graders was able to solve problems involving division of fractions without being
taught the algorithms. Instead the students began to solve the problems based
on what they knew about division of whole numbers.
Kamii and Dominick (1997) compared students who were taught
algorithmically with a group that was not. They found that the non-algorithmic
group did better and that even when they made errors, the errors resulted in
more reasonable responses. They concluded that teaching algorithmically
destroys number sense because it destroys what was taught about place value
and forces children to give up their own thinking. "When we try to teach children
to make relationships between numbers (logico-mathematical knowledge) by
teaching them algorithms (social-conventional knowledge), we redirect their
attention from trying to make sense of numbers to remembering procedures."
(Kamii & Dominick, 1997 p. 59).

Issues Affecting Children's Constructions Of Knowledge

Maher & Martino (2000) note various conditions that affect conceptual
change in students. They say students need to be engaged in the task and
need to take an active role in the development of ideas. They add that students
must be given enough time to deeply explore problems. They also indicate that
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the way that teachers intervene in student explorations is very important.
Teachers need to understand that there is a difference between "imitation" and
"reinvention".

They quote Freudenthal (1991 p. 49) who said, "In other words,

the learner should reinvent mathematizing rather than mathematics; abstracting
rather than abstractions; schematizing rather than schemes; formalizing rather
than the formulas; algorithmising rather than algorithms; verbalizing rather than
language."
Kamii (2001) conducted a study with young children that led her to
conclude that as children develop a concept of number using constructive
abstraction, they are able to see the quantity more accurately. There are
misconceptions that the one to one correspondence between numerals used as
counting numbers and the number of objects being counted implies that each
object represents a specific quantity, the quantity represented by the numeral to
which that object corresponds when counting. However, that numeral
represents not only that object, but also that one in addition to all of those
objects that preceded it when being counted. That is, six does not represent
the object we point to when counting, but rather, the said object in addition to
the objects that came before it.

Thus, the numeral might be thought of as

cumulative. Though her study was done with young children between the ages
of four and a half and seven and a half, and with natural number concepts,
Kamii suggests an implication for older children. She says that older children
may know the symbolic notation of decimals and fractions but that use of these
outward manifestations may not indicate understanding or lack of
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understanding. Kamii cautions educators to focus on means of understanding
the abstractions that children are making rather than the mere use of symbols.
Steffe (2000) states that children reorganize their basic numerical
schemes in order to build fractional schemes. His study indicates the
emergence of the equi-partitioning scheme. The whole is partitioned into a
given number of equal parts and anyone of the partitioned sections can be
iterated to reconstruct the whole. This involves what he calls a connected
number sequence. Connected number sequences, number sequences which
are comprised of countable consecutive sections of a segmented unit, are used
to estimate where to partition the first piece which will have to be iterated.
Steffe says that the connected number bridges the gap between continuous
and discrete quantity. In his study, he hypothesizes that the partitioning and the
iteration are part of the same scheme.
Cobb, Boufi, McClain and Whitenack (1997) conducted a teaching
experiment in which partitioning of whole numbers was easily done by first
graders. To facilitate the development of ideas about fractional partitioning and
to remove some of the abstraction associated with the teaching of fractions,
Streefland (1991) advocated the teaching of fractions along with ideas about
ratio and proportion in a realistic context. Tzur (1999) conducted a teaching
experiment wherein he begins the teaching of fractions with iteration, creating
the unit rather than partitioning it.
The nature of the mathematical constructions that students build is such
that the students must take an active role in their development. If children did
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not contribute to their own knowledge, then when we studied their ideas and the
development of their thinking, we would, in essence, be studying only teaching.
When children develop ideas, they are self-regulating and self-organizing
(Steffe, 2000). The empowerment to construct mathematical ideas comes from
what has been termed "assembly" or the creation of representations from
cognitive building blocks (R. B. Davis, Maher, Martino, 1992). Lawler (1985)
extends the idea of bricolage, or building from what is available, to include the
development of ideas that can be owned personally. The term, bricolage,
comes from Levi-Strauss (1966), who meant it to represent the process
whereby existing available materials are used to formulate new constructions or
processes. When children take ownership of an idea, new constructions can
take place. Children build on previous experiences, creating assimilation
paradigms or internal metaphors (R. B. Davis & Maher, 1990; R. B. Davis,
Maher & Martino, 1992).
Derfler (2000) states that understanding is the acquisition of meaning.
He uses the term prototype to refer to a theoretical construct that characterizes
a specified cognitive instrument. Construction of a protocol can be viewed as a
special case of symbolizing or as a building up of a model of the mathematically
relevant traits of recorded actions. One relies on personal experiences with
specific objects and activities to create prototypes. The main aspect of a
prototype is the capacity to guide activities of many kinds in mathematics, such
as calculating, drawing, proving, arguing or reading.
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Boaler (1997) compared a large group of students who started out with
the same mathematical background, but then went to two different schools, with
two different philosophical perspectives. In one school, students learned
mathematics in the traditional manner and in the other, they worked for several
weeks on open-ended mathematical projects. The students in the latter group
were much more successful on national tests than those in the former. In
addition, those in the traditional school tended to think of mathematics outside
of school as being very different from the mathematics in which they were
engaged in school. Those who studied the open-ended projects saw the
mathematics of their everyday lives as an extension of and connected to the
mathematics that they studied in their classrooms.

Documenting Ideas Relating to the Teaching and Learning of Fractions
Representations
Speiser & Walter (2000), in agreement with R. B. Davis (1984), base
their assertion on the previous work of Minsky (1975) and others, when they
claim that mathematical knowledge is cognitively represented symbolically,
often in the form of representations that are referred to as frames.

When

students think about a mathematical situation, they must first build a
representation, which is usually done in the form of a mental representation.
The building of these representations can be assisted by the use of pencil and
paper or manipulative materials. The construction of these representations is
often so rapid and so instinctive that students are not aware that they have
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come into existence. Then they do a memory search or construction of relevant
knowledge in order to proceed. The mapping that they construct between the
data representation that was the input and the knowledge representation that
was there gets checked and revised and ultimately is used to solve a problem
(R. B. Davis, Maher, 1990; R. B. Davis, Maher & Martino, 1992). The data
representations are saved in frames (R. B. Davis, 1984; Minsky, 1975), which
carry information and are arranged hierarchically according to their stability
(Minsky 1975). There are several subframes, which together form a counting
construction frame. The representations for these counting frames can easily
be interchanged between integers and fractions, making a counting frame for
fractions a natural extension of the one for integers (Speiser & Walter, 2000).
According to Speiser and Walter (2000), it is the binary partitions
subframe which is used to assist in the development of representations
involving iterated processes, including counting. The binary subframe is a
representation for a set that is partitioned into two subsets. For example, when
we add or subtract we are connecting to this type of representation. A special
type of binary subframe is one where there is only one element in one of the
subsets.

It is this special type of binary subframe that helps create

representations for iterated processes. Partitioning of a unit into fractions
requires that a student be able to take a unit comprised of subunits and operate
on it while simultaneously dividing into equal partitions (Tzur, 1999).
Maher, R. B. Davis & Alston (1993) studied one student, Brian, over a
period of time. They used videotapes of him doing problem-solving activities
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involving fractions, and noted that as he worked with a partner, he was fluent in
the use of different types of representations, using diagrams and concrete
objects as to help him solve problems. He represented his ideas in great detail.
For example, when solving a problem involving the sharing of pizza, Brian used
pattern blocks to build models and assigned specific students' names to the
pattern block representations. After studying Brian in fifth and sixth grade, it
was concluded that he insisted upon making sense of the models that he
constructed rather than relying upon the ideas of others. The researchers also
note the significance of an appropriate classroom environment, one that
enhances students' opportunities to be engaged in thoughtful mathematics.
In their study, Watson, Campbell and Collins (1993) examined how four
fraction problems were solved by children from kindergarten to grade ten to
analyze the work of children's use of images, reality and experience. They
found a developmental progression in the ikonic reasoning, the ability to reason
involving images and drawings, involved in building ideas about fractions. They
say that there is a connection between the development of ikonic reasoning and
of concrete symbolic reasoning. They urge schools to incorporate more
problems that would give children an opportunity to develop their ikonic
reasoning so that the development of concrete symbolic reasoning can be
supported. They also say that more study of this issue is needed in the form of
teaching experiments.
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Discourse: Ideas Expressed
Cobb, Boufi, McClain & Whitenack (1997) discuss the significance of
reflective discourse. They objectify mathematical activity and say that
collective reflection is objectifying a previously done action. They further state
that reflective discourse leads to the construction of specific mathematical
conceptions and a general orientation to mathematical activity, or
mathematizing. Therefore, they say that it is important for teachers to know
when to create a shift in the discourse.
Teachers And Teaching Interventions
"If we invite students to think, we have the obligation to take their ideas
seriously." (R. B. Davis, 1992, p.349) R. B. Davis (1997) advocated an
alternative learning environment for the teaching of mathematics, which fosters
the connection between the representations in the mind of the teacher and the
mind of the student. Bellisio (2001) states that Robert B. Davis created the
Madison Project in 1957 to change the mathematical experiences of students.
Students were encouraged to learn mathematics through discovery. It was
suggested that special attention be given to problems that teachers selected so
that they might be related to children's culture and interests.
Dann, Pantozzi & Steencken (1995) state that appropriate teacher
questioning can help to foster justification and student discourse.
Towers (1998) states that traditionally, the teacher is seen as separated
from the student, that teaching and learning have been regarded as discrete
entities. Her study examines the role of teacher interventions in the
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development of students' mathematical understanding. She classifies the
teacher interventions which she originally observed into themes, which she calls
checking, showing and telling, leading, reinforcing, inviting, clue-giving,
managing, enculturating (helping students to join the mathematics community at
large by using language, notation and tools that mathematicians do), blocking
and modeling. To this list, she added five additional themes after observing her
own teaching. These are praising, shepherding (a series of interventions
designed to provoke the student's thinking), rug-pulling (doing something that
will create a perturbation for the student), retreating (leaving the student alone
to allow him to continue thinking in the absence of the teacher) and anticipating
(doing something to avoid failure on the part of the student).
Pirie and Kieren (1994) proposed a theory for the growth of
understanding. Their model consists of eight layers, primitive knowing, image
making, image having, property noticing, formalizing, observing, structuring and
inventising. This construction is not linear, but transcendally recursive. There
is a reorganization of one's knowledge structure. Folding back is a key feature
of the theory. The term "folding back" refers to the movement back to an inner
layer, but with new understanding gained from having moved forward
previously. Teachers can ask three different types of questions to affect this
process. Invocative questions push the student to an inner layer, or to fold
back. Provocative questions push the student forward a level. It is possible for
a question to be intended to be provocative but to effectively be invocative. A
teacher would use a validating question to clarify the level of understanding.
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R. B. Davis & Maher (1997) stress that it is important for teachers to
comprehend the representations which students construct and to channel the
discourse so that they can help students to build upon these ideas. They go on
to say that by using isomorphic problems, teachers can help students to create
assimilation paradigms. Maher, R. B. Davis & Alston (1992) note the
importance of teachers' thorough understanding of the mathematics behind
various tasks, their understanding of how students think and a belief that under
the proper conditions students can build mathematical ideas. They also say
that teachers need to be able to recognize alternate representations that
students generate.
Maher, Pantozzi, Martino, Steencken & Deming (1996) studied
videotapes and transcripts, which enabled them to examine what teachers did
to help students build ideas. They note that teachers listened, questioned,
facilitated and intervened. Maher and R. B. Davis (1990) state that it is crucial
that teachers understand how students think about problems. This
understanding is important for designing tasks that teachers create for students.
Martino and Maher (1999) studied teacher questioning and state that it is
important in the monitoring of student progress. They see the role of the
teacher as one of facilitator, moderator and observer. Further, they say that
appropriate teacher interventions guide students to justification and to deeper
understanding.
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Justification And Reasoning
Cobb, Wood, Yackel & McNeal (1993) state the difference between
justification and explanation. They say that we are expected to justify our
reasoning when someone believes he or she understands our thinking and
challenges it. They say that we are expected to give an explanation when
someone does not understand our thinking and, without calling it into question,
implicitly or explicitly requests a clarification.
Alston & Maher (1993) studied one student's development of justification
of the solution to a problem, which took place over the course of five sessions
held over a period of about five weeks. Several factors appear to have
contributed to the evolution of this student's ideas. He worked with a partner,
shared his ideas with the class, considered a simpler problem and was
encouraged to continue to think about the problem at a deeper level. More than
half of a year following these sessions, the student demonstrated the durability
of his ideas by extending what he had built to a similar problem.
R. B. Davis, Maher & Martino (1992) state that videotaped student
sessions demonstrate the complexity of how students engage in mathematics.
They cite evidence that children are thinking mathematically even though the
teacher does not directly interact with them.

Videotaped sessions indicate that

even though students appear not to be listening to each other or to be engaged
in discourse with their peers, they may use ideas from their peers at subsequent
times.

Students were seen leaving questions unanswered and creating

notations.
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Maher and Speiser (1997) conducted a teaching experiment wherein the
subject demonstrated that she was folding back to earlier ideas. Muter and
Maher (1998) stress the importance of providing students with early
opportunities to develop justifications so that durable ideas can provide a
broader foundation for future mathematical concepts to be developed. Very
young students have demonstrated the ability to provide rather sophisticated
methods of proof for their ideas (Maher & Martino, 1996).

Theoretical Perspective

The research is rooted in the view that when children are provided with
opportunities to construct their own ideas about fractions, the constructions that
they build and the justifications for these constructed ideas, are powerful and
robust. Their ideas often exceed expectations and what would normally be
expected, given traditional instructional practices.
The power of these constructions is manifested in students' ability to
perform operations with fractions even though no direct instruction or teaching
of algorithms has taken place. The viability is evident when we see students
using fractions casually and comfortably in problem-solving activities. They are
able to talk about fractions, refer to them, place them on a number line and use
them when solving problems. The durability of these constructions is clear
when we see that students retain their ability to use the constructions that they
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have built. Algorithms become an outgrowth of sense making, rather than a
memorized procedure.
Classroom conditions, such as those cited in the literature provide a
basis for the creation of a classroom community where children can construct
powerful mathematical ideas. Though the teacher plays a pivotal role in the
design the classroom environment, the maintenance of the proposed classroom
climate is the joint responsibility of the teacher and the students.
In order for teachers to help students to build a conceptual basis for
considering mathematical ideas, including ideas about fractions, teachers need
to move away from the traditional instructional approaches where the teacher
and learner are seen as discrete entities (Towers 1998), and move towards
instructional practices which provide students with the opportunity to develop
mathematical concepts as they are engaged in activities that promote
understanding (NCTM 2000). Maher & Martino (2000) suggest ways in which
teachers can create conditions that will lead to conceptual change in students.
Teachers must give students enough time to think deeply about their work.
Students should be encouraged to "reinvent" ideas, that is, to construct ideas
for themselves, to take ownership of the knowledge that they build.
The five behaviors which Towers (1998) observed in her own teaching,
praising, shepherding, rug-pulling, retreating and anticipating are effective
means of supporting students' construction of mathematical ideas. In essence,
the teacher is setting up a backdrop or venue within which the student can take
action.
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When we ask children to justify their solutions, we are requiring that they
retrace or "reinvent" their constructions. Pirie & Kieren (1994) refer to
invocative questions, which are designed to help students to "fold back" to an
earlier level of understanding. They say that each time an inner level is
revisited, it is done with deeper understanding. Therefore, when we ask for
justification, we are essentially helping students to reinforce and think more
deeply about the cognitive constructions that they have built.
Maher (1998) delineates the characteristics of a teacher who sets up
conditions in the classroom that foster the development of students'
constructions of mathematical ideas and promote the communication of these
concepts. She noticed these characteristics in the performance of the
researchers who were part of her longitudinal study of the development of
children's mathematical ideas. These characteristics are observable and can
be reproduced as part of regular classroom practice.
Videotaped data provide opportunity for researchers to study children's
mathematical constructions in great depth and enables them to view the nature
of students' actions and interactions in the absence of the teacher. Therefore,
the presence of video cameras enabled the careful and detailed study of
continuous and simultaneous activity in a classroom of twenty-five children to
be set up in episodic form.
Among the elements necessary to investigate how children construct
ideas about fractions, are issues that contribute to children's difficulties as well
as issues involved in children's construction of knowledge. The literature cited
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here provides several examples of both of these complex notions. The coding
scheme for this study is linked to the categorization of the literature that
connects the teaching and learning of fractions. Specifically, those categories
are justification and reasoning, ideas expressed (discourse), representations
and teaching interventions.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Methodology

This study involved replication for a multiple-case research methodology.
Further, the design is considered to be a literal replication since each case was
expected to yield similar outcomes as a result of similar conditions being in
place (Yin 1994). Yin (1994) defines a case study methodology as "an
empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its reallife context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context
are not clearly evident" (p. 13). In particular, the data that comprised the main
focus of the study came from Colts Neck, a small suburban district in New
Jersey. These data were gathered as part of a teaching experiment that
involved a classroom intervention. In an experimental teaching case study, the
perspective of the study is controlled (Yin 1994). The second set of data came
from Piscataway, in a small suburban private school, also in New Jersey. Data
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in this case were gathered in the form of naturalistic research as part of the
regular classroom practice.
The research questions that are the subject of this study were formulated
after preliminary examination of the data collected in Colts Neck. The
secondary data source consists of documentation compiled as part of the
researcher's regular teaching practice, in Piscataway, New Jersey, and was
based upon replication of the conditions set in place in Colts Neck. These
replicated conditions are consistent with the customary perspective in place in
Piscataway. These data were examined as a supplement to this analysis.
Colts Neck, New Jersey
Background
Researchers from Rutgers University historically have entered into
several partnerships with schools in New York and New Jersey to study how
children build mathematical ideas and to help with the professional
development of teachers.

In 1993, Carolyn A. Maher, with the help of Amy

Martino and other researchers from Rutgers University Graduate School of
Education in New Brunswick, NJ, began a yearlong teaching intervention into a
fourth grade classroom. The goal of this research was to introduce fraction
concepts to students prior to the formal introduction of algorithms. Sessions
would be held fifty times during the school year and children would be engaged
in problem-solving activities relating to fractions. The significance of selecting a
fourth grade class is that fourth grade is the academic year prior to the one in
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which intensive study of fractions, and the introduction of algorithms related to
fractions, traditionally take place. The researchers wanted to study how
students built their own ideas about fractions, rather than how they used the
algorithms that they had been shown.
Building a Classroom Community
Conditions were set up to create a classroom community in which
student inquiry and discovery were of paramount importance. Teachers and
researchers did not tell students whether their work was correct or incorrect.
Rather, students were questioned and encouraged to explain their solutions
and to develop their own sense of accuracy.

Questions were used to elicit

explanations, to guide students towards persuasive justifications of their
solutions and to redirect them when they were engaged in faulty reasoning.
Students knew they were not being graded for their work. Justification of
solutions became a part of the classroom culture. Evidence for this is
documented in Steenken and Maher (1998) who cite that one student recorded
the following in her mathematics journal: "Rutgers really worked us hard
because every time someone came up with an answer Rutgers would say:
'convince us'. So we did." (Steencken & Maher, 1998.)
Population
The research intervention took place at the Conover Road School in
Colts Neck, New Jersey.

Colts Neck is a small suburban district and the

Conover Road School is the public elementary school of the district, for grades
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kindergarten through four. The fourth grade class in which this teaching
intervention took place consisted of twenty-five students, fourteen girls and
eleven boys. Children in this class were typically nine and ten years old. The
class was heterogeneously grouped.
Procedures
Tasks.
Throughout the study, students participated in task-based activities
relating to topics such as the differentiation between the operator meaning and
number meaning of fractions, comparison of fractions, fractional equivalence,
fractions placed on number lines and operations involving fractions. The first of
these sessions was held on September 20, 1993. The first seven sessions of
this teaching intervention have been studied in great depth. During these first
seven sessions, students constructed ideas relating to the following.
•

Introduction to Cuisenaire Rods®

•

Comparison of fractions and

•

Fractional equivalence (Steencken 2001).

During the subsequent sessions students built models and shared ideas they
had constructed relating to the following.
•

Comparison of fractions,

•

Subtraction of fractions,

•

Placing fractions on a number line,

•

The notion of infinity and
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•

The idea of number density, that there are infinitely many
numbers between numbers.

They were also given a problem involving equitable sharing of three large candy
bars, which were scored and partitioned into ten sections each.
This study focuses on the data collected during the four sessions that
were held in December 1993. The dates of those sessions are December 2,
1993, December 9,1993, December 14,1993 and December 15,1993. On the
first of these sessions, the students worked on activities using the Cuisenaire
Rods® and involving division of a natural number divided by a common fraction.
They were asked to solve problems, build models to prove their solutions, draw
their models and to write number sentences. (See Appendix I) On the ensuing
days, the students worked on the activity called "Holiday Bows"

2,

(See

Appendix H) which was designed to provide them with a meaningful context for
understanding the division of a natural number by a fraction. Additional topics
were covered throughout the remainder of the year.
Tools.
During most sessions relating to fractions, the topics were explored using
concrete materials, primarily Cuisenaire Rods®. Cuisenaire Rods® are a set of
wooden rods, which come in ten sizes, each one being of another color. It is

task was developed by Alice Alston. It was used with a 5th grade class
and was then modified to be more "open-ended" for the 4th grade class. Carol
Bellisio (1999) reported on the 5th grade version.

2 This
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the attribute of length, which makes them an appropriate tool for the study of
fraction ideas. When arranged in order of length, forming what has been
termed a staircase pattern, (See Appendix G), the difference between each two
"steps" is precisely one centimeter. Students built representations in the form
of models using the Cuisenaire Rods®. Students did not always use the rods,
although they were always available. They drew pictures and referred to the
rods in their explanations and justifications.
In the first session of this study, Cuisenaire Rods® were used by the
students. During the following three sessions of this study, as the students
solved the problem of Holiday Bows, they used precut ribbon which
corresponded to the sizes in the activity, string, meter sticks and scissors to
create representations of their ideas.
Classroom Organization.
Generally speaking, the students worked in pairs or small groups, often
collaborating with other partnerships. The groups were rearranged as needed,
based on input from the classroom teacher as well as the researchers present.
Students frequently shared their strategies with the entire group by using the
overhead projector or board, which were positioned at the front of the room. At
times, especially when new topics were introduced and at the end of a session,
the class would also come together as a whole. Sessions lasted approximately
an hour to an hour and a half. There were approximately fifty sessions in all
that were held throughout the school year.
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Carolyn Maher, teacher/ researcher 1 (T/R1), or Amy Martino,
teacher/researcher 2, (T/R2), of Rutgers University Graduate School of
Education, introduced each session by leading a whole-class discussion. Amy
Martino led the first session of this study and was present at all four of the
sessions. Carolyn Maher led the other three sessions of this study and was
present for all but the first session. In addition to the researchers and the
regular classroom teacher, graduate students were present daily. On the
second day of this study, visitors, who are mathematics educators, were
present. The principal, an experienced mathematics education researcher, was
also present on this day. Visitors were told not to give answers to students or to
tell students if they were right or wrong. They walked among students,
questioning them about what they were doing and listening to the discourse.
They were instructed not to interfere with what the students were doing, and not
to interrupt their thinking. The regular classroom teacher (CT), Mrs. Philips,
who was present during all of the sessions and also interacted with the
students, was also given these instructions.
Data Source
The sessions were recorded by two or three video cameras, which were
located in different areas of the classroom. One or two of these cameras
attempted to capture students' work and interactions. An additional camera in
the back of the room was unmanned and set up to record explanations by
students, which were presented at the overhead projector. The written works
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of individual students and researchers' notes were collected, providing a
triangulated data source.
Piscataway, New Jersey
Background
In September 1998 this researcher began working at Yeshiva Shaarei
Tzion in Piscataway NJ as the mathematics curriculum coordinator and teacher
of grades 5, 6 and 7. Prior to this researcher's employment, the school had
applied a very traditional format for its mathematics instruction. Textbooks
were the curriculum guides and there was little deviation from the structure
imposed by these books. Students learned to compute procedurally and to
apply computational fluency to problems only after the procedures were
mechanistically mastered.
Conditions of employment included permission to eliminate the use of
textbooks and to develop the curriculum using task-based activities that were
intended to help students construct their own knowledge about mathematical
ideas.
Classroom Community
The students in this study had experienced a very traditional classroom
environment prior to the fifth grade. They were used to being told whether or
not their answers were correct and being shown procedures for doing
mathematics. In contrast, upon entering fifth grade, they were encouraged to
take responsibility for convincing others that their solutions were correct. They
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were introduced to various mathematical tools and they were expected to write
about what they were thinking on a regular basis.

Discourse was of paramount

importance. Responsive questioning took place to encourage mathematical
thinking by attempting to elicit verbalization of mathematical thought. The
classroom community was one in which students' ideas were always respected.
Alternate strategies were encouraged, shared and discussed. Although it was
necessary for these children to be graded, they understood that their daily
participation in activities and their writings about what they were thinking
mathematically would be the primary source of their grades. They were invited
to discuss their thinking and to submit ideas in writing at any time during the
semester.
Population
Yeshiva Shaarei Tzion is a small parochial school which attracts
students from a few neighboring communities. The students are all observant
Jewish children and are all girls. There is one class on each grade level from
Grades one through eight. For this study, the work of the fifth grade class of the
school year 2000-2001 was examined. This academically heterogeneous class
consisted of thirteen girls who were ten and eleven years old.
Procedures
Tasks
Throughout the course of the semester, the students worked on the
same tasks which the Colts Neck students worked on to develop fraction ideas
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(Steencken 2001). This study examines their work on the problem of Holiday
Bows, which they did in late May 2001.
Tools
As the students went through the various fraction activities that the Colts
Neck students did in the early sessions, they also used Cuisenaire Rods® to
build models which would justify solutions. For the problem of Holiday Bows,
precut ribbon corresponding in size to those in the activity, string, scissors and
meter sticks were made available.
Classroom Organization
The class consisted of thirteen girls who were in a self-contained class
for all subjects. They had one teacher for all subjects except for mathematics.
Their mathematics instruction took place in what is called block scheduling.
There were three mathematics classes held weekly. Two of the weekly
sessions were double periods or eighty minutes in length and one was forty
minutes long. The Holiday Bows activity, which the Colts Neck students did in
December 1993, was replicated with this fifth grade on May 23, 2001 and May
24, 2001 as part of their regular mathematics instruction. The regular
classroom teacher was not present for these sessions, though she had been
present for most of the earlier mathematics classes. When she remained with
the class during mathematics class, she interacted with students but had been
instructed not to supply solutions or to tell the students how to solve problems.
On these days, two graduate students from Rutgers University Graduate School
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of Education were present. One attended because of interest in this particular
activity and the other attended as part of a graduate school practicum.
Data Source
Just as the Colts Neck students had done, the Piscataway students
wrote about their mathematical experiences. The original written work that they
did while engaged in the Holiday Bows activity form a second set of data, which
were examined in this study. In addition, field notes from the two graduate
students visiting from Rutgers University and the observations of this
researcher, the regular mathematics teacher of the class provide a triangulation
of sources for these data. The analysis of the Piscataway data was considered
to be supplemental to the primary database.

Organization and Examination of the Data

The data collected in Colts Neck was thought of as consisting of
episodes along a timeline that told the story of what transpired in that classroom
on those four days. The side view camera was examined first. What took
place on the tape was divided into episodes or vignettes, occurring in
sequence. These were numbered consecutively with three digit numbers, the
first digit representing the day of the study. For example, Episode Number 307
was the seventh episode to appear on the side camera on Day 3 of the study.
Some episodes appeared on all three or two camera views. This is noted in the
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coded narratives in Chapter IV and on the Episode Time Code Chart. (See
Appendix B) As the front and overhead camera views were examined,
episodes, which did not appear in the side view, had to be inserted in the
appropriate places along the timeline. Decimal numbers were used for this
purpose. For example if, after studying the front camera view, an episode was
depicted which occurred between Episode Number 307 and Episode Number
308, it might be given the number 307.5. Numbers indicate the sequence of
events only. They do not represent specific time intervals between episodes. A
letter following an episode number indicates that it occurred simultaneously with
the event that bears the same number. For example, Episode Number 406
and Episode Number 406a occurred simultaneously. In some cases, some of
the episodes were renumbered as additional ones were added, but in all cases,
the sequence of the numbers accurately represents the sequence of the
occurrence of the episodes.
The data from the first three days of this study (December 2, 9, and 14 of
the year 1993) were initially examined in the summer of 1998, as part of a
graduate practicum experience. At that time, the tapes were analyzed for
critical events. Critical events were first defined as moments of "conceptual
leaps" and this definition was later expanded to include moments characterized
by cognitive obstacles. (Maher, Pantozzi, Martino, Steencken & Deming, 1996).
Critical events help form a trace in the history of the development of
mathematical ideas of students. The critical event itself can be thought of as
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being the "present" on a historical timeline, which consists of a past, a present,
and a future. "Critical-event videotapes, along with accompanying
documentation enable us, therefore, to analyze student personal histories and
assist us in tracing the foundations of mathematical ideas." (Maher, 1996, p.3)
A significant number of the events from these tapes were transcribed at
that time. In the spring of 2001, it was decided that these data in addition to the
data collected on December 15, 1993, would be the subject of this research
study. As the videotapes of all of the data were examined and re-examined, the
previously done transcription was reviewed for accuracy. Additional events,
which were thought to be of interest or significance in the depiction of how
children constructed mathematical knowledge, were transcribed.

Coding Scheme
Detailed narratives of the videotaped Colts Neck data were recorded and
organized according to episode numbers. The coding scheme, imposed on the
Colts Neck data, was designed to flag the elements of the narratives that would
be important in the study of the research questions. (See Appendix A) There
were four categories of codes created. They are as follows.
•

Teacher Interventions

•

Ideas Expressed

•

Representations

•

Justification and Reasoning
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There are twenty teacher intervention codes that fall into six categories.
The categories were used to identify interventions where teachers were seen
giving information, rephrasing or requesting that another student rephrase what
a student said, asking questions, requesting justification, directing students to
construct a representation, to an existing representation, to the work or ideas of
others, to discussion with others or towards previously done work, and
observing but not reacting overtly.
There are eighteen representation codes. They fall into three categories
based on the one by whom they were generated, the student, the teacher or
another student. The types of representations, which were coded, are words
(both oral and written), drawings, models, symbols and gestures.
There are seven codes for justification and reasoning, based on the
method or the means used. They flag when students used concrete
representations, metaphors, paradigms (referring to some pattern or archetype
which had been established in another context) or references to representations
not visible. They flag when students used patterns that they observe to justify
or reason, and when students used measurement, natural numbers or fractions
to reason or justify their reasoning.
There are twenty-nine codes for ideas expressed. These codes track to
whom the ideas were expressed, to the teacher, to other students or to the
entire class. They also track whether or not the idea was a generalization or
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specific to the task, whether the idea expressed was in response to a question
and whether it was expressed in agreement with others' ideas.
After the narratives were coded, frequency distributions of the codes
were tallied and charted (See Appendices C, 0, E, F), indicating the frequency
with which each code appeared in each episode. These were then examined
for clusters of coding in specific episodes and the episodes in which these
clusters occurred were carefully examined. The frequency distributions also
gave information about what had occurred on a specific day of the study and
during the study as a whole.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

Chronology of a Teaching Experiment
December 2, 1993
Description of the Activity
December 2, 1993 was the twentieth day of the yearlong study. A series
of fraction activities was assigned, involving Cuisenaire Rods®, much the same
as had been assigned in previous sessions. (Steencken 2000) The session
was led by Amy Martino, referred to as Teacher / Researcher 2 (T/R2). The
regular classroom teacher (CT), Mrs. Joan Philips, was also present. The
session began with the teacher I researcher talking with the whole class. The
first question that was asked is, "What number name would you give to the
white rod when a train of red and orange has the number name one?" Train is
the term applied when two or more Cuisenaire Rods® are placed end to end,
creating a new composition whose length is the sum of the lengths of the
individual rods. Students built models using the rods which were used to justify
that the white rod would have the number name one-twelfth since the length of
twelve white rods is equal to the length of the train (combined length) of red and
orange. This led to the question, "How many one-twelfths are in one?" The
students were then given a series of similar problems to solve. (See Appendix
I) They were asked to build a model, draw a picture of the model and to write a
43
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number sentence that would describe each of the given problems.
Coded Narrative

T/R2 = Teacher 1 Researcher # 2; CT = Classroom Teacher
Camera Views: F= Front, S= Side, O=Overhead
EQisode

101

View &
Time
F
00:58

Narrative
Various students build the train of orange and red as
directed by T/R2. (RSM )

102

F
01:45

T/R2 asks (To) the students what name to give the white
rod when the train of red and orange is given the number
name "1". Alyce and Julie build each build a model of 12
white rods along the train of red and orange. (J RM , RSM)
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F
03:07
S
04:10

Bob and his partner, Dina, build separate models of 12
white rods along a train of red and orange to find out
what number name to give to a white rod when the train
of orange and red has the number name 1. (J RM , RSM )
Dina counts the white rods softly to herself. When T/R2
calls on Dina to tell the class what number name she
would give to white, Dina says it would be 1/12. (Iesa)
T/R2 asks if everyone agrees. (T aA) T/R2 then asks
Dina why she thinks it is 1/12. (TOE) Dina says that the
train of red and orange is "1" and there are 12 whites,
which make up "the whole". (Iesa, J RM , J F) When
repeating what Dina said, T/R2 rephrases the statement
saying "1" instead of "whole". (T R)
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When the students are asked, "What number name
would you give to a white rod when a train of red and
orange has the number name 1?" Eileen builds a model
of the train with 12 white rods along its length. (RSM )
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When T/R2 asks the students ifthey can change the
color names to number names in the sentence, "How
many whites are there in a red and orange train?" (To)
Alyce confers with her partner, Julie, and they say that
you can replace white with 1/12 and the train of red and
orange with 1 in the sentence. Alyce says "How many

45
1112's are there in 1?" (lsGQ) Julie, supported by her
partner, Alyce, tells the researcher that the white can be
replaced by 1/12 and 1 can replace the train of red and
orange. (IrGQ JRM JF)
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When T/R2 asks the students to replace the color names
with number names in the sentence, "How many whites
are in a red and orange train?" (T Q) Dina is approached
by CT, who asks her to read the question. (TQ) Dina
reads the question from the overhead (IrSQ) and CT
directs her to the model she had built, telling Dina that it
has to do with the numbers in the model. (TOR TI). CT
then asks her what she would call one of the white rods
in the model. (T Q) Dina says that the answer is 1/12.
(IrSQ) CT then asks Dina how many "blanks" are in 1
(TQ) and Dina and CT respond 12 together. (IrSQ) CT
then repeats the question using "1 ih s" instead of "blank"
for the first blank. (T Q) and Dina answers "a whole" in a
questioning tone. (IrSQ) CT tells Dina not to call it "whole"
but to call it "1" because the train is being called "1". (T I)
Then CT asks Bob what he said (T Q)and asks Dina if she
agrees. (T os) Dina's response is not heard or seen on
camera, but CT points to T/R2 in the front of the room
and tells Dina to tell it to T/R2.
Dan says you can replace white with 1/12 and the train of
red and orange with 1 in the sentence, "How many
whites are there in a red and orange train?" so that the
question becomes "How many 1112's are there in 1?"
(lcSQ Rs M)
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Ed says there is another way to fill in the blanks in the
number sentence, "How many whites are there in a red
and orange train?" which appears on the overhead. He
says that he has figured out a way of changing the "1"
(Ics) T/R2 tells Ed that she will come talk to him and that
she wants the rest of the students to think about the
question. (TA ) Dan asks Ed what he means. (lsSQ) Ed
tells Dan that you could say "How many one-twelfths are
there in twelve twelfths?" (Iss)
George answers the question, (TQ) "How many twelfths
are in 1" by saying there are 12/12. (lcSQ) T/R2 repeats
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George's answer (T R) and asks the students in the class
if they agree. (T QA)
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T/R2 asks Ed (T Q) what he had been thinking about
before. Ed says that instead of saying how many
twelfths are in one, you could also say how many twelfths
are in 12/12. (J F les) T/R2 rephrases what Ed said (T R)
and asks the students of the class if they agree. (T QA)
Various students raise their hands and T/R2 calls on
some of their names - Julie, Dan, Matt, and Liza - to ask
them if they agree. (T QA) The students say that they do
agree with Ed that 12/12 is the same amount as 1. (lesA)
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When asked the number name of white when dark green
has the number name 1, Alyce and Julie build a model by
placing white rods along the green rod. (RSM )
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T/R2 asks what number name to give to white when the
dark green rod has the number name 1. (T Q) Eileen says
that the white rod would have the number name
1/6.(lesQ) T/R2 asks if anyone disagrees with Eileen and
then she repeats what Eileen said. (T QA T R) T/R2 then
asks Eileen why this is so. (TJ) Eileen says that it is
because 6 white rods are as long as the dark green rod.
(J RM J F)
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T/R2 asks if someone can rewrite the number sentence,
"How many whites are in a dark green rod?" and she
calls on Maria. (T Q) Maria says the question can be
written as "How many 1/6's are in a whole?" (lesQ) Then
T/R2 refers back to what Ed had said previously and
asks if another number could be used in place of the 1.
(T QT os Top) Bob says that you could use 6/6 (lesQ) and
T/R2 repeats what he says. (T R) Mario questions why
6/6 could not be replaced with "just plain 6", (Ies) and
when T/R2 asks him if he is sure about this, (T Q) he
states that if you change the 6/6 to 6, you would have to
change the 1/6 to 1. (J F)
How many whites are in a dark green rod?
How many
are in
?
Figure 1. Overhead Projection 1
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When asked to put the problem of finding out how many
white rods are as long as a dark green rod into a number
sentence, Julie begins with "1 minus" and is corrected by
Alyce, her partner, who says 1-:- 1/6 ... [inaudible] (Iss)

S

T/R2 comes over to Bob and Dina. Bob tells her that
when finding out how many whites are as long as a
brown rod, it would be how many 8th s are in brown.
(hsQ) Dina suggests that when you divide one by a
fraction, the answer will be the denominator of that
fraction. (hG) T/R2 says that Dina was thinking in general
terms. (T I)
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Julie writes something on the back of her nametag, which
appears to be the fraction 1/6 and a circle which she
refers to as 1, as she talks about 1 -:- 1/6. (JRO Rso)
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T/R2 asks Maria if she can write a number sentence that
would describe the situation she is working on. (TQ)
Maria stares at her model of a dark green rod with 6
white rods alongside it and says that 1 -:- 1/6 = 6/6. (RsM
hSQ J F) Her partner, Mario, says that doesn't make
sense. (Iss)
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Mario and Maria discuss the answer to the problem, one
divided by one sixth and Bob, who was working with Dina
at the next table, joins their discussion. (Iss) Mario asks if
they are subtracting when they divide. (lSSQ) Maria says
they are not subtracting. Mario says they are and Bob
agrees with him. (ISSA) As Maria searches for a pen,
T/R2 asks Mario how it is related to subtraction. (T Q)
Then Mario says that 1-:- 1/6 = 6 but not 6/6 and Maria
says that 1-:-1/6 equals 6 because there are six onesixths in one. (Iss JF) Mario says that Maria had originally
said 6/6 and that was wrong. Maria then uses the
division algorithm, reversing the divisor and the dividend,
to show that 1-:-1/6 = 6. (JF)
After T/R2 asks the students to write a number sentence,
(TQ) Matt speaks for himself and Grant, saying that 1-'-1/6
= 6. (lesQ) T/R2 repeats what Matt said and asks if other
students agree. (T RTQA) Several students raise their
hands in agreement with this number sentence. (lesA)
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T/R2 asks why the number sentence 1-:-1/6 = 6 works.
(TaE) Mario explains why the number sentence 1-:-116 = 6
describes the question, How many 1/6's are in 1? At the
overhead, Mario says that it works because in division,
you are seeing how many times a number goes into
another number. He says that 116 goes into 1 six times
with no remainder. (Iesa)
T/R2 asks what the number sentence would be to
describe the question "How many 1112's are in 1"? (T a)
Dina says that it would be 1 -:-1/12 = 12. (Iesa) T/R2
asks if everyone agrees. (TQA) Several students raise
their hands in agreement. (lesA)
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When given the problem, "If we give brown the number
name 1, what number name should we give to purple
and to white?" Alyce and Julie build separate models of a
brown rod, with 8 white rods along it and 2 purple rods
along it. (RsM)
TlR1 asks Alyce to translate her number sentence back
into words. (Ta) Alyce explains her written work to T/R2
by saying that 1-:- ~ = 2 means that ~ goes into 1
twice. (hsa)
Alyce notices that Julie has made an error in "How many
purples are in brown?" Alyce tells her "Purple would be
twice, not one - fourth " Julie sees the error and begins
again to come up with the following number sentence,
1-:-1/8 =8 (Iss)
Dina raises her hand to call the teacherl researcher over
to help her. When writing a number sentence to describe
the question, "How many whites are in red?" Dina writes
the addition sentence, ~ + ~ = 1. (hsa) T/R2 indicates
that this is a number sentence, which describes her
model, (RSM) but asks Dina whether or not it describes
this question. (Ta)
Katy builds a train of yellow and orange and puts 15
whites along it. (RSM)
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Jen asks Julie and Alyce for help. (lSSQ) Alyce tells Jen to
make an equation. She uses "number sentence" and
"equation" interchangeably.(lss)
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When drawing the model to find how many whites are in
a train of orange and yellow, Alyce draws the model with
only 13 whites instead of 15. (Rso) She counts the
whites as she draws them and then goes back to the
Cuisenaire Rods®, but instead of making the train, she
places 10 white rods against an orange rod and 5 white
rods against a yellow rod, not placing the yellow and
orange rods together. She counts the total number of
white rods, coming up with 15 (RSM) and writes 1/15 next
to her drawing .. Then when making the model to find how
many light green rods are in a train of orange and yellow,
she puts the orange and yellow rods together, forming
the train. (RSM)
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Julie tells CT (hsQ) that when brown has the number
name 1, white has the number name 1/8 and purple has
the number name %. (JF)
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T/R2 asks Mario if he is sure about what he has written.
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Alyce builds all of the models required and then writes
the following number sentences. 1-;.-1/15= 15; 1-;.-1/5 =5;
1-;.-1/3 =3. (RSM Rss)
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Jon is working on the problem, "How many whites are in
brown?" He tells T/R2 that there are 8 whites in brown.
(hsQ) He replaces each 2 whites with a red. (RSM) He
says that the white rods would be eighths. (JF)
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Alyce makes a train of blue and yellow and calls it 1.
She then puts 14 white rods along the train and counts
them. (RSMJN) Alyce makes a drawing of her model.
When drawing her model she draws 13 whites and
counts them, getting 13, but labels the picture 1/14. (J RM )
She doesn't appear to be concerned about this
discrepancy.

(TQ) correctly, he self-corrects his work. The teacher 1
researcher refers back to the question which is being
described by the number sentence.
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Alyce explains her drawing and number sentences to
T/R2. She says that 1-'-1/15 =15 means that 1/15 goes
into 1 fifteen times, 1-'-115 =5 means 1/5 goes into 1 five
times and 1-:-1/3 =3 means 1/3 goes into 1 three times.
(Irs J F)

Selected Transcription

=Teacher I Researcher 2; CT =Classroom Teacher
Camera Views: F =Front, S =Side, 0 =Overhead Projector

T/R2

Episode
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Transcription
T/R2:

I want you to think a little bit about this train. Can
everybody take out their rods and make this train
with the red and the orange rod? Ok. We spent
a lot of time thinking about this train. Haven't we?
We spent a lot of time building models using this
train.

T/R2:

The red and orange are the number name 1. I
wanna know what name you might give to the
white that would make sense. .

Julie:

I think 9, 10, 11, 12.

Alyce:

Need one more?

Julie:

[inaudible] I need lots more [white rods].

Alyce:

Well, I've got the model right here.

T/R2:

She would call it 1/12, she says. How many
people agree with that? [Several students raise
their hands.] Ok, this looks pretty encouraging.
Ok, you can put your hands down. Ok, 1/12
you're saying. Does anyone disagree, first of all,
with 1112? Ok, nobody does. Maybe I should
have asked that first. Ok, Dina, why do you think
1/12?

Dina:

Because with the um the red and orange that's
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the whole. Twelve white ones make up the whole.
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T/R2:

Ok so if we call red and orange one then we're
calling it the number name one. You're saying
that um it takes 12 of those little white ones to ... to
equal up to the length of the orange and red.

Dina:

[Nods yes throughout above]

T/R2:

Ok, so you give this the name 1/12?

Dina:

Yes.

T/R2:

Can we change the color names of white and the
train of red and orange to number names at this
point now? Can we rewrite this with numbers in
that sentence? Ok, a couple of people are saying
they can. I'd like you all to think about that for a
minute, maybe even to discuss it with your
partner.

04:30

Alyce:

We would call the whites 1/12.

T/R2:

Dina told us part of this.

Alyce:

And then you would call the red and the orange

Julie:

12

Alyce & Julie: 1
Alyce:

Yeah

Julie:

But all this [points to white rods using a
equals up to 12.

T/R2:

What do you think?

Alyce:

I would ... we would think the white would be a
twelfth and then

Julie:

and then

penci~
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Alyce:

the red and orange would be 1

Julie:

1

Alyce:
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Dina:

a whole
[looks at partner, wrinkles brow, looks around]

CT:

Do you have a thought?

Dina:

No

CT:

[Inaudible comment while approaching] Read me
what it says. [Points at overhead projection]

Dina:

[Squints] How many whites are in a red and
orange train?

CT:

Well, you said ...

Dina:

uh um 12

CT:

12 Ok, go ahead. How many ....

Dina:

How many [hesitation] blank [squints] are in
blank?

CT:

OK, it has to do with these two numbers. [Points
to Dina's model of 12 white rods and the train of
orange and red]

Dina:

How many tw .... [is cut off by teacher]

CT:

What would you call one of these? [moves one
white rod from the train of 12 whites]

Dina:

1/12

CT:

Ok, so how many blanks are in one?

Dina:

[to herself] How many blanks are in one?

CT:

You said it.

53
CT & Dina: 12
CT:

How many 12th,s are in .....

Dina:

a whole?

CT:

One. We don't want to say a whole. We want. ..

Dina:

One whole. One.

CT:

Right. Perfect

Dina:

[barely audible] I did?

CT:

Say it again. Read the second line.

Dina:
CT:

... are in one. [Whispers]: Don't say a whole.
Aren't you calling this [points to train] one?

Dina:

Yeah

CT:

Bob:
CT:
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How many twelfths are in a whole?

Dan:

Wait, maybe I. .. maybe I'm wrong. [To Bob]: what
did you say?
How many twelfths are in one?
[To Dina] Do you agree with it? [no response
heard or seen on camera] Tell her [Points to
TIR1] what you said

Um ... How ... The white would be one twelfth and
the red and orange train would be one whole.
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You can do it another way. I.. I. .. You don't
change how many one twelfths but you change
the one. I think I figured out a way of changing
the one.
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T/R2:

Dan:
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Ok, I'll come and talk to you about that. I want
the rest of you to be thinking about this question.
[Off camera, to Ed] What do you mean?

Ed:

[Off camera to Dan] Like you could say how many
one twelfths are there in twelve twelfths?

T/R2:

George?

George: Well, there's 12/12.

T/R2:

08:51

Ok. So then you're telling me that. .. how many
1/12 are in ... in 1 is 12. There are 12 of them.

George: Yeah
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T/R2:

So George has answered the question by saying
there are 12 of them there. Do you agree with
that? If you agree with that raise your hand.

Ed:

Um instead of putting well you could put how
many one twelfths are there in one, you could
also put how many one how mu ... how many one
twelfths are there in twelve twelfths
Ahhhh. Ok. So I could also rewrite this you're
saying then as twelve over twelve

08:42
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T/R2:

0
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Ed:

Yeah

T/R2:

Is that the same thing? One and 12 over 12?

Ed:

Yes

T/R2:

Are they the same thing?

Ed:

Yes

T/R2:

OK. Ed says that one and 12 over 12 represent
the same number, same amount. What do you
think about that? Do you agree with that? Are
they equal to each other? If you have an idea
about that, raise your hand.

55
Student: [off camera]: What did he say? One and one
twelfth?

111

T/R2:

No he said that the number one ok and twelve
over twelve or twelve twelfths he said those are
really the same thing. Do you agree with that?
[Various students raise their hands and the T/R2
calls some names - Julie, Dan, Matt, and Liza to ask them if they agree, they confirm that they
do]

T/R2:

Ok. We have some agreement here. That's very
interesting. Thank you, Ed, for adding that.

Eileen:

one-sixth

T/R2:

Ok. Eileen says that she'd call it one-sixth. Does
anyone disagree with that? No? Ok, then so I'm
assuming that you all agree with what Eileen is
saying. She says that the white rod would have
number name one-sixth. Eileen, can you tell us
why?

Eileen:

'cause six of the white ... six of the white rods
make up the dark green rod.

T/R2:

Ok. All right. I'll agree with that. That's the same
length, isn't it?

F
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T/R2:

OK, Can somebody rewrite this sentence? Maria,
would you like to do that?

S

Maria:

Yes

T/R2:

Since you started this.

Maria:

How many one-sixths are in a whole?

T/R2:

Are in?

Maria:

One whole.

T/R2:

Ok. Could we give one another name here?
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Remember Ed's rule for doing that? I like one.
One is fine, but I'm wondering if there's another
number name. Uhhh ... Bob?
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Bob:

six sixths

T/R2:

Yeah, well, we could call it six sixths, right?
We've established that that really shows us the
same amount.

Mario:

[off camera]: What if we just called it plain six, not
just six sixths?

T/R2:

Plain six.

CT:

You could. [Several students, agree with this]

T/R2:

You sure about that?

Mario:
Ed:

Yeah you could, cause then you could call it... no,
no, no ...
Instead of six, it'd be six wholes.

T/R2:

What do you think, Mario?

Mario:

You can't do that because then you'd have to call
the one-sixth each one.

Ed:

[interrupting Mario]: Yeah, that would be right.
That would be right. That would be right 'cause
you could call the one whole six wholes and then
each of the white ones would be one whole each.

Bob:

One divided by one sixth equals six. 'Cause it
was like what we did when our parents were here.
I think we did one divided by one-eighth equals
eight. So it's like well what how many eighths are
in one. It would be eight.

T/R2:

OK, so that's like the question we're asking here.
[To Dina] Do you agree with that, Dina?

Dina:

Yeah, so it's like every number, it's that it's one

57
divided by the fraction then it's just the plain
number?
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T/R2:

What do you think? It's a good question, isn't' it?
She's thinking in general terms, does that always
work?

T/R2:

Can you write a sentence now using ... umm ...
division that would also describe this situation?
Think about that.

Mario:

uuhhh ... one ...

18:10

Maria:
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[after staring at her model of a dark green rod and
a train of 6 white rods] Oh wait. Yeah, of course
I can.

Mario:

one whole ... no ... six sixths divided by ...

Maria:

1 7 1/6 [laughs11 know. 1 7 1/6 = 6/6

Mario:

What? That doesn't make sense.

Mario:

Are we taking away when we divide?

Maria:

No, we're not taking it away.

Mario:

Yes [with Bob] We're doing subtraction.

Bob:

Right

Maria:

No, see here. Do you have a pen? Do you have
a pen in that desk?

Bob:

No

Maria:

Yeah. Give me that blue pen.

T/R2:

How is it related to subtraction, Mario?

Maria:

See. Look. See. Look.

Mario:

I would [stammering] I would agree ...
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T/R2:

I agree that it's related.

Mario:

... with it that it would be ... that it would be one
divided by one sixth equals six but not six sixths.

Maria:

And one divided by one sixth equals six because
there's six ...

Mario:

Yeah that's what I mean.

Maria:

... one sixth's inside one so six divided by one

Mario:

But she said six sixths. Six sixths it won't work.
agree with six but not six sixths .

Maria:

.. .is [doing long division calculations for fractions]
six times one equals six minus equals zero. It's
uh ... one divided by one sixth.

Mario:

That would work.

T/R2:

Ok. All right.

Mario:

It's six, but not six sixths.

Matt:

Well, we ummm have 1 -7- 1/6

=6.

T/R2:

1-7- 1/6 =6. Ok. Did anyone else come up with
that for a number sentence to describe the
question, "How many 1/6's are in 1?" Ok we have
several pairs ... looks like about maybe 8 or 9
people came up with the same sentence. Ok do
we have any other ideas to put out on the table
here for things that might be a possible number
sentence? Ok. All right. So this is what's being
proposed. I want somebody to come up and tell
me about this now ... about how this describes
this sentence.

T/R2:

If this works, how does it work?

Mario:

[at the overhead pointing to the number
sentence, 1-'-1/6 =6] It works because division
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you ... umm ... see how many times you can get a
number into a number so you can get 116 umm
you can get 6 ... 6 times you can get 1/6 into 1 with
no remainders so that would mean that that would
be 6.
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=12

Dina:

I would write it 1-;-1/12

T/R2:

Ok. Is there anyone who does not agree with
that? All of you who had your hands up, is this
what you were thinking ... of telling me?

Dina:

Do we have to write it as a division problem?

T/R2:

Well, we have to write something that describes
the situation.

Bob:

[off camera, not clear] I did write this one.

Dina:

[mumbling]: It says here put two ...

T/R2:

Ok, how maybe you can explain to me how that
works. You have one half plus one half.

Dina:

Because the whole ... then the whole and then
two halves.

T/R2:

Ok. All right. That would be one way to describe
what you have there but does that answer my
question? My question was to you was how
many whites are in red? How many whites ARE
in red?

Bob:

Two

T/R2:

Ok, does this number sentence answer my
question? It is a number sentence which it
certainly describes your model. Does it answer
my question is what I'm asking, Bob.

Dina:

[shakes her head indicating, "no'}
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T/R2:

I think Dina's skeptical.

Bob:

I thought [inaudible] .... the number sentence
just. ...

T/R2:

I want a number sentence that describes exactly
the question we're asking.

Bob:

Oh.

T/R2:

What do you think? You're right. This describes
that picture but does it describe that question
that I'm asking? How many whites are in red?
How many whites ARE in red?

Bob:

Two

T/R2:

Ok.

Bob:

So should I write that? How many whites are in
red?

T/R2:

Um hmm
[Bob and Dina write: "How many whites are in
red?']

T/R2:

We could ... we could say that with numbers now,
couldn't we? How many ... How would we say it?
How many what are in what? If we used
numbers?

Bob:

How many whites are in red?

T/R2:

Yeah, change it to numbers. Dina.

Dina:

How many halves are in a whole?

T/R2:

How many halves are in one? How many halves
ARE in one?

Dina:

Two.
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T/R2:

Ok.

Dina:

[continues writing] But, see. I wrote this [points
to her writing] as a question. Should I just
[hesitation] a half [starts to erase]

T/R2:

Well, no, no, no. Don't erase what you have here.
What would you want to change it to?

Dina:

Just a half ... just do halves.

T/R2:

What you have is fine here.

Dina:

But, that's for this one. [Points to an example on
the assignment sheet]

T/R2:

That's ok. No, yours is fine. Maybe you could
answer the question for me. How many halves
are in one?

Dina:

[writes the answer on her paper]

T/R:

Ok. All right. Now what you need to think about is
how you could describe this question [points to
Dina's written work] as a number sentence. Ok.
And would it be that a half plus a half or would it
be something else? Think about that.

Bob:

[unclear] How many halfs [sic] is a half?
[Hesitation] How many halfs [sic] is a half?

Dina:

[starts to speak but is interrupted by Bob]

Bob:

Just [inaudible] my number sentence?

Dina:

[to T/R2]: Should we use the division?

T/R2:

What I'm ... What I'm saying to you is ... you keep
telling me that there are two one-halves in one,
right? Where does the two come in to play with
half and a half? Where is that in your number
sentence? Is it describing the question is what
I'm asking 'cause you keep telling me two is the
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solution, right, to this question. [Hesitation] We're
just writing it with numbers this time, right? That's
all we're doing is we're writing it with words; we're
writing it with numbers. Do you agree that that
describes that question? Do you really agree with
me Bob? Ok, now I want to be sure that Dina
umm has thought about this and has considered
on this. Ok what do you have here Dina?

125.5

126.5

S
47:03

S

Dina:

One divided by one-half equals two halfs [sic].
[points to her model of one red rod above 2 white
rods] The whole and [inaudible].

T/R2:

OK. We can just say 2 because there are two
whites in a red, right? There are 2 whites equal
up to a red. [Inaudible] Ok. That describes the
question, doesn't it? And you've answered it with
words up here and you've answered it with
numbers. You've rewritten it with numbers and
you've answered it. Ok. That's nice.

T/R2:

My question is to you ... Are you sure about that?

Mario:

Well, one divided by one half equals one half.
No, that wouldn't be ... that would be ... that
would be like subtracting so it would have to be
two. This wouldn't be one half, it would be two.

T/R2:

Sure, 'cause if we translated this back into words
again, you would be like how many one-halves
are in one, right?

Mario:

It would be 2.

Jon:

That would be eight because [while building a
model with eight whites along a brown rod.]
eight. .. well, I'm not gonna have enough whites,
but eight of the whites equals up to here] [He
then removes the whites and replaces them with
red] I use reds for each two.

48:55

T/R2:

Ok.

r
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Jon:

T/R2:
Jon:

... each two whites. The whites would be eighths.
Mmm hmmm
There are 8 so there are 8 whites here and so
there would be 8 whites in a whole brown ...
brown, so there would be two whites each
December 9, 1993

Description of the Activity
On this day, the activity, Holiday Bows 3 (See Appendix H) was
introduced. The problem was to find out how many bows of different sizes
could be made from various lengths of ribbon. For example, white ribbon was
one meter in length. The students were asked how many bows, each one-half
meter in length could be made from a piece of white ribbon. The ribbon lengths
were one meter, two meters, three meters and six meters. Most of the bows to
be made were of unit fraction lengths, but the class was also given the task of
finding how many bows two-thirds of a meter and three-fourths of meter in
length could be made from some of the ribbon lengths. In addition to the
teacher I researchers, T/R1 and T/R2, graduate students and the regular
classroom teacher, there were four visitors all of whom are math educators.
The school principal was also present and took an active role as a facilitator in
the activity, working with groups of children as they solved the problem. The
session was led by Carolyn A. Maher, teacher I researcher 1 (T/R1), though all

3 This

problem has been called both Holiday Bows and Ribbons & Bows.
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of those present walked around and talked with the students as they worked.
Approximately the last twenty-five minutes of the session were spent in a whole
class discussion. Various students expressed their ideas and the teacher I
researcher, T/R1, mediated the session and wrote students' ideas in the form of
division number sentences, on the overhead transparency, which was projected
for the entire assembly to see.
There were sample bows shown to the students during the explanation
of the problem. Students had access to various materials such as meter sticks,
ribbon that had been precut to the specified sizes in the problem, scissors and
string. They were told that they could use these materials to help them to solve
the problem.
Coded Narrative
Teacher I Researchers: T/R1, T/R2; Visitors: V1, V2, V3, V4, Principal: PRIN
Camera Views: Side (S), Front (F), Overhead Projector (0)
Episode

200

View &
Time

Narrative

F

PRIN introduces T/R1 and T/R2 who the students know and
then introduces V2. T/R1 then calls on V1, who says that
she has brought V3 with her and V2, who talks about her
work. T/R1 says that she has heard that the students have
been working on some very interesting things with CT. She
asks the students what some of those things are. She calls
on Katy, who tells about how they worked in groups to
measure the school to make posters. Kristin is called upon
and she says that they made clay boats to see if they would
float. T/R1 draws attention to the display of the bows in the
front of the room. She says that it has something to do with
the problem they will be working on. She explains the
Ribbons and Bows problem to the students and goes over

03:09

S
00:53

o
05:03
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the sizes that each color ribbon comes in. She tells the
students that their task is to figure out how many bows of
the different sizes can be made from each color ribbon. (T I)
She tells them to look at the first problem and she asks
them if they understand what it is asking. (T Q) She then tells
the students to chat with their partners to make sure that
they understand what they need to do. (Too)
200.3

F
09:00

Alyce tells her partner, Julie that there would be 2 bows,
each % m in length, made from the white ribbon which is 1
m in length. (Iss) Julie repeats that there is 1 m of ribbon
and the bows are 112m in length and the number of bows is
2. She agrees with Alyce. (ISSA)

200.5

F
09:19

After students begin talking with their partners {Iss} and
T/R1 says that someone is asking where the first problem
is. (T R) She asks who can answer this question (T Q) and
calls on Alex. He says that the first problem is to find out
how many bows, each % m in length, can be made from the
white ribbon, which is 1m in length. (lesQ) T/R1 holds up a
meter stick and tells the students to imagine a piece of
ribbon that size. (RrM ) She asks them how many bows % m
in length could be made from that length of ribbon. (TQ) Ed
says that 1 ribbon is % m and you have to figure out how
many of those bows you can make. (leSQN) T/R1 then says
that the visitors will walk around and students can begin.

S
07:03

o
11 :14

201

S
10:07

201.5

F
12:50

V1 watches Dina and Bob get started and she asks Bob if
he knows how long a meter is. (T Q) He responds by saying
it is 3 feet. (lrSQN) V1 says that it is not quite 3 feet (T I) and
Bob says that he thought it was. (Irs) V1 says that it is near
3 feet but that feet and meters are different.(TI) She asks
Bob if he knows how they are different. (TQ) He squints and
moves his head slightly from side to side indicating that he
does not. (lrSQN Rs G)

T/R2 works with Cassie, Eileen and Bob. She says that she
heard someone say that you could make 3 bows, each 1/3
m in length from the white ribbon which is 1 m in length (T R)
and she asks why that is so. (T QE) Cassie refers to the 1
and the 3 but doesn't answer. (lrSQN) Eileen says that if you
split the 1m piece of ribbon to make bows 1/3 of a meter
long, each piece would be 1/3 of a meter. (lrSQJ F) When
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T/R2 asks her how many bows that would make, Eileen
says 3. (T a hsa J F) When Benny is asked what he thinks
about this, (T as) he says he wasn't there for what the girls
did so T/R2 tells him the question as she picks up a rolled
up piece of white ribbon. Benny says that you would have
to cut the ribbon into thirds and that would give you 3 bows.
(hsa J F) T/R2 tells Benny, Eileen and Cassie that they
could test their ideas by using meter sticks and string. (TI
TaJ TDc) She then asks them to use the same idea they
had just used to predict how many bows, (Tap) each % of a
meter in length, could be made from 1 meter of ribbon.
They answer that 4 such bows could be made. (lrsa)
202

S
11 :45

202.5

F
14:56

Alex and Jon use a meter stick to measure white ribbon,
which is 1 m long and PRIN asks them what they are doing.
(T a) They say that one meter equals three thirds and when
they find three thirds of the ribbon, they will know how many
bows you can get. (hsa) Jon says that he thinks he knows
already. He says that you can get 3 bows each 1/3 m long
from a piece of ribbon that is 1m in length because there
are 3 one-thirds in the meter. (hsa J F) PRIN asks Jon what
he thinks of what Alex said. (T QA) Jon says that he agrees
but they are just making sure. (hSA) PRIN repeats that they
think it makes sense and that they are Just checking it. (T R)
They then convert the m to 100 cm and divide the 100 cm
into 3 parts by estimating and adjusting their estimates
together (Iss), eventually deciding that 113m is equal to
about 33 cm. (I N) V2 asks them what the question is and
says that they were just doing something interesting. (T a)
They say that they were preparing proof of their answer
because Rutgers made them always prove their answers.
(hsaN) V2 asks the meaning of the 33 when they said it was
3 bows and Jon says it was in centimeters. They said that
they want to make sure that when they divided it there was
no leftovers. [gap in tape begins here ](I N)
Alex and Jon use a meter stick to measure white ribbon,
which is 1 m long and PRIN asks them what they are doing.
(T a) They say that 1 m = 3/3 and when they find 3 thirds of
the ribbon, they will know how many bows you can get.
(hsa) Jon says that he thinks he knows already. He says
that you can get 3 bows each 113 m long from a piece of
ribbon that is 1m in length because there are 3 one-thirds in
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the meter. (hsQ JF) PRIN asks Jon what he thinks of what
Alex said. (T QA) Jon says that he agrees but they are just
making sure. (hSA) PRIN repeats that they think it makes
sense and that they are just checking it. (T R) They then
convert the m to 100 cm and divide the 100 cm into 3 parts
by estimating and adjusting their estimates together (Iss),
eventually deciding that 113m is equal to about 33 cm. (IN)
V2 asks them what the question is and says that they were
just doing something interesting. (T Q) They say that they
were preparing proof of their answer because Rutgers
made them always prove their answers. (hSQN) V2 asks the
meaning of the 33 when they said it was 3 bows and Jon
says it was in centimeters. They said that they want to
make sure that when they divided it there was no leftovers.
[gap in tape begins here ](IN)
203

S
16:44

204

S
17:24

V1 approaches Bob and Dina and asks what they are doing.
(TQ) Bob says that 3 meters is 114 inches. (hsQ) He says
that it was 39 + 39 + 39. V1 asks if that is accurate, if it is
exactly 114 inches. (T Q) He picks up the meter stick and
looks at it saying only, "Oh ... um" (hSQN)
V1 says that Dina just said that there are 4 bows, each Yz m
in length, which can be made from 2m of ribbon. (T R) She
asks Bob if he agrees. (T QA) He also says it would be 4.
(hSA) V1 then asks him if he knows why. (T Q) He says he
does. (hSA) Then Bob explains how he solved the problem
of finding how many bows, each Yz meter long, could be
made from a piece of ribbon that is 2 m in length. His
explanation refers to conversion of the meters to feet. He
says that 2m would be approximately 6 ft and each meter
would be approximately 3 ft. He then says that Yz of each of
the 3 ft would be 1 Yz ft and that 1 Yz ft and another 1 Yz ft
would "fill up" 3 of the 6ft and the same would be true of the
other 3 ft. (I N) Dina says that her method is different and
she explains that she got an answer of 4 bows by realizing
that each meter would yield 2 bows since there are 2 halves
in 1 meter. (J F) V1 asks Bob if he understood what Dina
did. (T DS) When he says he did, she points out that his
method required an additional step, the conversion of
meters to feet, (T I) and asks him to do the next one using
Dina's method. (T DS) Bob and Dina both solve the problem
of finding out how many bows, each Yz m could be made
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from gold ribbon, which is 3m in length, by using Dina's
method. (J F) Bob says it would be 6 and Dina says it would
be 6. He changes his answer to 8 and Dina starts to say
something to him (Iss) and then he goes back to his original
answer of 6 [bows].
204.5

F
22:27

Cassie, Benny and Eileen are working in a group. Cassie
says that when you go to another section of the worksheet,
the number of bows, each % m in length that could be made
from different lengths of ribbon doubles. (Iss I N J p ) In the
first section, bows are to be made from white ribbon, which
is 1m in length. In the second section, bows are to be made
from blue ribbon, which is 2m in length. In the third section,
bows are to be made from gold ribbon, which is 3m in
length. Cassie explains her thinking to Benny and Eileen
(Iss) by showing them that when you have 1m of ribbon, you
get two bows, each % m in length, when you have two
meters of ribbon, you get four bows, each % m in length and
when you have 3m of ribbon you get six bows, each % m in
length. (J p ) She had completed all of section I, indicating
that from 1m of ribbon, you could make two bows, each %
m in length, three bows each 1/3 m in length, four bows
each % m in length and five bows, each 115m in length.
Looking at the answers to section I, the number of bows
increases by one with each problem. When Cassie goes to
section II, which asks for the number of bows of different
sizes that can be made of ribbon that is 2m in length, she
starts with 4 bows and then increases the number of bows
by 1 each time. (Jp IN) Her result is that from ribbon that is
2m in length, you can get 5 bows that are each 113m long, 6
bows that are each 114m long, and 7 bows that are each 1/5
m long. Benny then draws her attention to the fact that the
last question in this section asks how many bows, each 2/3
m in length could be made from 2 m of ribbon. (Iss) Cassie
then goes down to the third section where the ribbon is 3m
in length. For the first answer in this section, she writes that
you could make 6 bows, each % m in length from 3m. As
she begins to complete Section III, she writes that 7 bows,
each 113m in length could be made from 3m of ribbon. (J p
IN) When Cassie questions Eileen about why she is not
writing this all down, Eileen states that she wants to test
these answers and not just write them down. Cassie again
explains why there can be 6 bows, each % m made from
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3m of ribbon. Cassie then continues adding one bow for
each line on Section 3. (Jp I N) Benny tells Cassie that you
have to multiply the numbers [in the denominators] in
Section 3 by 3. (JF) She counters by saying that her
additive rule works in the first 2 sections so why shouldn't it
work in the 3rd section? (J p I N) Benny says that the
numbers don't go in order. Cassie says that T/R2 had told
her that her answers to Section 1 were correct. Benny says
they were correct because in that section they were dealing
with ribbon that is 1m in length. He adds that in Section 2,
you have to multiply [the denominators in the numbers] by 2
and in Section 3; you have to multiply [the denominators in
the numbers] by 3. (J F) Then T/R2 returns to talk with the
group. They tell her that they made a mistake. (hs) Cassie
explains the mistake and Benny says that Cassie thought
the answers in Sections 2 and 3 would follow the additive
pattern (J p ) that could be seen in Section 1. (hss) T/R2
says that Cassie noticed a pattern. (T R) Then T/R2 asks
Cassie what would happen in Section 2 and in Section 3.
(T Q) Cassie responds that the numbers in Section 2 would
"go up" by 2 and in Section 3, the numbers would "go up" by
3. (I N) Benny then says that in Section 2, you need to
multiply by 2 and in Section 3, you need to multiply by 3.
(J F)
205

S
22:30

o
30:24

V3 speaks to Jen and Liza about making bows that require
1;2 m of ribbon. She helps the girls to put a 2m length of
blue ribbon on a meter stick and questions them about how
many 1;2m bows could be made from 2 m of ribbon. (T Q) At
first Jen says there are 2 (hSQN) but when V3 looks up, Jen
changes her answer to 4. (hsQ) V3 then reminds (T DP) Jen
that 2 bows, each 1;2 m in length, could be made from 1 m
and that now they are talking about 2 m. (T I ) Liza says you
could make 4 bows (hsQ) and when V3 questions why this
is so (T J) Jen explains that 2 m is double the length of 1 m
so you can make 4 bows, each 1;2 m in length, from 2 m of
ribbon. (IN) When questioned about how many 1;2 m bows
could be made from the 3m length of ribbon, (T Q) Jen
answers 5 at first, (lTSQN) saying that she is adding the same
number of bows as she did before. (IN) She corrects
herself and she and Liza both say that you could make 6- 1;2
m bows from a length of ribbon that is 3 m long. (hsQ) When
asked why this is so, (TJ) Jen explains that you are doubling
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again. (IN) She goes on to say that 8 bows, each ~ m long
could be made from a piece of ribbon that is 4m in length
and that 10 bows, each ~ m long could be made from a
piece of ribbon that is 5m in length. (I N) They go on to find
out how many bows, each needing 213m could be made
from a piece of ribbon that is 2m in length. Jen takes the
blue ribbon, which is 2m in length, folds it in half and places
it over the meter stick. (JM) V3 then folds the blue ribbon
into thirds, places it on top of the meter stick and asks Jen
what it would be. (RTM) When Jen removes the ribbon, she
refolds it so that it is in fourths instead of thirds. Then V3
suggests using the white ribbon, which is 1m in length. She
tells Jen to measure the ribbon and Jen measures the 113m
to be approximately 33 cm. (IN J M) V3 then asks Jen and
Liza how to find 2/3. (T Q) Liza says something about adding
that is inaudible and Jen says it would be 66 [cm]. (IrQS IN)
205.5

F
27:39

T/R2 asks Benny, Cassie and Eileen how many bows, each
2/3 of a meter, could be made from 2m of ribbon. (T Q)
Benny says that you could make 6. (IrSQN) She then
questions him about how it could be 6 when previously the
group had stated that you could get 6 bows, each 1/3 m in
length, from 2m of ribbon. (TIC TDP) T/R2 says that Cassie
had said that 12 bows, each 213m in length, (T R) could be
made from 2 m of ribbon because that would fit the pattern
that Cassie had discovered. T/R2 asks if that works and if it
works, why does it work. (TQ TQE) Eileen says that since
you can make 6 bows, each 113 of a meter, from 2 m of
ribbon, 2/3 would be twice as much, so you would get 12
bows. (IrSQN) Benny agrees with this. (IrSA) T/R2 then
suggests that they actually cut a piece of string 2m in length
and test this idea. (T DC) The students then use string, a
meter stick and scissors to cut a piece of string that is 2m in
length. (RSM) T/R2 then asks them where 2/3 of a meter
would be on the meter stick. When they do not respond,
she asks them where ~ of a meter would be. (TQ) Benny
and Cassie indicate the ~ mark with their fingers. (IrSQ) She
then again asks them where 2/3 would be. (TQ) Cassie puts
a finger on the ~ mark and puts 2 fingers of the other hand
at about the 116 mark saying "This is 2". She then puts 2
fingers on the meter stick on about the 5/6 mark and says,
"2" again. (J RM ) When T/R2 asks how they could be sure,
(TJ) Cassie begins at one end of the meter stick and counts
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from 1 to 6, ending in the center of the meter stick. She
then uses a finger to hold the Y2m mark and uses fingers on
the other hand to count from the other end towards the
center, counting 1,2, 3,4 ... 12, saying 12 at the halfway
mark. (hSQN) She then goes back again to the other end and
counts to 6 again. (JRM) T/R2 then moves her finger along
the meter stick from one end to another as if counting the
partitions and says that she only gets 10 of those spaces.
(TIc) She then asks the students to confirm that 50cm is Y2
m and they do. (TJ) She asks them if 2/3 m will be more or
less than that. (Top TQ) Benny says that it will be more.
(hsQ)
206

S
28:57

Alex and Jon are working on the problem of how many
bows, each Y2 m in length, can be made from the blue
ribbon, which is two meters in length. PRIN watches them
(TN) and when they say they could get four bows, she asks
them why. (TJ) Alex says it [the blue ribbon] is double [the
length of the white ribbon]. (I N) Jon says that there are two
halves in one, and two halves in the other one, so there
would be four. (JF) Alex says that Jon means that the white
ribbon "acts as" four. (hs J v) PRIN asks why it acts as four
(T QE). Jon says that it acts as two (hSQN). They go back to
the white ribbon, which is one meter in length. They say
that the white ribbon "acted as two" [bows] (Jv). They are
questioned about what this means (TQE) and why it is true.
(TJ) Alex folds the white ribbon in half, indicating that he
could make two bows, each Y2 m in length, from the white
ribbon. The boys place the white ribbon on top of the blue
ribbon and the blue ribbon on top of two meter sticks. They
say that the white ribbon represents the amount of ribbon
needed for two bows, (Jv) the crease in the ribbon
representing the place to cut it and make the two
bows.(RsM) They also say that the blue ribbon is twice as
long as the white ribbon. Alex says that this is like
[Cuisenaire] rods but that they don't have every rod. (Jv)
He says that there would be four bows. (JRM J v) PRIN
rephrases what the boys have told her to make sure that
she understands what they have said. (T R) She says that
at first Alex said it was two and then he said it was like four.
She asks Jon what he thinks of what Alex said and Jon
says that it is four. (T os hSA) They also talk of the length of
the white ribbon being 1m or 100 cm and say that each bow
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would be 50 cm (I N), which is half. When PRIN asks (To)
half of what, they say of a meter. Alex and Jon say that
when they needed to find out how many bows, each onethird of a meter long, could be made from the blue two
meter length of ribbon, they tried to divide the blue ribbon
into thirds and came up with 60[cm]. (IN) They say that
there would be three bows made from the first meter of the
blue ribbon and another three bows from the second meter,
making it six bows. (J F) Using the same explanation, they
say that you could make eight bows, each % of a meter long
and 10 bows, each 1/5 of a meter long, from a piece of
ribbon that is two meters in length. (JF) They hold the white
1 m ribbon up showing how many bows would be made first
from one meter of ribbon and then from the other meter of
ribbon. (J v)
206.5

F
34:08

Alyce and Julie tell T/R1 that they have recognized a
pattern. (ITG J p ) T/R1 asks them if the pattern helped them
to solve the problem. (To) They say that it did (hso) and
then T/R1 asks them to explain the pattern. (T QE) They
explain that when making bows out of ribbon that is 1m in
length, you can make 2 bows each 1;2 m in length, 3 bows
each 1/3 m in length, 4 bows each % m in length and 5
bows each 1/5 m in length. (JF hso) Julie says that when
you are making bows out of 2m of ribbon, you double the
numbers above. (I N) She says that you would get 4 bows
each 1;2 m in length, 6 bows each 1/3 m in length, 8 bows
each % m in length, 10 bows each 115 m in length and 12
bows each 213m in length. T/R1 says she doesn't
understand why there would be 12 bows each 2/3 m in
length. She asks the girls what the question was. (To)
They say it would be how many bows, each 213m in length
could be made from 2m of ribbon. (hso) She asks the girls
to imagine 2m of ribbon. She asks the girls to show her
213m. Alyce starts to unwind the blue 2m ribbon but she
stops her and asks them to show her 1 m of ribbon and to
use the white [1 m] ribbon to show her what 1;2 of a meter of
ribbon and then 1/3 m of ribbon would look like. (T DPT DC)
In order to do that, Alyce folds the white 1 m length of ribbon
into thirds. (RSM) T/R1 asks Julie if she agrees with what
Alyce has done (T QA) and Julie shakes her head
affirmatively. (hso hSA) There is an interruption from a
student from another table and when he has left, TIA 1 again
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asks each of the girls if she knows what a third is (T Q) and
each says that she does. (hsQ) T/A 1 then asks them to
show her 2/3 on the white ribbon. (TOR RSM). Alyce makes a
pen mark where the first third is and where the second third
is. The girls then show her where 2/3 is on the white ribbon.
(JRM) T/R1 restates what Alyce did in finding the 213m
place on the ribbon (T R) then repeats the question, (T Q)
asking how many of the pieces which are 213m can be
made from the blue 2-meter ribbon. Julie says that 2 bows
can be made from the 2-meter ribbon. (hsQ) T/R1 tells the
girls that they must prove it to her and she leaves them. (T J
TN) Alyce puts the white ribbon up against the blue ribbon
and folds the blue ribbon along the same creases, which
indicates 1/3 m on the white ribbon. She counts the
sections she has partitioned and comes up with 6 as Julie
says that it will be 12. (RSM J RM ) Julie says that it can't be 6
because there were 6 bows each 1/3 m long made from 2m
of ribbon. (Jc) The girls continue to disagree. Then Alyce
folds the white ribbon into thirds, counts the partitions and
says there are 3. (JF Iss) Julie still insists that there are 12
bows each 2/3 m, which can be made from 2m of ribbon
because all the other numbers were doubled when they
went from the 1m ribbon to the 2m ribbon. (J p) Alyce says
that they already checked it with the ribbon. Alyce folds the
ribbons again and counts to 6 again. (J RM ) Julie insists that
this number must be doubled. (Jp Iss) They leave the
problem unresolved and go on to the next one.
207

S
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Jon and Alex are working on finding out how many bows,
each 2/3 of a meter in length, can be made from the blue
ribbon, which is 2m in length. They put 2 meter sticks next
to each other, forming a 2-meter stick and put the blue
ribbon on top of the meter stick. (RSM ) When PRIN
questions them (TQ) about what they are doing, they say
they are trying to find out the length of a third of a meter.
(hsQ) They try to find the number of centimeters in 1/3 m.
(IN) They do this together (Iss) by estimating and then
adding up the estimates to see if they reach 100. They
adjust their estimates until they come up with 99. (Iss)
They say that they are trying to reach 200 cm. (IN) When
questioned about what they are doing, (T QE) they say they
are trying to find out what 1/3 of the blue ribbon would be.
(hsQ) Alex says he thinks that 4 bows, each 2/3 of a meter
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in length, can be made from the blue ribbon, which is 2
meters in length. (Irs) PRIN then asks the boys what the
question is that they are working on. (T Q) Alex is talking
about the number of centimeters, (I N) and then says that
each meter consists of 3/3. He says that if a bow were to
be made from 213m, there would be 1/3 m left over. (J F) He
then describes the 2-meter length as 2/3 + 2/3 + 1/3 + 1/3,
the 1/3's representing the parts that are left over. (J F J v)
PRI N then says that is very interesting and tells Alex to
repeat (T RS) what he said and for Jon to listen to see if he
can follow what Alex is saying. (T os) PRIN asks Alex to
draw a picture of his idea. (T DC) Below is what he draws.
He makes a demarcation where one meter ends and
indicates that what is left is 2/3. (J RO Rso) PRIN asks Jon
to explain (T QE) what Alex said (T RO) and Jon refers to the
diagram (Roo Irss) when he says there would be 2/3 and
another 2/3 and 2/3 left over. (JF) Then PRIN restates what
Alex said, saying he took the blue ribbon and imagined it as
2 white ribbons. (T R) Alex talks about how his drawing
shows that the blue ribbon is really made of two pieces of
white ribbon. (RsM J v) From each white ribbon he would get
1 bow and have 1/3 m left over. That would result in 4
pieces being cut, 2 pieces each 2/3 m in length and 2
pieces each 1/3 m in length. (JF) PRIN again asks the boys
how many bows, each 213m in length, they could make from
the blue ribbon. (TQ) Alex says two (IrSQN) and Jon says 3.
(IrSQ) Then Alex says that he could make 4 bows. (IrSQN)
Jon again states that he could make 3. (IrSQ) Alex questions
Jon about why it would be 3 bows when there are 2 pieces
that were 2/3 of a meter. (lsSQ) Jon refers back to Alex's
diagram in his explanation and then says that there would
be 4 bows. (IrSQN Irss Roo) PRIN begins to question the
boys about the number of bows again, but they are out of
time since the class is called together by T/R1. PRIN tells
the boys to think about that again .. (T Q)

Left

Figure 2. Alex's Diagram
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V2 comes to Benny, Cassie and Eileen and asks what 213m
looks like. (T Q) Benny picks up the blue ribbon and she tells
him to show her on the ruler. She then asks what 113 would
look like. (TQ) She then asks what 12 would look like. (T Q)
Cassie shows what 12 m would look like and what 1/3 m
would look like by placing her hands on the meter stick.
(hsQ) V2 tells them to take a piece of string and show
approximately what 1/3 looks like. (T DC) Eileen shows what
1/3 m would be by putting a piece of string along the meter
stick. V2 asks them how they could prove that 3 of those
lengths make up the meter. (TJ) They cut a length of string
that is 1/3 m and Eileen places it on the meter stick three
times. (JM) V2 asks how they could make a piece that was
2/3 m. (T Q) Cassie looks at the meter stick and shows
where 2/3 would be. (JM) Eileen cuts a second 113 piece
and puts the two 113 pieces together along the meter stick.
She cuts a piece of string the length of the two 113m pieces
and they say it is 213m. (JF) To find out how many bows,
each 213m in length, could be made from 2m of ribbon,
Benny opens the blue ribbon and they measure off the 213m
piece of string. Benny says there are 3-2/3's in 2 m. (JM) V2
asks if there is something else there that could help them to
believe there are 3 bows, each 213m in length, in 2m of
ribbon. (T Q) She tells them to look at tile numbers. (TI) She
asks them how many bows they would get out of the blue if
the bows were 113m and they answer 6. (T DP) She asks if
213m bows would need more or less ribbon than 113m
bows. (T Q) They say more. (hsQ) Benny says the bows
would be larger. (hsQ) She asks if they would get more or
fewer bows if the bows are larger (T Q) and they say fewer ..
(hsQ) She says that their answer makes sense because you
are using twice as much ribbon for each bow, so you would
get half as many bows. (T I)
TIR 1 calls the class together. She asks for someone to tell
the class what the first problem is about (T Q) and how to
convince everyone that the solution is correct. (T J) Kristin
says that you can make 2 bows, each 12 m in length from a
piece of ribbon that is 1m in length. (lcSQ) T/R1 repeats
what Kristin said (T R) and asks the students of the class if
they agree. (T QA) Several students raise their hands in
agreement (hSA) and T/R1 says that she is convinced.
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T/R1 asks the class how many bows, each 1/3 meter in
length can be made from 1m of ribbon. (T Q) Cassie tells the
class that you can make 3 bows, each 113 m in length from
a piece of ribbon that is 1m in length. (lesQ J F) TIR 1 repeats
what Cassie said (T R) and asks the class if everyone
agrees. (TQA) She then asks Cassie to prove it. (TJ) T/R1
holds up a piece of white ribbon, which is 1m in length
(RTM). Cassie says that if you divide the ribbon into thirds,
you will get 3 [partitions]. (JRM J F)
T/R1, still holding up the white ribbon, asks the class if
someone can come up and show that you can make 3
bows, each 1/3 m in length, from 1m of ribbon. To prove
that you can make 3 bows, each 113 m in length from a
piece of ribbon that is 1m in length, Kristin comes to the
front of the class, takes the piece of white ribbon and folds
it, first in half and then into thirds, making 3 equal pieces.
(JRM) T/R1 asks the class what Kristin did. (TQ) Katy says
that it [the white ribbon] was folded into thirds. (Ieso lesQ)
T/R1 asks how many students absolutely believe that you
can make 3 bows, each 1/3 m in length, from ribbon that is
1m long. (T QJ)
T/R1 asks the class how many bows, (T Q) each 1,4 m in
length, can be made from a piece of ribbon that is 1 m long.
Dina says 4. (lesQ) T/R1 asks Dina to convince her that the
answer is correct (TJ) and asks the other students if they
are sure of this. (T osT QA) Dina comes up to the front of the
room and folds a 1m length of white ribbon into 4th s. (JRM)
V2 asks if each folded piece is really a 1,4 m in length. (TJ)
Kristin suggests that they measure it. (JM) George says that
if you take 4 of the folded pieces of ribbon and put them on
a meter stick to see if they are the same length as the stick,
you can prove that each piece is really 1,4 m in length. (JF
JM) T/R1 asks the students of the class if they think that
would convince (T QJ) them. She repeats what George (T R)
said and then asks the class how many bows, each 1,4 m in
length, could be made from 1m of ribbon. (T Q) Students say
4. (lesQ) She then asks them how many of them are
convinced (T QJ) and several raise their hands. (lesA)
T/R1 asks the class how many bows, each 1/5 of a meter,
can be made from 1 m of ribbon. (TQ) Eileen answers that
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there would be 5 such bows. (Icsa) Cassie suggests a
pattern. (Jp) She says that as you go from 1m to 2m to 4m
to 5m of ribbon, the number of bows goes from Ho 2, to 3,
to 4, to 5. (J p ICSQ) Benny says that he divided the numbers
by 1. He gives an example that when it is 1/3, he got 3
bows. (J F Icsa) T/R1 rephrases Benny's idea (T R) using the
example of dividing 1m of ribbon into bows that are Yz m in
length and writes the number sentence, 1 -0- Yz 2, on the
overhead projector. (RTS ) Benny responds to her question,
saying that there would be 2 bows, each Yz m in length
made from 1m of ribbon. (To Icsa) She then asks again
how many bows, each 113 m in length, could be made from
1 m of ribbon (To) and writes the number sentence, 1 -0- 1/3
3, (RTS) on the overhead projector. She then asks how
many bows, each ~ m in length, could be made from 1m of
ribbon. (To) A student answers 4. (Icsa) She then writes on
the overhead, 1 -0- ~ 4. (RTS ) Kristin says that there is a
pattern. (Jp) When T/R1 asks Kristin to explain, (TOE) Kristin
says that when there is a 1, with Yz m bows you get 2, with
113 m bows, you get 3, with ~ m bows you get 4 and with
1/5 m bows you get 5. T/R1 then asks the class to predict
(Tap) how many bows, each 1/10 m in length, could be
made from ribbon that is 1 m in length. George says that
there would be 10 such bows. (Icsa) T/R1 asks if others
agree with George. (T aA T os) Katy says she agrees with
George's prediction and that these bows would be very
small. (ICSA J F)

=

=

=

1-o-Yz=2
1 -;- 1/3

1 -;-1/5
1

-0-

1/10

=5

=3
(RTS )

=10 . (RTS )

Figure 3. Overhead Projection 2
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T/R1 asks the class how many bows, Yz m in length, could
be made from a piece of ribbon 2m in length. (To) Alex
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says that 4. (IesQ) T/R1 asks him to convince her that his
answer is correct. (TJ) In his explanation, he refers to the
ribbons as [Cuisenaire] rods. (Jv) Earlier, he said that this
activity is like rods [see episode 206]. He says that if you
put a white [1 m length] ribbon against the blue [2m length]
ribbon, the white would form % of the blue ribbon and that 2
white ribbons are the length of the blue ribbon. He says
that 2 bows could be made from each half of the blue ribbon
for a total of 4 bows. (JF) T/R1 rephrases (T R) what Alex
said into the number sentence, 2 -:- % 4. T/R1 then asks
what 2-:-1/3 would be. (T Q) Bob says it would be 6. (lesQ)
When she asks him how he got that answer, (T QE) he says
that there are three thirds in 1 m and three thirds in the
other meter and that you would add the 3 thirds from the
first meter to the 3 thirds from the second meter, making 6.
(J F I N) T/R1 asks for someone to repeat what Alex and Bob
said. (T RO) Benny says that he got 6 bows by multiplying
the 2 [from 2 meters] by the 3[the denominator in 1/3]. (J F)
T/R1 says it sounds like they are seeing a pattern. (T R) She
says that if that is a pattern, then how many bows, each
213m long, could be made from 2 m of ribbon. (T Q) Eileen
says she got 3 bows. Alex says 4 bows and Bob says 3
(lesQ leSQN) and with a show of raised hands, others say
they had gotten 3. (lesA) T/R1 asks Kristin to explain how
she got 3.(T QE) She folds the blue 2m length of ribbon into
3 equal parts. (J RM ) She says that when you divide it this
way, you get 3. T/R1 asks Kristin what the length of each of
the pieces is. (TQ) Kristin's partner, George, whispers to her
that each piece is 2/3 m long and she tells this to the class.
(Iss leso) T/R1 asks Kristin how she could convince the
class that the pieces are each 213m long. (TJ) She answers
that you could measure it. (JM) Matt tries to measure (JM)
the blue ribbon against the meter stick. T IR 1 says this is a
good place to stop for the day. The following was added to
the overhead projection.
2 -:- %=4 (RTS )
2 -:- 1/3 6 (RTs)
2 -:- 2/3
3
4
(RTS )

=

=
=

Figure 4. Overhead Projection 3
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After the students start to put their materials away, T/R1
approaches Alex, who is still holding the blue ribbon. He
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says that the white ribbon is half as long as the blue ribbon
and that each white has 3 thirds. (J F J RM ) T/R1 asks him if
he has a total of 6 one-third meters (TQ) and he says that he
does. (hsQ) She then asks him how many 2/3 meters he
has. Alex does not answer and then T/R1 tells him to
imagine the point where 2/3 of a meter would be on the blue
ribbon. She then asks him to show her where 2/3 of a meter
would be on the blue ribbon. (TOR TQ) When he has done
this, (hsQ) she asks him where the next 2/3 would be. (TQ)
After he indicates that approximate point on the blue ribbon,
(hsQ) she asks him where the next 2/3 would be. (TQ) He
then indicates the end of the ribbon. (hsQ) T/R1 asks him if
he had 3 or 4 pieces that were each 213m long. (TQ) Alex
counts the number of 2/3 pieces he had indicated and
comes up with 3. (I N hSQ)
Selected Transcription
Teacher I Researchers: T/R1 ,T/R2; Visitors: V1, V2, V3, V4, Principal (PRIN)
Camera Views: Side (S), Front (F), Overhead Projector (0)
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Transcription
V1:

Do you know how big a meter is supposed to be?

Bob:

uhh ... three feet

V1:

three ok well not quite 3 feet is it?

Bob:

I thought it was 3

V1:

Yeah, it's near 3 feet but feet and meters are
different. Do you know how they're different?

Bob:

201.5
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T/R2:

Um ... uh [squints and moves head indicating
that he doesn't know]
See you've got this one meter, right. .. of ribbon
and you wanna make bows that are going to
require 1/3 m of ribbon ... maybe some of those
medium sized ones or something ... and you
wanna know how many you can make. Now,
somebody said 3, but I was curious why you said
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3. What was your. .. what were you thinking when
you said 3?
Cassie:

I don't know ... just because it said 1 and 1 three,
I was just thinking [Inaudible]

T/R2:

What do you think, Eileen?

Eileen:

Well, if it's gonna ummm a one-third ... a third of a
meter

T/R2:

ummm hmmm

Eileen:

Then if you split the meter into thirds each part
would be one-third.

T/R2:

Right. Ok. And how many parts would you
have?

Eileen:

3

Cassie:

So you could have 3.

T/R2:

Ok. What do you think, Bob?- Do you agree
with their argument?

Benny:

I wasn't here for [Inaudible]

T/R2:

Ok. What they're saying is that this is [Picks up
the rolled up piece of white ribbon, which is 1m in
length] ... this is one meter of ribbon and I mean
you have to believe that. I mean you may want to
take a meter stick and test it later on and this is
one meter of ribbon and they want to cut it into
strips of 113 of a meter so that we can make
bows ... ummm ... how many bows can we make?

Benny:
T/R2:

We have to use 113 of a meter?
Yeah, well that's what it's [points to sheet with
activity] asking us ... yeah, 1/3 of a meter for each
bow and we've got this strip that's 1 m
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Benny:

You have to cut it in thirds.

T/R2:

Ok. How many strips would that give us?

Benny:

3 bows

T/R2:

Yeah. Ok. Oh, so you're [waving hand over the
group] all agreeing then?

Cassie:

Yes, so should we put it [points to her paper].
[They aI/ write on their sheets.]

T/R2:

So you can put that down. Sure. And if you feel
that you want to test out any of these ideas there
are meter sticks .... There are ummm that you
could measure out string with ... if you want to test
any of these ideas ... you could make yourself a
string that's a meter long and test it. But following
the same logic that you're following now, what do
you think is gonna happen for the next thing we do
with the white ribbon? [find out how many bows,
each % m long can be made from the white
ribbon]

Cassie: I think there's gonna be
Cassie & Eileen: 4
202
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PRIN:

What are you trying to figure out, guys?

Alex:

We're trying to figure out nu ... the second
problem in number 1.

PRIN:

Ok, we ... well what is that?

Alex:

One meter is three thirds, so we have to find
three thirds of this one-meter ribbon ...

Jon:

Yeah

Alex:

... and then we'll know how much bows we can
make. I think I know already.
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PRIN:

What do you think you know?

Alex:

I think it's three umm because when you divide
thirds up it's ... it's ummm ... one third, two thirds,
three thirds [places his finger on the ribbon which
is lying on top of the meter stick indicating
approximately where 1/3 m, 2/3 m and 3/3 m
would be] so it would be like ... this would be one
ribbon if you made it into a ribbon [places his
finger at approximately the 1/3 m mark},

PRIN:

uh huh

Alex:

this would be another ribbon [indicating
approximately where 2/3 meter would be]

PRIN:

uh huh

Alex:

and this would be another ribbon [indicating the
end of the meter stick} so if you divide it into
thirds, you would have three [inaudible} bows, but
we want to make sure.

PRIN:

You're checking out.. .[to Jon]: What do you think
of what Alex said?

Jon:

Yeah, I. .. I agree with that but we're just making
sure.

PRIN:

Ok, ok, you ... you think it makes sense but
you're just kinda checking it?

Jon:

Yeah.

PRIN:

Ah ha

Alex:

I know that fourths is 25 .. It would be right here.
[He examines the ribbon placed on top of the
meter stick] [Inaudible] 28, three more is 40,

Jon:

I think ... I think I got 30 and a half

Alex:

30 and a half? That'd be 30, 60 that's one whole
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that's 61 um plus 30, is only 91 and a half.
What'd you get, 30 and a half?
Jon:

yeah

Alex:

I figure it's 32. 32 and 32 is 64 and then 32 is
ninety .... Hold on a minute

Jon:

32 and a half. So then it would be 65. 32 and 65
is 97.

Alex:

Let's try it again.

Jon:

33.33.

Alex:

33

Jon & Alex: 66
Jon:

No, 66. 66. 99.

Alex:

yeah

Jon:

and a half so it'd be 100

Alex:

so ...

Jon:

33 [Alex writes something down1

V2:

What was the question?

Jon:

It was ummm ... [lnaudible13 bows

V2:

You were doing something very interesting just
now. What was that number that you came up
with?
33

Alex:
Jon:

33

V2:

What was that? What was it?

Alex:

Well, we were ....
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Jon:

It's like ... it's 33 centimeters

Alex:

Ummm .... Well, Rutgers usually makes us prove
what our answer is so ... so ... we divided the
ribbon into thirds ...

V2:

uh huh

Alex:

The first third would be there. [points to
approximately 1/3 m on the ribbon which has
been placed over the meter stick]

Jon:

The second third would be [points to
approximately 2/3 m point on the ribbon which
has been placed over the meter stick]

Alex:

there

V2:

uh huh

Alex & Jon: and the third ...
V2:

So what was that... actually ... that.. .that... this
33 that you came up with?

Alex:

1/3

Jon:

Yeah, 1/3 of a meter

Alex:

and then 60 ....

Jon:

sixty ....

V2:

No, what's 1/3? What was it? Like here the
answer you gave was you could make 3 bows.
That 33, what was that?

Alex:

That was like in centimeters.

Jon:

Yeah that was ... it was ummm ...

V2:

That's right, but what was that? What was ....
What was that number? You're telling me 33 cm.
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Well, what is that?
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Alex:

Proving. We're proving that. .. we wanted to
make sure that when you divided it into thirds
there was no ... there was no leftover or anything
so we could actually ... [Gap in tape]

Bob:

Three meters and I get this. I got that it was 114
inches.

16:44

V1:

OK

Bob:

39 plus 39 plus 39

V1:

Although ... is that is that really accurate? Is that
exact? Is it exactly 114 inches?

Bob:

Oh. Um. [He picks up the meter stick and looks
ati~

204.5
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Cassie:

22:27

The next column ... the next thing is you keep on
doubling [While pointing to her worksheet] when
you go to another thing [section of the
worksheet] .

Eileen:

as you double it [pointing to her worksheet]

Benny:

I think I'm getting it wrong [while writing on his
worksheet]

Cassie:

[talking over Bob and Eileen and reaching over to
point to Eileen's worksheet section 11/ - Gold
Ribbon, which is 3m in length] It starts out on 2,
and then you add 2 more it's 4, then you add 2
more it's 6. [Pauses] Cause see ... cause see 3
plus 3 each ... each 3 has a half in it. .. so it's
gonna be ... the first one's gonna be 1, 2 [taps 2
fingers to coun~, the next one's gonna be 3, 4
[taps 2 fingers again], and the next one's gonna
be 5, 6 [taps 2 fingers again] so you have to write
6 down here [points to the top line of section 11/ of
the worksheet where one must indicate the
number of bows 112m in length that can be made
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from a piece of gold ribbon, which is 3m in
length]. Ok, so then you write 6 bows under 5
[She is writing in section" - Blue Ribbon, which
is 2m in length] and then 7 bows.

Benny:

I don't ge ... What the last one, Cassie?

Cassie:

and then 8 bows

Benny:

Cassie, did you read this? Two [the 2 in the
numerator of 2/3 m]

Cassie:

I think that's it. Ok, now you go down to there
[section ilion worksheet - Gold Ribbon, which is
3m in length] and it's 6 ... 6 bows, 7 bows .. .[to
Eileen] Are you writing this down? [Sarcastically]
I don't think so.

Eileen:

Because I wanna test it out. I don't want to just
keep writing it.

Cassie:

[Holding up her worksheet] See. Look it. Look it.
Look it. Do you think this [section III, first answer]
would be 6? This guy? If this IS 3 meters and 3
meters ... each one has 2 halves in it, so then 3 ...
don't write on my paper ... 3 and ummm 1[m]
would be 1,2. The next one would be 3,4 and the
next one would be 5, 6. Ok? So that's 3m like
we did ... so ok? You believe me?

Eileen:

Well, I'm just writing what I think.

Cassie:

[Moving meter stick playfully] Well, I'm gonna
mess them [next group] up.

Eileen:

[Laughs]

Cassie:

Ok. Ok. Then there would be 8 bows ... 8 bows, 9
bows, 10 bows

Benny:

Cassie, you have to times all these by 3.

Cassie:

So, no, you just keep going on. That's how it is
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on these 2 other ones [sections]. So why
wouldn't it be on the last one?
Eileen:

I think it's funny. I think it was right.

Cassie:

[To Benny] How do you know?

Benny:

Because I know.

Eileen:

[Laughs]

Benny:

[More adamantly] Because I know.

Cassie:

How do you know?

Benny:

They all don't go in order. They don't go 2, 3, 4,

5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13
Cassie:

T/R2 said this [Points to section ~ was right.

Benny:

Yeah, but that's with 1 [m of ribbon]. That was 1,
2 and then with 3 [m of ribbon] you times these
[points to section I~ by 2 and you times these
[points to section II~ by 3.
-

Eileen:

Maybe they have an extra sheet.

Benny:

I've been trying to tell you.

Eileen:

[Laughs]

Cassie:

[Taps her lip with her pen and appears to be
thinking] Ok. [To TIR2, who has just returned]
We messed up on this.

T/R2:

What happened?

Benny:

She messed up.

Eileen:

She messed up.

T/R2:

Ok. What happened?

r
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Cassie:

This would ... This [Points to section would be
right though, right? Cause [Inaudible]

T/R2:

Ok

Cassie: But then I wrote 5,6, 7, 8 [Points to section In
T/R2:

Oh ok. What happened?

Benny:

She thought it would be the same as this [Points
to section

Eileen:

Yeah, but it's ...

Benny:

It would be in order.

T/R2:

n

You saw ... ok ... You were looking at a pattern
there.

Benny:

I know, but this [section I] is only 1 [m]

Cassie:

This [section I] is 1 [m].

T/R2:

Which one?

Benny:

You [Inaudible] times these by 1.

T/R2:

So, what happens here [section II]? What should
this one be? What should 2m and making bows
one-third of a meter have?
This one [section II] ... this one would go up by 2
so that would be 6 and this one [section III] would
go up [Inaudible]
That's interesting. How did you discover that?

Cassie:

T/R2:
Cassie:

Well, because this [Section I] is 1m so keep on
going up 1

T/R2:

Uh huh

Cassie:

[Points to Section In and this is 2 [m], so you go
up 2 [Inaudible] and this [Points to Section lin is
3[m] so you go up 3.
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Benny:

[Points to Section I~ You had to times this by two
or you'd have to times this [Section II~ three by
three and then you'd get the answer.

S
22:30

V3:

So now we use one-half meter we can make a
bow, how many bows we can make? [From 2m]

0

Jen:

[V3 looks up at her implying disapprova~ Well, it
is ... It would be 4?

V3:

Compare with the answer in ... in first question.
Last time we had 1m. We can make 2. Now we
have 2m.

Liza:

[looking at Jen, who is off camera, and saying
something inaudible] 4. Yeah.

30:24

V3:

[nods head affirmatively] The reason being?

Jen:

Well you have to double that because now that
there's double that now it's two meters so
[inaudible]

V3:

And in two meters how many half meter we
have?

Jen:

urn ... How many half meters? We have two. No.

V3:

In two met... In one meter, how many half meters
we have?

Jen:

urn ... in one meter. .. We can make 2 bows. We
have 1.
Right. I said in 1 meter how many half meters
we have?

V3:

Jen:

urn ... how many ....

V3:

Half meter. 50

Jen:

1. No that would be 2.

V3:

Good. So in two meters how many half meters
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we have?
Jen:

Four

V3:

Good. So that's why. That's exactly. Say in the
first case we only had one meter. Now we have
two meters. Right?

Jen:

Yup

V3:

So the answer is 4. What about the second one,
the one we spent lots of time last time?

Jen:

3 meters ... that would be ... Whoa ... I think that
would be 5. 5 bows you can make.

V3:

Why 5?

Jen:

Because we just added one bow last time, so ...
oh no, now it would be ...

Jen & Liza: 6
V3:

Ok. So, why is that?

Jen:
V3:

Because you're doubling ... well you're doubling
like [inaudible]. Last time it was 3, and 3 + 3 is 6.
[shaking head affirmatively] good.

Jen:

Now I think that would be 8 ... the next one.

V3:

Ok.

Jen:

and that would be 10.

V3:

Ok. What about the last one?

Jen:

Oh they added one this time, so ....

V3:

Yeah.

Jen:

Ok. So ...
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V3:

So this one says yes it needs two-thirds of a
meter to make one. [Jen places the blue ribbon,
which is 2 m in length, on top of the meter stick.]
Ok, let me ask you ... ummm ... Jen, this is 2m,
right? If I fold it like this [she folds the 2m length
blue ribbon in ha/~ and measured like this, this is
half of 2 mters, right?

Jen:

So it would be ... that would be 1 meter

V3:

Yes, but if ... if I do this [she folds the 2m length
of blue ribbon into 3 equal lengths] .. . I make into
3 equal lengths, then I measure it, what that will
be?

Jen:

I think it would be a half [she places the tri-folded
blue ribbon on top of the meter stick and then
unfolds it and folds it into fourths]

V3:

So now you have 4 folds, now, right?

Jen:

Four?

V3:

Yeah.

Jen:

And we need 3, right?

V3:

Right. Here we say two-thirds.

Jen:

[She has folded the ribbon in half and is trying to
fold it again.] How would you make 3?
[inaudible]That's 4, so ...

V3:

That's right. Suppose ... let's just use this [takes
the white ribbon, which is 1 m in length] because
this is 1m, right. So, here's 1m. If I do this [she
folds the white ribbon into. thirds] This is not very
easy to do, but what I mean is ... can you hold
one end? [Jen takes one end of the white ribbon
which has been folded in thirds.] Just hold this.
[Jen takes an end. ] Ok. Don't let go of it. Ok.
Now. Roughly we have 3. We have cut one
meter into three ... equal lengths. Right?
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Jen:

[inaudible] put it up against this [the meter stick]
and see where it would come to? [Inaudible; T/R1
shakes her head affirmatively]

V3:

Let's see. [They place the folded ribbon onto the
meter stick]

Jen:

It's not exact.

V3:

Yeah. Roughly.

Jen:

[inaudible] ... 33.

V3:

Remember?

Jen:

Yes

V3:

Jen:

When we did last time about one-third of a
meter?
[inaudible]

V3:

Right. Right. So. See, this is exactly what
happening. When we did beginning, I mean like
what you did. If you do this [folds white ribbon in
half and places it on the meter stick] like by half
this is exactly come to 50 [em], right?

Jen:

Yeah

V3:

But then like what I just did

Jen:

thirds

V3:

thirds ... comes to one-third so how can you get
two-thirds from here? [Jen uses her finger to
move along the meter stick and speaks inaudibly
off camera. Her partner, Uza, who has been
silent also says something inaudibly now] What is
two-thirds? So how much we get out of that? We
said 33 or point 33 actually we said actually ... [to
Liza] just what you said just now, you said add
two one ...
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Jen:

[inaudible]

V3:

[to Jen] Yeah. How much?

Jen:

66

V3:

66. Right.

Jen:

So that would be up to there. [Indicates the
66cm point on the meter stick]

T/R2:

How about that two-thirds one now, Bob?
Hmmm ... Eileen, what do you think? We have 2
meters of blue ribbon.

Eileen:

Yeah

T/R2:

and we have to make bows that require a length
of two-thirds of a meter[pause] Would it help to
test...

Benny:

It's gotta be 6 bows.

T/R2:

Ok, why 6?

Benny: 2 ... 2 meters

T/R2:

Mmm hmmm

Benny:

and ummm you have to divide it into two-thirds
then that'd be 6

T/R2:

Well, it's interesting because what you just.. you
all just told me was that when I have 2 meters

Cassie:

I think this one would be 12 down here

T/R2:

Ok, let's ... let's hold on to that idea for a second.
Bob, but you all just told me that if I make them a
third of a meter in length ok we've got the 2m,
that it's 6 bows. How can they both be 6 bows?
How can both the one-third lengths and the twothird lengths give me, from the same piece of

...
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ribbon [Holds up a 2m length of rolled up blue
ribbon] give me 6 bows?
Benny:

You mean down here?

T/R2:

No, no. Up here you told me that when I have 2
meters of ribbon and the lengths are a third of a
meter, you get 6 bows. Ok, but now you're telling
me that if I have 2 meters of ribbon and the
lengths are two-thirds of a meter, I get 6 bows.
don't understand.

Benny:

There's 2 meters ...

T/R2:

What do you girls think? [Pause] Cassie said
something where she thought it might be 12.
She was looking at a pattern here. I think ...
because it went 2 ... or it went 4,6,8,10, but I
don't buy that as an answer. I want to know if it
works, why it works.

Eileen:

Oh, I think ... I think I know. Because if you take
1/3, it's 6 bows, but 2/3 you take 2 ofthose 2
meters so you'd have double that so you'd have
6 and 6 is 12.

T/R2:

That's an interesting idea. Can you think of
something like that doubling?

Benny:

That's what I think, too.

T/R2:

Yeah? Can you test it out? Can we test these
theories out? Some people think it's .... Well, first
Bob said 6. Now you're saying 12, all of you, but
I really can't picture it and I'm wondering, can we
test it out, maybe with string and actually make
some cuts and decide if we get. .. in fact get 12
pieces? Can we make something that's 2m long
and do that? You've got some string right here.
[They use a meter stick, string and scissors to
cut a piece that is 2m in length. Then they try to
find out how long 2/3 of a meter would be so that
they know where to cut the string.]
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PRIN:

Alex:

Why are you gonna get 4 bows? 'Cause I'm ... I'm
confused ... convince me.
It's double.

Jon:

[pointing to the example on the assignment page]
1/2 of one meter ... this [the blue ribbon] is 2 m.

PRIN:

Ok.

Jon:

So 'Y2 of 1m would be 2 and this is 2 m so another
'Y2 of a meter would be plus the other half would
be 4 so that's like 4 bows.

Alex:

Yeah, what he's saying is you have this [holding
up the white ribbon] and this acts as 4.

PRIN:

What acts as 4?

Alex:

This [the white ribbon]

PRIN:

Why does this act as 4?

Alex:

Because ...

Jon:

This [points to white ribbon which is 1 meter in
length] acts as two

Alex:

Well, yeah. This acts as ...

PRIN:

Why does this act as 2?

Alex:

Because this [the white ribbon which is 1m in
length] is the half. If you cut this in half ...

PRIN:

OK

Alex:

You have two parts.

PRIN:

Ok.

Jon:

So you put that up to it [they put the white onemeter length ribbon against the blue two- meter
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length ribbon]

Alex:

It's 2. And then you need. This [points to the
white ribbon] is a half of that [points to blue
ribbon] so you need one more and that's 4. So
then this [points to the white ribbon] could act as
3 as cutting it into thirds as putting 6 thirds up to
2 but it's 2 meters is the whole so actually this if 2
meters is the whole

PRIN:

Right

Alex:

then this [points to white ribbon]is the .. this is the
half.

PRIN:

Right

Alex:

This is almost like rods. We don't have every
one though. This is the whole. This is the half.
We have another one a half.
What's ... What's ... Ok, Let... Let me go back
cause I think you're telling me a lot of things and I
just want to be sure I understand. Um ... If you
have the blue ribbon and we want to figure out
how many bows we could make and each one is
a half a meter how did you figure out first you told
me it was two and then you said no, it's four.

PRIN:

Jon:

It's four because ...

Alex:

It could be either way.

PRIN:

It could be either? What do you think about that,
Jon? Could it be either?

Jon:

No. No. [points to the question] It's one half of a
meter.

PRIN:

Right

Jon:

Not one half of two meters, so ...

Alex:

He's saying one half of two meters not one half of

r.
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one meter
PRIN:

Ok. I think what it's saying is the ribbon length of
the bow is a half a meter so each ribbon is gonna
be a half a meter long ok and the question is how
many bows can you get out of that blue ribbon if
each bow is gonna be a half a meter long?

Jon:

4 'cause this [holding up blue ribbon] is 2 m long

Alex:

It's saying half of 2m

PRIN:

Ok, Let me see if I can understand what Jon is
saying.

Alex:

It's saying it's a half of 2 m because the blue
ribbon here. is 2m is the whole

PRIN:
Alex:

Ok
So then this is a half of 2 m that would only be 2

PRIN:

Ok. What does this [pointing to paper] say to
you? What is % m?

Alex:

% of this [holds up white ribbon which is 1m long]

Jon:

Yes. So that would be 4 and this would be 6.

Alex:

And so this [the white ribbon] is 2 and both of
these [the white ribbon] ... [inaudible] would be 2
halves and another one we'd put on then that
would be 4.

PRIN:

Ok, so you're saying that if you took your white
ribbon ... let me see if I understand what you're
saying ... if you took your white ribbon and cut it
in half, how long would each bow be then?

Alex:

Each bow?

PRIN:

If you cut the white ribbon in half, how big would
each bow be? How long is that white ribbon?
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Alex:

100 cm so it would be 50 ....

Jon:

100 cm

Alex:

centimeters

PRIN:

Ok

Alex:

So it's gonna be right [he places the white ribbon
on top of the meter stick]

Jon:

from here to there

PRIN:

ummm hmmm

Jon:

And when you cut it in half you have 2

PRIN:

Ok, you would cut. .. if you cut the white ribbon in
half it would be 2? And each one ... if this is a
meter, how long would each ... would each ribbon
be?

Jon:

It would be 50 cm.

PRIN:

50 cm ... ok ... and in terms ...

Alex:

[holding a white ribbon that he folded in ha/~
These 2 are halves.

PRIN:

halves of what?

Alex:

1m

PRI N:

Ok, so each one is a half of a meter?

Alex:

Yes

PRIN:

Ok. Now my question is ...

Alex:

And you can fit 4 of them in the blue

PRIN:

That's what I was trying to find out. How do you
know you can fit 4 of them in the blue?
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Alex:

You can fit 2 of these [white ribbons] in the blue

PRIN:

Ok

Alex:

Then you cut that in half, that's two. So you have
two in one.

PRIN:

Right

Alex:

Then you have the other side. That would be 2
and 2 is 4.

PRIN:

Ok. 1. .. 1think I'm following what you're saying.
Let's see if Jon agrees.

Jon:

Yeah. I. .. I do agree.

PRIN:

You do agree?

Jon:

Yeah.

PRIN:

What are you just doing now? Huh?

Jon:

[making a pen mark on the white ribbon]

PRIN:

What did you do?

Jon:

I put the 50 cm.

Alex:

Yeah, so if you that up to ...

PRIN:

Why don't you show me? Why don't you put
it? Ok, why don't you show me what you just
did? Because then I'll know how many ribbons
you can make out of that blue .... Out of that
blue ribbon. Each ribbon we want to be Yz m
long. Right? Let's take a look and see what
he's doing there. You might want to help him,
Jon. Can I hold the other side for you so that
it'll stay stretched out? [Alex lines up 2-meter
sticks, making a stick of 2 m in length. The
boys put the 2m length of blue ribbon on 2meter sticks, which they have put together, and
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the 1m length of white ribbon on top of the blue
ribbon.]

Alex:

Is the dot here, yeah, there's the crease [the half
meter mark on the white ribbon from where he
folded it in half before].

PRIN:

You need another finger here?

Jon:

Yeah.

PRIN:

Ok. All right.

Alex:

So where the crease is ...

PRIN:

Uh huh

Alex:

... is where it would be cut. So that's 2 ...

PRIN:

Ok. I can follow you now. It's making
more sense.

Alex:

It's 2 ....

T/R1:

Ok, so out of this big blue ribbon we could
make bows that are Y2 m long and how many
bows did you get?

Jon:

4

Alex:

4

PRIN:

4, ok?

Jon:

Yeah.

Alex:

Then with the thirds ...

PRIN:

ummm hmmm

Alex:

We tried to figure out what would be a third of
the blue.
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PRIN:

Yeah.

Alex:

We thought it was 60, but. ..

PRIN:

Ok. What this is saying again and I think just
to understand what the question is asking is ...
they wanna know if you start with this big blue
ribbon again how many bows could you make
if each bow was 113 m long?

Alex:

6

PRIN:

You think 6. [To Jon] What do you think?

Jon:

6

PRIN:

Tell me why.

Alex:

[picking up the 1m length of white ribbon]
because there are 3 ... 3 ...

PRIN:

You can tell me. You don't have to do it if
you can explain it to me.

Alex:

It would be 3 thirds in this [the white ribbon
which is 1m long].

PRIN:

Ummm hmm

Alex:

So if you put 3 on one side [of the blue ribbon]

PRIN:

Ummm hmm

Alex & Jon: and 3 on the other side [of the blue ribbon]
PRIN:

Ok, so you think you're gonna get 6 ribbons
that are ~ m ... 1/3 of a meter long, from that
big blue ribbon?

Jon:

Yeah.

PRIN:

How about from the blue ribbon if you wanted
to make bows that were 114m?
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Jon:

8

Alex:

8 because 1/2 of the 1/2 is fourths [holding up
the white 1m length of ribbon]

PRIN:

ummm hmmm

Alex:

since there's 2 halves it'd be ummm 2 ... 4

PRIN:

ummm hmmm

Alex:

4 on one side [of the blue ribbon] and 4 on
the other [side of the blue ribbon] so

Jon:

There'd be 8

PRIN:

Ok. You're both agreeing on that.

Jon:

Yeah. The same for fifths.

PRIN:

What would be for fifths?

Alex:

It would be ...

Alex & Jon: 10 because you have 5 on one side [of the
blue ribbon] and 5 on the other [side of the blue
ribbon]
206.5
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Alyce:

Of the 3 we did so far we got patterns.

T/R1:

Oh, ok and the patterns helped you solve it?

Alyce & Julie: Yes

T/R1:

So that's ... Ok ... That's neat. And what is ... what
is the pattern that you think you see?

Julie:

Well, it started in the first

T/R1:

Ok

Julie:

It started in the first 2 problems, 2, 3, 4 and 5

i

patterns.
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T/R1:

Oh, interesting, how did you get the 2, 3,4 and 5?

Julie:

Well, because one-half would be 2, one-third
would be 3, one-fourth would be 4 and one-fifth
would be 5

T/R1:

Ok, I see that pattern ....

Julie:

ummm ... one-half would be 4 because we
ummm ... we doubled it because it was 2
meters .... And that would be ... [points to section /I
of the worksheet] this one would be 6 bows and 8
bows, 10 and 12 ... and since it was ... we thought
that all of them whatever that number [points to
the number of meters of the ribbon on the
worksheet] how many meters it would be we
thought that ummm we would have to ummm go
by twos.

T/R1:

I understand that but the one I don't understand is
this last one here [points to the problem of finding
out how many bows, each 213m in length, can be
made from ribbon that is 2m in length] I don't
understand how from 2m, right, and you .. what are
you being asked in this last one? What's the
question?

Julie:

Ummm ... How many bows would be in two-thirds

T/R1:

How many what?

Alyce:

bows in two-thirds ... How many bows can you get
out of two-thirds?

T/R1:

I don't think that's the question.

Julie:

two-thirds ...

T/R1:

You're getting bows out of what? How many
meters do you have to start with?

Alyce:

2
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Julie:

2

T/R1:

2 meters ... ok .. So can you imagine 2 meters
[Both girls shake their heads affirmatively.] So,
show me the ribbon that's the 2 meter ribbon.
[Alyce picks up the blue ribbon.] The blue, ok, so I
want to get bows out of that 2 meter ribbon, right,
and what is the length of the bow that I want?

Julie:

Ummm ... two-thirds.

T/R1:

Two-thirds. Can you show me a bow that's twothirds of a meter? [Alyce starts to unwind the blue
ribbon.] No, no. No, no. Show me with something
else ... a bow that would be ... Can you show me a
bow ... Can you show me a ribbon that's a meter?

Alyce:

Yeah.

Julie:

The white.

T/R1:

Ok. Can you show me a ribbon that's half a
meter? From the white? How would you do that?

Alyce:

You would ...

Julie:

T/R1:

... cut half of that.
Ok. How could you show me a bow that's a third
of a meter?

Julie:

Ummm ... the gold ribbon.

T/R1:

No, let's do it with the white. How would you show
me a bow that's one-third of a meter? [Alyce
folds the ribbon.] What are you doing, Alyce?

Alyce:

I'm folding it over.

T/R1:

So you're making thirds?

Alyce:

Mmm hmmm [Shakes her head affirmatively]
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T/R1:

Ok, that's neat. Do you see what she's doing,
Julie? Do you agree with that? [Julie shakes her
head affirmatively.] If you can show me onethird ... I want you to actually show me one-third
and when you have one-third I want you to call me
cause if you can show me one-third, I think you'll
be able to show me two-thirds? You think so? Is
that a third? What do you mean by a third?
Here's your meter. Here's your ribbon. What
would a third be?

Mario:

[approaching] I can't keep this straight. Every
time I fold it out, it goes [inaudible]. I'm trying to
make another two-thirds and I can't because this
thing's going [inaudible].

T/R1:

[to Mari01 Why don't you mark it off on ... Why
don't you mark off two-thirds on here and then if
something's here that's long, you can just check it
on there. [to Alyce and Julie] Ok if this [white
ribbon] is a meter. .. if this is one meter, how would
you get a third?

Julie:

Ummm, you would take another ribbon ...

T/R1:

No, no. From this ribbon, how would you ...

Alyce:

You would cut it into parts.

T/R1:

And how would I get 3 parts? That I know are the
same size? They have to be the same size, don't
they?

Julie:

By folding it.

T/R1:

By folding it. Can you do that together? Fold this
so you have 3 parts, right, only 3 parts and they're
all the same size. Can you do that?

Alyce:

[taking the white ribbon from TIR1] Mmm hmmm
[They begin to fold the ribbon together.]

T/R1:

I don't understand what you're doing. You're
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getting more than 3 parts. I'm confused. Now
already, you have 3 parts already. You want this
whole thing [TIR1 takes the ribbon.] to be into 3
parts. You hold it. Alyce, Julie, how could you
make 3 parts out of it? [Julie puts her finger
approximately the 1/3 and 213 marks.] Ok about
here and here, so let's fold. Go ahead. [They fold
the white ribbon into thirds together.] Now how
could you be sure the parts are all the same?
Julie:

Mmm by folding that over.

T/R1:

Ok. Right. Now let's make sure they're exactly the
same. Now do you know a third? Do you know
what a third is?

Julie:

Yes

T/R1:

Do you know what a third is?

Alyce:

Mmm hmmm

T/R1:

Ok. That's a third. Do you know what two-thirds
is? You can mark it if you wanf to, where the
thirds are, here and here [where the creases are].
Right. Let's mark it, put a little mark in here, with
your pen [Alyce makes a pen mark indicating
113m] , and here. Ok, now you know what? Show
me a third.

Alyce:

A third ... here's a third [moves her finger across
113 of the white ribbon]

T/R1:

Show me two-thirds. [Pause] Show me two-thirds.
[Julie points to the 2 creases that mark off the two
thirds.] Ok is that our two-thirds? Now? Two of
them? Is that two of our thirds? I don't want three
thirds. Three thirds would be the whole ribbon,
right? I only want two of my thirds.

Julie:

So you have to either cut that or. ..

T/R1:

No, I don't want to cut it. I want it two-thirds. This
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is two-thirds now. Do you agree? Do you believe
that? Are you sure? [Alyce shakes her head
affirmatively.] Alyce?
Julie:

Yeah, this one [running her finger over 2/3 of the
ribbon]

T/R1:

Is two-thirds ... Where it ends here is two-thirds.
Alyce, are you convinced? [Alyce shakes her head
affirmatively.] Wanna see what you did here? You
marked 1/3. You marked another third, so that's 2
and this [the end of the ribbon] is three thirds.
Right? Correct? [Julie shakes her head
affirmatively.] Now, what' the question I'm
asking? There's the blue ribbon, right? How
many ribbons this length [2/3 of the 1 meter white
ribbon] can be made from ribbon that length [the
2m blue ribbon]? Isn't that right? You have two
meters. The lengths are two-thirds, right? How
many ribbons of length two-thirds can be made
from ribbon two meters? Do you understand the
question? Do you understand the ... How many of
these can you make from that?

Julie:

two

T/R1:

You gotta prove it to me. When you've proved it
to me and convinced me, then you can call me.
[TIR1 walks away. Alyce puts the white ribbon up
against the blue ribbon and folds the blue ribbon
along the same creases - indicating one third of a
meter- as the white ribbon. She counts her
portions and comes up with 6.

Julie:
Alyce:

[as Alyce counts] Wait. .. twelve.

[adamantly] 6 ... 6 ... 6 ... 6.:.6

Julie:

But, wait. But that [113m bows made from 2m of
ribbon] was six.

Alyce:

That's three.
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Julie:

No, this one's six.

Alyce:
Julie:

Look. [She folds the white ribbon again.]
Remember when we doubled it?

Alyce:

1, 2, 3. This is 3. This is 3, Julie. This is 1 meter.
This is a third. This is a third and this is a third.
How many thirds?

Julie:

3

Alyce:

That's the answer, 3.

T/R2:

How are we doing?

Alyce:

We're going back over our answers.

T/R2:

Ok. And how's it going? Are you able to verify
your answers? You change your mind about any
of them?

Alyce:

[shaking her head affirmatively] Mmm hmmm

Julie:

I still think it's 12.

Alyce:

Julie, we already checked it.

T/R2:

Better make sure.

Julie:

Because we doubled the ... we doubled all the
answers. Right?

Alyce:

Yeah, but Julie, we have to check over them.

Julie:

When we doubled it, we doubled this number. So
it would be 6. Wait a minute.

Alyce:

[Again, she folds the white and the blue ribbons
into thirds and counts the sections as she folds.]
1,2,3,4 ...

Julie:

I still think there's 12.
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Alyce:

5, 6. There's 6.

Julie:

No, we have to double it.

Alyce:
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[shaking the folded ribbon at Julie] There are 6
here.

Julie:

You have to double it though.

Alyce:

No, this is two-thirds ... 2 meters ... This is 2
meters long.

Julie:

But that was 6.

Alyce:

Ok. [starts to write on her paper]

Julie:

We have to double it because then this [points to
paper] is going to be one-third instead of twothirds. If we left it 6 ...

Alyce:

Let's just go on.

Julie:

Let's just forget it. [They turn the page and go on
to the next example.]

PRIN:

I'm confused what you're doing. What are you
doing now? You're working with these numbers.
I didn't hear you working with the numbers
before.

Alex:

Yeah. That's because ... the thirds ... We didn't
actually find the thirds yet and this is saying 2/3.

PRIN:

Ummmhmm

Alex:

So it's kinda harder because since the third ...
length of the third ...

PRIN:

Ummmhmmm

Alex:

... is 33

Jon:

It would be 36. I mean 66.
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Alex:

Jon:

[places his finger on the midway point of the 2
meter sticks which have been put together and
have a blue piece of ribbon on them that is 2m in
length] 66.
32

Alex:

yeah, 32 ... only 98

Jon:

67. 67

Alex:

66 and a half

Jon:

yeah, 66 and a half, 32 ... 33,

Alex:

yeah,33

Jon:

99

Alex:

yeah

PRIN:

What? What yeah? I'm confused. I'm confused
again.

Jon:

It's 199, not 200. We want it to be 200, right?

Alex:

Yeah, but this is 200. We're talking about we
counted this and then 120, 120, 133, plus 60 is
290.

Jon:

66 and a half, 66 and a half makes 33 that makes
99 and a half

Alex:

Yeah, 199 and a half

Jon:

Hold on let's try 67. 67 ... 7 ... 67 ... 134, ok ...
yeah ... 134, then 67 again yeah

Alex:

It's one over

PRIN:

What. .. what are you trying to figure out?

Alex:

We're trying to figure out a third of blue.
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Jon:

yeah

PRIN:

Tell me what kind of ribbons are you trying to cut
now from this big blue ribbon?

Alex:

We're trying to cut. ..

PRIN:

How long are going to be the ribbons that you're
cutting?

Alex:

two-thirds of a ... of one meter

PRIN:

ok. And what do we want to find out?

Alex:

oh if it's two- thirds of one meter that would be ...
it would be

PRIN:

Just tell me what the question is so that I know
that you know what you're working on.

Alex:

It's two-thirds of one meter

PRIN:

What's two-thirds of one meter?

Alex:

So it's 2 meters

PRIN:

Uh huh

Alex:

and two-thirds of a meter number of bows

PRIN:

Jon, what are you trying to find out?

Alex:

I think it's 4.

PRIN:

You think it's 4? But what's the question, just so I
know you know what you're working on?

Alex:

It's how many, ummm

Jon:

two-thirds

Alex:

How many two-thirds length bows ... bows can
you make of two meters?
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PRIN:

Ok. So how many bows are you gonna cut from
this blue ribbon if each bow is gonna be how big?

Alex:

30 ... ummm

PRIN:

two-thirds of a meter, right?

Jon:

Yeah

PRIN:

Ok

Alex:

So one-third is 33

Jon:

66

Alex:

33,66, so that's ... and then ... that's 2, 3 ... you
actually have 2 meters left over. I mean twothirds left over

PRIN:

What do you mean you have two-thirds left over?

Alex:

Because if you want to make ... take two-thirds
there's three thirds so take two-thirds plus twothirds plus one-third and one-third you have two
more thirds.

PRIN:

that's interesting. Say this again. And let's
see if we can follow him. What did you just say?
Say it again.

Alex:

There's three thirds so there's two-thirds and
one-third and one-third that's two-thirds and you
still have one two thirds left over.

PRIN:

Can you kind of show me a picture of that here
and I want, Jon, I want to see if you understand
what he's saying. This is real interesting.

Alex:

[while drawing picture] and ... so then ... there's
one third and two thirds is two thirds so then
here's the half
ummm hmm

PRIN:

000
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Alex:

so you only have one third so then you have to
get the other third. This is two thirds so then you
have two more thirds left over.

PRIN:

Do you follow what he's saying? What is he ...
tell me how you're hearing it. I think that's real
interesting. What did he just say?

Jon:

[looking at what Alex is drawing] He's saying that
there's six meters. There are two meters.

PRIN:

This blue ribbon is two meters.

Jon:

yeah

PRIN:

Ah ha

Jon:

[pointing to Alex's drawing] And there are six
ones [1/3] is in each, and it would be two-thirds is
one, two-thirds is again and two-thirds left.

PRIN:

Ok. Now, you know what I heard um Alex
saying? This is what I heard him saying. I think I
heard you saying that if you took this blue ribbon
and again imagined it as two white ribbons is that
what you said when you said I'm going to divide it
in half, right, ok? And if you had it as two white
ribbons. Ok?

Jon:

Yeah

PRIN:

Can you picture that white ribbon over there if we
took it and divided it into thirds?

Jon:

Yeah

Alex:

Then it would be this you divide this ... this then
this would be the around here would be the half
like right there would be the half

PRIN:

Ok

Alex:

Because this is the whole now [adds marking to
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his drawing indicating Yz of the blue ribbon ]so
then it would be right there one-third [ adds
markings to his drawing indicating 1/3 m, 2/3 m
and the point where the last 2/3, the part he has
said is "left" is divided into two one third pieces
PRIN:

aha

Alex:

two-thirds

PRIN:

aha

Alex:

and three thirds

PRIN:

OK. So if I just looked at this from here over [She
extends the line indicating the middle of the 2m
length and points to the portion of the drawing
from the line dividing it in half to one end - what
would I be looking at would I be looking at one of
these ribbons?

Alex:

yeah, you'd be looking ...

PRIN:

Which ribbon am I looking at?

Alex:

The white ribbon.

Jon:

This whole thing is the blue ribbon.

PRIN:

Yes

Jon:

And this is the white ribbon.

PRIN:

OK. Can you show it to me with the ... with the
white ribbons and the blue ribbons? 'Cause I
think you're on to something that's real
interesting. [The boys put the 2 meter long blue
ribbon on top of two adjacent meter sticks and
put the 1 meter long white ribbon on top of the
blue ribbon, covering half of the blue ribbon. ] Ok,
I'll put this down here. Ok. So this is kind of
what you pictured here, wasn't it, Alex?
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Alex:

Yeah

PRIN:

Where this is the whole blue ribbon and this now
is that white ribbon ok and then you actually
divided up that white ribbon. What did you divide
it into?

Alex:

Thirds

PRIN:

Thirds, ok.

Alex:

It would be a third of 33, 66 and 99

PRIN:

Ok if you were trying to divide it using the little
numbers you would but you didn't use any little
numbers here. You just divided it into thirds
and ... and what did you end up with over here?

Alex:

Um Two ... I ended up with um two-thirds. That
would be that would be one and one-third but you
had two thirds left over.

PRIN:

Ok you're saying that if you took that white ribbon
and divide it up into thirds how many thirds would
you get if you took that white ribbon and divided it
up to thirds?

Alex:

three

PRIN:

What do you think Jon?

Jon:

Yeah, three.

PRIN:

You think three. OK. And what about from your
finger over here if you took this white ribbon and
divided it up?

Jon:

three

PRIN:

Ok, now but what Alex was saying which I think
was real interesting is wha ... you're trying to
make your bows that are how long?
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Jon:

two-thirds of a meter

PRIN:

two-thirds of a meter so he's saying this would be
two-thirds of a meter, right? Ok. and then what
else ... [Art interrupts Jon to remind him he's
scheduled to be elsewhere] ... what else over
here? How ... how many ribbons could you make
form this?

Jon:

I have to go to [unclear].

PRIN:

You're going to [unclear]? Oh. Stay just one
minute cause I'm just real interested 'cause I
think that you have something down here. How
many ribbons were you able to cut from this big
blue ribbon?

Alex:

two

PRIN:

You think you could only get two bows out of twothirds?

Jon:

No, three.

Alex:

four

Jon:

I think three

Alex:

Why three if you have two-thirds and two-thirds?

Jon:

[pointing at the drawing] You have two-thirds and
two-thirds and then there are six [inaudible] this
[pointing to the ribbon on top of the meter sticks]
is two-thirds and this is two-thirds and two-thirds
would be 1,2, 3 yeah 4 ... 1, 2, no 3 ... 1

Alex:

I know but two-thirds

Jon:

half is ....

Alex:

so two-thirds of this ... two-thirds of the white then
you have you have two-thirds of the white right
then two-thirds of the white right
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PRIN:

ummmhmmm

Alex:

and there if you have one more third and one
more third of the white

PRIN:

ok

Alex:

and then you have two thirds left over going that
way or going that way

PRIN:

so how many ribbons could you cut that are twothirds long ...

Alex:

four

PRIN:

... from this blue ribbon?

Jon:

Yeah

PRIN:

You think four? Think about that again.

Kristin:

There's 1 meter of white ribbon and that... you
have to split it into ummm a half so I got ummm
two bows.

T/R1:

80 you're telling me if I have one meter of white
ribbon and I split it in half, I can make two bows?
How many of you agree with that? [Several
students raise their hands.] Ok, I'm convinced.

T/R 1:

How many ribbons can you make? Cassie.

Cassie:

three

T/R1:

Cassie thinks three. How many of you think
three? How many of you think something else?
Can you prove it?

Cassie:

Well, umm ... you have ... first it's one meter so it's
two in one

T/R1:

[holding up 1m of white ribbon and folding it in
ham I see that.

56:04
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Cassie:

Then it's one-third, so you divide it into thirds and
you would get three.

T/R1:

Who can tell me what Kristin did? Sami.

Katy:

Katy

S
51:38

T/R1:

Katy

0

Katy:

It was changed three times. She folded it three
times.

T/R1:

Did she fold it three times. Let's unravel it. [to
Kristin] Open it. There's three pieces. Right?

Katy:

Mmmhmmm

F
57:44

59:30
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T/R1:
F
1:00:27
S
54:27

Dina:

T/R1:

0
1 :02:20

Ok. Here's my meter [holding up white ribbon
which is 1m in length]. How many can you make
that are one-fourth meter in length? Dina
four
Four. Can you convince me? You're absolutely
sure? Come up here. How about the rest of you
in your seats? Can you convince me you're
absolutely sure? Ok. [Dina comes to the front of
the room and folds the white 1m length of ribbon
into 4 equal parts.] Ok. Neat. How many times
did you fold it, Dina?

Dina:

Twice

T/R1:

Once and then twice. What do you think, Jen?
The quarters are easy, huh?

Jen:

Yeah

T/R1:

Yeah. How many of you did that? See that?
Grant, you did the same thing? Ok. Great. So
how many can you make if you have bows

V2:

I'm not convinced.
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T/R1:

V2, is not convinced.

V2:

Is that really a quarter of a meter once you get it
folded?

T/R1:

She's not convinced.

V2:

I'm not sure.

T/R1:

How can we convince her that it's a quarter of a
meter once it's folded? Kristin, what do you think?

Kristin:

You can measure it.

T/R1:

You can measure it. What would you
do ... ummm ... to measure it? How would you
convince V2? George.

George: Well, you could take four of these [he and his
partner, Kristin, hold up a piece of white ribbon,
which has been folded into fourths just like Dina
did at the front of the classroom.] and put 'em up
together on a meter stick and see if they fit
together.

T/R1:

Class:
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Four

T/R1:

How many of you are absolutely convinced?
[Students raise their hands.]

T/R1:

If you're making your bowsnow 1/5 m in length
from a meter of ribbon, how many bows can you
make? How many of you think you know? Eileen.

Eileen:

5

T/R1:

Eileen thinks 5. How many ... how many think it's

1 :02:25

S
56:23

0
1 :04:16

That would ... would you like to see that, V2? Ok.
How many of you think that's fair? If you took four
of these ... put them on a meter stick and that
would convince you? So how many can you
make if they're a quarter meter in length? Class?
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something else? How many of you think 5?
[Several students raise their hands.] What's
happening here? What do you think? Any ideas?
Benny? [no response from Benny] Cassie?
Cassie: I think that. .. that ummm each time it goes up 1,
like ... like 1, 2 ... it went up 1 and for 1 meter and
then when ... when ... ummm ... so 2 went to 3,3
went to 4 and 4 went to 5.

T/R1:

What do you think, Benny?

Benny:

Well, how I got 'em was I divided all of 'em by 1.

T/R1:

ok, and?

Benny:

... and I got. .. I mostly got like when it said 1 ...
when it's one-third, I got three bows.

T/R1:

So you're telling me, if I'm hearing what you
say ... Be sure I understand what you're saying.
[She approaches the overhead projector and
begins to record division number sentences as
students give responses.] You're telling me if
you have 1 m and if you're dividing it by one-half,
what did you get?

Benny:

I'd get two bows

T/R1:

You got two bows and if you had 1 meter length
and divided it by one-third, what did you get?

Benny:

three bows

TIR 1:

and what was the next one class?

Student: one-fourth

T/R1:

One divided by one quarter was?

Student: four

T/R1:

and what was the last one?
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Students: One divided by one fifth.

T/R1:
Kristin

That's very interesting. What do you think?
Kristin?
There's a pattern.

T/R1:

What do you mean?

Kristin:

Well, each time you have one that like one-half
came out to two, then one-third came out to three,
one-fourth came out. .. came out to four and onefifth came out to five, so there's like a pattern
because with the ones and so you like ... um you
look over here and you could see because the one
and the two you could really see that it comes out
to two bows.

T/R1:

So, what would you predict if I were making bows
that were one-tenth of a meter in length from
ribbon that was one meter long? George?

George: Maybe ten
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T/R1:

George would predict that if I had one divided by
one-tenth that would be ten. What do you think?
Do you agree with his prediction, or not? Katy?

Katy:

I think that it would be ten but they would be very,
very tiny.

T/R1:

They'd be very tiny?

Katy:

Mmm hmmm

T/R1:

Anybody else, what do you think? Does anybody
disagree with that idea? That's an interesting
idea.

F
T/R1:
1:05:49
S

59:50

Alex:

So if we're making bows one-half meter in length
from two meter ribbon, what do you think? Alex.
Well, I think if you're making ummm one-half of a
meter out of two meters, there would be four
bows.
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bows.

1:07:45

T/R1:

How can you convince me that that's true?

Alex:

Well, the reason why it would be four bows is
because it says one-half of one meter and there's
two meters and so you have the blue rod and you
take ... see ... you put a white rod up to it. I mean
ummm ribbon and it's ... you put two ... you put one
white ribbon up to it and it equals ... it equals onehalf and then another one and it's equals the other
half so two whites go into a blue so then you ...
since this [holds up a piece of white ribbon] is one
meter and it's asking on-half of one meter so you
have a half of it. .. it's two on one half of the blue
and two on the other half side of the blue so that's
four bows,

T/R1:

What do you think? How many of you agree with
what Alex said? [Several students raise their
hands.] Did anyone think about it another way? Is
there anybody who disagrees? Is there anybody
who isn't sure? You're all sure? Wow. Well, what
about. .. So, you're telling me that two divided by
one-half is ... what did you say, Alex?

Alex:

four

T/R1:

You're saying two divided by one-half is four. How
many of you got that? Two divided by one-half is
four? What about two divided by one-third? What
about that one, two divided by one-third? Bob.

Bob:

Six

T/R1:

Six! How'd you get six?

Bob:

Um, well, in if there are two meters, then that
means in one meter. .. in one meter there are
three thirds and in ... and in the other. .. in the
other meter there are [stumbles] and in the other
meter there are ... there are two thirds. So if you
add those, I mean no ... in ... in ... in one meter
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there are three thirds and in the other meter there
are ... and in the other meter there are three thirds
so if you add the two if you add the two meters
together it'd be three thirds and three thirds equals
six.

T/R1:

What did you think? Did you all understand what
Bob said? How many of your understood what
Bob said? Can someone try to say it one more
time for me so I can understand it? I have to be
sure. V4 has to hear it a few times. Is that right,
V4? Can someone help him with this? He's just
came in late. He hasn't been cutting ribbons.
Who wants ... That... That... That's an interesting
way. Who else will say it for me? Ok, Alex, it
sounded very much like the way you did the other
one. Didn't it?

Alex:

Yeah

T/R1:

Let's hear someone else say it for me. Can
someone else try to say it for me? Can we hear
from someone else? Who wants to try? Well,
how many of you believe that two divided by onethird is six ... is six? Someone want to give a try
saying it again? Good for you, Benny.

Benny:

Well, I ... I ... I did the same thing on all of them like
I did on the ones. I would times the two by
whatever like the one-third I'd say three times two
is six.

T/R1:

So, you're telling me you got that because you
said that two times three is six.

Benny:

Right

T/R1:

You're seeing a pattern here you're telling me.
What do you think? How many of you think
there's some pattern here? Well, if that's a
pattern, then how would you do two divided by
two-thirds? By the way, how many ribbons can
you make that are two-thirds of a meter long if you
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start with two meters of ribbon? How many of you
have an answer for that one that you believe?
That two divided by two-thirds ... How many of you
have an answer that. .. that you believe? Ok, let's
see what some of the answers are. Eileen?
Eileen:

I got three bows

T/R1:

Eileen has three bows ok. Anybody got.. ..
Anybody got something else? Alex?

Alex:

I got four bows.

T/R1:

Ok, we have one answer of three one answer of
four. Anybody else? Bob?

Bob:

I got three

T/R1:

Ok how many of you have three? How many of
you have four? How many have something else?
How many of you aren't sure? We have a lot of
unsure people here. Ok, let's hear why you think
three. Who's going to tell me? Kristin?

Kristin:

Well. .. Well, I think three because um well it's just
the same as the other one really you take this
[folds the blue ribbon which is 2 m long into three
pieces] and you divide it into three pieces ... and
you get three.

T/R1:

Ok, so you took that and divided it into three
pieces, what's the length of each of those pieces?

Kristin:

Uh ... uh ....

George: [whispers] two-thirds
Kristin:

two-thirds

T/R1:

and how ... Are you all convinced that.. .of that?
How can you convince us that each piece is twothirds?
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Kristin:

Well, you can measure it.

T/R1:

You can measure it. Anybody else? Who else?
\Nhat do you think?

Matt:

If this [the blue ribbon, which is 2m long] is two,
two-thirds would be right. .. right up here [places
the ribbon on a meter stick] .. .each one-third, then
there's umm ... two-thirds then three thirds
Grant. You like that, Grant?

T/R1:
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Matt:

[as he continues to measure] one and there then
ummm two right here

T/R1:

Now maybe this is a place to stop as we're
running out of time.

Alex:

You have the blue ... and you have ... this is ... and
you take the and you have a white

T/R1:

Ok. This [the blue ribbon] is two meters, right?

Alex:

Yeah. You have a white so that's half of this [the
2 meter long blue ribbon]

T/R1:

Ok. Right. I got that.

Alex:

The white is three and then the other white is three
so what it's asking you is how many um two-thirds
of one meter so you'd take a third ...

T/R1:

You have six one-third meters here?

Alex:

Yes

T/R1:

You have six one-third meters so how many twothird meters do you have? .

Alex:

We have you have so you have two meters

T/R1:

Let's see ... now imagine this is the one [indicates
approximately what 2/3 of a meter would be on the
blue ribbon] you have a one-third another one-

1:09:23
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third and another one-third
Alex:

Yeah

T/R1:

Show me where two-thirds would be.

Alex:

[indicates approximately where 213 of a meter
would be on the blue ribbon] Right there.

T/R1:

So, where would be the next two-thirds?

Alex:

[indicates approximately where the next 2/3 of a
meter would be on the blue ribbon] There.

T/R1:

Where would be the last two-thirds?

Alex:

[points to the end of the ribbon] There.

T/R1:

Did you get three or four?

Alex:

You get. .. so that would be 1,2,3 ... There's
1 ... 2 ... and 3.

December 14, 1993
Description of the Activity
Both Carolyn Maher (T/R1) and Amy Martino (T/R2) were present on this
day, as well as the regular classroom teacher (CT). T/R1 began with a whole
class review of what has transpired during the last session. Using the problem
of how many bows, each one-third meter in length, could be made from three
meters of ribbon, T/R1 probed for the strategies that students used to solve this
problem. Many students found a multiplicative pattern, whereby they could
multiply the denominator of the fractional-sized bow by the number of meters to
find out how many bows could be made in total. This led to the extension of the
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original problem to several others with a greater number of meters of ribbon.
When the answer to the original problem was decided to be nine, the problem,
how many bows, each one-third meter in length, could be made from nine
meters of ribbon, was assigned. Each time a solution was found, the product
became the new number of meters of ribbon. Some children ended up
multiplying very large numbers by three. This led to a discussion of the
children's understanding of multiplication. Some demonstrated that they had
learned the standard algorithm for multiplying examples like 3 x 27, and that
even though they could arrive at the correct answer, they could not explain the
process of getting the answer or why it worked.
The students communicated their ideas to the researchers, the
classroom teacher and to each other during this session. They tried to convey
how they thought about multiplication as well as the division by fractions.
During this session, some students still used the string to help them do the
division. Some needed to go out into the hall in order to measure out long
pieces of string to solve these new problems.
At the end of the session, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, called the class
together to review some ideas. She went over the assigned problems. The
class quickly agreed on the answers, but she did not stop the discussion when
they came up with the answers. She continued to question until different
solution-strategies were explained.
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Coded Narrative
Teacher I Researchers: T/R1, T/R2
CT:

Classroom Teacher

Camera Views: F: Front; S: Side; 0: Overhead projector
Episode

300

View
&
Time

F
00:59

S
00:33

o
00:39

Narrative

T/R1 says that Betty was absent the last time they worked
and she asks for volunteers to tell Betty what happened.
Jen recalls that there was a pattern in the number of bows
that were found that went 3, 6, 9. (Ies J p ) Mario recalls that
the first pattern [section I where there was 1m of ribbon and
bows could be made that were %, 1/3, ~, and 1/5 m in
length] was two, three, four, and five. (Ies J p ) When he
mentions the example that asked the students to find bows
that were 213m long, T/R1 asks him to wait with that one.
(T A) Benny then says that whenever one of the examples
called for three meters of ribbon, you had to multiply the
number [in the denominator] by 3. (leG J p JF) Both Mario and
T/R1 want to know to which number Benny is referring. (T Q
ISSQ) As an example, T/R1 holds up a meter stick and asks
the students to imagine what three meters of ribbon would
look like. (TOR RTM ) She then asks the students to imagine
what 1/3 m would look like and asks Betty to estimate how
long it would be by asking her if it would be longer or shorter
than a given length. (T Q) Jen says that she imagines the
length of 113m of ribbon to be the length that would be
gotten by folding the ruler [meter stick] into three pieces.
(lesQ J F) She says that she thinks that would be at the 33cm
Matt. (IN) When T/R1 asks Jen how she arrived at the
number 33, (T Q) Jen says that if you took 33 + 33 + 33, it
would total 99. (lesQ J N) Art interjects that it needs to be
100 (Ies I NJM) and Jen says that it would be almost 33 %.
(Ies I N) Art says he thinks it would be 33 113 because if you
take the 1/3's and add them together, you would get one
more. (Ies IN JF) Jen agrees. (lesA) Mario says he's
imagining the meter stick being cut into 3 equal halves.
(leSQN JF) T/R1 repeats what he says, (T R) replacing the
word halves with parts. Mario agrees with this. (lesA) T/R1
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says that Jen and Art were being explicit when they
described the length of a meter as being 100 cm. (TI) Art
says that the meter stick goes up to 99, but that there is
extra length [beyond the number 99], which could be
another centimeter. (Ics JM IN) T/R1 repeats what Art said
(T R) and asks George what he thinks. (T QS) George says
that the meter stick is 10 decimeters long. (lcSQ J M) T/R1
redirects the conversation back to the problem that was
posed, how many bows, each 1/3 m in length, can be made
from a piece of ribbon that is 3 m in length, by telling the
students to imagine what 3m would look like and to imagine
what 1/3 m would look like. (TQTOR) Jen is thinking about
this as T/R1 tells the students to discuss this problem with
their partners. (Too)
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Jen tells her partners, Betty and Liza, that she thinks you
can make 3 bows,each 113m from 3 meters of ribbon. (Iss
J F) Liza tells her partners, that she thinks you can get 9
bows, each 113m in length from 3m of ribbon. (Iss J F) Jen
says that she doesn't remember what she wrote on her
paper.
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T/R1 asks Julie how many bows, each 113m in length, she
thinks can be made from 3 meters of ribbon (T Q) and Julie
says 3. (hSQN JF) T/R1 repeats the question, how many
bows, each 113m in length, can be made from 3m of ribbon.
Alyce and her partner, Julie, are discussing how many
bows, each 1/3 - meter in length, can be made from 3
meters of ribbon. (Iss) Alyce says 9. (lsSQ JF) Julie says that
3 meters is 3 meter sticks. (I NJM) Then Alyce says that you
have to divide them into thirds [of a meter]. (J F) Then Alyce
says that there could be either 9 or 3 depending on whether
the bows are 1/3 meter long, which would be 9 or a meter
long, which would be 3. (JF I N) She goes to get meter
sticks.
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T/R1 had told the students to talk wjth their partners about
how many bows, each 1/3 of a meter in length, could be
made from 3m of ribbon. (Too) Alex takes his pen, puts it on
the desk and refers to it as if it were a meter of ribbon. (RSM
J RM ) Then Jon places the tip of his pen next to the tip of
Alex's pen, calling that another meter and places a 3rd pen's
tip next to the tip of the 2nd pen, calling that a meter. (Iss)

06:43
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Alex says that it would be divided into thirds [of a meter] (JF)
and Jon points to the first pen, saying, "3", the second pen,
saying, "6", and the third pen, saying, "9" (J F I N). Alex
agrees with him. (lSSA)
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Jen tells T/R1 that she thought you could make 3 bows from
1 meter of ribbon. (IrSQ) She points to approximately where
113m would be on the meter stick and says that it was about
33 [cm] as she had said before. (I N JF) T/R1 reminds her
that they were to find the number of bows in 3m. Jen counts
by threes and says there would be 9. (JF IN) T/R1 asks
Betty and Liza if they agree (T QA) and they do. (IrSA) Betty
says she agrees because 3 x 3 =9. Jen also says that 3 x
3 = 9. (I N)
Several students have gotten up from their seats. Ed is
walking and talking to T/R 2 and says that 33 would be 1/3
[of a meter]. He goes on to say that would equal 99 plus
3.5 is ~ of 1. (IrSQN I NJF) Dan says that would be 113 of a
meter and Ed says that 3.5 is 113 of 10. (Irs Iss I N J F)
When Alyce and Julie approach the classroom teacher, who
is working with Dina and Benny to ask her if they can go to
another class to borrow another meter stick, the classroom
teacher tells them to join the group instead. She tells them
that they are trying to figure out how many one-thirds there
are in a meter so that they will be able to figure out how
many one-thirds there are in three meters. (T I) Bob moves
his pen along the meter stick and then above it as if he were
counting to himself. (I NJM) The classroom teacher puts a
finger on the spot that would indicate about 113 of a meter
and asks Bob if that is the place where 113m is. (T Q) When
he says that it is, (IrSQ) she asks him where the next 1/3
would be (T Q) and he points to a spot where the second 1/3
would end. (IrSQ) The classroom teacher puts a finger from
the other hand on this spot so that she has two fingers on
the meter stick, (RTG) thereby dividing the meter stick into
thirds. When she asks how many [one-thirds] there are in a
meter, (TQ) Julie says 3 (IrSQ) and when she asks how many
there are in 3m, (T Q) Julie answers that there are 9. (IrSQ)
The classroom teacher asks Julie how she got the answer
of 9. (T QE) Both she and Alyce say 3 x 3. (IrSQ) Dina starts
to say this but stops. (IrSQ) When the classroom teacher
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asks Dina if this is right, (T QA) she answers that she thinks
so. (hsQ) As the classroom teachers speaks to Dina, Bob
states that there are 3 one-thirds in one and that there are 3
meters. (JF) The classroom teacher does not respond to
Bob (TA) and speaks to Dina. She asks Dina how many
bows [made from 113m] there would be in the one-meter
length of the meter stick. (T Q) Dina answers 3. (hsQ J F)
She asks Dina how many meters this is (T Q) and Dina
responds 1. (hsQ) The classroom teacher then tells Dina to
imagine another meter stick and she moves the first meter
stick up a few inches and parallel to where it had been.
(RTM) She tells Dina to remember that there were 3 bows in
the first meter. (T I) She then asks Dina how many bows
[each made of 113m of ribbon] there would be in this second
[moved] meter stick (TQ) and Dina responds that there
would be 3. (hsQ J F) She then asks Dina how many that is
all together (T Q) and Dina says it is 6. (hsQ I N) Then again,
the classroom teacher moves the meter stick a few inches
and parallel to where it had just been. (RTM ) She refers to
the meter stick in its third position as "the third one" and
asks Dina how many bows there would be in that one. (T Q)
When Dina says 3, (hsQ JF) she asks her how many that
would be all together (T Q) and Dina says 9. (hsQ IN)
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T/R1 asks Mario and his partner, Sami, how many bows,
each 1/3 m in length, could be made from nine meters of
ribbon. (TQ) Mario says that it would be 9 x 3 because there
would be three bows in each meter. (hsQ J F) He then
begins to count by nines, getting to 27. (I N) T/R1 tells
Mario that Sami did it differently (T I) and that they should
compare what they did. (T os) Alex and Jon come over and
tell T/R1 that the answer would be 27 [bows] if there were 9
meters. (hsQ) She then asks them how many bows it would
be if there were 27 meters. (T Q) Mario, listening to this,
says that would be 27 x 3. (hsQ JF I N) As T/R1 walks away
from the pair, he and Sami work on finding out the product
of 27 x 3. Mario begins to do it with repeated addition and
Sami multiplies. Then he multiplies. They both come up
with an answer of 81. (Iss IN) Sami says that they now
have to multiply 81 x 3. (Iss) T/R2 approaches Mario and
Sami and asks what they are doing. (T Q) Mario says that
they were finding out how many bows, each 1/3 meter in
length, could be made from 27 meters of ribbon. (hsQ) He
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says that Sami multiplied and he checked the answer by
adding. (hss hs IN) T/R2 asks them why this works. (T Qd
Mario says that it works because adding a series of 9 threes
means 9 times 3. (hsQ IN) Sami says that Mario is doing it
the longer way. (hGs) Mario says that multiplying is a shorter
way of writing it. (hGA) T/R2 asks Mario and Sami why they
are multiplying by 3. (T QE) Mario says it is because there are
3 thirds in each whole. (hsQ JF) Sami says that it is because
the problem was to find out how many bows can be made
that are each 1/3 meter in length. (hsQ J F) Mario uses his
meter stick to show where 113 m would be. (RSM) He says
that if you repeat this length 3 times, you would have one
meter. (JF JM)
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Art and Katy had been working on finding out how many
bows, each 113m long, could be made from 27m of ribbon.
They are multiplying 3 x 27 (IN) when T/R1 approaches
them. When she asks Art what he had done, (T Q) he starts
to explain but then says that what he had done is wrong.
(hsQ) It is crossed out on his paper.
His crossed out work looks like the diagram below. (Rss) It
has one double-pointed arrow drawn from the multiplier, 3,
to the 7 in the multiplicand, 27, and another arrow drawn
from this arrow to 21, which Art said was the product of the
3 and the 7. To the right of this multiplication, he had
written 27 + 27 + 27 vertically and had indicated that the
sum was 81. (IN)

2

27
27
27
81

Figure 5. Art's First Diagram
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T/R1 asks Katy what she had done (T Q) and Katy says she
multiplied 3 x 7 and got 21, carried the 2 and then multiplied
3 x 2. (hsQ IN) T/R1 asks Katy why it works, (T QE) but she
doesn't answer. Then T/R1 asks her if it works. (T Q) T/R1
says that, in his diagram, Art had shown that if you add 27
three times, which is what 3 x 27 means, you will get 81 .
(T os) Katy responds, "you're just adding faster." (hGs) T/R1
says that when Art tried to add faster, it didn't work so she
wants to know if it always works. (TI TQ) Katy says that it
does not, but that it works sometimes. (hSQN)
T/R1 tells Katy and Art to try to come up with a rule that
works all the time. She then says that they had 27 three
times and asks if it would work if you had 20 three times and
7 three times. (T Q) Katy first says, "maybe", and then says
that it doesn't work. (hSQN) Art says it does work (hsQ) and
he begins writing, doing his second diagram, which is
shown below. (Rss)
He adds 20 three times and adds 7 three times getting 60
and 21 respectively. He then adds the 60 and the 21 to get
81. (IN)

20
20
20
60
7
7
7

81

Figure 6. Art's Second Diagram
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Katy then says that you would have to add them together.
She repeats this a few times. (I N) T/R1 tells Art that if he
thought about what he did, he would be able to come up
with a rule that always worked. (TOR) When T/R1 asks Katy
what she means when she says you have to add it together,
(T QE) she answers that you would have to add those
answers together as she points to the work on Art's page.
(IrSQ I N) T/R1 asks her why this is so (T QE) and she says
that you couldn't get the answer on her paper unless you
added them together. (IrSQN) T/R1 again asks Katy why
(T QE) but Katy says she doesn't know. (IrSQN) T/R1 leaves
Art and Katy to think about this. (Too)
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T/R1 speaks to the whole class, saying that she is calling a
"time out". She says that she wants to make sure that
everyone remembers the problems that they are working
on. She says that the first problem is to find how many
bows, each 113m in length, can be made from 3 m of ribbon.
Then she said to suppose that there were 9 meters of
ribbon and 27 meters of ribbon. (T I)
Mario and Sami continue to multiply by 3 and then to
multiply each product that they get by 3. (I N) When they get
to 2,187 x 3, Sami says it's good when you're working with
"one number".
Art tries to explain his method for multiplying 3 x 27 to his
partner, Katy. He refers to the diagram he made (See Art's
Diagram # 3 below.) He says that 7 x 3 is 21 and you add
the 21 to the 60 to get 81. (Iss I N Rss) Katy says she still
doesn't understand what he did. (Iss) He continues to
explain that he takes off the 7 from the 27 and is left with
only 20, which he multiplies by 3 to get 60. He calls that
step 1. He then says that in step 2, he multiplied the 3 by
the 7 which he removed before to get 21. He says that then
you add the 60 to the 21 to get 81. (Iss IN) Katy says she
still doesn't "get it". (Iss) Art repeats the same thing again,
pointing to the different parts of his diagram. (Iss Ros) This
time, Katy says she understands it. (Iss Ros)
T/R1 returns to Katy and Art and she asks him if he has
figured it out, if he has discussed it with Katy and whether or
not they agree. (T Q TA ) Art refers to the fact that he had tried
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to explain his solution to Katy before T/R1 arrived and that
she had difficulty understanding his explanation. (IrSQ) Katy
claims to understand it now and that she had had trouble
because Art kept confusing her. (IrSQ IrSA Iss)
Art has rewritten his solution to the problem, 3 x 27 as is
shown in the diagram below. (Rss I N) He has numbered the
steps, drawn arrows and he explains it to T/R1. (Irs I N)
In Step 1, there is one arrow pointing to the 2 in the 27 in
the multiplicand and one arrow drawn from the multiplier, 3,
in the original example to the 3 that is multiplied by the 20 to
get 60.
In step 2, there is one arrow from the 7 in the 27 in the
multiplicand to the 7 in the product 7 x 3 and one arrow
drawn from the multiplier, 3, in the product 3 x 27 to the 3 in
the product 7 x 3 21,

=

There is also a double-sided arrow drawn from the partial
product 60 to the partial product 21 and a partial arrow
drawn from this arrow to step 3 and a plus sign there, which
shows the addition of the 60 and the 21 as the sum, 81.
(Rss)

r

1. 27
20 x 3
x3----~/'r

2.

27 ~
",,7
x3
~

=60

=21
3. 60
+ 21
81

Figure 7. Art's Third Diagram
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Art explains what he did. He says that he removed the 7
from the 27, which left 20, and he multiplied that 20 by 3 to
get 60. In step 2 he took the 7 from the 27 and multiplied it
by 3 to get 21 and in step 3, he added that 60 and 21 to get
81. (Irs IN) After listening to Art's explanation, T/R1 refers
to the way in which Katy solved the problem earlier, asking
why that works. (T DS TQE) She says that Katy's method
seems to work, too. (TI) Katy says that in her procedure, she
multiplied the 27 together instead of separately [separating
the 20 and the 7] and then having to add. (Irs) When T/R1
asks her to show her, (T QE T Dc) Katy starts to do the
problem again using the standard procedure involving the
algorithm. (Irs Rss) When she talks about "carrying" the 2,
Art says that you don't carry in multiplication (Iss) and TIR 1
asks her a few times whether or not the 2 that she carried is
a 2. (T Q) Art says that if you added the 2 that was carried to
the 2 [in the tens column], and then multiplied by 3 you
would get 12. (Iss) Katy states that she learned that you had
to add the carried number to your product. (lsslrsQ) T/R1
asked her what it was that she was adding. (T Q) T/R1 says
that the 2 in that case isn't a 2, but is 2 tens. (T I) Katy
responds by repeating the procedure and again tells what
she did. (lrSQ) T/R1 says she understands but she wants to
know why. (TQE) Katy states that she doesn't know why.
(lrSQN) T/R1 leaves Katy and Art think about this. (T DD)
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Sami and Mario have been multiplying the 81 that they got
before, by 3 and then repeat this process several times,
finding a product and then multiplying the product by 3. (IN)
When T/R2 comes over to them, she asks Mario and Sami
what they are doing. (T QE) Mario says they are multiplying 3
by the number that they get for each previous product. (lrSQ
I N) T/R2 asks what these numbers [the products] represent
(T Q) and Mario says they represent how many thirds you
can get into each number. (Rss Jd She rephrases this to
say how many bows you can get out of each length of
ribbon and Mario agrees. (T R Irs)

T/R2 then asks Mario and Sami what would happen if,
instead of making bows that are 1/3 meter in length, they
were making bows that are 12 meter in length.(TQp) Mario
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and Sami say that you would multiply the number of meters
by 2. (lrso) Mario gives the example of finding how many
bows, each % meter in length, could be made from 3 meters
of ribbon. He says that would be 3 x 2 or 6. (Irs)
Sami says they are stopping [their multiplication of the
products by 3] but Mario says he is not stopping. T IR2
questions Sami about what would happen if they were
making bows that were % of a meter (Top) as Mario
continues to multiply each product by 3. Sami says they
would continue to do the same thing as they had before.
(lrso) When T/R2 asks her what she would do, (TOE) she
says that she would multiply by 4. (lrso)
As T/R2 leaves them, Sami makes a comment to Mario
about the fact that he is still multiplying and has gotten into
the millions. (Iss) T/R1 says that she would be more
comfortable if Sami and Mario checked their calculations on
a calculator, so Sami and Mario get up to get a calculator.
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Katy is able to explain her work to Art. (Iss) She writes out
the problem using slightly different notation from what she
used before as she explains. (Rss) She says that she
brought over the 2 that she carried and that it becomes a
20, which is added to the 61 to get 81. (Iss IN) She says that
she can't explain it, that she just knows how to do it that
way.

2
27
x3

2

61

+ 20

=81

Figure 8. Katy's Diagram
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Several students go out into the hall to measure large
lengths of string. They put the string on the floor, along the
length of the corridor and measure, using a meter stick.
When the classroom teacher asks what they are doing, they
say that they couldn't measure in the classroom. (RSM J M)
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When T/R1 comes into the hall, she asks the students how
many bows they can make out of 9 meters of ribbon when
each bow is 1/3 meter in length. (T Q) Ed says you can
make 3. (hSQN) He clarifies the problem to which he gave
the answer as how many bows could be made that are each
3 meters in length when making bows from 9 meters of
ribbon. (hsQ IN) Ed says that this would be the solution to
the problem of finding 1/3 of 9 meters. (hsQ J F) T/R1 then
asks him again how many bows, each 1/3-meter in length,
could be made from 3 meters of ribbon (T Q) and he says
that 9 such bows could be made. (hsQ)
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T/R1 asks Jen, Betty and Liza what they multiplied by 3.
(T Q) They say that they multiplied 27 by 3. (hsQ) She asks
how they multiplied 27 x 3 and got 78. (T QE) They say they
kept adding 3. (hsQ I N) T/R1 asks if there is another way of
doing it. (T Q) They say they could times it. (hsQ I N ) T/R 1
asks if there is another way. (T Q) She asks them what
3x27means. (T QE) She says that they said you could add 3,
twenty-seven times. (T R) They say "Yeah". (Rsw) T/R1 says
that's 27 x 3 (T R) and then asks them what 3 x 27 means.
(T Q) Jen says that 3 x 27 is 78. (hsQ) T/R1 tells them to
show her. (TJ) T/R1 asks them what it means to have 3 x
27. (TQ) Betty says it means 27 three times. (hsQ) T/R1
tells them to do it, to add 27 three times. (TI TJ) They each
do it independently and Betty says it's 81. (hsQ) T/R1 says
81 (T R) and asks what they get when they take 3 twentyseven times. (T Q) T/R1 asks if it is possible to get 78 if they
added 3 twenty-seven times. (T Q) Jen says she guesses
that they counted wrong and that it would be 81. (hsQ) T/R1
says maybe they added it 26 times. (T I) T/R1 says that they
said there was another way to do it, by multiplying. (T R)
She asks if they could show her how to multiply it. (T Q)
They multiply 3x 27 independently and each get 81. (hsQ)
T/R1 asks why it works. (T QE) Betty explains the procedure
she followed to multiply. As she gives each step Jen says
the same thing. She says that first she did 3 x 7 is 21. She
says that you "put down the 2" and that 3 x 2 is 6 plus 2 is 8
and you get 81. (hsQ)
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T/R1 asks what it means when they say 21. (T Q) She asks
if it means 2+1 or 3. (T Q) Jen says it means 7, 14,21. (hsQ
I N) Betty says you're taking the 7 three times. (hsQ IN) Liza
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starts to say something and T/R1 asks her if it means 2 tens
and 1 one. (T a) Liza says it does. (hsa I N) Then Jen
further explains by referring to something she says they did
the year before and then drawing a diagram and talking
about taking 2 columns of blocks and another one. (Rso J RO )
Her diagram looks like 2 columns of 10 blocks each and one
unit block next to it. T/R1 then says she is confused and
that when they talk about "carrying the 2" they are not
carrying 2 of the units. (TIc) Jen says that no, they are
carrying 2 tens. (hsa I N) T/R1 then asks how this works.
(T a) She says that 3 x 7 is 21 ones or 2 tens and 1 ones,
(T I) so how does that work. (T a) She asks what this carrying
the 2 means. (T aE) Betty says that it is ok because the 2 [in
27} is in the tens column. (hsa) T/R1 questions if she means
that the 3 x 2 means 3 x 2 tens which is 6 tens and that the
carried 2 is 2 more tens so you have 8 tens. So the answer
is 8 tens and one 1. (T a) She asks if that makes sense. (T a)
Betty and Liza say that it it does. (hsaJN) T/R1 asks Betty
to explain it to Jen. (T os T RS)
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Betty, Jen and Liza continue to discuss why the
multiplication algorithm works. Betty says the multiplication
of 3 x 27 works because the 2 is in the tens column. They
say that they have to change their previous work [which was
78] to an 81. (Iss I N)
Art and Katy are talking to T/R2. She asks Art about Yz
meter bows. (T a) He says that you multiply by how many
meters you have. (ITGa) He says that if you have 81 meters
of ribbon, you would have 2 bows for each meter you have
so you would have 81 x 2. (hsa JF IN) He multiplies this on
the calculator and gets 162. T/R2 asks Katy what she
would do, if the bows would be % m in length, how many
would there be. (Tap) Katy says that you would multiply it
by 4. (hsa) T/R2 asks why that works. (T aE) Katy says that it
is like using "regular numbers." (hGa I N) T/R2 asks how
many bows there would be if there were 1 m of ribbon and
the bows would be % m. (T a) Katy says 4. (hsa) Art says if
there were 81 meters of ribbon, there would be 324 bows.
(hsa) T/R2 asks Katy to explain it, (T aE) but Katy says she
can't. (hsaN) When T/R2 asks why it works, (T aE) Katy says
she doesn't know. (hsaN) T/R2 says that Katy just told her
about the patterns. (Top) She asks Katy about the 27 x 3.
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(T Q) Katy says that the third or the fourth is like a 3 or a 4.
(J F J v)
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T/R2 is talking with Katy about her multiplication of 3 x 27,
asking her where the 27 came from. (T Q) Katy says that
when T/R1 asked them to find out how many bows you
would get if you multiplied 3 x 9, they [she and her partner,
Art] got 27. (lrsQ I N) Then TIR 1 had asked them how many
bows they would bet if it was 3 x 27. T/R2 then asks Katy if
the 27 is how much ribbon they have (T QE) and Katy says it
is. (lrSQ) Then T/R2 asks Katy why she is multiplying by 3.
(T Q) Katy says that the problem required her to find out how
many bows could be made out of 27 meters if each one
[each meter] was three-thirds. (lrSQ J FIN) T/R2 says that
she understands what Katy is saying, but Katy says that she
is still confused and that it's easy to learn but it's hard to
explain.
T/R2 is talking with Art, Katy, Jen and Betty about why they
were multiplying the number of meters of ribbon by three.
Art comes up with a rule that says that you should multiply
the number of meters of ribbon that you have by the
denominator of the fraction. (ITG) He gives the example of
having seven meters of ribbon and making bows that are
each one-fourth meter in length. He says that if he wanted
to divide seven meters of ribbon into fourths, he would
multiply 7 x 4 and he would get 28. (Irs J F I N) Katy, Jen and
Betty agree that this is correct. (lSSA)
T/R1 calls the class together and says that she has a few
questions that she would like them all to answer together.
The first question asks if you have 3 meters of ribbon and
are making bows, which are 113m in length, how many bows
could you make? (T Q) The class as a whole says that 9
such bows can be made. (lcsQ) She asks if anyone
disagrees. (T QA) T/R1 asks if the students are absolutely
convinced. (T QJ) Then T/R1 asks the students if they can
prove it (T Q TJ) and how many of them can prove it. (T Q TJ)
Several hands are raised in affirmation. (lcSQ) She says that
it looks like everyone's hand is up. Then she asks Dina if
she can prove it because her hand is not up. (T Q TJ ) Dina
says, "kinda". (lcSQN) She then asks Sami how she would
prove that this is the answer. (T Q TJ) Sami says that the
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answer is 9 because 3+3+3 =9. (lcSQ I N) Mario adds to
this, saying that in each of the 3 meters, there are 3 onethirds and so that means there are 3 threes which is 9. (Icsa
JF IN) Julie says that she thinks it is 9 because 3 x 3 =9
(Icsa I N) and Dina says that is the way that she did it. (ICSA)
T/R1 says that she is confused because the bows to be
made are each 1/3-meter in length, not 3 meters and yet the
students are saying that you should multiply by 3. (Td She
asks the students how they did this (T Q) and then asks what
some of the ways are that they did this. (T Q) She then
repeats that the students said that when dividing 3 meters
into 1/3-meter length bows, you multiply 3 x 3 and get 9.
(T R) She then asks how many students did it this way. (T a)
Some students raise their hands affirmatively. (Icsa) She
then says that some of the students did it differently. She
says that some students said that 3 divided by a third is
equal to 3 + 3 + 3 or 9. (T R T I) She asks how many did it
that way. (T a) Some students raise their hands
affirmatively. (Icsa) She says that a couple of them did it
that way. (T I) Then she asks how many did it that way. (T Q)
Some students raise their hands affirmatively. (hsa). She
then asked how many did it another way. (T Q) Some
students raise their hands affirmatively. (Icsa) She then
asked how many of the students measured it out by taking 9
meters of ribbon and measuring it out. (Ta) Some students
raise their hands affirmatively. (Icsa) She then asks how
they did it to convince themselves. (TaTJ) Eileen says that
she, along with others, went out into the hallway to
measure. (Icsa JM) Eileen said that she measured 9 meters
in the hallway. (Icsa J M) T/R1 asks her if they were
measuring 9 meters or 9 bows. (T a) Eileen says that it was
9 met~rs. (Icsa) TIR 1 says that they started with 3 meters,
(T QE) and Eileen says that she didn't have to measure the
example with 3 meters and that she did that one by
multiplying 3 x 3. (Icsa JM I N) Then T/R1 asks how the
students knew to multiply 3 x 3. (T a) Joyce says that you
have 3 meters and that you are trying to divide by thirds so
you have another 3 to multiply by. (lGsa J F I N) T/R1
rephrases what Joyce says by saying that if you have 1
meter, you have 3 thirds, so in 9 meters [sic] you have 9
thirds, having 3 one - thirds, another 3 one - thirds, and
another 3 one - thirds. (T R) Alex says that he and Jon
multiplied 3 x 3 because in each meter you have 3 thirds so
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that's 3 x 3. (leSQJFJN) T/R1 then asks how many bows,
each 1/3-meter in length could be made from 9 meters of
ribbon. (TQ) Eileen says that she and her group went out
into the hall for this one and measured out 9 meters. They
had a 1/3-meter piece of string and there were 27 pieces of
1/3-meter string the length of the 9-meter ribbon. (lesQ JM)
T/R1 says that 9 divided by 1/3 is 27 and that those
students who measured it found this out. (TR T,) Sami says
she and her partner multiplied 3 by whatever answer they
got [from the previous problem]. (lesQ IN) T/R1 asks tells
the class the next problem, how many bows, each 3-meters
in length, can be made from 9 meters of ribbon. (TQ) Ed
says that you should divide 9 by 3 to get 3 bows. (lesQ IN)
Dan agrees with Ed. (lesA) He says that if you made a bow
that is 3 meters long from a piece of ribbon that is 9 meters
long, you will have 6 meters left. Then if you made another
bow that is 3 meters long, you would have 3 m left. Then if
you made a third bow, there would be nothing left. (I N)
T/R1 asks the students in the class if they agree with that.
(TQA) She then restates that there can be 3 bows, each 3
meters in length, made from a piece of ribbon that is 9
meters long. (T R) T/R1 says that it is time to stop the class.
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Jen:

Well, I noticed that after a while like it started
making a pattern.

S
00:33

T/R1:

OK. Want to say a little more about that?

Jen:

Well, um, I forget what pattern but I think it was
going like it started going then 3, 6, 9 like ... like
when it said when you have like different sized
ribbons and every time it got like ... like three

0
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times bigger and it kept doing it in all those
different kind of patterns I thought
Mario:

Yeah because the first one went 2, 3,4, 5 and the
second one went uhhh ... the second one went 4,
8 something like 4, 6 ...

T/R1:

I don't remember any 2,4, 6 though.

Mario:

No, it's 4 ... It's 4, 6, 8, 10 and then there's
that. .. then there was that two-thirds one.

T/R1:

Ok. Let's hold that. Bob, what were you going to
say?

Bob.2:

Well, if whenever it's something 3 meters you
would always like times the number by 3. It went
3,6,9.
Which number?

Mario:
T/R1:

Mario:

Yeah. Yeah. Mario's asking the question I have,
which number? Let's ... let's use that as an
example. I have ribbons three meters long and
I'm making bows how long for example? Mario?
one half

T/R1:

one half a meter long. So if I have ... I could sort
of imagine ribbon three meters long [holds up
meter stick] 3 of these sticks long that's how long,
and I'm making bows a third of a meter long. How
could I imagine a third of a meter? How could I
imagine one third of a meter? I could imagine a
meter. Right? You could see a meter. How
could you imagine a third? Could you all in your
heads imagine a third? How many of you can
imagine a third? [Several children raise their
hands] So what are you imagining when you
imagine a third? Not everyone is imagining it.
Betty, what do you imagine?

Betty:

uh ... about. .. a piece ... Hesitation] ... mmm
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T/R1:

Is it longer than this? [Betty shakes her head, no]
No? Is it shorter than this? [Several students, off
camera, say, "Yes" and "Uh huh'lls it shorter
than this length? Ok, so it's shorter than this.
About how short how much shorter is it than this
length? What are you imagining? [Pause. A few
children raise their hands] You're the only ones
who can imagine how much shorter it is? I think
more of you can imagine. Can you imagine a
third of a meter? I have some half-hands up.
Jen what do you imagine?

Jen:

Weill imagine if you like fold the ruler into like
three pieces and then it would be like ... like up to
the umm I think wait umm 33 mark I think.

T/R1:

Well, how did you decide on the 33 mark?

Jen:

Well that's what I think cause um um 33 + 33 +
33 is 99 and that's ...

Art:

well, but there's a hundred

Jen:

yeah and then 100 ... so around like 33 and like a
half almost

T/R1:

What do you think? Did I see your hand up,
partially?

Art:

Something around that

T/R1:

Something around that

Art:

I think it's 33 and one third because if you take
three more thirds you can get it to a hundred

T/R1:

What do you think, Jen, 33 and a third?

Jen:

yeah

T/R1:

Is that what you're imagining? So, this ...

Mario:

I'm ... I'm imagining that it's being cut into three
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equal halves

T/R1:

equal parts

Mario:

Yeah

T/R1:

Three equal parts ... How many of you imagined it
being cut into three equal parts? [Several
children raise their hands.] Ok, and, Jen and Art
were a little bit more explicit. They were trying to
actually tell me the ... how long those parts are,
right? And so you're telling me, in this meter
stick, because ... you're telling me there are 100
meters here? 100 centimeters here? 100 What
here? [Inaudible murmurs]

Students: centimeters
TIR 1:

100 cm? How do you know that?

Art:

They only go up to 99 but there's an extra length
that could be a centimeter.

T/R1:

These over here.

Art:

Umm

T/R1:

I see. The numbers go up to 99, but it goes up to
here you're telling me? So you're telling me
there's 100 cm here and you're telling me if you
were to make 3 equal parts ... George what do
you think?

George: Well, there's ten decimeters.

T/R1:

ten decimeters

George: Well that's 10 centimeters ... No, there's 10
decimeters.

T/R1:

How do you get 10 decimeters?

George: Well there's ... well there's 10 cm in a decimeter
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and there's 10 of them on there. So that's 100 ...
Mario:

What? 10 cm + 10 cm + 10 cm is ...

George: times ten
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Mario:

Oh

T/R1:

ten times ten ... well, we'll talk about that another
time ... what George was saying. Ummm but for
now ... you ... you all can imagine the thirds. So,
what was the question that you posed to me? If
we had three meters length ribbon, is that what
she said earlier, Bob? And we wanted to know
how many ribbons one-third of a meter long and
what did we decide? How many? Let me hear
Jen's theory now. We had three meters ... I could
imagine three of these. Now I could imagine a
ribbon one-third of a meter, right? It helped me
with that. In fact it's very precise about helping
me with that. How many bows can we make?

Jen:

Ummm ... [Appears to be writing in the air with
her pen] I think you could make ummm oh I
forget. .. ummm ....

T/R1:

Why don't you all sit and talk to your partner for a
minute and confer and see what you think.

T/R1:

Julie, what are you thinking?

Julie:

three

T/R1:

You thought three? You can make three of
them? [out loud so that the entire class can
hear] We have three meters of ribbon to start
with. Our bows are to be one-third of a meter in
length. How many bows can I make from three
meters of ribbon?

06:28

Alyce:

There are nine. You have three meters, Julie.

Julie:

Three meters. Yeah there's three meter sticks.
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Alyce:

and you have to put them into thirds

Julie

Oh

Alyce:

It could either be nine [hesitation] or three
because you can do it. .. they could be a meter
long or a third long which is nine. [Inaudible]
meter stick. I'm getting meter sticks. [She gets
up.]

Alex:

If we have three meters and cut it into thirds
[They stop and appear to listen to TIR1 talking to
another pair in the room.]

T/R1:

[Speaks to the entire class but appears to be
talking to another pair] We have three meters of
ribbon to start with. Our bows are to be one-third
of a meter in length.

Alex:

One third of one meter so if there if this [places
his pen on the desk] is a meter and then ...

Jon:

.. .then this [places his pen next at the tip of
Alex's pen] is a meter and this [places a third pen
at the tip of the second] is a meter too

Alex:

so if this would be divided into thirds

Jon:

[points to each pen as he counts] three, six, nine

Alex:

Yeah

Jen:

[handling a meter stick] I thought you could make
three of them.

T/R1:

From one meter?

Betty:

Yeah.

Jen:

[pointing to marks on the meter stick] From ...
from here to here. From one meter. And like ...
like what I was saying like 33 and it would be

06:43
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somewhere around there.
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T/R1:

Right, but now I have three meters of ribbon.

Jen:

Three meters? Oh .... so three ...

T/R1:

So why don't you talk?

Jen:

... 6,9 ... I think you could make 9

T/R1:

You think it's 9? Do you agree? Liza?

Betty:

[As Liza nods] Yeah. Yeah 'cause three times
three equals nine.

Jen:

Three times three is nine.

CT:

Well, you've got a meter stick right here. Help us
with this. We're trying to figure out what one-third
of a meter is so we can figure out how many onethirds go into three meters. [Bob moves his pen
along the meter stick and then above it as if
counting to himself.] So you think right here is
one [She puts a finger on the spot where about
113m from the beginning would be]?

Bob:

Yeah, that's what I was saying.

CT:

And where would the other one be?

Bob:

at uuuhhh ... [Points to a spot on the meter stick
that is about 213 of a meter from the beginning]

CT:

Right here? [puts another finger on the spot
where 213m would be] all right

Bob:

And then the other one is right in here [points to
the far end of the meter stick]

CT:

All right. So this is a third of a meter?

Bob:

Yeah.
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CT:

This is a third between these two? And it's a third
between Alyce and myself?

Bob:

It says there ... [pointing to where the classroom
teacher has her finger to indicate 1/3 on the
meter stick.]

CT:
Julie:

[interrupting Bob] Well, then how many to a
meter then?
three

CT:

How many to three meters then?

Julie:

nine

CT:

How did you get that?

Julie:

3x3

Alyce:

3x3

Dina:

3 times ....

CT:

Is that right?

Dina:

I think so.

Bob:

Yeah

CT:

[To Dina] Well, here's ...

Bob:

There's three thirds in one

CT:

Here's one meter stick and I have how many
bows from here?

Bob:

There are three meters in one and three meters
and there are three meters

Dina:

[To Bob] But doesn't it...

CT:

Go ahead. Go ahead. We don't know if we're
right so go ahead. Doesn't it what, Han?
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Dina:

No [shakes head from side to side] No

CT:

All right. Well, how many bows do you have
here? [Indicates the one meter stick]

Dina:

three

CT:

three ... and how many meters is this?

Dina:

one

CT:

all right now let's just take a flight of imagination
and keep this one [the meter stick] here in your
mind. Let's move this one. Here's the second
one [She moves the meter stick above and
parallel to where it had been.] Here's a second
one. How many ... how many bows do you have
in this one?

Dina:

three

CT:

So, how many do you have for the two?

Dina:

six

CT:

Keep that in your mind. Here's one. Here's one.
You've got that in your mind. Here comes the
third one. How many do you have here, in this
third one?

Dina:

three

CT:

How many is that all together?

Dina:

nine

CT:

You sure? [Dina shakes her head affirmatively.]
Are you really sure? [Again, Dina shakes her
head affirmatively.]
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T/R1:

Suppose I had nine meters of ribbon.

Mario:

Well, that would be nine ... no ... no ... it would be
9 x 3 because it's ... well, if we had nine of these
[the meter stick], it'd be three in this, well three is
nine, then there's twelve, then fifteen, then
there's eighteen, then there's ...

T/R1:

Try it your way, Sami.

Mario:

twenty-one

T/R1:

Try it your way. What do you think about it?
[Sami begins to write.]

Mario: and twenty-four

T/R1:

Sami thinks twenty-seven.

Mario:

twenty-seven

T/R1:

Do you agree?

Mario:

Yeah

T/R1:

She did it differently, so why don't you compare
the ways you did it? [To Alex and Jon, who have
come over.] Gentlemen, suppose you had 9
meters of ribbon.

Alex:

9 meters

Jon:

uhhhh .... Twenty-seven

T/R1:

Suppose you had twenty-seven meters of ribbon.

Mario:

Oh man!

T/R1:

[handing Alex and Jon a piece of paper] Go sit
down.

Alex:

twenty-seven meters!
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Mario:

27 ... That's 27 x 3 [begins to write] So you write
27 x 3. [Sami is also writing now.]

T/R1:

[while walking away from Mario and Samt] Ok,
Betty

Mario:

Ok. 27. That's it. Let's see. So 3 +3 + 3 and that
equals ... [Looks at Sami's work]

Sami:

You're adding that [points to his work] up like it
adds up to 27

Mario:

Oh you want me ... [Inaudible] ok, 3 + 3 + 3 ok,
so that equals 9 now, now this one is .. 3 + 3 +
3 ... 1,2, 3,4, 5 ...

Student: Is this a yardstick?
Mario:

No this is a meter stick.

Student: Can we use it?
Student: Can I use it?
Mario:

See this is the centimeter sides

George: decimeter
Mario:

decimeter [He goes back to his work.] 3+ 3+ 3+
3 ... that's 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 plus ... equals 27 Ok. [To
Sami] I'm on ... Well you did yours 9 x 3 but I kept
on adding 3 and 3 and 3. Now ... now we have
27 x 3. Ok. So it's 7 ... 3 x 7 is 21, 1 and 2. 3 x 2
is 6 .... [With Samt] 8, 81. [They look at each
other and laugh.]

Sami:

Oh

Mario:

No, no, no

Sami:

Now we have to do 81 now x 3

Mario:

Oh man! Pretty soon we're gonna to be in the
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millions. I don't know if this is [inaudible] Let's
see, this is 27 if we have 9. Now 10 is ... No, but
I don't know if 27 x 3 ... 27 x 3 is 81 but I don't
know if that's the correct answer.
Sami:

Yeah.

T/R2:

What are you doing? What are you two doing? I
missed something. I had to go get meter sticks.

Mario:

Ok. Ok. Ummm We're doing how many .. If we
had 27 ... 27 meters of ribbon ummm ... and ....
And we divided it into thirds, how many thirds can
we get out of 27 meters.

Sami:

I have a different one from him because I
timesed.

Mario:

She timesed and I made sure with adding.

T/R2:

Ok. Ok. So how does that work? How does
multiplying or adding work to do that... to give
you ...

Sami:

Because we have ...

Mario:

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 .... But hers is 9 x 3 and that
means 9 of these times 3. That means that you
times 3 nine times.

Sami:

He's doing it the longer way

T/R2:

I see.

Mario:

It's just a shorter way of writing it. I mean you
could go wheeeee.

T/R2:

Can I ask you a question? Where did you get the
threes from? Why three?

Mario:

Because there's 3 thirds that make up a whole.

T/R2:

I'm sorry. Can you say that again? Sami, can
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you tell me ...
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Sami:

For the one-third one that was on the overhead
[Inaudible], it said one-third ... how many bows
can you make out of

T/R2:

aha

Sami:

one-third so you would times it by 3.

T/R2:

Ohhhh ...

Mario:

See that's [Makes a mark on about the 113m
point of his meter stick] This is about 1/3 of it so if
you do this length 3 times then it equals one

T/R2:

I understand. That's interesting.

T/R1:

Now tell me what you did here.

Art:

I did 20 ... I did 7 x 3 is 21 ... never mind.

T/R1:

Tell me what you did. I wanna know what you
did.

Art:

Well, it's wrong anyway.

T/R1:

What...what did you do, though?

Art:

I did ... I multiplied 7 x 3 and got. ..

T/R1:

21

Art:

and then I put the total there and added that,
timesed it and got 12 and I ... now it's wrong. [His
work is crossed out.]

T/R1:

Ok, so that particular rule didn't work. Now
what did you do, Katy?

Katy:

I did 27 x 3.

T/R1:

How did you do it?

f
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Katy:

[She describes the procedure for the standard
algorithm.] I timesed 20 .. I timesed 3 x 7. I got
21, carried the 2, then I did 3 x 2 and added the 2
[Inaudible]

TIR 1:

Why does that work?

Katy:

Ummm

T/R1:

Does it work? I mean Art showed me here three
ti. .. if you have 3 x 27, it means you have 27,
three times and he proved to me that it's 81.
How ... Why does that work?

Katy:

Because you add that.

T/R1:

I don't understand why that works.

Art:

What you're basically saying is that you have
27, three times and then you get the answer.

Katy:

You're just adding it faster.

T/R1:

I don't know why that works ... that adding
faster. [She points to Art's crossed out work.]
See, Art added faster and it didn't work. Does it
always work?

Katy:

No

TIR 1 :

It doesn't always work.

Katy:

It does sometimes.

T/R1:

But Art's was different. I'm kinda curious about
that. See if you can come up with a rule that
works all the time. You know what it means,
right? Something to think about, right? You
said you had 27 three times. Would it work if
you had 20 three times and 7 three times?

Katy:

Ummm maybe. No, I don't think so.
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T/R1:

Katy isn't sure.

Katy:

I don't think so.

Art:

I do.

T/R1:

She doesn't think so and you do.

Art:

Yeah, I do.

T/R1:

Ok

Katy:

You would have to add them together. You
would have to add them together.

T/R1:

Ok. [Art is writing.] Right.

Katy:

Cause you have to add them together.

T/R1:

And you add them together, and what do you
get? So that [Art's second drawing] worked,
didn't it? Does that help you figure out a way to
make it work all the time? I bet you could invent
a rule that works, Art, if you think about what
you did. Ok? You have to add them together.
What did you mean when you said you have to
add them together, Katy?

Katy:

You would have to add those two answers
[points to s answers on Art's paper] together.

T/R1:

Why?

Katy:

Cause ... you wouldn't be able to get the answer
for this [points to her work]. If you were using
this [points to her work] and you would try to get
the answer [inaudible] you wouldn't be able to
get the answer unless you added the two
answers together.

T/R1:

But why?
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Katy:

T/R1:
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T/R1:

19:16
Art:

[shakes her head] I don't know.

You don't know. Well, that's what I was asking
you to think about.
Well, did you figure it out, Art?
[Inaudible] strategy for the twenty-seven meters

T/R1:

Tell me. Did you discuss it with Katy? You both
agree?

Katy:

Yeah

Art:

Finally, she got it.

Katy:

Well, you kept confusing me.

Art:

All right, so you have the 27 before you multiply
it and you take off the 7 and you have 20 so
then you multiply 20 three times and you get 60
and so you go to step 2 then you don't have the
2 anymore and you only have the 7 and you
multiply 7 times 3 and you get 21 so then step 3
you add 60 and 21 and get 81.

T/R1:

Ok. Ok. Now, I'm curious. I was very intrigued.
Katy used some kind of procedure here that I
don't quite understand. But, is there any way on
the basis of what you did you could make sense
of what she did?

Art:

Well ...

T/R1:

In other words, suppose someone said I don't
know why this procedure works. I understand
what you explained to me. but I wanna know why
this [points to Katy's solution] works because
this seemed to work too.

Art:

It does.

T/R1:

Ok. Now why does it work is my question.
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Art:

[To Katy] Ok, now explain your problem.

Katy:

Well, all it is, you have the 27, but on his you
took the 7 away. And alii did was multiply the
27 ... all I did was multiply it together instead of
having to multiply them separately and add
them together.

T/R1:

Ok. Show me how you multiplied it together.

Katy:

Ok.

T/R1:

In other words, tell me what you did. What did
you do when you multiplied it?

Katy:

[She starts to do her problem again using the
standard algorithm.] Weill did 27 x 3. I timesed
the 7 and the 3 and I got 21 and I carried the 2.

T/R1:

Is that a 2?

Art:

But, in multiplication you don't carry.

T/R1:

Is that a 2?

Katy:

Well, I learned you do that.

T/R1:

Ok, Katy, is that a 2? This is [pointing to the 1
beneath the line] a 1, but my question is, is that
[pointing to the 2 above the multiplicand], a 2?

Art:

Yeah, why do you have a 2 up there? Cause 2 ...
Cause 2 added to 2, times 3 equals 6. Hold it. ..
2 x 2 ... 2 + 2, x 3 =12.

Katy:

What I learned to do was to do was when you
do multiplication you add that [points to the 2
above the 27] to your multiplication answer.

T/R1:

But what are you adding? I don't. When you
say 3 x 7 is 21 ... write that down, 3 x 7 is 21
[Katy writes this below her problem] Now, I ... I
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always learned that. .. that 21, that isn't a 2. This
is a 1 but this isn't a 2. This is 2 tens I learned.
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Katy:

What I learned was you put the 1 there and then
you carry the 2 like you would do in adding, like
you times the number so I timesed 3 x 2, and
then whatever you got is your multiplication
answer you added that number [points to the 2
that she "carried'l to that and then what you got
there is your answer.

T/R1:

I understand that. I want to know why.

Katy:

I don't know why.

Mario:

531,441

T/R2:

My goodness! What are you doing here?

Mario:

We're timesing 3 by whatever number we get for
the other one.

T/R2:

Ok.

Mario:

Cause we figured that's what she asked us to do.

T/R2:

Does that seem to work? Does that give you ... ?
What is that giving you? What are those
numbers down here telling you?
This is telling us how many threes ... How many
thirds could can get into this.

Mario:

T/R2:

Or how many bows you could make is another
way you could say it, but you're right.

Mario:

Yeah.

Sami:

I'm in the millions.

T/R2:

Oh my goodness!

Mario:

Oh Man.
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T/R2:

I don't think I want to make all those bows.

Sami:

Get us money and I'll get us a person who'll do it.

Mario:

53144 ...

T/R2:

Sami:
T/R2:
Sami:

Can I ask you a question? I don't want to
interrupt what you're doing but I do have a
question I'm curious about. Ok? Instead of
making bows that were one-third of a meter, if we
were making bows that were one-half of a meter
times two
... what would the pattern be?
times one

Mario: No, times two
Sami: Yeah, times two
T/R2:

Ok. Why?

Mario: Because you just. ...
Sami:

It's half. Half and half [dividing the meter stick in
half with her hand]

Mario: Because you just add like 3 x 2 is 6 so that means
you could get 6 out of 3 meters.
Sami:

We're stopping there. We're stopping there.

Mario:

No, I'm not [stopping to multiply by 3]

T/R2:

Ok. All right. Would it be. the same kind of a ... of
a pattern if you're doing bows say that were a
fourth of a meter?

Mario:

One million .... [continues to multiply, appearing
to ignore what Sami and TIR2 are saying]
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Sami:

Yeah. You wouldn't get the same numbers, but
you'd get like we were doing before.

T/R2:

What would you do if it were 1/4 of a meter?

Sami:

I would go 243 times 4. [She makes a comment
to Mario about the fact that he is still multiplying
and has gotten into the millions. TIR1 says that
she would be more comfortable if Sami and
Mario checked their calculations on a calculator,
so Sami and Mario get up to get a calculator.]

Katy:

See this right here [She points to the two
representing the two tens which she "carried" to
the top of the tens column] I brought that over.
And then you do that [points to the 3 times the 7J
and then you do those [points to the 3 times the 2
in the tens column] and you do that and if that
number [points to the 2 that she carriedJ didn't
exist, you would have 61 but then you take that
[points to the two she rewrote next to the 3] and
you add that 2 but that 2 becomes a 20 and then
you add it. I can't explain this problem. I can't
explain it. I just know how to do it that way.

T/R1:

3 times 7 is 21. Why don't you write that down? 3
times 7 is 21. Now when you say 21 what does
that mean? 21, does that mean 2 plus 1 or 3?
What does that mean? The 21?

Jen:

The 21 means uh you're 7, 14,21 .... that you're
taking the 7

Betty:

You're taking the 7 three times.

Jen:

the 7 three times

T/R1:

But what does this 21 mean? What does 21
mean?

Liza:

Twenty-one means 2 times ....

T/R1:

It means 2 tens and 1 one, Liza? it means two

26:18
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tens and one - one?
Liza:

Yeah

T/R1:

OK

Jen:

Yeah, like if you have like last year we were doing
like about these things [draws picture] and really
ten blocks in there

T/R1:

yeah

Jen:

and then we had two of 'em

T/R1:

oh ok yeah two tens

Jen:

then we had a one

Betty:

yeah

T/R1:

So I'm confused. When you say carry the 2 you're
not carrying 2 of these [points to unit in Jen's
picture]

Jen:

We're carrying two tens

T/R1:

You're carrying 2 tens. You're carrying 2 tens. So
how does this work? 3 times 7 is 21 once right? Or
2 tens and one - one, right? So how does that
work? Why does that work? Think, Liza. What
does this carrying the 2 mean?

Betty:

Oh because

T/R1:

Betty

Betty:

No

T/R1:

What are you thinking?

Betty:

I was thinking it would be all right because this 2
would be in the tens column [points to the 2 that
was carried in the computation]
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T/R1:

That's a 10 also. Ok so here you have 3 times 2
[She points to the 2 in 27.] tens. That's 6 tens and
this is two more tens gives you 8 tens so your
answer is 8 tens and 1 one. Does that make
sense?

Betty & Liza: Yeah
T/R1:
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Ok I wonder if you could share that with Jen who
didn't hear what we just said because I might ask
you later why does that work. You think you could
explain it?

Katy:

Can you tell me where the 27 came from? Do
you remember?
WelL ..

T/R2:

I understand why you multiplied by ...

Katy:

We got an answer of... Dr. Maher, she asked us
what would you get. .. how many bows would you
get if you had 3 x 9 and we got 27 and she said
how many bows would you get if it was 3 x 27.

T/R2:

Ok. 80 this is how much ribbon you have.

Katy:

Right

T/R2:

You have 27 meters of ribbon.

Katy:

Right.

T/R2:

Ok and tell me again why you're multiplying by 3.

Katy:

Because she said how many ribbons could you
make out of 27 meters if each one was three
thirds.
.

T/R2:

Ok, if you're making that third. I understand that
perfectly well. I think you're fine.

Katy:

But I'm confused.

T/R2:
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T/R2:

You mean you still feel confused about it?

Katy:

Sort of.

T/R2:

It's sort of a hard idea, isn't it?

Katy:

Yeah.

T/R2:

Yeah. I think that's what it is.

Katy:

It's easy to learn it but it's hard to explain it.

Art:

The num ... the fraction that you have the second
digit in the fraction is the number you multiply by
the number of meters that you have. [Working on
his calculator] So that means if I had seven and I
wanted to divide it into 4th s you go 7 times 4
equals 28.

T/R2:

So when you say the second number in the
fraction you mean the number on the bottom? In
the fraction?

Art:

[working on his calculator] So the second number
in the fraction like uh one fourth

T/R2:

OK. I see.
number.

Art:

Right. The second number on the right side of the
slash.

T/R2

If you have a slash line it's the second

Hmmm. OK. That's interesting.

Art:

You multiply the number of meters that you got
and then you get your answer of how many bows
can be made out of it

T/R2:

Ok. Are you all in agreement with that? That
seems to work? [Katy, Jen and Betty nod in
agreement]
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First question. Three meters of ribbon. How
many bows one-third meter in length can we
make? Class?

Students: nine
T/R1:

[Hands are raised in positive response to each
question.] Does anybody disagree? You're all
absolutely convinced? How many of you are
convinced? How many of you can prove it? How
many of you know how to prove it? That looks
like everybody I think. Dina is your hand up?
Your hand's not up so Dina, you don't know how
to prove it?

Dina:

Kinda

T/R1:

Kind of, over here? Kind of? Sami, how would
you prove it?

Sami:

Ummm ... you go 3 ....

T/R1:

Nice and loud so we can hear it. We're listening
to the proof, Gentlemen.

Sami:

You go 3 + 3 + 3 and that would equal 9.

Mario:

and ummm ... that's why because you have 3
meters and you have 3 one-thirds in each meter
so it's 3 threes and that equals 9

T/R1:

Julie, Dina, does that make any sense?

Julie:

I think it's 3 meters x 3 meters equals 9 meters.

T/R1:

Dina, do you agree or disagree?

Dina:

Yeah, that's what I did.

T/R1:

You think that's a good idea?

Mario:

Well, you can times it but you can ...
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T/R1:

What confuses me is that you don't have three
meters, you have a third of a meter. You're
telling me that you multiply by three. So how did
you do this? What are some ways of doing this?
I'm asking you three meters of ribbon and I'm
making bows, I'm dividing it into one-third meter
length bows and you're telling me that I can do
that answer by multiplying it 3 x 3 and getting 9.
How many of you did it that way? [Some students
raise their hands affirmative/y.] Said three
divided by a third gave me 3 x 3 or 9. Some of
you did it differently. Some of you said 3 divided
by a third is equal to 3 + 3 + 3 or 9. How many of
you did it that way? [Some students raise their
hands affirmatively.] A couple of you did it that
way. How many of you did it the first way?
[Some students raise their hands affirmatively.]
Some of you raised your hand for one way and
only a couple ... How many of you did it a
different way then? How many of you measured it
out? [Some students raise their hands
affirmatively.] How many of you took 9 meters of
ribbon and measured it out? [Some students
raise their hands affirmatively.] How did you do it
to convince yourself? Yes? Eileen?

Eileen:

We took string and went out in the hallway and
measured the 9 meters out.

T/R1:

So you measured out 9 meters and how did you
get.. .. Ummm ... How did you measure out 9?
You measured out 9 bows or 9 meters?

Eileen:

9 meters

T/R1:

I'm confused. You started with 3 meters.

Eileen:

Ok ... ummm ... I didn't have to measure it out.

T/R1:

You didn't have to measure that.

Eileen:

I knew that.
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TIR 1:

So that one you had the 3 meters. What was the
question you were asking? You didn't have to
measure it so how did you do it?

Eileen:

Ummm I did the first way, 3 x 3.

T/R1:

How did you know to multiply 3 x 3? Do you
understand my question? How did you know to
multiply 3 x 3? Joyce?

Joyce:

Well, well see, we have 3 meters so you put 3
down. You're trying to divide by thirds so you put
another 3 down and you times it and that will
come out to 9.

T/R1:

Ok. So you're telling me that in the one meter
you have 3 thirds. Is that what you're telling me?
How many of you did it that way? In the one
meter you have 3 thirds so in the 9 meters you
have a total of 9 thirds? You have 3 one - thirds,
another 3 one - thirds and another 3 one - thirds.
You didn't do it that way? Did anybody do it that
way? I'm confused how you got your answer. I'm
so confused. Alex?

Alex:

Well, me and Jon did 3 x 3 like that and we got
the 3 and the 3 because ummm you eventually
have 3 meters and so one - third so you have
three - thirds of a meter so that's 3 times 3
meters equals 9.

T/R:

Jon

Jon:

Yeah.

T/R1:

Anybody else? Maybe we should go on to the
next question. Now we have 9 meters of ribbon
and bows are one-third m"eter. Is that when you
measured it in the hall, Eileen? So tell me what
you did in the hall. You had 9 meters of ribbon.

Eileen:

and we measured it out and ummm
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T/R1:

Eileen:

T/R1:

What did you do out in the hall? We couldn't see
you. What were you doing?
Well, ummm ...
So what's the question? You measured out 9
meters out there and you're making bows. How
big were the bows?

Eileen: One-third

T/R1:

One-third. Did you have one-third meter string?

Eileen:

Yes

T/R1:

and how many of those one-thirds ...

Eileen:

27

T/R1:

There are 27 of them. You actually measured
them out. That's really neat. Anybody else
measure it out like that? I saw some other
people in the hall measuring. In fact we lost
some people. Did you measure it out like that?
What did you do, Matt?

Matt:

Well, we measured out ummm [whispers to
George] Yeah we measured 27 meters.

T/R1:

You ended up with 27 of them?

Matt:

Yeah

T/R1:

27 of those one-thirds ... and I know Dan and Ed,
you did something like that, too

Ed:

We did ... we did it. .. We did it with Eileen. We
did it with Eileen.

T/R1:

Ok, so you said to me 9 divided by one-third.
Right? When you measured it out, you found out
that, that was 27 and some of you did it
differently. Who did it differently, without
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measuring it? Those of you did it without
measuring ... Sami, what did you do?
Sami:

We timesed

T/R1:

You said 9 divided by a third is the same as 9
times 3 or 27.

Sami:

Yeah and then we kept on timesing by 3
whatever the answer was.

T/R1:

Ok I know our time is running out but I have this
other question I want to ask you. When you have
9 meters of ribbon ... I think Ed and Dan did
this ... and now we're making our. .. our ribbons 3
m in length, not 1/3 of a meter in length. Do you
understand my question? How many bows can
you make?

Ed:

We're using 9 meters, right?

T/R1:

You have 9 meters of ribbon and now your bows
are 3 meters in length.

Ed.

Ok. You have 9 meters of ribbon and your bows
are 3 meters in length. If you have ... Yeah, if you
have 3 meters, all you have to do is multiply 3 x 3
and you get 9 meters because you ... if you
have ... if each ...

T/R1:

So how many can you make?

Ed:

You can make 3 ... 3 bows.

T/R1:

So you're saying if I have 9 meters and I'm
making them 3 meters in length, we can make 3
bows? What do you think, class? Dan?

Dan:

I think the same thing because ummm if each
one takes up like a meter, ummm 9 divided by 3,
that would be 3.

T/R1:

Each one takes up 3 meters.
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Ed:

Yeah, each one takes up 3 meters.

Dan:

Oh yeah, wait a minute ummm It would be ... It's
like 3 times 3 would equal 9, so uh 9 divided by 3
equals 3. Umm. It's just because if you have 3
plus 3 plus 3 so you can ... if each one takes up 3
meters then can make 3 bows out of 9 because
you have 3 meters and then um ... all right. .. one
bow would take up three there'd be 6 meters left
another bow would take up 3 so then there would
be uh 3 meters left and there'd be a third one.
There wouldn't be any ribbon left.

T/R1:

All right. I don't know what the rest of you think
of that. Do you agree with that? So we'd have
nine meters bow, 3 meters in length, so we
could make 3 of them. I think we have to stop
now.

December 15, 1993
Description of the Activity
This session took place on the day directly following the previous
session. Both Carolyn Maher (T/R1) and Amy Martino (T/R2) were present as
well as the regular classroom teacher (CT). On this day, T/R1 began by asking
for a review of what had happened on the previous day. After this she told the
class that on that day they would make some predictions about the number of
bows, which could be made from ribbons. However, on that day, they would
not have ribbons present. T/R1 asked the students what strategies they had
used to solve the problems. As they responded, she listed these methods on
an overhead transparency. She told the students to choose one of the methods
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listed and to use it to solve another problem. Students then worked in groups,
without the use of the ribbons, trying to solve a few new problems. At the end
of the session, T/R1 called the students together to do some sharing. She
called upon one pair of students to share their solution for finding out how many
bows, each two-thirds meter in length, could be made from twelve meters of
ribbon.
Coded Narrative
Teacher I Researcher1: T/R1; Teacher I Researcher 2: T/R2;
CT: Classroom Teacher
Camera Views: F: Front, S: Side; 0: Overhead
Episode

400

View &
Time

F
00:02
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Narrative

T/R1 speaks to the entire class and tells the students to
give the papers they have written from the previous day to
T/R2. The students get up and submit work to T/R2.

01 :10

o
01:50
401

F
01 :10

S
02:16

o

02:55
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T/R1 says good morning to the students and welcomes
Maria back because she was absent the previous day.
She says that Maria must be curious about what the
students did. She calls on Mario. He says that they had
been working with bows and discussing how many bows
they could fit into a certain amount of meters if the bow
took up a certain amount of ribbon. (lcG) He says that they
were working on thirds and that they came up with the
idea that you could times 9 x 3 or something like that to
get answers. (Ics JF IN)
T/R1 asks if anyone wants to add to that or if there are any
other comments about that. (T Q) When there is no
response, she says that she is curious about how much
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the students could predict about ribbons and bows without
having the ribbons and bows in front of them. (T Qp) She
asks them to try to remember some of the things they did
(Top) and to try to explain their thinking about some
predictions. (T QE TQp) She asks how many of them can
imagine the length of a meter. (T Q) Most of the students
raise their hands. (IrSQ RSG) She asks if a meter is longer
than the width of the room. (T Q) The students say no.
(lcSQ J M) She asks if a meter is shorter than the width of
the room and the students say yes. (lcSQ J M) She asks if
a meter is about the length of the chalkboard. (T Q) The
students say no. (lcsQ JM) She asks if it is longer than the
length of the chalkboard (T Q) and they say no. (lcSQ J M)
She asks if it is smaller than the length of the chalkboard
(T Q) and they say yes. (lcSQ JM) T/R1 says that most of the
hands were up but that Benny's hand was not up. She
asks Benny if he can imagine the length of a meter and he
shakes his head from side to side. (ICSQN RSG) T/R1 asks if
anyone can help Benny without using a meter stick. (T Q)
She calls on Cassie, who stretches out her arms to
indicate the length of a meter. (lcSQ J M RsG ) Cassie says
that it is about that big. (J M) T/R1 asks the class how
many of them think that is reasonable. (T QA) Several
students raise their hands. (lcSQ RSG) T/R1 walks over to
Cassie and places the meter stick between her
outstretched arms and says that it is pretty good. (T I) T/R1
asks Benny what is one kind of way that would help him
remember. (TQ) Benny outstretches his arms (RsG) and
T/R1 places the meter stick between his arms and says
that Benny got it exactly. T/R1 says that now everyone
can imagine the length of a meter. She then asks what
you can do to imagine the length of 2 meters. (T Q) She
calls on George who says that you double it. (lcSQ I N) She
repeats that you double it (T R) and asks how many do that.
(TQ) Many students raise their hands. (lcSQ RsG ) She
asks what if you wanted 3 meters. (T Q) She says that
somebody figured out the length of 9 meters and that Matt
and Grant were working on that. T/R1 then asks Matt to
tell the class something that would give them an idea of
the length of 9 meters. (TopT os) Matt says that you just
add 8 more meters onto 1 meter. (lcSQ I N J M) T/R1 asks
what he would say if he had to tell someone what part of
the school is like 9 meters. (T Q) Matt says that it is the
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length of the chalkboard or a little bit bigger. (ICSQN J M)
George and Alex question him about this. (lsSQ) He then
says that maybe it is from the end of the chalkboard to a
yellow thing. (ICSQN JM) Several students say no. (Iss) T/R1
says that they measured the hallway. She asks them
what they found the length of the hallway to be (TQ) and
they say 27 meters. (lcSQ JM) She repeats 27 meters. (T R)
She asks Dina what she thinks (T Q) and Dina says that it
is bigger than the length of the whole wall. (lcSQ J M) T/R1
repeats what Dina says. (T R) Several students callout
agreement. (ICSA) T/R1 asks how many students think it's
bigger than the whole wall. (T Q) Several students' hands
are raised. (lcSQ RSG JM) T/R1 asks how many students
think it is smaller.(TQ) A few students raise their hands.
(lcSQ J MRsG ) A student says that the room is 8 by 8 (JM)
and Dina say that the width of the room is 8 m. (JM) T/R1
repeats that it is 8m (T R) and asks how they know that.
(TQ) A few students say that they measured it. (lcSQ J M)
T/R1 asks if they measured it (T Q) and they again say yes.
(lcSQ J M) Then T/R1 asks if they remembered that (T Q) and
they say yes. (lcSQ) T/R1 then asks what 9 meters would
be. (T Q) Benny says that it would be from about the
chalkboard to George. (ICSQN J M) She asks him from the
chalkboard to whom (T Q) and he says George. (ICSQN J M)
T/R1 asks George if he agrees. (T QA) George says no.
(hsQ J M) TIR 1 asks if it is too big or too small. (T Q) George
says too small because the classroom is 8 meters. (lcSQ
JM) T/R1 asks which way it is 8 meters. (T Q) Ed and other
students say that the room is 8x8. (lcSQ J M) T/R1 asks if it's
an 8x8 classroom. (TQ) She says she wouldn't have
thought that and that that is interesting. She asks Benny
what he thinks about that. (TQ) Benny then says that the
whole hall is 27 meters and that 9 meters would be from
the door to where you start going out there as he points to
the hallway. (lcSQ JM) T/R1 then calls on Dan. Dan says it
is from the outside door to where you take a right. (lcSQ JM)
Several students say, "Yeah." (ICSA) CT asks, "That's 9
meters?" (T Q) T/R1 calls on Dina and Dina says it's from
where you go into the bathroom to down the hall. (lcSQ J M)
Mario says it would be from a little bit away from the wall
in the hall to the opposite wall in the classroom. (lcSQ J M)
T/R1 asks if you started at the wall of the classroom, how
far would you have to go outside the room to get to 9
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meters. (TQ) Several students say that it would be one
meter outside the room. (lcSQ) T/R1 says that is wonderful
that they can imagine what 9m would be. T/R1 then asks
them how many of them could imagine approximately
what 113 m would look like. (TQ) Several students raise
their hands. (lcSQ RSG JF) She asks if they know what a
third of something would be. (TQ) T/R1 tells Maria that
when they worked on the previous day, some of the
students cut one-meter lengths of string, made the string
into thirds and then had 1/3-meter lengths. (T I)
403
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T/R1 says she wants to discuss a problem with them that
they had been working on the previous day. (Top) She
says that someone was working on the problem of finding
out how many bows, each 1/3 m in length, can be made
from 9m of ribbon. She says that she thinks that everyone
was able to solve that problem and asks those students
who think they know the answer to this problem to raise
their hands. (TQ) Several students raise their hands. (lesQ
RSG) T/R1 calls on Liza. T/R1 repeats the question, "How
many bows can you make if you start with 9 meters and
you have ... each bow would be 113m in length?" (T Q)
When Liza doesn't answer, T/R1 tells her to talk to her
partner. (Too) Liza's partner, Jen, tells her that if you have
9m, you can make 27 bows. (Iss) Liza says yes and nods
her head. (Iss RSG) Then T/R1 calls on Liza again. Liza
says it is 27. (lesQ) T/R1 repeats what Liza said (T R) and
asks how many think it's 27. (TQA) Several students raise
their hands. (lesQ lesA RSG) TIR 1 says that you can
imagine 27 1/3-meter lengths in the 9m of ribbon. She
says that she is imagining a piece of ribbon lying on the
floor that is 1 meter long and that she's imagining 1/3meter lengths and she is counting them. She asks how
many she will count out if she counts them. (T Q) A student
says there will be 27. (lesQ) She then says that some
students didn't count them, that they found an interesting
way to know the number of bows without counting. (T I)
She calls on Art to tell the class what he found. (T os) Art
says that you multiply 9 x 3 you will get 27. (lesQ IN) TIR 1
then says that they wrote the problem as having 9m -7113m (Top RTS) and that Art had said it was the same as
writing 9 x 3 or 27. (T os) She writes 9x3 = 27 (RTs) on an
overhead transparency and then TIR 1 asks how many
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students discovered that. (TQ) Several students raise their
hands. (lesQ RSG) T/R1 says students did it several ways.
(T I) She says that they should look at the different ways
people did this. One way that she says students did it was
by counting and they took the 1/3-meters and counted
them. (TI) She asks how many they had when they
counted. (TQ) Mario says they had 3. (ICSQN) T/R1 says it
would be 3 for each meter. (T I) Mario says, "Yeah." (Ies)
She asks him how many he had for 9 meters (T Q) and he
says 9. (leSQN) T/R1 says it was 3, 9 times. (T I) Mario
says, "Yeah." (Ies) T/R1 asks how many did it that way.
(TQ) She asks if that makes sense. (TQ) She says some of
the students had 1/3, 113 and 113 and had that 9 times.
(TI) T/R1 asks what another way to do it was. (TQ) She
says that they have counting and that they have this
[multiplying] way, 9 x 3 equals 27 and asks what a third
way is. (TQ) She calls on Anne. Anne says another way
to do it is by adding. (lesQ) T/R1 asks her how to do it with
adding. (TQE) She says you put the number down 3
times and you add it. (lesQ) Ed says that's counting.
(lesQ) CT asks what number. (TQ) T/R1 says there are 3
times and 3 times and 3 times again. (T I) She then asks
how many times Anne had 3. (TQ) She says 9 (T I) and
asks how much that equals. (T Q) Anne says that she
added each group of 3 threes to get 9 and then added the
3 nines and got 27. (leSQJN) T/R1 had written a column
of 9 threes on the overhead transparency and now puts
brackets around each triad of threes, with a 9 outside each
of the brackets. She puts the sum, 27, under the line at
the bottom of the column. (RTS) T/R1 says these are all
wonderful ways to do it. She says the important thing is to
use one of these ways to do a different problem. (TI) She
wants them to imagine a different problem. She says that
the following is the problem that Ed did. She says that she
still has 9 meters of ribbon, asking if they can imagine that,
(TQ) but now she is making 3-meter ribbons. She asks Ed
if he remembers that (TQ) and Ed says he does. (lesQ)
She asks if these ribbons will be bigger ribbons or smaller
ribbons. (TQ) She tells them to raise their hands if they
think they know. A few students raise their hands. (les
RSG) She tells the students to talk to their partners for a
minute about this. (Too)
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T/R1 has written the following on an overhead
transparency.

Ribbons and Bows

=
=

9 -:- 113 9 x 3
1) Counting
2) 9x3 27
3) 3}
3} 9
3}
3}
3} 9
3}
3}
3} 9
3}

=27

27

Figure 9. Ribbons and Bows Overhead Projection
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Art tells his partner, Katy, the bigger the pieces, the bigger
the ribbon and the smaller the pieces, the smaller the
ribbon. (lsG) Katy says the bigger the piece, the smaller
the ribbon. (lsG) Art agrees with her (ISGA) and then
corrects himself by saying that the bigger the piece, the
bigger the ribbon. (lsG) Katy says that if the piece is big,
then you get a lot. (lsG)
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Several students are talking with their partners. Benny
raises his hand.
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T/R1 then asks the class how many of them think it's
going to be smaller. (T Q) Katy starts to raise her hand
(RsG) but then does not. Then T/R1 asks how many think
the ribbons are going to be bigger. (T Q) Several students
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raise their hands. (Ieso RsG ) Then she asks how many
aren't sure. (To) Some students raise their hands. (Ieso
RSG) T/R1 says that some people didn't raise their hands
at all, so she is going to ask again. She asks how many
think the ribbons will be smaller (To) and there are no
raised hands visible. She asks how many think that the
ribbons will be larger (To) and several students raise their
hands. (Ieso RsG ) She asks how many people aren't sure.
(T 0) A few raise their hands. (Ieso RSG) T/R1 says that
they have to help the people who aren't sure. T/R1 says
that no one thinks the bows are going to be smaller. (T,)
Ed says that it is possible to have each bow that's 3m long
and one bow twisted to make it smaller. (Ieso) T/R1 says
that they are talking about identical bows, the standard
bow, which looks like the blue or the red one on display.
(T,) She says that the question is that if you make the
bows to look like this, [she points to the bows in the
display] would the 1/3-meter bows, made from the 9
meters, be smaller or bigger than the 3-meter bows made
from 9 meters. (To) Mario says that they would probably
be smaller unless you had two different sized bows ...
(Ieso) T/R1 interrupts him saying that the bows will not be
different sizes. (T,) Mario says that then you could make
the very complicated bows with 3 meters of ribbon. (Ieso)
T/R1 says that's what Ed and Dan said. (T R) T/R1 asks
what can be done to convince the people who are not
convinced that the 3-meter bows will be bigger. (TJ) She
asks Bob if he is convinced. (T OJ) She says that she is
imagining the 9 meters of ribbon on the floor and she is
going to cut that ribbon to make bows. She asks how long
that cut will be. (To) She says she is starting with 9
meters and making 3-meter bows. She asks what's
happening. (To) She asks how they can explain what's
happening. (To) She calls on Bob, whose hand was
raised, and he says that they are cutting it into thirds.
(Ieso) T/R1 asks where the first cut will be (To) and Bob
says it will be on 3m. (Ieso) T/R1 repeats this (T R) and
asks how many agree. (T OA) Several students raise their
hands. (lesA RSG) She asks if they can imagine it. (To)
Several students raise their hands. (Ieso RsG ) She asks
how many students cannot imagine it (To) and none of
them raise their hands. She then says the first cut will be
on 3 meters (T R) and asks where the second cut will be
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(TQ) and calls on Anne. Anne says the second cut will be
on 6 meters. (hsQ) She calls on Betty, asking her where
the third cut will be (TQ) and Betty says it's all done. (hsQ)
T/R1 repeats that it's all done (TR) and asks how many
cuts there will be. (TQ) Several students raise their
hands. (hsQ RSG) T/R1 calls on Katy, who says there will
be 2 cuts. (hsQ) T/R1 repeats Katy's response (T R) and
asks how many pieces of ribbon there will be. (T Q) She
calls on Eileen, who has raised her hand, and Eileen says
there will be 3. (hsQ) She asks how many bows that is (T Q)
and Eileen says 3. (hsQ) T/R1 repeats that it will be 3
bows. (TQ) She says that the students know that 9 -7-3 is 3.
T/R1 says that another way of doing it is by cutting it,
making 2 cuts which gives 3 cuts, each 3-meters long. (T R)
She asks how many understand that. (TQ) Several
students raise their hands. (hsQ RSG) T/R1 has written the
following on an overhead transparency.

1) 9-7-3 = 3
2) 3

3
3
9
Figure 10. Overhead Projection 4
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T/R1 then tells the students to imagine a piece of ribbon
12 meters long. She says that she is making bows }'2 m in
length. Several students raise their hands. (hsQ RSG)
She tells them to talk to their partners. (Too)

o
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Bob talks to his partner, Dina, say~ng that you can make
24 bows because }'2 of 12 is 6. (lsSQ JF) While he speaks,
Dina is writing and counting something. He says that she
is not paying attention. She looks up and says 24. (lSSQ)

T/R1 comes over to Maria and Betty and asks them if they
have it. (T Q) Jen asks if she and Liza can talk to Maria
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and Betty and T/R1 says yes. Liza and Jen talk to Betty
and Maria and say that there are 24. (lSSQ) Betty says that
is so because you double it. (lsSQ IN) T/R1 says to also
solve the one with the ribbon being 2 meters long.
Students are working on this problem in pairs.
406a
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Several students are talking with their partners. Julie is
looking at her hands and doing something with her fingers.
(RsG) She tells her partner, Eileen, that when it's %,
" ... two are a whole. Two halfs [sic] are a whole. So I
counted ... " (lsSQJ F) As she does so she joins 2 fingers of
her left hand and touches them with her right hand. She
then uses the rest of her fingers to count. (RsG)

T/R1 tells the class that there are a few more to think
about and if the students find a secret about how to do it,
she would like to know the secret. (T QE) T/R1 has written
the following problems on an overhead transparency. (T Q)

22:30
12 meters
% meter bows
2 meter bows
1/3 meter bows
6 meter bows

Figure 11. Overhead Projection 5
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Alex says that 2 meters is 6. (Iss) Jon says that 2 meters
is 6 bows. (ISSA) Alex says 113m is 3x12. (Iss JF I N) Jon
agrees with him (lSSA) and multiplies 3 x 12 on his paper,
getting 36. (Iss I N Rss) Alex and Jon say that 6 meters is 2.
(ISSA) They are writing as they work.
Eileen says that when making bows, each % m in length,
from 12m of ribbon, you will get 24 [bows]. (Iss) Julie tells
her partner, Eileen, that they are doing %. (Iss) T/R2
comes over as she says that 2 halves make a whole. (Iss
JF) She says that her fingers are halves. (Iss RsG ) She
then uses her fingers to count by saying, "This is a whole."
each time she touches 2 fingers. (Iss JF RSG) Eileen says
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that each one [meter] is going to have 2 [bows] in it. (Iss
J F) Julie says yes. (lSSA J F) Julie says that there are 6
bows. (Iss TN) Eileen tells T/R2 that they are not agreeing.
T/R2 repeats that they are not agreeing (T R) and asks
which problem they are working on. (To) Julie says that
they are working on finding how many bows, each Yz
meter in length, can be made from 12 meters of ribbon.
(hso) T/R2 says she wants to hear both arguments.
Eileen says that there are 24 bows. (hso) T/R2 asks why.
(Tad Eileen says because if you do 12 x 2, you get 24.
(hsoJ N) T/R2 asks her why she multiplied. (TOE) Eileen
says because each meter will have 2 bows in it and if
there are 12 meters, you have to double the 12. (hso J F
I N) T/R2 asks if Eileen means that you multiply by 2
because there are 2 bows in each meter. (TOE) She says
that sounds interesting. Eileen says yes. (hso JF I N) T/R2
then asks Julie what she was thinking. (To) Julie refers to
her a diagram, which she is drawing. She draws 12 lines
and circles every 2 lines. She says that each line stands
for Yz. She says that when you group them, you get
wholes, and when you group them you have 6 [groups],
because all of these [the circles she is pointing to on her
diagram] are 1. (hso RSD J F) T/R2 asks her if the lines
each stand for a meter of ribbon. (TOE) Julie says it stands
for Yz meter of ribbon. (hso) T/R2 repeats Yz m. (T R) She
then asks Julie if her picture totals up to 12m of ribbon.
(To) Julie says there are 12 halves. (hso) T/R2 asks what
she would do to fix that. (To) T/R2 tells Julie to stop
thinking about the half-meter bows for a minute and asks
her to think about the problem of finding out how many
bows, each 2meters in length can be made from 12 m of
ribbon. (To) T/R2 says they may want to picture it. (T DC)
Julie draws 12 lines on her paper (RSD) as Eileen says 6.
(Iss hs) T/R2 asks why. (TOE) Eileen says that there are
going to be less bows because each of the bows will be 2
meters. (hGo) TIR2 says that they are bigger so you make
fewer bows. (T R) Eileen says yes, (hG) T/R2 asks why
specifically 6, why not 5. (TOE) Eileen says that half of 12
is 6 and that counting up [by 2's] to 12, there are 6. (hso)
T/R2 repeats that counting by 2's, each will be a 2-meter
chunk so you will get 6. (T R) T/R2 then asks Julie what
she thinks. (To) She asks her to explain what she has
drawn. (TOE TOR) Julie says that she is not sure about this.
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(Iss) She has drawn 12 lines with twos above them and
put a box around 2 of them and says that this is 2m and
that 2m would be 1. (Rso) T/R2 asks if in other words that
would make 1 bow. (T QE) Julie says that she thinks so.
(hsQ) T/R2 asks her why she put all of those twos there.
(T QE) She asks Julie what made her decide to put that
many. (T QE) Julie says because each line would be 2
meters. (hsQ) T/R2 says that she had 12 meters of ribbon
to start with so how many of those twos should she have
there to get to 12. (T QE) T/R2 suggests that Julie starts
from scratch and that she draw herself a picture of 12
meters. She tells her to draw something that makes her
think of the 12 meters. (T dc) Julie turns her paper over
and draws a horizontal line across her page and says that
this is 12 meters. (Rso) T/R2 repeats that this is 12
meters. (T R) T/R2 asks what she would do if she actually
had the ribbon in front of her and was going to cut it. (TQ)
Julie draws vertical lines going through the horizontal line.
(hsQ Rso) T/R2 asks her to show her where the 2m lengths
are. (T QTOR) Julie draws horizontal lines connecting the
vertical lines. She has partitioned the horizontal line into
10 sections. (hsQ Rso) T/R2 asks Joyce to mark the tops
with twos and reminds her that they have a total of 12
meters. (TI TOR) T/R2 asks her how many she will mark to
get to 12 meters. (T Qp) Julie says 6 and she marks the
first 6 sections.(hsQ Rso) T/R2 asks her how many bows,
each 2 meters in length, she will get from 12 meters of
ribbon. (T Q) Julie says 6. (hsQ) T/R2 says that's what
Eileen said before. (T os) She asks Julie if she agrees with
her now. (T QA) Julie says yes. (hSA) T/R2 says that they
should go back to the 'Y:! meter bows and think about them.
(T 00) T/R2 walks away. (TN) Julie starts by drawing a
horizontal line and says that it is 12 meters. (Iss Rso) She
draws many vertical lines through it and then crosses it out
and begins again. She draws 11 vertical lines through the
horizontal line and then goes back to the beginning,
drawing a line between each two, saying that these are
halves. (Iss Rso) She then uses the lines to draw blocks,
some adjacent, some non-adjacent, and puts a 1 above
each block. She says that they have to get up to 6 and
then says that they must get up to 12. (Iss Rso) She
counts, getting 10. (Iss Rso) She gets up and comes back
with another piece of lined paper. Eileen and Julie are
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writing on white lined paper. For example number 1, Julie
has written 12-:-2 =6. Eileen draws 12 rectangles and
divides them in two, vertically. (Rso) Julie draws a
horizontal line. She says this is 12 and says now they
have to get up to 12. (Iss Rso) Eileen says she did it her
way. (Iss Rso) Julie then draws 24 vertical lines through
her horizontal line. She draws a circle around each 2
lines and each time that she does, she says, this would be
1. She then counts the circles and gets 12. (Iss Rso)
Eileen says that she has 12 squares and split them in
halves and that you have to count the halves. She counts
by ones till she gets to 4 and then counts by twos getting
24. (Iss Rso) Julie asks if they're counting up the halves or
the meters. (1550) Eileen says the halves. (Iss Rso) Julie
says they can put both answers because she's not sure.
She asks Eileen what her own answer was. (1550) Eileen
has drawn 12 circles and says she's split them in half.
She divided them into 2 parts. She counts the parts and
comes up with 24. (Iss Rso) T/R1 comes over and tells
them to write up what they've done on an overhead
transparency when they are done. They get up and come
back with a blank transparency and transparency marker.
Eileen draws a straight line across the transparency. Julie
tells her to write, "Picture this as 12 meters", which she
does. (Iss Rso) Julie then tells Eileen to write it up her
way also. Eileen places a ruler along the line she has
drawn and says she has to make 24. She counts off every
2 cm, coming up with 10 and says she's so close. (Iss Rso
J M) Julie tells Eileen to make it less than 2, in the middle,
and she starts to do this. (Iss JM Rso) She says she has a
better idea. She has erased the line and is now holding
the transparency the other way. She has drawn a line that
is 24cm long and has marked off every 2cm. They say
picture this as 12 meters and Eileen writes this below the
line. (Iss Rso)
408
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T/R1 goes over to Jen and Liza. (TN) Jen says that they
got 24 for the first one, 6 for the second one. (hso) Maria
and Betty say that they also got 24 for the first one and 6
for the second one. (hso hSA)
Bob is making diagrams that look like number lines. He
has partitioned the first number line into 12 sections. Then
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he divides each of these sections into 2 parts. Above this
line he writes "12 m" and U% m". The second number line
is directly below the first and is the same length. He
partitions the second number line into 6 sections. Below
this number line he writes "12 m" and "2m". (Rso)
410
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Jen tells her partner, Liza, that for 12 meters she got 24 %
meter bows. (lsSQ)
T/R1 comes over to Alex and Jon and asks Alex to write
more about what he has written. (T QE) She walks away
and Alex continues to write. (TN) When she returns she
asks Alex and Jon to figure out how many bows can be
made from 12 meters of ribbon if the bows are each 2/3 m.
(T Q) She walks away again. (TN)
Maria says to T/R1 that she wants to ask her a question.
She says something barely audible about there not being
24 bows when there are 12 meters. (hs) T/R1 asks her if
she means something that is inaudible. (T Q) Maria tells
her partner, Betty, that there is only one meter and you cut
it. (Iss) Betty says that the bows are going to be % meter
so there can't be 2. (Iss J F) Maria takes her pen and says
that Betty should suppose that this is 1 even though she
knows that it is not. (Iss RSM) She says that if you divide it,
you'll have 2 pieces, that's it. You're not going to have 24.
(Iss RSM I N) Betty says that you have 12 meters and you
have to divide each meter in half. (Iss JF) Maria says,
"Really?" (lsSQ) and Betty says yes. (Iss) Maria says, "You
have to divide each meter in half?" (lsSQ) T/R1 says that
there are 12 yards of ribbon and tells Maria to imagine %
m. She says the question is, "How many % m bows can
you make from 12 meters of ribbon?" (T Q) Maria says that
she thought the whole thing was 1. (hSQN) T/R1 says she
isn't cutting the whole thing in half, but that she is making
% meter length bows. (T I) T/R1 asks Maria if she changed
her mind. (T Q) Maria says she diQ because she thought
the whole thing was "1". (hsQ) T/R1 asks if they agree
(TQA) and they say yes. (hSA) T/R1 says that all of these
questions, she's asking how many 2-meter bows and how
many 1/3-meter bows can be made. (T I) T/R1 then asks
Maria if she thinks she can now figure the rest of them out.
(T Q) T/R1 tells her to figure out how many 2/3 m bows she
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could get from 12 m of ribbon. (T Q) She says that Jen
and Liza can work with Maria and Betty. Maria says the
fourth problem would be 12. (Iss) Betty says they didn't
figure out the third problem yet. For the third one, Jen
says you have to do 1/3 m bows. (Iss JF) Betty says it's 36.
(Iss) Betty says the next one is 6m bows. Maria says it's
12 x 6. (Iss IN) Jen says no (Iss) and Maria asks her why
not. (lsSQ) Maria says you have to times to get the
answer. (lsSQ IN) Liza says that for 6m bows, you split it in
half so there would be 2. (Iss JF) Maria says no (Iss) and
Liza says yes. (Iss) Maria looks straight ahead in the
direction of the overhead projector, for about 20 seconds.
412.5
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T/R1 adds another example to the overhead transparency,
finding how many 2/3 meter bows can be made from 12
meters of ribbon. (TQ) The following is what is projected
now.

12 meters
}12 meter bows
2 meter bows
1/3 meter bows
6 meter bows
2/3 meter bows

Figure 12. Overhead Projection 6
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Alex is writing and talking with his partner, Jon. He says,
8 -:- 18 (Iss IN Rss) and Jon says, no, you have to multiply.
(Iss IN Rss) Alex tells his partner, Jon, that he can do
these, that they are easy. He says 8 x 2 and Jon says 16.
Alex say yes, continues to multiply and gets 88.

Directly below is what his multiplication looks like. (Iss IN
Rss)

185
+1
12
x

18
76
+ 12

88
Figure 13. Alex's Multiplication

Jon says that is wrong. It's not 88. (Iss IN Rss) Alex says
it is. (Iss I N Rss) Jon does the multiplication as Alex asks
him what he is getting. (lsSQ I N Rss) Jon stops what he is
doing and watches what Alex is doing. He is drawing a
diagram, which he crosses out. (lSSQ I N Rso) Alex says
he's making 12 meters. Jon asks him why he crossed
those out. (lSSQ) Alex draws a horizontal line for his new
diagram. (Rso)
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T/R1 is with Bob and Dina. She says that she is confused
and tells them to go back. (Top) She points to their work
and says that previously they said that when the bows are
~ m, you could make 24 of them and that now they have
indicated that when the bows are 113m, they can only
make 3 bows. (TI Top TIc) She asks them if that makes
sense. (T Q) Bob says, "Oh, a third of a meter." He has
drawn a line that looks like a number line with partitions in
it. (Rso) He cups his hands around the ends of the line and
says, "I did ... " (Irs Rso RsG ) T/R1 repeats that when the
bows are ~ m they said they could make 24 of them. (Top)
Bob says that he did 1/3 of 12 meters. (Irs) T/R1 asks if
they understand her problem. Dina says that she was
" .. kinda confused with that one." (Irs) T/R1 says they
need to talk to each other. (Too) She says she is not
convinced of the one they did with 2m bows. She says
they made 6 [bows] and asks how they did that. (T QE) Bob
says he put each meter together [he pinches his thumb
and index finger together] (lsSQ RSG) and that 12 is an even
number and you can make 2's out of it. (I N) He says that
when he put the 2m together, he counted 2,4,6,8,10,12.
He says that when he put them together, he got 6 [2's].
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(lrSQ IN) T/R1 then asks Dina how she did it. (T QE) She
says she made lines and shows her work. (lrSQ RSD) T/R1
asks if the lines are bows (T Q) and Dina says, "Yeah."
(lrSQ) T/R1 then says she doesn't understand the 1/3 m
example. (T QE)
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Betty tells her partner, Maria, that she didn't say you had
to divide it. She says that she said you could count, count
by 6's. (Iss I N) Maria says you're allowed to divide it.
She says that in each meter stick you had 6. (Iss I N J M)
Betty says no. (Iss) Maria says that's what she said about
the half. (Iss) Betty shakes her head from side to side and
says no, that she had said you times by 2. (Iss RSG IN)
Jen, Liza, Maria and Betty are working with a meter stick.
They point to a place that they call 1/3 (J M J F). Jen points
to another place and says that is where another third is.
(J M J F) Liza says there are 2 [bows] in each [meter] so
there would be 24 bows in 12 meters. (Iss JF I N) Jen
agrees with her, (lSSA) but then Liza says no (Iss) and says
she doesn't know. They turn the meter stick over and say
that 33 is 1/3 (Iss I N J F) and put a pen on that mark. (RSM )
Jen tells T/R1 that they are trying to figure out the last one,
2/3. (Irs) They say they know where 1/3 is and that 2/3 is
66. (Iss I N J F) T/R1 tells them that she thinks they will do
better if they don't use the meter stick and if they make a
picture. She tells them to imagine, from what they know
already, they can draw a picture. (TDc) She tells them
that they already know what 1/3 looks like. (T DP) Jen says
that all they know is that this [points to a place on the
meter stick] is one third. (Irs J F J M ) Liza adds "and a little
bit more, like right here." (Irs J F J M) Maria says that they
need 3/3 but they only take 2/3. (Irs JF) T/R1 gives them a
piece of poster board to which 2 meter sticks have been
adhered. (T DC) Maria says that they need three thirds, not
two halves. (Irs JF) Jen says, no, they need 2/3. (Irs J F)
Maria says, she knows, but you have to divide it into three
thirds. (Irs J F) They mark off a point and say that 33 is
around there. (Irs J FJM) Then they mark a place and say
that 66 is around there. (Irs J F J M) They use their fingers
to partition the meter sticks. (Irs J F RSG)
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Art is at the overhead projector where he is explaining
what he has drawn on a transparency, to T/R2. (Irs RSD )
His drawing looks like a bar, which is divided into 12
sections by a long line. Each of those divisions is
partitioned into 3 sections. He has drawn brackets around
every two of these sections, so that he has 18 brackets.
Each bracket has a number above it. The numbers are
consecutive. He then has written the number 18 under his
drawing. Art says he made "this" [he points to the entire
length] 12 meters. (Irs RSD ) He says that the long line is
the divider of each meter and that in each meter there are
three thirds. (Irs RSD JF) He says that the brackets that
have numbers above them show groups of 2/3 and that
each of these is a bow. (Irs RSD J F) He says that he's
written an 18 on the bottom because there are 18 bows.
(Irs Rss JF)

T/R1 says that it is time to stop to do some sharing. She
says she is interested in the way they are thinking about
things. She says that Art and Katy want to share how they
were thinking of 12m of ribbon, making bows that are
made from 213m of ribbon. She says that she would like
everyone to write about what Katy and Art have done. She
says that it is Katy and Art's job to make sure that what
they have done makes sense to everyone. Art refers to
the transparency. As he points to his diagram, he says
that the entire thing stands for 12 meters and that the long
line is the divider of each meter and that in each meter
there are 3/3. (Ics RSD J F) He says that there are brackets
around each 2 one-third pieces. (Ics RSD J F) He says that
if you count up how many 2/3 there are, you will get 18,
and that's how many bows you can make. (Irs RSD J F IN)
T/R1 asks if there are any questions. (T Q) Alex says that
he and Jon did the same thing. He says that they got 18
too. (ICSA) T/R1 repeats that Alex and Jon did it the same
way. (T R) She asks if there are any other questions or
comments. (T Q) Ed asks how they are supposed to
explain what Art and Katy did. He says that to explain
what they [Katy and Art] have done, you would have to
draw the diagram. (Ics) T/R1 says that she heard
someone say that they would like to hear another
explanation. (T R) She asks if anyone would like to hear
another explanation. (T Q) Some hands are raised. (lcSQ
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RsG ) She says that it is important for the students to
understand each part of the explanation. She tells Art to
do it one more time. (T RS) Art says the whole thing is 12
meters. (Ies Rso) He points to the long line and says that
this is what divides it into meters. (Ies Rso RSG I N) He
points to the shorter lines and says that in each meter
there are three thirds. (Ies Rso RSG JF) He points to the
brackets and says that the bracket has 2/3 under it so that
is the 2/3 to make your bow. (Ies Rso RSG J F) He says
that if you go to the end there will be 18 brackets and
that's how many bows you can make that are 213m if you
have 12m of ribbon. (Ies Rso RSG J FI N) T/R1 asks if
there are any questions. (T Q) Betty says that in her
ribbon book, for 2/3 she did the same thing and that's how
she got her answer. (lesA) T/R1 asks if there are any
other comments. (TQ) She then asks how many
understood the explanation (T Q) and several hands are
raised. (IrSQ RsG ) She asks how many would like to hear
the explanation again. (T Q) She tells Art's partner, Katy, to
do it this time. (T RS) Katy says that the whole thing is 12m.
She says the long lines separate each meter and that
there are 3 meters in each meter. (Ies Rso) She says that
the brackets separate 2 thirds in each meter. (les Rso J F)
T/R1 says she thought she heard Katy say that there are 3
meters in each meter. She asks Katy what she meant.
(T QE) Katy says she meant there are 3 thirds in each
meter. (lesQJ F) T/R1 asks the class how many big lines,
which mark off each meter, are in the diagram. (T Q T os
TOR) Liza says there are 12. (lesQ J RO Roo) T/R 1 says
Liza thinks there are 12. (T R) She asks if anyone thinks
something else. (T QT os TOR) Alex says he thinks there
are 11. (lesQ J RO Roo) T/R1 says that Alex thinks there are
11. (T R) Then Alex says he thinks there are 10. (lesQ JRO
Roo) T/R1 says that Alex thinks there 10. (T R) Bob says
he thinks there are 13. (lesQ JRo Roo) T/R1 says Bob
thinks there are 13. (T R) Jon says there are 11. (lesQ J RO )
T/R1 says that Jon thinks there are 11. (T R) Dan thinks
there are 10. (lesQJ Ro Roo) T/R1 says that Dan thinks
there are 10. (T R) Ed says he thinks 11. (lesQ J RO Roo)
T/R1 says there is disagreement and asks how they
should find out. (T Q) She says they should count them.
(T os TOR) The class counts up to 11. A student says
there is one more. (Ies J RO Roo) T/R1 asks if you'd have
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to cut the last one. (TQT os TOR)
A student says that
there is one more. (Ies JRO Roo) T/R1 says that there are
11 lines and there will be 12 pieces of ribbon. (TI T os TOR)
She says that there are 11 cuts, but there are 12 marks in
the diagram. (T os TOR T I) T/R1 asks the class what Katy
and Art did after they marked the one-meter lengths. (T Q
T os TOR) A student says they put 2/3 in. (leSQN Roo) She
asks what they did before they marked off the 2/3. (T QT os
T DR) Maria says they put brackets. (leSQN Roo) T/R1 says
she thinks they did something before that. She says they
had to do something before they marked off the 2/3
lengths. (TI) She asks what they marked first. (T QT os
T DR) Alex says they marked off the thirds. (lesQ Roo)
T/R1 repeats that they marked off the thirds (T R) and asks
Art and Katy if that's what they did. (TQ) She asks the
class why they marked the thirds first. (TQE) Maria says so
that they would know where to put the brackets. (lesQ Roo)
T/R1 asks what the brackets show. (T QE) She asks if the
brackets show 1/3. (T Q) She asks what the brackets show.
(T QE) George says 2/3. (Ies JRo Roo) T/R1 repeats 2/3
(T R) and says that they had to mark off thirds before they
could mark 2/3. (TI) T/R1 asks what they did after they
marked off all the 2/3 with brackets. (TQT os TOR) Alex
says they numbered them. (lesQ Roo) - T/R1 repeats that
they numbered them. (T R) She says that was clever, that
they didn't number them at first, but added the numbers.
She asks why they think Katy and Art numbered
them.(T QE) She asks Katy why they started numbering
them. (T QE) Katy says so that they could find out the
answer because they lost count before they put in the
numbers. (lesQ Rso) T/R1 says that they lost count and
that she remembers that one time they said 17 or 16. (T R)
She says a few others lost count so the numbering was a
very good strategy. She asks how many numbers they
ended up having when they counted 2 of the thirds. (T Q
TosToR) A student says 18. (lesQRoo) T/R1repeats
18. (T R) She asks how many are convinced of the answer.
(T QJ) Several students raise their hands. (lesQ RSG) T/R1
asks how many think they could write up what Art and
Katy did. (T Q) Several students raise their hands. (lesQ
RSG) T/R1 says that she has another question and that
it's 12-:,-2/3. (T Q) She asks what they got before when she
asked how many 1/3 m lengths were in 12 m. (T Q) George
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says 24. (ICSQN J F) She says that it's 113m and that 112m
was 24. (T DP) Students say 36. (lcSQ J F) She says that
some students found a secret and asks what that secret
was. (To) Alex says that he multiplied by 12. (lcSQ)
T/R1 rephrases what Alex said, saying that the secret is
that when dividing 12 by 1/3, you multiply 12 x 3. (T R) She
says the question is whether or not that secret works when
dividing 12 by 2/3. (T Q) She says that they can think
about this.
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T/R1:

Jen:

I guess I wanted to discuss with you a problem
that I believe somebody was working on in the
hallway. I think it might have been Ed. The
problem had to do with ... I remember I asked you
how many bows can you make from ribbon that's
a third of a meter in length if you have nine meters
of ribbon. Right? I think everyone was able to
solve that problem. Right? Remember that?
Everybody, I think ... Raise your hand if you think
you know the answer to that problem. [Several
students raise their hands.] And what did you get?
Liza? What was that? How many bows can you
make if you start with nine meters and each bow
would be a third of a meter in length? How many
could you make? [Liza does not respond after
several seconds.] Talk to your partner for a
minute.

[talking to her partner, Liza] If you have nine
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meters and ...
T/R1:

Just for a minute. See if your partner agrees with
you or not.

Jen:

... if you have nine meters, you can make twentyseven bows.

Liza:

[To Jen] Yeah. [She raises her hand.

T/R1:

Liza

Liza:

Twenty-seven

T/R1:

Twenty-seven Liza says. How many of you think
twenty-seven? [Several students raise their hands.
] If you could imagine there are twenty-seven of
those one-third meter lengths ... right? .. in the nine
meters of ribbon. So I'm imagining a ribbon along
the floor going out one meter and I'm imagining
one third meter lengths and I'm counting them.
Right? How many willi count out if I count them?

Student: Twenty-seven
T/R1:

Twenty-seven. Some of you didn't count them.
Some of you found an interesting way of getting
your answer without counting, right, Art? What
was that?

Art:

That was you multiply nine times three and you get
twenty-seven.

T/R1:

[While writing on an overhead transparency.] Ok
but we wrote that problem as if we had nine
meters divided by one-third of a meter, you said
that's the same as nine times three or twentyseven. How many discovered that? How many of
you discovered that? [Some hands are raised.]
You found the answer to be twenty-seven. I
remember people did it several ways. Ok. Let's
look at the different ways people thought about
this. Some of you counted up ... how many one-
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third meter lengths there were. Right? Some of
you did it by counting. You took the one-third
meter and you counted them and you had how
many of them when you counted them up?
Mario:

You had ... you had three.

T/R1:

Three for each meter.

Mario:

Yeah

T/R1:

So for nine meters you had ...

Mario:

umm ... you had nine

T/R1:

You had the three nine times.

Mario:

Yeah.

T/R1:

Is that right? Some of you did it that way. Does
that make sense? So some of you had the three,
you had one-third, one-third, one-third and you
had it nine times. Well that's what we wrote here,
didn't we? Nine times three, right? The three nine
times. Ok. So that was a way to do it. Some of
you did it.. you said well .. what was another way?
We have counting. We have this way nine times
three equals twenty-seven. What was a third
way ... that someone did this problem? Anne?

Anne:

Adding.

T/R1:

yeah, How did you do that?

Anne:

You just put the number down three times and you
add it.

Student: That's counting.
CT:

What number?

T/R1:

What you did is you said there are three times.
And there are three times again and there are
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Anne:

three times again. Right? How many times did
you have three?
Ummm

T/R1:

1,2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Is that right?

Anne:

Yeah.

T/R1:

And that added up to ...

Anne:

Umm... We did this in three times and we added
up to nine.

T/R1:

Ok. So you added this up to nine? [She had
written a column of nine threes and now brackets
the first three threes and puts a nine outside the
bracket.]. You added this up to nine. [She brackets
another three threes and puts a nine outside the
bracket.] You added this up to nine .. [She
brackets another three threes and puts a nine
outside the bracket.] And all those nines gave
you ... twenty-seven? That was another way ... Is
that right... that some people did the problem?
Ok. Did anyone do it any other way? I don't
really ... I mean all these are wonderful
ways ... right? They're all great ways of doing it.
Whatever way you're thinking about, the important
thing is can you do a different problem and work it
out with these ways? So I want you to imagine a
different problem. This is the one I think Ed gave
us. I still have my nine meters of ribbon. Can you
imagine that my nine meters but now I'm making
ribbons that are three meters long? Remember
that, Ed?

Ed:

yes

T/R1:

Are my ribbons gong to be bigger ribbons or
smaller ribbons? Raise your hands if you think
you know. [Several students raise their hands.] I
have nine meters of ribbon, but now my ribbons
are three meters long. Will my ribbons end up
being bigger ribbons or smaller ribbons? That's
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what I want you to think about. Talk to your
partner for a minute.
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The bigger the ribbon, the smaller the pieces. The
smaller the ribbon, [inaudible].

Katy:

So? The bigger the piece, the smaller tre ribbon,
right?

Art:

Mmm hmm

Katy:

So they'd be small.

Art:

The bigger ... No, the bigger the pieces, the bigger
the ribbon. The smaller pieces ....

Katy:

Yeah, but [She outstretches her arms.] if the piece
is big, then you get a lot.

Eileen:
Julie:

Twenty-four
No we're doing one half. I think, see two halves
make a whole. All my fingers are halves. So this
[holds two fingers together] is -one whole, this
[holds two fingers together] is one whole, this
[holds two fingers together] is one whole, this
[holds two fingers together] is one whole, and this
[holds two fingers together] is one whole.

Eileen:

But each one's gonna have two [bows].

Julie:

Yeah

Eileen:

[inaudible]

Julie:

Yeah, but two are half. There'd be six wholes.

Eileen: [To T/R2] We're not agreeing really.

T/R2:

You're not agreeing really. Which one are you
working on?
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Eileen: Ummm ...
Julie:
Eileen:

T/R2:

One-half meter bows.
One-half meter.
Ok. Well I'd like to hear both arguments. What
do you think?

Eileen: I say that you can make twenty-four bows.

T/R2:

Ok, Eileen, why?

Eileen: Because if you take twelve times two, you'll
get twenty-four.

T/R2:

Ok and why did you decide to multiply?

Eileen: Because ...

T/R2:

How does that work?

Eileen: Each meter's gonna have two bows in it and if
there's twelve meters, you're gonna have ..
you're gonna double the twelve, so you'll
have twelve two times

T/r2:

Ok, so you're saying then you're multiply the
twelve meters by two because each one of
those twelve meters is gonna make two bows
that are a half-meter

Eileen: Yes.

T/R2:

That sounds interesting: Ok, Julie, what do
you think?

Julie:

Well, I think ...

T/R2:

For the half-meter bows?
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Julie:

All these lines are halves [referring to her
diagram]

T/R2:

Ok

Julie:

So if you group this, this would be one whole,
this would be one, too, and this would be
another, and it would be six. [She has drawn
a series of lines and circled each two.]

T/R2:

Ok.

Julie:

'Cause all these [pointing to the circles] are
wholes ... are one.

T/R2:

So each of those lines is a meter of ribbon?

Julie:

One half.

T/R2:

Is a half a meter.

Julie:

You have to make twelve .. twelve ...

T/R2:

Ok, Does that total up to ... does your picture
total up to twelve meters of ribbon? I guess
that's what I'm asking.

Julie:

Oh. There was twelve halves.

T/R2:

Ok, so what would you do to fix that? [Julie
stares at her drawing.] Can I ask you another
question? Let's stop thinking about the halfmeter one for a minute. Let's think about the
two meter one. Ok. If the bows were two
meters in length, ok, you have twelve meters
of ribbon, this big long piece. You're going to
make these bows that are two meters. Then
how many do you think there would be? That
may help us to decide ...
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Julie:

two meters

T/R2:

You might want to try to picture it. [Julie draws
a diagram consisting of twelve lines.]

Eileen: I'd say six.
T/R2:

Ok, why?

Eileen: 'cause ummm there's gonna be less bows
cause each is 2 meters .. gonna be 2 meters
T/R2:

and they're bigger

Eileen: Yeah.
T/R2:

So you make less bows. Ok. Why six? Why
not five or four? Why six?

Eileen: Because half of twelve is going to be six and
counting up to twelve, two, four six, eight...
twelve. There are six.
T/R2:

Ok. I see, so you're counting by twos. You're
figuring each is a two meter chunk. What are
you working on Julie? That looks interesting.
Julie's drawing us a picture, using a [inaudible]
diagram there.

Julie:

I think ... I'm not sure of this but this would be ..
this is two meters [She has drawn a twelve
lines with twos above them and put a box
around each pair of them.]

T/R2:

Ok

Julie:

And two meters would be one [inaudible]

T/R2:

In other words one would make one bow is
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that what you mean.
Julie:

Yeah I think

T/R2:

Ok, look at all those twos though. Explain to
me why you put those twos there. What made
you decide to put that many and not more or
less?

Julie:

Cause each line could be 2 meters

T/R2:

Ok and you've got twelve meters of ribbon to
start with so how many of those twos should
you have there?

Julie:

Twelve

T/R2:

... to get to twelve. Why don't you start from
scratch? Why don't you draw yourself a
picture of the twelve meters? I'm thinking that
something that makes you think of the twelve
meters. Ok, that might help ..

Julie:

Ok, this is twelve meters. [She has drawn a
horizontal line.]

T/R2:

Ok, there's your twelve meters. Ok, now what
are you going to do in order to make the bows
that are two meters long? That are two
meters worth of ribbon... What would you do
if you actually had the ribbon in front of you
and you were going to cut it? [Julie then
draws vertical lines through the horizontal line]
Ok, now, before you keep going .. ok .. show
me where those lengths of ribbon are, where
the two meter lengths are ... if you can mark
them for me. [Julie goes back to the
beginning, drawing a line between each two
vertical lines.] Ok, is that one?
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Julie:

Yeah

T/R1:

One two-meter length? Ok, another, three,
four, five, six. Ok, are there any more or did
we get to twelve?

Julie:

[She continues to draw lines between the
verlicallines and then counts them to herself.]
Ten.

T/R2:

Can you mark for me now ... maybe put the
number two to show where the two meters
are? For each two meters strip. Now
remember we have a total of twelve meters.
So how many of those are you going to mark
to get to twelve meters?

Julie:

Six

T/R2:

Ok, so why don't you mark those then. Ok, so
two-meter strips, then you're going to have
how many bows?

Julie:

Six

T/R2:

Ok, which I think is what Eileen said earlier on.

Julie:

Yes

T/R2:

You agree with her now.?

Eileen:

Yes

T/R2:

Ok. I want you to go back and think about
those half meter ones now. Ok. Ok? I'll let ou
do that. [She leaves Eileen and Julie to
continue working.]

Julie:

All right this would be twelve meters. Just
pretend [inaudible] my paper. Ok, this is twelve
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meters again. This is twelve meters ... [She draws
many verlicallines through a horizontal line and
then crosses it out and begins again. ] Now we
have to break this up into halves. [She draws 11
verlicallines through the horizontal line and then
goes back to the beginning, drawing a line
between each two] These are halves. All right.
These are halves. Now we have to go up to .. we
have to count .. we have to go up to twelve .. this
would be one .. this would be one meter because
two halves make a whole. [She then uses the
lines to draw blocks, some adjacent, some nonadjacent, and puts a 1 above each block.] This
would be another meter. This would be another
one. This would be another. All right. Now we
have to go up to six. All right. We have to get up
to twelve, so 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8. [She gets up and
comes back with another piece of lined paper.
Eileen:

I'm just using this for scrap paper. Ok. Eileen
and Julie are writing on white lined papers. J

Julie:

What was [example number Jone?

Eileen:

Uhhhh ... let's see.

Julie:

[She looks over at Eileen's paper.] Ok. [For
example number 1, Julie has written 12--:-2 =6.]
All right. This is twelve. Now we have to draw our
halves first. [She draws a horizontal line and then
draws twenty-four verlicallines through it. She
draws a circle around each two lines. ] So here it
is. Now we have to get up to twelve. So this [one
of the circles she draws around two verlica/lines]
would be one. This would be one. This would be
one. This would be one. This would be one. This
would be one. This would be one. This would be
one. This would be one. This would be one. This
would be one. This would be one. This would be
one. And we have an extra [vertical line]. Now we
count. [pointing to each circle as she counts] 1,2,
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12. Twelve Now you
have to ...
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Eileen:

Here's what I did. [She has drawn twelve
rectangles and divided them in two, vertical/y.]
Now I have twelve squares here [points to the
rectangles she has drawn] and I put them into all
halves. Now you have to count each half. 1, 2,
3 ... [She begins again.] 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12, 14, 16,
18, 20, 22,24.

Julie:

Are we counting up the half or the meter?

Eileen:

The half. First you draw uhhh ... first I just drew
uhhh

Julie:

Ok. We could put down the answer. There's two
answers cause I'm not sure. One-half, if we count
the halves it'd be twenty-four. What was my
answer?

Eileen:

[She has drawn twelve circles] Now I split those
[the circles] all in half. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,
24.

T/R1:

[approaching] When you're done, would you write
up how you've done it, on the overhead?

Maria:

There's only one meter and you cut it.

Betty:

But see the meters, the bows are gonna be a half
meter.

Maria:

Ok. Say this ...

Betty:

So there can't be two

Maria:

Say this [her pen[ was one. It's not. I know that.
You divide it into half. [She places her finger
approximately in the middle of the pen.] You're
gonna have two pieces. That's it. [She points to
each section of the pen on either side of the point
where she divided it in half with her finger.]
You're not gonna have twenty-four.
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Betty:

But you have twelve meters.

Maria:

I know. I know.

T/R1:

Ok

Betty:

So you can't. You gotta divide each meter in half.

Maria:

Really?

Betty:

Yeah.

Maria:

You have to divide each meter in half? [said in
what appears to be disbelief, emphasizing "each'1

T/R1:

Ok. When we're talking about twelve yards of
ribbon ... ok, you know how much that is. You
can imagine that. You can imagine a half a meter?

Maria:

Yeah

T/R1:

Ok, so what is the question? How many bows can
we make when each one is a half-meter?

Maria:

Oh, each one?

T/R1:

... of twelve meters. Right. How many half-meter
bows can we make?

Maria:

I thought you meant like ... one ... the whole thing.

T/R1:

I didn't say I was cutting the twelve meters in half.
I wanna know how many half meter length bows I
can make.

Maria:

Ok

T/R1:

You change your mind?

Maria:

Yeah.

T/R1:

Ok.
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Maria:

Cause I thought you meant the whole thing was
one.

T/R1:

Ok. So you agree?

Maria:

Yeah

T/R1:

So all of these questions I'm asking you here,
[She points towards the overhead projection] I
wanna know how many two meter bows you can
make, how many one-third meter bows ... Did you
figure the rest of them out?

Maria:

Yeah

Betty:

Yes.

Betty:

[while Jen is placing her finger and Liza places
her pen approximately one third of the way from
the left of the meter stick] That's one-third.

Jen:

That's another third

Liza:

So if there's two [one-thirds] in each meter, so
there'd be twenty-four bows.

Jen:

Yeah ... but that's ...

Liza:

No, but there's .... No .. Two-thirds ... No .. I don't
know.

Betty:

I don't know.

Jen:

So thirty-three [centimeters] is one-third [meter] so
put a pen on there [places a pen perpendicular to
the meter stick at the thirty-three centimeter mark]

Maria:

How about we put a pen mark on it?

Jen, Liza and Betty: No Don't put a pen mark on it.
Jen:

Here, take this pen. There's a staple there [To
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T/R1 who has walked over]: We're trying to figure
out the last one, two-thirds. We know that's
fpointing to approximately one-third of the meter
stick.] one-third. And then sixty-six is two-thirds
and then ninety-six ...
T/R1:

I think you will do better if you didn't use the meter
stick and made a picture and tried to make a
sketch of it. I want you to try to imagine from what
you know already to draw a picture and try to
imagine what it's like.

Jen:

cause we can't. ..

T/R1:

because you know what a third looks like. It's
kind of [inaudible] a meter.

Jen:

All we know is that this fpoints to a place on the
meter stick using her pen] is one-third.

Liza:

And a little bit more, like right here [makes a pen
mark just beyond where Jen indicated a third was]

Maria:

No wait

Betty:

No

Liza:

Yes

T/R1:

Here is you want to use that [meter]stick over
there girls, here ...

Maria:

No wait. Guys, we need three-thirds and then we
only take two-thirds. We need the three-thirds
though. But then we divide it. .. we only take two.
See it says two-thirds not two .. one ... two
halves ... [The girls are given a large piece of
poster board to which two meter sticks which have
no centimeter markings on them have been
affixed.]

Jen:

Should we write in ... Should we write in this
marker? [holding up marker]
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Liza:

Should I erase it or not?

Jen:

Ok so .. Ok so, thirty-three meters [sic] is ...

Betty:

Get that other one [meter stick] so we can find
where thirty-three meters [sic] is.

Maria:

Listen ... Listen guys.

Jen:

No we can't use that.

Maria:

Guys, girls, guys and dolls [laughs] What we need
is we need three-thirds because we don't need
two halves. We need three-thirds and then we
take two ...

Jen:

No, we need two

Maria:

I know we need two-thirds, but we have to divide
it into three-thirds.

Jen:

Ok so ...

Liza:

[inaudible] the paper. .. let's think .... Thirty-three
would be there [Jen points to approximately the
thirty-three centimeter mark and Maria makes a
mark on the poster board at this place.]

Betty:

How do you know that's where thirty-three is.

Liza:

I'm just guessing.

Jen:

If thirty-three is around there, then sixty-six is
around here then [she points to the mark they
have called thirty-three and then uses the index
fingers of both hands to span a portion on the
meter sticks to indicate approximately another
thirty-three centimeters. Jen makes a mark on the
poster board at this place]

Betty:

Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait. Go like this. [She
points to approximately one-third and two-thirds of
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a meter.] Like right. .. No, it's right here. That [the
thirty-three mark] and that [the sixty-six mark] and
then we've only got that much left.
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Maria:

That's not where thirty-three is. [She erases
where they've made the thirty-three centimeter
mark.]

Jen:

Ok. We have to start at the beginning and it
would be from there to ... say there. Wait, here I'll
put it. ..

Liza:

I'll put it.

Maria:

Eh eh eh eh ... Right there.

Jen:

It is right there.

Liza:

One is there, ok?

Jen:

Here now let me write on the next one. [they talk
about where to put the thirty-three centimeter
mark]

Maria:

Wait... Can I see the way ... [writes 33] I know
where. Now it's my turn to guess ... estimate ... If
we put it here ... no, a little ...

Liza:

Like right there.

Betty:

Ok, I'll get [inaudible]

T/R1:

I would like us to do some sharing because there
are some ways people have of thinking about it.
Ok. I'm interested in your sharing the way you're
thinking about it and maybe we'll have another
couple of minutes to finish up. Art and Katy
wanted to share with you the way they were
thinking about the twelve meters divided by bows
of two-thirds of a meter, right? We had twelve
meters of ribbon and we're making bows twothirds ... could you kinda look to see cause I'm
gonna ask you to write about they did .. I want to

...

--------------------~~
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ask you to write about what they did and I want to
be sure that what they did makes sense to you or
doesn't make sense to you cause if it doesn't
make sense their job is to convince you or you
convince them. So could you all give us your
attention here for a minute. Ok. Katy and Art, tell
us what you did.
Art:

This entire thing is twelve meters. The long line is
the divider of each meter and in each meter there
are three thirds. The brackets are what has
divided the thirds up, so there are two thirds, there
are two thirds, there are two thirds and there are
two thirds going on until the end. And if you count
up how many two-thirds there are, you'll
eventually get down to eighteen and that's how
many bows you can make out of two-thirds of
twelve meters. [inaudible]

TIR 1:

Question.

Alex:

Me and Jon did ummm the same thing as that. We
like did umm the twelve meters and we got
eighteen too.

T/R1:

You did it the same way. Any other questions,
comments? Ed

Ed:

How are we going to be able to write what he did?
I mean, could we write that. .. cause we're gonna
have to diagram ... there's no way we're gonna be
able to write it.

Art:

[inaudible]

Ed:

No, I know what you mean. But we'd have to
diagram it t write it. We couldn't write it in our
work. You'd have to diagram it.

T/R1:

Ok, Now first of all, I heard somebody say they
would like to hear a second explanation. Is that
right? How many of you would like another
explanation? Ok. Now with your explanation, my
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suggestion is go through each part and be sure
people understand each part. Katy, you could be
asking and don't move on to the next part until
each little part they understand. Fair enough?
Ok. So ... One more time please.
Art:

Ok. This is all twelve meters. The line ... this line
is what divides each meter up. In each meter
there are three thirds. The bracket has two thirds
under it which means there are the two thirds to
make your bow and if here are two thirds and here
are two thirds and here are two thirds and you
keep going on until the end until you get up to
eighteen and that's how many bows you can make
out of two-thirds of each ummm ... meter of ribbon
out of twelve meters.

T/R1:

Question?

Betty:

I agree with that because in my book when we had
the ribbon book for two-thirds, I did the same thing
with .. like that and that's how I got my answer.
Ok. Other comments? How many of you
understood this explanation? -Raise your hands if
you understood this explanation. How many of
you would like the explanation broken down
again? Another time? Raise your hand if you'd
like it again. Because what I would like you to do,
Art, is at each part, say how many of you know
where I got the twelve? How many of you know
where I got the ones? Break it down. Why don't
you give it a try, Katy, the explanation?

TIR 1:

Katy:

Ok.

T/R1:

Go very slowly, Katy.

Katy:

This right here is all together is twelve meters.
And these here, the long lines, separate each
meter and there are three meters in each meter
and the brackets separate two meters .. two thirds
in each meter.
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T/R1:

I think I heard you say there are three meters in
each meter. I don't think you meant to say that.

Katy:

I know.

T/R1:

What did you mean to say?

Katy:

I meant three thirds in each meter and the
brackets separates two thirds in each meter.

T/R1:

How many big lines are there? [inaudible] said
there are twelve meters and a big line marks off
each meter. How many big lines would there be
to mark off each meter? What do you think Liza?

Liza:

Twelve

T/R1:

Liza thinks twelve. Somebody think something
else? Alex? What do you think?

Alex:

Ummm .. Eleven.

T/R1:

Alex thinks eleven.

Alex:

Wait, no, ten.

T/R1:

Alex thinks ten. Bob

Bob:

Thirteen.

T/R1:

Bob thinks thirteen. Jon.

Jon:

I think eleven.

T/R1:

Jon says eleven. Dan.

Dan:

Well, I think ... 1think ... 1think ten.

T/R1:

You think ten. Ed.

Ed:

I think eleven.

T/R1:

Wow. We just really aren't agreeing. Well, how
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can we find out? Let's actually count them. Can
we point to that? Let's count them and check
them with Art as they're doing it here. Where's the
first one? Let's count together. [The class counts
out/oud with TIR1] 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11.
Student: No, there's one more.
T/R1:

Well, do you have to cut the last one or [inaudible].
[Several students call out inaudible comments
about this.] Ok, but if you're cutting this ribbon
how many cuts do you make?

Class:

Eleven

T/R1:

You make eleven cuts and how many pieces do
you get?

Class:

Twelve

T/R1:

Twelve. Twelve meter lengths. Ok. Do you all
understand how we get twelve of those one meter
lengths? How many of you understand that? With
the eleven cuts, but there are twelve marks, that's
right what Liza said, if you're counting ... if you're
looking at marks. Now ... what did they do after
that? After they marked off these one meter
lengths? What did they do next?

Student: They put the two thirds in.
T/R1:

Before they put the two thirds in. What did they
do before they put the two thirds in? Maria?

Maria:

Brackets.

T/R1:

Well, they did something before that I think.
Before they marked two thirds, what did they mark
first? Alex?

Alex:

Um .. the .. umm ... thirds.
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T/R1:

They marked the thirds first. Is that what you did,
Art and Katy? They marked the thirds first. Why
do you suppose they marked the thirds first? Why
do you think they did it that way? What would
your guess be? What were they after? Maria?

Maria:

Well, so they could know where to put the
brackets.

T/R1:

So they know where to put the brackets. And what
do the brackets show in this problem? Did the
brackets show one-third? What did the brackets
show? George?

George: Two-thirds.

T/R1:

Two-thirds. Can you see that? They had to mark
one third and in each meter they marked a third.
Do you see how they did that? And then they
marked two-thirds. Right? They put brackets.
Now what did they do after they marked all those
two thirds with the brackets? What did they do
after that? Alex?

Alex:

They numbered them?

T/R1:

They numbered them. Why do you think they
numbered them? Why do you suppose they used
the strategy of numbering them? That was kinda
clever to number them. At first they didn't number
them. Later on I noticed they came with those
numbers. Why did you just start numbering them,
Katy?

Katy:

So that we could find out the answer cause we lost
count a few times before we put the numbers.

T/R1:

Ahhh .. yeah, you lost count. ·1 remember one time
you said seventeen, or sixteen and a couple of
you also lost count, didn't you? I noticed as I
walked around .. I noticed what you were doing,
the same thing. Some of you were losing count,
so the numbering was a very good strategy. How
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many numbers did they end up having when they
counted two of the thirds?
Student: Eighteen
T/R1:

Ed:

Eighteen. How many of you are convinced that
eighteen is the answer? How many of you think
you can write or try to write what they did?
I could diagram it. I don't think I could write it.
[several student reply inaudibly]

Mario:

We did basically what they did.

T/R1:

Before you go, I have one question to ask you.
This is Art's birthday, so we're not letting him off
so easily. He only had a few hours sleep. Ok. It's
twelve divided by two-thirds. Now before when I
asked you how many one-third [meter] ribbon
lengths when there are twelve meters of ribbon,
what did you tell me the answer was? Everybody.
We have one third meter length, how many?
Twelve meters of ribbon, one third each?

George: Twenty-four
T/R1:

No, one-third.

Students: Thirty-six.
T/R1:

Thirty-six. One half meter, George, was twentyfour. You said thirty-six, and some of you found a
secret for finding it. What was that secret? Alex?

Alex:

Ummm .. I said .. I multiplied either the one-third,
two- thirds, six or two or anything you asked to
twelve and I got the answer.

T/R1:

Ok so you said that there was a rule like this you
found a secret. Twelve divided by one-third, you
find that by multiplying twelve times three, right,
and getting thirty-six. My question to you is does
that secret work here? [12-'-2/3] Twelve multiplied
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by three and a two. That's a big question mark.
Maybe when we come back after Christmas, we'll
think about that secret. I think our time is up.

Making Sense of the Coding

Teacher Interventions
Teacher interventions consist of situations in which the teacher is
interacting (or noticeably not interacting) with students. Although there are
twenty codes in all, the codes can be classified into six categories, as follows.
A teacher
•

intervenes by supplying students with information.

•

initiates or requests a repetition of something a student has said.

•

asks a question.

•

requests justification.

•

redirects students.

•

does nothing although obviously aware of what is happening.

The first day of this study is characterized by a review of the meaning of division
and the meaning of a unit fraction, using Cuisenaire Rods®. The session,
directed by teacher I researcher T/R2, is depicted in thirty-four episodes, with a
total of forty-seven coded teacher interventions. Eleven of the forty-seven
coded teacher interventions (23.4%) occur in Episode Number 106. This
episode involves the classroom teacher and two students, Bob and Dina. It is
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the only episode recorded on this day which involves the classroom teacher
rather than the teacher I researcher. Six of the eleven teacher interventions
coded in this episode (54.5%) are in the form of a question. At least two of
these questions appear to be very vague. They are, "Do you have a thought?"
and "How many blanks are in one?" Both of these questions elicit responses
that do not indicate understanding. In response to the former, Dina merely
says, "No." In response to the latter, Dina repeats the question to herself.
When the classroom teacher's question is specific, Dina is able to respond. In
response to the question, "What would you call one of these [a white Cuisenaire
Rod®]?" Dina says, "One-twelfth." It may also be noteworthy that two of the
three coded instances of a teacher giving information occur in Episode Number
106. The classroom teacher tells Dina that the solution to the problem has to
do with the numbers generated by the model that has previously been built, and
she tells her that she is to use "one" instead of "whole" because the train [the
length of the red and orange Cuisenaire Rods® combined] is called "one". In
contrast, the other occurrence of a teacher giving information is in Episode
Number 114. In this episode, the teacher I researcher tells the students that
what Dina has stated is in general terms, which might be seen as a repetition of
the conjectured generalization.
Though most of the coded teacher interventions do not occur in clusters,
multiple occurrences of a particular type of intervention do also occur in other
episodes on this date. There is a total of six teacher interventions, three of
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them being teacher questions, in Episode Number 112. This episode is one
involving the entire class and the teacher / researcher uses questions to
stimulate the whole group discourse by asking questions to direct the students
towards the work and ideas of others. Episode Number 109 is also one where
the entire class is discussing the ideas of one student, Ed. Here, the teacher /
researcher asks for agreement with Ed's ideas in two instances.
In sixteen out of thirty-four episodes that were videotaped on Day 1 of this
study, there was no coded teacher intervention. In twelve of these sixteen
episodes, there was no teacher present.
On the second day of this study, there were twenty-three episodes and one
hundred thirty-eight instances of coded teacher interventions. Seventy-seven
(55.8%) of these were in the form of questions. On this day of taping, in
addition to the two teacher / researchers and the classroom teacher, four
visitors and the school principal were present. There were only two episodes
where there were no teacher interventions at all and in both of these there was
no teacher present.
In nearly every episode the majority of the interventions were in the form of
questions. There are several clusters of teacher questioning. The earlier
episodes did not have as many interventions as the later ones, which would
seem to indicate that the questions that were asked were generally reactive to
students' work.
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The greatest number of interventions occurred in Episode Number 205.5
where there were fourteen and in Episode Number 207.5, where there were
thirteen. Both of these episodes involve the same group of students, but in the
first one, they speak with a teacher I researcher, T/R2, and in the second, they
speak with a visitor, V2.
In Episode Number 205.5, the teacher Iresearcher is talking with Eileen,
Benny and Cassie about how many bows, each two-thirds meter in length,
could be made from two meters of ribbon. The students have different incorrect
conjectures and she questions them about their solutions. The questions are
responsive to these solutions. For example, when Benny says that six such
bows can be made, T/R2 reminds Benny that he had said there could be six
bows, each one-third meter in length made from two meters of ribbon and she
says, "How can both the one-third lengths and the two-third lengths give me,
from the same piece of ribbon, give me six bows?" In this intervention, the
teacher I researcher gives information which leads to a contradiction. Her
statement, "I don't understand", which follows, is a subtle way to push the
students to clarify their thinking. Soon thereafter, the teacher I researcher
refers to a pattern that Cassie has noticed and she asks, "Can you think of
something doubling?" These questions encourage the students to be think
about what they have said.

She insists, "I want to know if it works, why it

works." Fewer than half of the interventions in this episode are in the form of a
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question. The teacher I researcher also communicates by directing students to
build a model, to refer to previous work and to justify solutions.
In Episode Number 207.7, there were a total of thirteen teacher
interventions, and more than half of them are in the form of a question. In this
episode, V2 speaks to Cassie, Benny and Eileen about how many bows, each
two-thirds meter in length, can be made from two meters of ribbon. She begins
by questioning them about what one-third meter and one-half meter would look
like. V2 then asks how they could make a piece of string that is two-thirds
meter in length. When the students use string to make a two-thirds meter
length and measure how many times this length can be put on the two meter
length of ribbon, the visitor, V2, asks them if there is another way they could
figure it out, and she tells them to look at the numbers. In contrast to the
questioning in Episode Number 205.5, these questions are not responsive to
the students' thinking. In Episode Number 205.5, the teacher I researcher
probed the students' thinking to elicit information and to develop ideas. In
Episode Number 207.5, the teacher's questions steer the students away from
how they are thinking, towards another type of solution. At the end of this
episode, the teacher generalizes the information for the students and says the
solution is reasonable.
In Episode Number 206.5, there were twelve coded teacher interventions.
Half of the interventions are in the form of a question. In this episode, the
teacher I researcher, T/R1, talks with Alyce and Julie about a pattern that they
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have discovered. Her questions, such as, "Oh, ok ... and the patterns helped
you solve it?" are responsive to the students' thinking. She asks the students if
they agree and if they can justify their reasoning.
In the episodes numbered 211,212, and 213 there are clusters of teacher
questioning. These episodes are summative, where the teacher I researcher,

T/R1, speaks with the entire class, to encapsulate what has taken place during
the session. Her questions form the framework of the summation. She begins
each of these episodes with one of the questions from the assignment, but the
subsequent questions are reactive to the responses that she gets from the
students. For example, in Episode Number 213, when Kristin explains why she
thinks that there are three bows, each two-thirds of a meter in length, which can
be made from two meters of ribbon, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, asks, "Ok,
so you took that and divided it into three pieces. What's the length of each of
those pieces?" By asking responsive questions in these culminating episodes,
she indicates that she is listening to the students carefully and the summation of
the session becomes a precis of the development of the students' ideas.
In the final episode of this day, the teacher / researcher, T/R1, talks with
Alex as the class is ending. During Episode Number 213, he had shown some
confusion about the number of bows, each two-thirds meter in length, which
could be made from two meters of ribbon. It is the teacher interventions, in the
form of questions and direction to the model, which guide Alex to the correct
solution. By directing Alex to the model, he is able to see exactly where each
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two-thirds-meter would be and he is able to count each of them. When the
teacher 1 researcher tells Alex, "Show me where two-thirds would be." he is able
to partition the ribbon into three appropriately sized sections.
A subtle form of teacher intervention that was not coded is the recording of
students' ideas onto the overhead projector. At various intervals, the teacher /
researcher records stUdent ideas using symbolic notation. She begins to do
this in Episode Number 212 by writing number sentences such as "1 -::- 1/3

=3"

as students say that there are three bows, each one-third meter in length, which
can be made from one meter of ribbon. Writing this symbolic notation
contributes to the strengthening of the link between the mathematics done in
the activity and the division of fractions. When several of these number
sentences are visible, the pattern that emerged as the children worked
becomes reinforced. The symbolic notation is one element in the toggling of
the focus of understanding between the specific situation and the
generalization, eventually resulting in the use of the algorithm supported by a
concrete cognitive representation. It is important to note that the teacher 1
researcher did not initiate the writing of the symbolic notation. These number
sentences appear in the submitted written work, from the previous session, in
the work of all but two of the students.
The third day of this study consists of twenty-three episodes. There were
146 coded teacher interventions on this day. Ninety-six of them were in the
form of teacher questioning. On this day the teacher interventions occurred in
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very definite clusters. Five episodes have no teacher interventions at all and in
each of these clusters, there is no teacher present.
In the initial episode of this day, Episode Number 300, there are twelve
coded teacher interventions. During this episode, the teacher / researcher,
TR1, encourages the students to recapitulate what transpired during the
previous session, as a review for a student who had been absent. When Mario
describes the problem of Ribbons and Bows, the teacher / researcher tells him
to wait with the example of finding how many bows, each two-thirds of a meter
in length, could be found from the various lengths of ribbon. Though she
acknowledges his mention of all of the bow sizes, she focuses the class's
attention on those made from unit fraction lengths at first. On this day, the
ribbons are not present. The teacher / researcher directs the students to a
meter stick that she is holding and asks them to imagine what the ribbon
lengths would look like. She is encouraging a cognitive representation of the
ribbons that they worked with previously. She holds up a meter stick and says,
"I could sort of imagine ribbon three meters long, three of these sticks long, and
I'm making bows a third of a meter long. How could I imagine a third of a
meter?" When the students are asked how they imagine a third of a meter, Jen
says, "Well, I imagine if you like fold the ruler into like three pieces and then it
would be like ... like up to the ummm ... I think wait... ummm .... Thirty-three
mark I think." The teacher / researcher responds, "Well, how did you decide on
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the thirty-three mark?" Questions such as this one are responsive to what the
students say and indicate that the path of the session is student-driven.
Episode Number 304 contains fifteen coded teacher interventions, twelve of
them being in the form of a question. In this episode, the classroom teacher,
CT, is talking with Dina, Bob, Alyce and Julie to determine how many bows,
each one-third meter in length, can be made from three meters of ribbon. She
is using one meter stick and asking students to designate where the markings
would be to indicate each third of a meter. When the students say that there
would be three one-thirds in the meter, she asks them how many one-thirds
there would be in three meters. Dina appears to be hesitant about this, and the
classroom teacher invokes the method that the teacher /researcher used,
asking the students to imagine one meter of ribbon at a time, for three meters of
ribbon.

In the first episode, when the teacher / researcher directs the students

to imagine what three meters of ribbon would look like, she says, "I could sort of
imagine ribbon three meters long", indicating that she is directing the students
to build a continuous representation of the three meter length. In Episode
Number 304, the classroom teacher directs the students to imagine three
discrete one-meter lengths.
In Episode Number 305, there are thirteen coded teacher interventions,
nine of which are in the form of questions. In this episode, the teacher/
researcher, TR1, approaches Katy and Art and questions them about the work
they have done in multiplication. She begins by asking them what they did,
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"Tell me what you did." When Katy describes the procedure for the standard
multiplication algorithm, the teacher / researcher probes her understanding by
asking, "Why does that work?" When Katy says, "You would have to add those
two answers together", the teacher / researcher asks, "Why?" When Katy's
indicates that the procedure is necessary to get the answer, the teacher I
researcher insists, "But, why?" Again, there is evidence that the questions are
responsive to student work and student ideas. The questions are designed to
explore ideas and to motivate students to think deeply about what they are
doing. When the teacher / researcher says, "I bet you could invent a rule that
works, Art, if you think about what you did," she is indicating that the rule is not
arbitrary.

The teacher / researcher leaves Katy and Art to think about this and

returns in Episode Number 306. In this episode, there are eleven teacher
interventions. Not only does the teacher I researcher listen to Art's explanation,
but she pushes him to understand Katy's procedure and to see how it is
connected to what he did, when she says, "Is there any way, on the basis of
what you did, you could make sense of what she did?" At the end of this
episode, the issue of this connection is not fully resolved as the teacher I
researcher leaves Art and Katy, again, to pursue these ideas.
In Episode Number 307.5, there are twenty coded teacher interventions,
more than half of which are in the form of questions. In this episode, the
teacher / researcher, TR1, speaks with Jen, Betty and Liza about multiplication.
When they multiply twenty-one times three and get seventy-eight, T/R1 does
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not correct them, but rather, questions them about how they got the answer.
When they say that they kept adding threes, she asks if there is another way of
doing it. She asks them what it means to have three times twenty-seven.
Again, the questions are asked in response to what the students say and do
and are designed to promote deeper thinking about mathematical ideas. In
addition to questioning, there are five instances of a teacher intervention in the
form of a repetition of what the students said. This emphasizes important ideas
that the students have. For example, towards the end of the episode, the
teacher I researcher reminds the students that when she first came to them,
they had said that there is another way of doing the problem, which is by
multiplying.
In the final episode of this day, Episode Number 311, there are thirty-three
coded teacher interventions, twenty of which are in the form of a question. After
the teacher I researcher gets responses to the questions written on the
overhead transparency, which the students had spent most of this session
solving, she asks them if they can prove their solutions and if they are
convinced that their solutions are correct. These questions are reactive to
student responses. She encourages the students to examine alternate
strategies which different groups used to solve the problems when she says,
"So how did you do this? What are some ways of doing this?" She encourages
reflection on alternate strategies when she asks questions such as, " ... 00 you
agree or disagree?" and "You think that's a good idea?" The teacher I
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researcher probes for a deeper explanation when she says, "What confuses me
is that you don't have three meters; you have a third of a meter. You're telling
me that you multiply by three," and "How did you know to multiply three times
three?" The nature of the questions indicates that it is not sufficient to merely
give an answer, but that it is expected that an answer be clearly explained. By
asking the students to reiterate the various strategies that they used to solve
the problems, the teacher I researcher is able to have the students create a
summary of the work that was done during the session. While it is clearly the
students who are the primary participants in the creation of this synopsis, the
vast number of teacher interventions that took place during this final episode
indicates that the teacher I researcher played a pivotal role in the path that this
summative episode followed.
On the fourth and final day of this study, there were twenty-six episodes
with 242 coded teacher interventions.

Twelve of these episodes do not

contain any teacher interventions. In nine of these twelve episodes, there is no
teacher present. Two of the three episodes in which a teacher is present, but
there is no coded teacher intervention, consist of the teacher I researcher giving
opening and welcoming remarks to the class. In the third of these episodes,
Episode Number 417, a student, Art, is explaining his solution to the teacher /
researcher, T/R2. It is very likely that he was asked for this explanation, even
though no such question is recorded in the data.
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On this day, there is very dense concentration of coded teacher
interventions in several episodes. In all but one of the episodes which have
sizeable clusters of teacher interventions, Episode Number 407.5a, the teacher

I researcher, TIR1, is talking with the entire class. In the aforementioned
episode, the teacher I researcher, T/R2, approaches Eileen and Julie, who are
in disagreement about their solutions. At first, the teacher I researcher, T/R2,
observes their interaction, but says nothing. This episode contains thirty-four
coded teacher interventions although the teacher I researcher is only present
for part of the time. When Eileen tells the teacher I researcher that they are not
agreeing, T/R2 acknowledges the disagreement and then proceeds to question
each of the girls in order to elicit a statement of what each believes to be the
resolution. Throughout the explanations, T/R2 asks the girls to clarify and
elaborate what they say. When they give answers that indicate procedures,
she questions them about why they use specific procedures. For example,
when Eileen says that she multiplied twelve times two to get her answer, T/R2
asks why she multiplied. When Julie comes to an incorrect conclusion based
on an error she made in her explanatory diagram, the teacher I researcher,

T/R2, questions her about the diagram and Julie recognizes that her
representation is not appropriate for the given problem. T/R2 then directs Julie
to think of a less complicated problem, when instead of finding out how many
bows, each one-half meter in length can be made from twelve meters of ribbon,
she tells her to think about how many bows, each two meters in length, can be
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made from twelve meters of ribbon. After asking several questions about her
representations, T/R2 asks Julie how many bows she can make and Julie is
able to answer correctly. Before she leaves Eileen and Julie to continue
working, T/R2 asks them if they now agree upon a solution. The interventions
in this episode began with a pursuit of agreement and ended when the
agreement between the students was reached.
One large cluster can be found early in the session, in Episode Number
402, where there are forty-two coded teacher interventions, thirty-three of them
being in the form of a question. In this episode, the teacher I researcher, TR1,
tells the students that she is curious about how much they could predict about
ribbons and bows, without having the actual materials in front of them. She
directs the students to use their imaginations to visualize the length of a meter.

T/R1 asks questions about how long that would be relative to the length of the
room and objects within the room. She then asks them to imagine the length of
two meters and calls on a student, George, to describe what he is imagining.

T/R1 then asks the students to imagine various other lengths, such as nine
meters and twenty-seven meters. The questions that are subsequently asked
guide the students to describe what they are imagining as nine meters by
asking them to compare that imagined length with dim,ensions they describe
about their surroundings, such as the length of a portion of the hallway or the
length of the room. The design of the questions helps the students to foster a
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connection between the cognitive representations they build and the concrete
representations in their environment, which they use to describe their ideas.
In the next episode, Episode Number 403, there are thirty-one coded
teacher interventions, sixteen of them being in the form of a question. The
teacher I researcher, T/R1, begins this episode by directing the students to
recall one of the problems they worked on during the previous session, finding
out how many bows, each one-third meter in length, could be formed from nine
meters of ribbon. When it is established that twenty-seven such bows could be
made, she states that she is imagining the nine meters of ribbon lying on the
floor, measuring one-third meter lengths along the nine meters and then
counting the number of sections. She says that several students did the
problem that way, but that there are other ways of doing the problem. When
one student, Art, says that dividing nine by one-third is the same as multiplying
nine times three, she writes 9 x 3 = 27 on the overhead transparency. She
pursues this idea asking for an explanation of why this works. T/R1 then says
that students did it several other ways and she asks students to explain other
methods that they used. As the students explain their strategies, she adds
them to the overhead transparency. The teacher I researcher says that all of
the ways are wonderful ways to solve the problem. EUciting the alternate
methods of solving the problem indicates that multiple strategies are
encouraged and valued. T/R1 then tells the students to select one of the
strategies and to try using that strategy on a new problem, one that Ed had

.a
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been working on. The problem that she tells them to solve is one that does not
involve fractions. She tells them to use the strategy they selected to find out
how many bows, each three meters in length, could be made from the same
nine meters of ribbon. By doing this, the students are indirectly being asked to
justify the validity of the strategy that they have chosen for dividing by a fraction,
by testing it with whole numbers.
Episode Number 418 is the final episode of this session and the final
episode of this study. It begins with the teacher I researcher, T/R1, telling the
students that they should stop what they are doing so that some sharing of
ideas can take place. This episode, which is approximately eleven minutes
long, contains seventy-two coded teacher interventions, which fall primarily into
three teacher intervention categories. There are fifteen instances where the
teacher repeats or asks others to repeat what students say; there are thirty
instances of teacher interventions in the form of a question and there are
twenty-two coded teacher interventions where the teacher directs the class
towards the ideas and representations of students. Even though there are so
many teacher interventions, the focus of this episode is on Art and Katy, as they
present their solution for finding out how many bows, each two-thirds of a meter
in length, can be made from twelve meters of ribbon. This division by a nonunit fraction is more difficult for the students and the teacher I researcher
intervenes twenty-two times, directing the students to the work and ideas of
Katy and Art, who are asked to explain their solution and their representation

@.@
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three times so that the rest of the class will understand their ideas. Throughout
the session, the teacher / researcher repeats what students say or asks others
to repeat what is said a total of fifteen times.
The session ends without total resolution. The teacher / researcher tells the
students that some of their classmates had discovered a secret. One of the
students, Alex, is called upon to explain the secret. He gives a specific
example that indicates that when dividing by a unit fraction, you multiply by the
denominator.

He says that when dividing twelve by one-third, you multiply

twelve times three. The teacher / researcher leaves the students with the
question of whether or not this would work when dividing twelve by two-thirds.

Justification and Reasoning
The codes for justification and reasoning track the means by which
students reason to build solutions and the method they use to justify what they
believe is true. The methods used to justify and reason which were tracked in
this study are as follows.
Justification and reasoning involving
•

a representation.

•

a contradiction.

•

the recognition of patterns.

•

measurement.

•

natural numbers.

••
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•

fractions.

•

metaphors, paradigms, or references to representations that
are not visible.

In total there were three hundred fifty-one coded instances of justification and
reasoning in these data. Twenty-nine of these (8.3%) were in the form of a
representation; one of these involved a contradiction (0.3%); twenty-one (6%)
involved patterns; fifty-nine (16.8%) involved measurement; one hundred
seventeen (33.3%) involved natural numbers; one hundred fourteen (32.5%)
involved fractions and ten (2.8%) involved metaphors, paradigms or references
to representations that were not visible. Only nineteen instances (5.4%) of
justification and reasoning were coded on Day 1 of this study. One hundred
five (29.9%) were coded on Day 2; one hundred nine (31.1 %) on Day 3 and one
hundred eighteen (33.6%) on Day 4. The first day of this study was a session
providing an introduction to the ideas of division. The problem of Holiday Bows,
used to build the concept of division of fractions, was not introduced until Day 2.
On that day, the number of incidences of coded justification and reasoning
sharply increases.
There is a change in the nature of the means by which students reason
and justify their ideas over the course of the three days that they spend with the
Holiday Bows problem. Most of the incidents involving justification and
reasoning with patterns occur during the second day of the study. There are
eighteen such coded incidents on that day. On Day 3 there are only three, all of
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which occur in the first episode, which serves as a review of the previous day.
On Day 4, there are none. It would seem that the patterns are what the
students notice first. As they construct meaning for why they emerge, they no
longer refer to the actual patterns.
On Day 2, there are thirteen coded incidents of justification and reasoning
involving measurement. There are eleven such incidents of coding on Day 3
and thirty-five on Day 4. On Day 2, there are twenty-four instances of coded
justification and reasoning involving natural numbers. There are sixty of these
on Day 3 and thirty-two on Day 4. On Day 2, there are twenty-eight instances
of coded justification and reasoning involving fractions. On Day 3 there are
thirty-two and on Day 4, there are forty-three.

The goal of this activity is to

develop ideas about division of fractions. These data suggest that more
students were beginning to acquire knowledge about fractions as time elapsed.
There are a few clusters of coding. Episode Number 204.5 contains sixteen
incidents of coding justification and reasoning. Seven of these involve patterns.
Six involve natural numbers and three involve fractions.

In this episode,

Cassie, Benny and Eileen are discussing their work and Cassie is insistent
about a pattern she has discovered involving natural numbers. Her
interpretation of the pattern that she observes is incorrect. The cases of
justification involving fractions occur when Benny gives his accurate view of the
solution.
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There are ten instances of justification and reasoning involving
metaphors, paradigms or references to a representation that is not visible, and
all but one of them occur on Day 2. Nine of them occur on Day 2. Six of these
occur in Episode Number 206. In this episode, Jon and Alex are explaining
how they found out how many bows, each one half meter in length, can be
made from two meters of ribbon. They are talking with the principal. They refer
to the blue, two-meter long, ribbon as two white ribbons each of which would be
one meter in length. At times during the episode, they superimpose the white
ribbon atop the blue ribbon to communicate their ideas. However, even when
the white ribbon is not actually used, they use it in their explanation when they
say, "This acts as two." They go on to explain that they are using the length of
the white ribbon, which is one meter in length, as a metaphor for two bows,
each of which would be one-half meter in length. As Alex points to the white
ribbon, he says, "So then this could act as three as cutting it into thirds as
putting six thirds up to two but it's two meters is the whole so actually this is two
meters is the whole." Alex also states that this works like the Cuisenaire
Rods®, even though the rods have not been present on that day.
There are two additional occurrences of justification and reasoning using
a metaphor or representation that is not present, in Episode Number 207. This
episode also involves Jon and Alex speaking with the principal. This time, the
boys are working on the problem of finding out how many bows, each two-thirds
of a meter in length, can be made from the blue ribbon, which is two meters in
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length. Again, Alex talks about using the white ribbon, which is one meter in
length, as a metaphor for the bows. However, this time, because he is thinking
about the white ribbon and how many bows, each two-thirds of a meter, it can
represent, he sees the one meter length as being long enough for one bow and
having one-third of a meter left over. He refers to the blue ribbon
metaphorically as two white ribbons when he says, "Take two-thirds. There's
three-thirds, so take two-thirds plus two-thirds plus one-third and one-third you
have two more thirds." Alex and Jon change their minds about how many bows
can be made. They start out saying there are three and then say there are four.
By the end of the episode, they say there are four such bows. By thinking of
the white one-meter long ribbon as representing a bow made of two-thirds of a
meter and having one-third of a meter left over, they are envisioning the blue
ribbon being cut into four discrete pieces. In addition to their use of the white
ribbon as a metaphor, the boys demonstrate reasoning involving fractions when
they recognize that a one-meter length would consist of one two-thirds meter
piece and a one-third meter piece. It is not until Episode Number 214, the final
episode of the day, that Alex realizes that there can only be three bows made.
This comes about after the teacher I researcher, T/R1, focuses Alex on the blue
ribbon itself, without referring to it as the equivalent of two pieces of white
ribbon.
Another instance of justification and reasoning involving a metaphor
takes place in Episode Number 213. Again, it is Alex, who refers to the white
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ribbon as a metaphor for two bows, each one-half meter in length. He also
refers, again, to this being like the Cuisenaire Rods®. The final such instance
occurs in Episode Number 308.7 when Katy says that the three or four in the
denominator of a fraction is like a multiplier in the form of a three or a four.
There are sixteen instances of coded justification and reasoning in
Episode Number 300. This episode is introductory to the third day of the study
in the form of a review of the previous day. Students are called upon to explain
how they would imagine the length of a third of a meter. They use different
means to justify their reasoning. For example, at first, Jen talks about
recognizing a pattern when she says, " ... it was going like it started going then
3,6, 9 ... and it kept doing it in all those different kind of patterns I thought." She
then shows some understanding of the meaning of a unit fraction when she
says, "Well, I imagine if you like fold the ruler into three pieces ... " but then
converts the meter into centimeters, justifying her reasoning using natural
numbers when she says, " ... and then it would be like up to the ummm I think
wait ummm thirty-three mark I think." She later refines her thinking as she
agrees that one-third of a meter would be at the thirty-three and one third mark.
Episode Number 304.5 contains eleven instances of coding for
justification and reasoning. One of these instances involves measurement, five
involve natural numbers and five involve fractions. In this episode, Mario and
his partner, Sami, are talking with the teacher I researcher, T/R1, about how
many bows, each one-third meter in length, could be made from nine meters of
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ribbon.

Mario indicates his understanding of the meaning of the fraction one-

third when he says that in each meter there would be three bows.

He tells the

teacher / researcher, T/R2, who approaches them, "There's three thirds that
make up a whole." Mario and Sami both realize that in order to discover how
many bows there would be, they can multiply the total number of meters of
ribbon that they have by three. Sami says, "One-third so you would times it by
three." Sami multiplies this number by three and Mario repeatedly adds three.
The students explain what they are doing to the teacher / researcher, T/R2.
Mario indicates his understanding of the meaning of multiplication when he
says, "She timesed and I made sure with adding." He also says, "Three plus
three plus three plus three plus three plus three ... but hers is nine times three
and that means nine of these times three. That means that you times three
nine times." The episode concludes with Mario telling the teacher I researcher,

T/R2, "This is about one-third of it [the meter] so if you do this length three times
then it equals one." When he says this as he makes a mark at about the onethird meter point on the meter stick, he is using the length of one-third as a
measurement device to count off the number of one-thirds in the meter.
There is a cluster of coded instances of justification and reasoning in
Episode Number 311. On this day there are sixteen $uch instances. Four of
these involve measurement, nine of these involve natural numbers and three
involve fractions.

This is the final episode of the third day of the study. The

teacher I researcher, T/R1, calis the class together in order to summarize the
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work that the students have been doing during the session. They discuss the
number of bows, each one-third meter in length, which can be made from
various lengths of ribbon. Students describe the various forms of reasoning
that they used to solve the problems. Some used measurement by taking a
piece of string that was as long as the length of a required bow and used this
measuring device to count off how many times it could be placed along the
given length of ribbon. Some used fractions and natural numbers. They said
that the number of bows that could be made from one meter of ribbon was
equivalent to the number in the denominator of the fraction and that by
multiplying this number by the number of meters, it was possible to find the total
number of bows.
There are twenty-nine coded occurrences of justification and reasoning
in Episode Number 402. This is by far the episode with the greatest number of
these. Twenty-six of these occurrences involve measurement. Two involve
natural numbers and one involves fractions.

In this episode, the teacher I

researcher, T/R1, is addressing the entire class. She is asking the students to
reflect upon their understanding of the measurement of various lengths. For
example, she asks them to imagine what the length of nine meters would look
like. She encourages them to describe this length relative to their environment.
Several students attempt to describe this length. Ultimately, the students
decide that nine meters is greater than the width of the room. She also asks
them to imagine how long one meter and two meters are.
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Another cluster of coding occurs in Episode Number 407.5a where there
are twelve coded instances of justification and reasoning. Two of these involve
measurement. Three involve natural numbers and seven involve fractions.

In

this episode, two students, Eileen and Julie, are trying to reconcile their
disagreement about the number of bows, each one-half meter in length, which
can be made from twelve meters of ribbon. Though Julie indicates that she
understands that there are two bows, each one-half meter in length, which can
be made from each one-meter length of ribbon, she does not seem to be able
to realize that there will be twelve times this amount in twelve meters of ribbon.
Instead of multiplying the twelve by two, Julie divides twelve by two, getting six
bows instead of twenty-four. Although the reasoning involving fractions seems
to be valid, her reasoning with the operations involving natural numbers
appears to be faulty. Though she draws several diagrams in an effort to find a
solution, she does not use the representations to solve the problem. Her
drawings do not reflect the solutions she verbalizes. For example, at one point
in the episode, Julie draws a horizontal line and says that it represents twelve
meters. She draws eleven vertical lines through it and goes back to the
beginning, drawing a line between each two, saying that these are halves. She
then uses the lines to draw blocks, some adjacent, some non-adjacent, in a
random fashion, and puts a one above each block. She says that she has to
get up to six and then says that she has to get up to twelve. It is as if she has
formulated a solution and is attempting to superimpose her ideas onto a
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drawing. She has written 12-:-2=6 on her paper, but does not seem to be able
to show this in her drawing.
Episode Number 416 has twenty-three coded instances of justification
and reasoning. Six of these involve measurement. Three involve natural
numbers. Fourteen involve fractions. In this episode, four students, Jen, Liza,
Maria and Betty are trying to decide how many bows, each two-thirds meter in
length, can be made from two meters of ribbon. They use a meter stick. They
demonstrate an understanding of what one-third meter is and what two-thirds
meter looks like. Maria states that before you can find two-thirds of a meter,
you must divide the meter into three one-third partitions. The girls convert the
meter to one hundred centimeters and then divide one hundred by three.
Although they are making use of division with natural numbers, using the three
as a divisor indicates that they understand the meaning of one-third. They
know there are three one-thirds in one. They seem to be using the conversion
to natural numbers to get an accurate positioning of the two-thirds meter mark.
Episode Number 418, which is the final episode of this study, has twentyone coded instances of justification and reasoning. Eight of these involve a
representation. Three of these involve natural numbers and ten of these
involve fractions. In this episode, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, calls the class
together to examine the work that two students, Art and Katy, have done. They
have created a representation, which illustrates how they solved the problem of
finding out how many bows, each two-thirds meter in length, can be made from
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twelve meters of ribbon. Their drawing consists of a line representing the
twelve meters with vertical lines used to partition the segment into
representational one-meter sections. The marking off of one-third meter
sections indicates an understanding of the meaning of a unit fraction and the
bracketing of two-thirds meter sections indicates an understanding of the
meaning on non-unit fractions. Art and Katy then explain how they counted the
number of bracketed sections, each representing one bow that could be made,
in order to find the total number of bows that could be made from two meters of
ribbon.

Representations
There were five forms of representation that were coded in these data. They
are representations in the form of
•

language.

•

drawings.

•

models.

•

symbols.

•

gestures.

There are 168 coded representations found over the course of the four
days of this study. Students generate a significant number of these
representations, 133 of them (79.2%), for themselves. Eighteen of the
representations (10.7%) are generated by teachers and teacher / researchers.
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Seventeen of the representations (10.1 %) are generated by students, but used
by other students. In other words, students generate 150 of the 168 (89.3%)
coded representations.
There are six coded representations generated by teachers and teacher I
researchers in the form of a model, one in the form of a gesture and eleven in
the form of symbolic notation. About half of the coded teacher generated
representations appear scattered throughout the episodes. There are,
however, a few clusters. In Episode Number 212, there are five teachergenerated representations in the form of symbolic notation. In this episode, the
teacher I researcher, T/R1, talks with the students in the entire class about the
work they had done with the ribbons. She questions them about how many
bows of various sizes can be made from one meter of ribbon. As each solution
is presented, she writes it in symbolic notation, on an overhead transparency.
For example, when the students say that there can be four bows, each onefourth of a meter in length, made from one meter of ribbon, she writes 1-'-

~

=4.

Number sentences such as this one appear in the students' written work from
the previous day, so they are not initiated by the teacher I researcher.
However, by writing this symbolic notation as she does, she fosters the
connection between the activity that the students were engaged in and the
mathematics embedded within the activity. In Episode Number 213, there are
three instances of a representation generated by the teacher in the form of
symbolic notation. This episode, which begins approximately three and a half
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minutes after the previous one, continues the class review of the work done
with the ribbons and bows. It is the last episode of the day in which the teacher
/ researcher summarizes the day's work with the entire class. In this episode
the teacher / researcher leads a class discussion of how many bows of various
sizes can be made from two meters of ribbon.

In this episode, the students

move back and forth between referring to the ribbons and bows, and to the
number sentences. The teacher / researcher acts as a recorder, chronicling the
number sentences on the overhead transparency in symbolic notation.
Of the seventeen representations that students build for use by others,
fifteen are in the form of a drawing and two are in symbolic notation. Of the 133
coded representations that students build for themselves, one is in the form of
language, eighteen are in the form of symbols, twenty-nine are in the form of
models, thirty-nine are in the form of gestures and forty-six are in the form of
diagrams. While most of these numerous coded representations are scattered
throughout the episodes, there are a few clusters that need to be acknowledged
and examined. Clusters of representations in the form of gestures occur in
Episodes Number 402,403,404.5 and 418. In these episodes, the teacher /
researcher is talking with the entire class and students respond to specific
questions affirmatively by raising their hands or nodding. In addition, in Episode
Number 402, two students, Benny and Cassie, use the span of their arms to
estimate the length of a meter.
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Instances of coded representations in the form of a model, generated by
students for themselves are scattered throughout the episodes. These
instances appear once in an episode except for Episodes Number 124, 206.5,
207 and 412. In Episode 206.5, there are three such instances and in each of
the others there are two. Although, this is not a vast number of occurrences per
episode, the conditions surrounding these occurrences bear examination.
While Episode Number 206.5 and Episode Number 207 are consecutive, they
occur in different areas and involve different students and teachers. In Episode
Number 206.5, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, is asking Alyce and Julie to
show her what one-half meter and one-third meter of ribbon would look like.
The girls formulate models of these lengths using ribbon, first by folding and
then my making pen marks. They use their model of one-third of a meter to
indicate what two-thirds of a meter would look like. In Episode Number 207,
the principal is talking with Jon and Alex about their representations and
solutions. Alex uses the one-meter long white ribbon twice to represent the
length of the two-meter blue ribbon. Throughout his explanation, he refers to
the two meters and two discrete one-meter pieces. In this case, the
representation he has created gets in the way of his finding of a solution
because when he imagines cutting the white ribbon into lengths that are twothirds meter in length, he ends up with four discrete pieces of ribbon. In
Episode Number 213, Alex indicates that he believes that four bows, each twothirds meter in length, could be made from two meters of ribbon. When in
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Episode Number 214, the teacher 1 researcher, T/R1, approaches him, he is
focused on the two-meter blue piece of ribbon, but refers to it being represented
by two one-meter white pieces of ribbon. Thus, when he makes imaginary cuts
at the two-thirds mark of each piece of white ribbon, he ends up with four pieces
and assumes he had four bows. It is not until the teacher 1 researcher pushes
him to show where the two-thirds meter partitions would be along the blue, twometer length, that he is able to realize that only three such bows could be
made.
Episode Number 124 depicts a student, Alyce, as she builds a train [two
or more contiguous Cuisenaire Rods® whose combined length is treated as
one length] of an orange Cuisenaire Rod® and a yellow Cuisenaire Rod®. In
this episode, Alyce draws a diagram of this train with another train of white
Cuisenaire Rods® along its length. In her drawing, she has thirteen white rods
as the same length as the train. She counts them as she draws the white rods
and comes up with thirteen. She then separates the orange and the yellow
rods in her model and she places ten white rods alongside the orange and five
white rods alongside the yellow, counting the white rods and coming up with
fifteen. In her final written work, she calls the white rods each one-fifteenth and
writes the number sentence, 1-;.- 1/15

=15.

She does not seem to be concerned

with the inconsistency between her drawing and her model and she apparently
has more confidence in what her model depicts than what her drawing depicts.
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In Episode Number 412, Maria and her partner, Betty are in
disagreement over how many bows, each one-half meter in length can be made
from twelve meters of ribbon. Maria uses her pen to represent one, as she
tries to explain her thinking to Betty. She insists that there would only be two
bows that could be made from the ribbon represented by her pen. Maria is
using the pen to represent the entire length of ribbon and she is dividing that in
half rather than dividing each meter in half. When she understands that each of
the meters of ribbon will yield two bows that are one-half meter in length, she
changes her mind and agrees with Betty that there will be twenty-four such
bows. Maria's model represents her misconception. She uses it to express
her ideas and to communicate what she is thinking. This enables the teacher /
researcher, who has been observing the exchange between Maria and Betty, to
guide Maria towards a more appropriate understanding of the problem.
Most of the coded instances of representations generated by students in
the form of symbols are scattered throughout the episodes, with no more than
one or two per episode. In Episode Number 306, there are three such coded
instances. In this episode, Art uses symbolic notation to explain how to multiply
three times twenty-seven. In his notation, he separates the twenty-seven into
twenty and seven and finds the partial products separately, adding them
together in another step. Art's partner, Katy, represents the product using the
standard algorithm, but she is unable to understand how her solution is like
Art's. Art does not seem to be able to understand what Katy did. It is
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interesting to note that both Katy and Art are able to multiply three times twentyseven using their own symbolic notation, and yet, each one is unable to
comprehend the notation used by the other.

In a previous episode, Episode

Number 305, Art and Katy discuss their multiplication with the teacher I
researcher, T/R1. Art had represented the product by adding twenty-seven
three times. His work indicates an attempt to have used the same symbolic
representation that Katy had, but he had crossed this out and he says that it is
wrong.
Episode Number 413 contains six coded instances of a representation in
the form of symbolic notation being generated by a student. In this episode,
Jon and Alex disagree about the accuracy of the multiplication that Alex has
performed for finding out the product of eighteen and twelve. Alex makes two
distinct errors which results in the incorrect product of eighty-eight. In the first
error, Alex subtracts the carried ten instead of adding it, getting seventy-six
instead of ninety-six when he multiplies eight times twelve. His second error
indicates that he is not considering that the one, which he uses as a multiplier,
is really one ten. He makes a place value error. When Jon continues to insist
that Alex is incorrect, Alex begins to draw a diagram.
There are a total of sixty-one coded instances of a representation in the
form of a diagram being created by a student. Fifteen of these are for use by
another student and forty-six of these are for use by the student who creates
them. Nearly half of these instances are scattered throughout the episodes.
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Most of the diagrams that students draw are linear. For example, in Episode
Number 207, Alex draws a picture of what he is thinking that represents the
number of ribbons, each two-thirds of a meter in length, which can be made
from two meters of ribbon. He states that there can be four such bows made.
In his linear drawing, he divides the two-meter length into two one-meter
lengths and marks off two two-third meter lengths. Although his diagram shows
three two-thirds lengths, Alex continues to say that there are four bows being
made. He says, " ... Take two-thirds, there's three-thirds, so take two-thirds plus
two-thirds plus one-third and one-third. You have two more thirds." Above the
last two-thirds, Alex has written, "left". These one-third leftover pieces are not
yet joined in his mental representation to make one bow, even though they are,
in his diagram. His misconception is not cleared up until Episode Number 214
when the teacher I researcher, T/R1, approaches him. Very shortly after Alex
draws his diagram in Episode Number 207, the class is called together to begin
the review. Perhaps the principal would have been able to question him about
his diagram so that his ideas would be consistent with the representation.
However, when Episode Number 207 ends, Alex's diagram does not appear to
map directly to how he explains his solution.
Art and his partner, Katy, also create a linear representation to solve the
problem of how many bows, each two-thirds meter in length, could be made
from twelve meters of ribbon. In Episode Number 417, Art is explaining his
representation to the teacher I researcher, T/R2. In Episode Number 418, there
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are a total of twenty-four coded representations involving a drawing. Most of
this episode involves Art and Katy's explanation of how their diagram can be
used to solve the problem. In their linear diagram, they use a horizontal line to
represent the twelve meters. They partition this horizontal line with long vertical
lines to represent each of the meters and smaller lines to represent each onethird of a meter. They then bracket each two one-third-meter sections and
count the bracketed sections to end up with eighteen bows. Art and Katy
explain their representation three times during this episode.
Episode Number 407.5a contains twenty-one instances of coded
representations in the form of a diagram. As this episode begins, Eileen and
her partner, Julie, disagree about how many bows, each one-half meter in
length, can be made from twelve meters of ribbon. Julie draws a diagram to
represent her thinking. She draws twelve lines and circles every two lines.
When questioned, she says that each line represents one-half meter of ribbon.
The teacher / researcher's questions help Julie to recognize that her
representation does not map to the given problem, because her drawing
represents twelve halves, not twelve meters. Then the teacher / researcher
tells Julie to think of another, simpler problem, finding out how many bows two
meters in length can be made from twelve meters of ribbon. To solve this
problem, Julie draws twelve lines with twos above them. She puts a box
around two of them, saying that this is two meters and that two meters would be
one [bow]. Julie is unsure of her answer to the question so the teacher /
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researcher suggests that she start again. Julie begins another diagram. This
time she draws a linear diagram. She begins with a horizontal line across the
page and says that this represents twelve meters. She then draws vertical lines
through the horizontal lines representing where she would actually cut the
ribbon. Julie draws horizontal lines connecting these vertical lines to represent
the two-meter lengths. She partitions ten sections. When told to mark the tops
with twos so that she will know when she gets to the twelve meters, Julie marks
the first six sections. Although she comes up with the correct answer to the
question, it is not clear how she is using her representation. It appears that part
of her drawing is arbitrary and that she has ignored the part of the
representation that does not conform to the problem. When the teacher /
researcher leaves Eileen and Julie to continue to work on making bows each
one-half meter in length, Julie continues to use a linear model. For this
problem, Eileen creates an area model. She draws twelve rectangles and
divides each in half. She claims that she has twelve squares that she split and
that the halves must be counted in order to know how many bows can be made.
Julie draws twenty-four vertical lines going through her horizontal line and
circles every two vertical lines. When she counts her circles, she gets twelve.
She asks Eileen if they should count the halves or the meters. Eileen tells her
to count the halves. Eileen has drawn another area representation consisting of
twelve circles that she says she has split in half. For Julie, it seems that the
representations she draws are not clearly mapped to the questions being
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asked. She therefore appears to confuse what she sees when she looks at
some parts of her drawing. When the girls are asked to make a transparency of
their work, they create a line under which it says, "Picture this a [sic] 12 meter."
Their diagram is portioned into eleven sections. Below this is another line that
is partitioned into twelve sections with every other section having a longer
vertical line. Each two sections in this drawing are labeled, one whole, and
below it is written, "1/2 + 112

=1 whole."

Below this is written, "6 1 wholes" and

"I added 1/2 12 times." Though both Eileen and Julie's names appear on this
work, the end of it seems consistent with the misconceptions that Julie
experienced in mapping the representations to the problems.

Ideas Expressed
The Ideas Expressed Codes track to whom ideas are expressed and
under what conditions they are expressed. The mathematical content of the
ideas is not coded here. The purpose of these codes is to determine under
what conditions students express their ideas in order to examine how students
communicate their mathematical understanding.
In this study, there were 506 coded instances of students expressing
their ideas. Of these, 202 (39.9%) were ideas expressed to the teacher, 173
(34.2%) were ideas expressed to the entire class and 131 (25.9%) were ideas
expressed to other students.

While only about 26% of the coded instances of

ideas expressed involved students expressing ideas to one of their peers, it is
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clear that students are talking with each other about their ideas on at least 131
occasions.
There is an increase in the number of times that students express their
ideas as time elapses. On Day 1 of this study, there were forty coded instances
of ideas expressed. On Day 2, there were ninety-six. On Day 3, there were
one hundred thirty-one and on Day 4, there were two hundred thirty-nine. This
would seem to suggest that students developed their ideas about division of
fractions, and therefore had more thoughts to express.
Fifty-seven

perc~nt

of the all of the ideas expressed are in response to a

question posed either by the teacher or by other students. In the cases of
responses to questions expressed to the class, the teacher asks almost all of
the questions. This indicates that the role of the teacher is significant, but that
is not the only factor of importance in students' expression of ideas.
Four percent of the ideas expressed are generalizations rather than
ideas relative to the specific task. However, seventy-five percent of these
generalizations occur in the last two days of the study. This suggests that after
the first two days of this study, students are beginning to be attentive to more
than just completion of the task. They are beginning to look for mathematical
meaning in what they observe.
There are some clusters of coded ideas expressed. The first one of
these takes place during Episode Number 311, which is the final episode of Day
3 of the study. This is the only occurrence of a coding cluster that does not take

F
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place on the final day of the study. This episode is the summative one of the
day, where the teacher I researcher, T/R1, calls the class together in order to
review the work that was done during this session. During this episode, there
are twenty-three coded occurrences of students expressing ideas. Eighteen of
these are expressed to the class in response to a specific question. Clearly, the
teacher I researcher creates the conditions that enable these ideas to be
expressed by asking appropriate questions.
Episode Number 402 contains thirty-five coded instances of ideas
expressed. Twenty-nine of these are ideas expressed to the class, in response
to a question. In this episode, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, is still reviewing
the work that was done the previous day and is talking with the entire class.
Her questions facilitate the students' expression of their ideas to the class.
Episode Number 403 and Episode Number 404.5 each have nineteen
coded instances of expression of ideas. These episodes are continuations of
the whole group opening of the session. These episodes have eleven and
eighteen coded instances of ideas expressed respectively, in response to a
specific question.
Episode Number 407.5 has forty-four coded occasions of ideas
expressed, making it the episode with the greatest number. The teacher I
researcher, T/R2, is not present for the entire episode. When this episode
begins, two students, Eileen and her partner, Julie, are in disagreement about
how many bows, each one-half meter in length, can be made from twelve
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meters of ribbon. The teacher I researcher approaches them and discusses
their solutions with them. She then leaves the girls to complete the rest of the
problems on their own. There are nineteen cases of students expressing ideas
to the teacher and twenty-five cases of students expressing ideas to each other.
The students use different representations to solve the problems and they
communicate with each other as they draw them, sharing ideas about what they
have drawn. They explain their drawings; they ask each other questions and
answer these questions. Ultimately, towards the end of the episode, the girls
agree upon a representation, which they begin to put onto an overhead
transparency.
Episode Number 412 contains twenty-three cases of students expressing
ideas. Nineteen of these are ideas expressed to students. The teacher I
researcher, T/R1, is called over by Maria, who is in disagreement with her
partner, Betty about how many bows, each one-half meter in length can be
made from a piece of ribbon that is twelve meters long. The teacher I
researcher helps Maria to understand her misconception about what the
problem was asking and then she says that Maria and Betty can be joined by
Jen and Liza to finish the rest of the problems. The four girls continue to do the
work and they communicate their explanations to each other. Maria continues
to struggle to solve the problems and she disagrees with the others. Each
explains her rationale for her work. At the end of the episode, Maria does not
appear to be completely convinced of what the others have said and is seen
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staring ahead, appearing to be thinking about what has transpired. Even
though there is no final resolution for Maria, there is communication of ideas
among these students, which has given her something to think about.
Episode Number 416 contains fifteen coded instances of students
expressing ideas. In this episode, Maria, Betty, Jen and Liza are using a meter
stick to find out how many bows, each two-thirds meter in length, can be made
from twelve meters. This is the problem that Maria did not resolve in Episode
Number 412. The girls are using the meter stick to help Maria to understand
the solution. The teacher I researcher, T/R1, is involved in part of their
discussion. Ten of the instances of coded ideas expressed are expressed to
the teacher and five are expressed among the girls. Most of the ideas
expressed to the teacher in this episode consist of the repetition of ideas that
the group has already established. For example, Maria tells T/R1 that they
need three-thirds and Jen corrects her saying they need two-thirds. Maria says
she knows that, but that you have to divide it [the meter] into three thirds.
Although these ideas are expressed to the teacher, they are also part of the
discourse among the students.
Episode Number 418 contains thirty-six instances of ideas expressed. It
is the last episode of this study. Most of the episode consists of two students,
Art and Katy, explaining their representation for finding out how many bows,
each two-thirds meter in length can be made from twelve meters of ribbon. Art
explains the entire solution twice and Katy does it once, sharing their ideas with
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the entire class. Twenty of the coded instances of ideas expressed are in
response to questions asked by the teacher I researcher, T/R1. She asks
students watching the presentation questions about what Art and Katy have
constructed in their representation. Their responses indicate that they are
attentive to their peers and are able to understand each other's thinking.

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS

The fourth grade children in Colts Neck, NJ whose construction of
mathematical ideas are the subject of this study, received no formal instruction
about fractions. They were not taught algorithms. They did not use textbooks
or practice books. This research, as well as the work of others, (Maher,
Martino, R. B. Davis, 1994; Alston, R. B. Davis, Maher, Martino, 1994;
Steencken, Maher, 1998; Martino, Maher, 1999; Steencken, 2001) traces and
documents the emergence and development of powerful mathematical ideas
about fractions, and the conditions which were in place in an attempt to
occasion these constructions of knowledge about fractions.

The Role of the Teacher

The teacher is central, though not exclusively responsible, for what
happens in a classroom. It is the premise of this researcher that the role of the
mathematics teacher involves at least three components, each of which played
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a significant role in the development of students' understanding of fractions as
evidenced in this research. These elements are difficult to examine separately
because their implementations overlap. The aforementioned rudiments are the
following.
•

Development of a classroom community.

•

Choice of appropriate problems.

•

Teacher Interventions.

Bellisio (2001) 4 documented classroom conditions that the late Robert B.
Davis included in the Madison Project, which began in 1957. These conditions,
as well as others which will be described subsequently, were put in place in
Colts Neck by the principal researcher, Carolyn A. Maher. There was a
supportive atmosphere, where children's work was respected. Teacher /
researchers listened to what students said and took an interest in their work,
giving students the sense that their work was important. Though researchers
spent a great deal of time planning the activities, the sessions were also student
- driven. Evidence of this exists on Day II of the study, when several students
pursued extensions to the problem which involved multiplication of a one digit
multiplier and a larger multiplicand. In Episodes 304.5, 305, 305.6, 305.8, 306,
307,307.5, and 308.5 5 , we see how students have taken an interest in

4
5

See Chapter II of this study.
For detailed coded narratives and selected transcriptions, see chapter IV.
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multiplying larger numbers. The teacher I researchers have seen the students'
attention directed to this and encourage deeper thinking about these concepts.
The students are asked to explain why the multiplication algorithm, which they
had previously been taught, works and how it works. It is the students' curiosity
that has dictated this diversion. When teacher I researchers pursue that which
interests them, students believe that their ideas are valued.
In particular, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, attends to Art and Katyas
they struggle to make meaning of how to multiply 3 x 27.

In Episode 305,

when the students indicate that multiplying twenty-seven by three is the same
as adding twenty-seven three times, the teacher I researcher probes their
understanding.

T/R1:

Does it work? I mean Art showed me here three ti. .. if you have 3
x 27, it means you have 27, three times and he proved to me that
it's 81. How ... Why does that work?

Katy:

Because you add that.

T/R1:

I don't understand why that works.

In the above excerpt, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, has said that she doesn't
know why the algorithm works and has implied that it is important to her that
she knows why it works. By doing this, she has made this investigation a joint
effort between herself and the students. That engages Art and Katy to provide
a more detailed explanation of their thinking.
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Art:

What you're basically saying is that you have 27, three times and
then you get the answer.

Katy:

You're just adding it faster.

T/R1:

I don't know why that works ... that adding faster. [She points to
. Art's crossed out work.] 6 See, Art added faster and it didn't work.
Does it always work?

Katy:

No

T/R1:

It doesn't always work.

Katy:

It does sometimes.

T/R1:

But Art's was different. I'm kinda curious about that. See if you
can come up with a rule that works all the time. You know what it
means, right? Something to think about, right? You said you had
27 three times. Would it work if you had 20 three times and 7
three times?

The teacher I researcher has encouraged Katy and Art to extend their
understanding of multiplication. She continues to talk with them about the
meaning of multiplication and about why the standard algorithm works. She
leaves them to continue talking together and returns to them later on. Katy and
Art spend a large portion of the session trying to make meaning out of
multiplication.

6 See Figure 5.
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In Episode 308, the teacher I researcher, T/R1, intervenes to elicit a
better understanding of the process of multiplication from both Betty and her
partners, Jen and Liza.

T/R1:

Three times seven is 21. Why don't you write that down? Three
times seven is 21. Now when you say 21, what does that mean?
21, does that mean two plus one or three? What does that mean?
The 21?

Jen:

The 21 means uh you're 7, 14, 21 .... that you're taking the 7

Betty:

You're taking the 7 three times.

Jen:

the 7 three times

T/R1:

But what does this 21 mean? What does 21 mean?

Liza:

Twenty-one means 2 times ....

T/R1:

It means two tens and one - one, Liza?
one - one?

Liza:

Yeah

T/R1:

OK

It means two tens and

The teacher I researcher has drawn the girls' attention to the place value of the
numbers that are being multiplied. This will help them to understand why the
procedure that they used works.

Jen:

Yeah, like if you have like last year we were doing like about these
things [She draws a picture- See Appendix K] and really ten
blocks in there

T/R1:

yeah
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Jen:

and then we had two of 'em

T/R1:

oh ok yeah two tens

Jen:

then we had a one

Betty:

yeah

T/R1:

So I'm confused. When you say carry the 2 you're not carrying 2
of these [points to unit in Jen's picture]

Jen:

We're carrying two tens

The girls have recalled what they have learned about the meaning of place
value as it relates to multiplication. They are able to distinguish between the
tens and ones, which they are "carrying".

T/R1:

You're carrying 2 tens. You're carrying 2 tens. So how does this
work? 3 times 7 is 21 once right? Or 2 tens and one - one, right?
So how does that work? Why does that work? Think, Liza. What
does this carrying the 2 mean?

Betty:

Oh because

T/R1:

Betty

Betty:

No

T/R1:

What are you thinking?

Betty:

I was thinking it would be all right because this 2 would be in the
tens column [points to the 2 that was carried in the computation]

T/R1:

That's a 10 also. Ok so here you have 3 times 2 [She points to the
2 in 27.] tens. That's 6 tens and this is two more tens gives you 8
tens so your answer is 8 tens and 1 one. Does that make sense?

Betty & Liza: Yeah
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T/R1:

Ok I wonder if you could share that with Jen who didn't hear what
we just said because I might ask you later why does that work.
You think you could explain it?

By establishing the meaning of the place value, the basis for understanding the
procedure for multiplying has taken form. At home, Betty wrote, "I think you
can carry numbers, but if the number is going in the 10's clowumn [sic] it has to
have a ten value. Same with the 100's, 1,000's ect. [sic] [See Appendix J]
Allowing for students to share their work with the class, and then asking
other students to comment on this work also shows students that their work is
respected. There are twenty-three coded instances where the teacher I
researcher asks students for agreement with a student's ideas. (See Appendix
C)
As teachers move away from the traditional role of the authority who
imparts information to a passive, receptive group of students, they are
supportive of alternative strategies for finding solutions.

In this study, the

teacher I researcher requests that students offer various strategies for solving
the problem. In Episode 403 7 , the teacher I researcher, T/R1, asks for the
various methods that students used to solve the problem of finding how many
bows, each one-third meter in length, could be made from nine meters of
ribbon. Various students offer explanations of how they solved the problem as

7 See Chapter IV.
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T/R1 lists these methods on an overhead transparency.

8

T/R1:

... So I'm imagining a ribbon along the floor going out one meter
and I'm imagining one-third meter lengths and I'm counting them.
Right? How many will I count out if I count them?

Student:

Twenty-seven

T/R1:

Twenty-seven. Some of you didn't count them. Some of you
found an interesting way of getting your answer without counting,
right, Art? What was that?

Art:

That was you multiply nine times three and you get twenty-seven.

T/R1:

... I remember people did it several ways. Ok. Let's look at the
different ways people thought about this. Some of you counted
up ... how many one-third meter lengths there were. Right? Some
of you did it by counting. You took the one-third meter and you
counted them and you had how many of them when you counted
them up?

Mario:

You had ... you had three.

T/R1:

Three for each meter.

Mario:

Yeah

T/R1:

So for nine meters you had ...

Mario:

umm ... you had nine

T/R1:

You had the three nine times.

Mario:

Yeah.

8 See Figure 9.
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T/R1:

Is that right? Some of you did it that way. Does that make
sense? So some of you had the three, you had one-third, onethird, one-third and you had it nine times. Well that's what we
wrote here, didn't we? Nine times three, right? The three, nine
times ... Ok ... So that was a way to do it. Some of you did it. You
said welL .. What was another way? We have counting. We have
this way nine times three equals twenty-seven. What was a third
way ... that someone did this problem? Anne?

Anne:

Adding.

T/R1:

Yeah, How did you do that?

Anne:

You just put the number down three times and you add it.

Student:

That's counting.

CT:

What number?

T/R1:

What you did is you said there are three times. And there are
three times again and there are three times again. Right? How
many times did you have three?

Anne:

Ummm

T/R1:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Is that right?

Anne:

Yeah.

T/R1:

And that added up to ...

Anne:

Umm... We did this in three [inaudible] and we added up to nine.

The teacher I researcher, T/R1, has not in any way expected that students
would use one particular method to solve the problem. She has shown respect
for students' ideas by encouraging the sharing of various strategies. In the
excerpt that follows, she reinforces this and tells students that all of the
methods are equally acceptable, that what is important is that the students use
the method that enables them to solve additional problems.
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T/R1:

Ok. So you added this up to nine? [She had written a column of
nine threes and now brackets the first three threes and puts a nine
outside the bracket.] You added this up to nine. [She brackets
another three threes and puts a nine outside the bracket.] You
added this up to nine .. [She brackets another three threes and
puts a nine outside the bracket.] And all those nines gave you ...
twenty-seven? That was another way ... Is that right. .. that some
people did the problem? Ok. Did anyone do it any other way? I
don't really ... I mean all these are wonderful ways ... right?
They're all great ways of doing it. Whatever way you're thinking
about, the important thing is can you do a different problem and
work it out with these ways?
Maher and Martino (2000) state the importance of giving students

enough time to think deeply about mathematics. The students in this study
were allowed three sessions, each lasting about an hour, to work on the
problem of Holiday Bows. They were given the opportunity to use concrete
materials and then to think deeply about the mathematics behind the problem.
The first session of this study, the one that preceded their work on Holiday
Bows, involved division of a natural number by a unit fraction. The students
used Cuisenaire Rods® to build models, as they had in the earlier sessions
(Steencken, 2001), to create representations of division (See Appendix F).
As the children worked on the problems, communication between
student and teacher and among students was encouraged. Students
developed a collaborative perspective and did not work in isolation. Their
communication was substantive. In several episodes, students are seen
collaborating with their peers. In particular, we see in Episode number 412 9

9 See

Chapter IV
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that Maria and her partner, Betty, are working together to find out how many
bows, each one-half meter in length, can be made from twelve meters of ribbon.
Ma (1999) says that it is a common error to confuse dividing by one-half with
dividing by two. Maria apparently has this misconception.

Maria:

There's only one meter and you cut it.

Betty:

But see the meters, the bows are gonna be a half-meter.

Maria:

Ok. Say this ...

Betty:

So there can't be 2

Maria:

Say this [her pen] was one. It's not. I know that. You divide it
into half. [She places her finger approximately in the middle of the
pen.] You're gonna have two pieces. That's it. [She points to
each section of the pen on either side of the point where she
divided it in half with her finger.] You're not gonna have twentyfour.

Maria is using her pen as a representation for her ideas. Next, Betty responds
to Maria's explanation in a way that indicates that she appears to understand
Maria's erroneous belief.

Betty:

But you have twelve meters.

Maria:

I know. I know.

T/R1:

Ok

Betty:

So you can't. You gotta divide each meter in half.

Maria:

Really?

Betty:

Yeah.

pi
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Maria:

You have to divide each meter in half? [said in what appears to
be disbelief with emphasis on "each']

Maria is attending to what Betty has said. Betty's statement has caused a
perturbation for Maria.

T/R1:

Ok. When we're talking about twelve yards of ribbon ... ok, you
know how much that is. You can imagine that. You can imagine
a half a meter?

Maria:

Yeah

T/R1:

Ok, so what is the question? How many bows can we make when
each one is a half-meter?

Maria:

Oh, each one?

T/R1:

... of twelve meters. Right. How many half-meter bows can we
make?

Maria:

I thought you meant like ... one ... the whole thing.

When the teacher I researcher, T/R1, then intervenes, Maria indicates that she
recognizes the error in her thinking. She realizes that she had been looking at
the one-half operatively and taking one-half of the entire length of ribbon.

T/R1:

I didn't say I was cutting the twelve meters in half. I wanna know
how many half meter length bows I can make.

Maria:

Ok

T/R1:

You change your mind?

Maria:

Yeah.

T/R1:

Ok.

Maria:

Cause I thought you meant the whole thing was one.
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T/R1:

Ok. So you agree?
Yeah

Maria:

After the teacher I researcher, T/R1, repeats the question being asked, Maria
not only says that she has changed her mind, but she again states what she
had been thinking before which led to her misconception. She indicates that
she now agrees with Betty.
There is other evidence of student discourse. For example, in Episode
204.5 10 Cassie, Eileen and Benny are talking about a pattern that Cassie
believes she has recognized in the problems.

Cassie:

The next column cause you keep on doubling [While pointing to
her worksheet] when you go to another thing [section of the
worksheet] .

Eileen:

[Inaudible] as you double it [pointing to her worksheet]

Benny:

[Inaudible] I'm getting it wrong [while writing on his worksheet]

Cassie:

[talking over Benny and Eileen and reaching over to point to
Eileen's worksheet section 11/- Gold Ribbon, which is 3m in
length] It starts out on two, and then you add two more it's four,
then you add two more it's six. [Pauses] 'Cause see ... 'cause see
three plus three each ... each three has a half in it. .. so the first
one's gonna be one, two [taps two fingers to count], the next one's
gonna be three, four [taps two fingers again], and the next one's
gonna be five, six [taps two fingers again] so you have to write six
down here [points to the top line of section III of the worksheet
where one must indicate the number of bows 112 meter in length
that can be made from a piece of gold ribbon, which is three
meters in length]. Ok, so then you write six bows under five [She

10

See Chapter IV
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is writing in section II - Blue Ribbon, which is two meters in
length] and then seven bows.

Benny:

I don't ge ... What the last one, Caity?

Cassie:

and then 8 bows

Benny:

Cassie, did you read this? Two [the two in the numerator of 2/3 m]

The pattern that Cassie believes will work is arithmetic. She tries to show it to
the others as she continues the pattern. Benny challenges her idea because it
doesn't seem reasonable to him when the bows are two-thirds of a meter. He
draws her attention to the two in the numerator, but she does not relent.
Cassie:

I think that's it. Ok, now you go down to there [section Ilion
worksheet - Gold Ribbon, which is three meters in length] and it's
six ... six bows, seven bows ... [to Eileen] Are you writing this
down? [Sarcastically] I don't think so.

Eileen:

Because I wanna test it out. I don't want to just keep writing it.

Cassie:

[Holding up her workshee~ See. Look it. Look it. Look it. Do
you think this [section III, first answer] would be six? This guy? If
this is three meters and three meters ... each one has two halves
in it, so then three ... don't write on my paper. .. three and ummm
one [meter] would be one, two. The next one would be three, four
and the next one would be five, six. Ok? So that's three meters
like we did ... so ok? You believe me?

Eileen:

Well, I'm just writing what I think.

When Cassie insists that she is correct, and that the others should just write
what she is saying, Eileen says that she wants to test the ideas before she
writes them down. In essence, she is telling Eileen that she is not convinced.
She needs to justify the solutions. Benny then tries to explain why she is
wrong.
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Cassie:

Ok. Ok. Then there would be 8 bows ... 8 bows, 9 bows, 10 bows

Benny:

Cassie, you have to times all these by 3.

Cassie:

So, no, you just keep going on. That's how it is on these 2 other
ones [sections]. So why wouldn't it be on the last one?

Eileen:

I [Inaudible] I think [Inaudible] was right.

Cassie:

[To Benny] How do you know?

Benny:

Because I know.

Eileen:

[Laughs]

Benny:

[More adamantly] Because I know.

Cassie:

How do you know?

Now Cassie is asking Benny for justification. She is not convinced of what he is
saying. This helps him to give a more specific reason for his disagreement with
her pattern.

Benny:

They all don't go in order. They don't go 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11,12,13

Cassie:

T/R2 said this [Points to section

Benny:

Yeah, but that's with one [m of ribbon]. That was one, two and
then with three [meters of ribbon] you times these [points to
section /~ by two and these [points to section II~ by three.

~

was right.

Apparently, Cassie is considering the validity of what Benny has said because
when the teacher I researcher, T/R2, approaches them she says the following.

Cassie:

[Taps her lip with her pen and appears to be thinking] Ok. [To
T/R2, who has just returned] We messed up on this.
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One component that the teacher has a great deal of control over, and
therefore a great deal of responsibility for, is the selection of appropriate
problems. The problem Holiday Bows (See Appendix H) was selected for use
in three sessions of this teaching experiment. On the day prior to beginning this
problem, the students worked on Cuisenaire Rod® activities (See Appendix I)
just as they had in the earliest sessions. In fact, students recognized that these
activities appeared familiar as is seen in the excerpt below from Episode 114.11
The earlier activities with the

Cuisen~ire

Rods® have been the subject of other

research (Steencken 2001).

Bob:

One divided by one sixth equals six. 'Cause it was like what we
did when our parents were here. I think we did one divided by
one-eighth equals eight. So it's like what how many eighths are in
one. It would be eight.

Bob recalled finding out how many of one color Cuisenaire Rod® would be
equal in length to another rod, which was called the number, one, and then
finding out the number name of that rod, which would be a unit fraction. Those
activities began in September, which was three months prior to this session. In
the activities that the students did on the first day of this study (See Appendix I)
they had the additional task of writing a number sentence to describe the

11

See Chapter IV.
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relationship between the unit and the unit fraction. In generalized terms, the
students were asked to take the models they had built and use them to explain
the relationship between the dividend and the divisor.
On the second day of this study, the students were introduced to the
problem, Holiday Bows (See Appendix H). In this activity, students are told they
have various lengths of ribbon from which they must make bows, which require
a range of fractional parts of a meter of ribbon. Their task was to determine
how many bows of each size could be made from each of the given ribbon
lengths. This problem was very engaging for the students. It was assigned
before the holidays and so working with bows for holiday gifts was very much a
part of their real-world experience. The question sheets that the students were
given did not refer to division. The students were asked to write an explanation
or to draw a picture of what they did to find out the number of bows. The
mathematics was put into a context so that it became a tool to find a solution,
rather than an end unto itself. The activity was selected because it developed
the idea of division of a natural number by a fraction. The problem design
allowed for children to devise their own methods for finding solutions and to
make generalizations from their findings, which would eventually become the
construction of an algorithm.
The way in which teacher's intervene as students participate in activities
conveys a great deal about how the teacher views teaching, the class,
individual students and the nature of the subject matter. The primary role of the

F-
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teachers in this study was to act as observers and facilitators. In this study,
there were six categories of teacher interventions that were coded. 12 These
classifications refer specifically to what the teacher did, in contrast to Towers's
(1998) categories of teacher interventions, which classify based on what the
teacher hoped to accomplish with the intervention. For example, a teacher may
intervene by "rug-pulling", which Towers states is doing something to create a
perturbation for the student and more specifically, intervene by giving
information that creates a contradiction. A teacher may ask a series of
questions and direct a student to representations, which Towers would call
"shepherding" .
In the data that were observed here, the focus of the teacher
interventions was to promote student thinking. Teacher / researchers did not
tell students if their answers were correct or incorrect. If a teacher tells a
student that an answer is correct, there is no incentive for the student to
continue to think. The student is done. However, when a teacher asks a
student to justify a solution, he or she must reconstruct what was done. This
question might be invocative (Pirie & Kieren, 1994), which would cause the
student to fold back to an earlier layer of understanding and to strengthen the
ideas that have been developed.

12 See Chapter IV and Appendix A.
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In Episode 206 13 , we see the principal, who is also a mathematics
education researcher, intervening with two boys to elicit an explanation for why
there are four bows, each one-half meter in length, which can be made from a
two-meter length of ribbon, which is blue. If she had said that their answer of
four bows were correct, the discussion would have ended. The boys would not
need to explain their thoughts in order to justify their solution. Instead, the
principal said, "Why are you gonna get four bows? 'Cause I'm ... I'm confused.
Convince me." The boys proceeded to explain that they were using the white,
one-meter length ribbon as a metaphor for two bows.

Jon:

This [points to white ribbon which is one meter in length] acts as
two

Alex:

Well, yeah. This acts as ...

Principal:

Why does this act as two?

Alex:

Because this [the white ribbon which is one meter in length] is the
half [of the blue ribbon]. If you cut this in half ...

Principal:

OK

Alex:

You have two parts.

Principal:

Ok.

Jon:

So you put that up to it [they put the white one-meter length ribbon
against the blue two- meter length ribbon]

13

See Chapter IV
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Alex:

It's two. And then you need... This [points to the white ribbon] is
a half of that [points to blue ribbon] so you need one more and
that's four. So then this [points to the white ribbon] could act as
three as cutting it into thirds as putting six thirds up to two but it's
two meters is the whole so actually this if two meters is the whole

The principal's request for justification of the solution has pushed the boys to
show how they created a metaphor for two bows by recognizing that in each
one-meter length there would be two bows. They reinforce their explanation
and show how it can be generalized if the problem indicates that each bow is
one-third meter. They say that in such a case, the white ribbon would become
a metaphor for three bows.
The most commonly noted teacher intervention in this study was teacher
questioning. Teachers questioned students in order to get a clearer
explanation, to ask if they were convinced, to ask for agreement with other
students, to ask for a prediction or to ask about thoughts relating to another
student's work. As Episode 206 continues, the principal questions the boys to
further clarify their thinking and the questioning encourages a discourse
between the students.
Principal:

What's ... What's ... Ok, Let... Let me go back because I think
you're telling me a lot of things and I just want to be sure I
understand. Um ... If you have the blue ribbon and we want to
figure out how many bows we could make and each one is a half
a meter, how did you figure out, first youtold me it was two and
then you said no, it's four.

Jon:

It's 4 because ...

Alex:

It could be either way.
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Principal:

It could be either? What do you think about that, Jon? Could it be
either?

The principal is using the intervention of rephrasing in order to help Jon
consider the ideas to which Alex is referring. She attempts to redirect the
discussion to Jon, the student who has correctly stated that there would be four
bows.
Jon:

I don't know. [pointing to the assignment page] half of a meter.

Principal:

Right,

Jon:

Not half of two meters, so ...

Alex:

He's saying half of two meters, not half of one meter

Principal:

Ok. I think what it's saying is the ribbon length of the bow is a half
a meter so each ribbon is going to be a half a meter long; OK, and
the question is how many bows can you get out of that blue ribbon
if each bow is going to be a half a meter long?

Jon:

Four 'cause this [holding up blue ribbon] is two meters long

Alex:

It's saying half of two meters

Principal:

Ok, Let me see if I can understand what Jon is saying.

Alex:

It's saying it's a half of two meters because the blue ribbon here is
two meters, is the whole

Principal:

Ok

Alex:

So then this is a half of two meters. That would only be two.

It appears that Jon is now considering what Alex has said and he verbalizes
that there is a distinction between taking half of a meter and half of the entire
ribbon, which is two meters long. Alex states that he thinks that Jon is referring
to half of the ribbon, not half of a meter, which would be the length of one of the
bows. Jon has referred back to the question on the assignment page to
indicate that the bows each need to be one-half meter in length. Again the
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principal reiterates this idea and when she restates the question, Jon continues
to say there are four bows. Alex is still using the half as an operator, operating
on the two meters, saying that the two meters is "the whole."

The principal

then uses the intervention of redirecting Alex to the question on the assignment
page.
Principal:

Ok. What does this [pointing to the questions on the paper] say to
you? What is half a meter?

Alex:

half of this [holds up white ribbon which is one meter long]

Jon:

Yes. So that would be four and this [pointing to the three-meter
gold ribbon in the next problem] would be six.

Alex:

And so this [the white ribbon] is two [bows] and both of these [the
white ribbon] ... [inaudible] would be two halves and another one
we'd put on then that would be four.

The interventions have engaged Alex in a dialogue with his partner and have
directed him to examine his metaphor, the white ribbon, so that he is able to
ultimately solve the problem correctly.

Students' Justification and Reasoning

Introduction
The goal of the activity, Holiday Bows, was for students to experience
the underlying concepts of division and division of a natural number by a
fraction. According to Ma (1999), division is the most difficult of the operations
and fractions is the most difficult topic in elementary mathematics. Therefore, it
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is not surprising that, commonly, students have a great deal of difficulty when
trying to understand division of fractions. This topic is usually introduced at the
end of fifth grade, after all of the other operations with fractions have been
taught. Since the students in this study were not formally taught any
algorithms, they had to devise their own strategies for being able to solve this
problem, for being able to divide a natural number by a fraction. They were
able to come up with solutions. They constructed their own knowledge about
these fraction concepts, within the realistic context of the activity. Even though
they had not been told that this was a division activity, they surmised that
division was involved. This would seem to demonstrate that they understood
what it means to divide. The first day of this study was a prelude to the ideas
involving division by a fraction. The overhead projection recordings of the
division number sentences involved reinforced the concept that division was the
operation being used.

14

There were three means of justification and reasoning which were
observed in these data, that students used to solve this problem. Students
exhibited justification and reasoning involving:
•

natural numbers

•

measurement

•

14

fractions.

See Figure 3 and Figure 4
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Many of the students employed solution strategies that implicated a
combination of these methods. What is interesting to note here, is that each of
these methods involves counting. Since counting is an iterative process,
developed by the binary partitions subframe (Steffe, 2000; Tzur, 1999; Speiser

& Walter, 2000), it is not surprising that there is a strong connection that exists
between counting and fractions. Since working with fractions is also seen as an
iterative process, iterating partitioned amounts, (Steffe, 2000; Tzur 1999) the
development of fractions is also formulated by the binary partitions subframe.

Justification and Reasoning Involving Natural Numbers
Students who converted the meter into 100 centimeters before dividing
used justification and reasoning involving natural numbers as their principle
method of finding a solution. In many cases, these students also used
reasoning involving fractions and measurement, but because they performed
the division using natural numbers, this is seen to be the primary strategy. For
example, when finding out how many bows, each one-third of a meter in length,
would be made from one meter, they took the 100 centimeters and divided it
into three equal parts, showing an understanding that one-third of a meter
involves dividing by three. Many were not able to come up with the exact
number, thirty-three and one-third, but they were able to estimate what onethird of a meter would be and then mark off approximately where the thirty-three
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centimeters would fall. Then, they counted their markings to find that there
would be three such bows.
In Episode 202 15 , we see that Jon and Alex have already decided that
three bows, each one-third meter in length, can be made from one meter of
ribbon. However, they plan to use the strategy of reasoning by natural numbers
as a confirmation of their solution.
Alex:

... and this would be another ribbon [indicating the end of the
meter stick] so if you divide it into thirds, you would have three
[inaudible] bows, but we want to make sure.

Alex and Jon then begin to find out how many centimeters would be found in
one-third meter. They know that one-fourth of a meter would be twenty-five
centimeters, so they reason that one-third must be more than that.
They continue to make estimates and adjust their estimates.

Alex:

I know that fourths is twenty-five. It would be right here. [He
examines the ribbon placed on top of the meter stick] [Inaudible]
28, three more is 40,

Jon:

I think ... I think I got 30 and a half

Alex:

30 and a half? That'd be 30, 60 that's one whole that's 61 um
plus 30, is only 91 and a half. What'd you get, 30 and a half?

Jon:

yeah

15 See Chapter IV.
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Alex:

I figure it's 32. 32 and 32 is 64 and then 32 is ninety .... Hold on a
minute

Jon:

32 and a half. So then it would be 65. 32 and 65 is 97.

Alex:

Let's try it again.

Jon:

33.33.

Alex:

33

Jon & Alex:

66

Jon:

No, 66. 66. 99.

Alex:

yeah

Jon:

and a half so it'd be 100

They have approached a number that was close enough to 100 centimeters for
them to be satisfied. When the visiting math education researcher, V2,
approaches the boys, they tell her the solution to the problem.

V2:

What was the question?

Jon:

It was ummm ... [Inaudible] 3 bows

The visitor questions them about their use of the number 33.

V2:

So what was that... actually ... that...that... this 33 that you came
up with?

Alex:

one-third

Jon:

Yeah, one-third of a meter

Alex:

and then 60 ....
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Jon:

sixty ....

V2:

No, what's one-third? What was it? Like here the answer you
gave was you could make 3 bows. That 33, what was that?

Alex:

That was like in centimeters.

Jon:

Yeah that was ... it was ummm ...

V2:

That's right, but what was that? What was .... What was that
number? You're telling me 33 cm. Well, what is that?

Alex:

Proving. We're proving that. .. we wanted to make sure that when
you divided it into thirds there was no ... there was no leftover or
anything so we could actually ... [Gap in tape]

The boys see the division involving natural numbers as proof that their original
solution is correct.
In Episode 300 16 , the teacher I researcher, T/R1 has asked the students
to imagine what one-third of a meter would look like. Jen talks about the meter
and the one-third meter in terms of centimeters.

Jen:

Well I imagine if you like fold the ruler into like three pieces and
then it would be like ... like up to the umm I think wait umm 33
mark I think.

T/R1:

Well, how did you decide on the 33 mark?

Jen:

Well that's what I think cause um um 33 + 33 + 33 is 99 and
that's ...

16

See Chapter IV.
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Art:

well, but there's a hundred

Jen:

yeah and then 100 ... so around like 33 and like a half almost

T/R1:

What do you think? Did I see your hand up, partially?

Art:

[something around that

T/R1:

Something around that

Art:

I think it's 33 and a third because if you take three more thirds you
can get it to a hundred

As part of her description of one-third of a meter, Jen has converted the meter
to centimeters and then divided by three. Art has insisted on the accurate
number of thirty-three and one-third being used as a description for one-third of
a meter.
In Episode 416 17 , Maria, Liza, Betty and Jen have been given
unmarked meter sticks. They still insist upon converting the meter to
centimeters and then dividing the natural numbers to get their solution.

Betty:

How do you know that's where thirty-three is.

Liza:

I'm just guessing.

Jen:

If thirty-three is around there, then sixty-six is around here then
[she points to the mark they have called thirty-three and then uses
the index fingers of both hands to span a portion on the meter
sticks to indicate approximately another thirty-three centimeters.
Jen makes a mark on the poster board at this place]

17

See Chapter IV.
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Betty:

Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait. Wait. Go like this. [She points to
approximately one-third and two-thirds of a meter.] Like right... No,
it's right here. That [the thirty-three mark] and that [the sixty-six
mark] and then we've only got that much left.

Maria:

That's not where thirty-three is. [She erases where they've made
the thitty-three centimeter mark.]

Even though the girls have meter sticks without markings, they are converting
the meter to centimeters. They obviously recognize that one-third meter is
approximately thirty-three centimeters. Once they identify what thirty-three
centimeters look like, they measure out thirty-three centimeter portions on the
meter.

Justification and Reasoning Involving Measurement
When these students reasoned involving measurement as their primary
strategy, they created a unit of measurement equal in length to the desired bow,
placed it along the given amount of ribbon, and then counted how many times it
fit. For example, to find how many bows, each one-third meter in length, could
be made from two meters of ribbon, they cut a piece of string equal to one-third
meter and then counted how many times this new measuring tool could be
placed along the two meters of ribbon. In many cases the measuring tool was
constructed by taking a one-meter piece of string and dividing it equally into the
required number of parts. That is, if a one-third meter measuring tool were
needed, a one-meter piece of string would be folded into thirds.

Earlier in this
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chapter, it was shown how in Episode 206, Jon and Alex used the white ribbon,
which is one-meter in length, as a metaphor for two bows when they were tried
to find out how many bows each one-half meter in length, can be made from
two meters of ribbon. They are using the white ribbon as a measuring tool as
they place it down on top of the blue ribbon. They say that the white ribbon can
be placed on the blue ribbon twice and since each white ribbon represents two
bows, there would be four bows. They extend their idea when they say that the
white ribbon would "act as three" if they were considering bows of one-third
meter in length. Then they would count the number of times that three bows
could be made from the ribbon.
In Episode 207.5 18 , the visitor, V2, tells Benny, Cassie and Eileen to take
a piece of string that is one-third meter in length and then to use that to make a
measurement tool to make a piece of string that is two-thirds meter in length.
After doing this, Eileen cuts a second piece that is one-third meter in length and
puts it along a meter stick just beyond the first piece. She then cuts a piece of
string that is the length of the two one-third meter pieces and uses this as a
two-third meter measuring tool. To find out how many bows, each two-thirds of
a meter in length, can be made from two meters of ribbon, Benny opens a piece

18

See Chapter IV.
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of blue ribbon, which is two meters in length, and they use their two-thirds meter
measuring tool to count off three lengths, indicating that it was possible to make
three bows, each two-thirds meter in length from a piece of ribbon that is two
meters in length.
In Episode Number 311 19 when the students are asked how they knew
how many bows, each one-third meter in length, could be made from nine
meters of ribbon, Eileen says that she and her partners went out into the hall
and actually measured it out.

T/R1:

So what's the question? You measured out 9 meters out there
and you're making bows. How big were the bows?

Eileen:

one-third

T/R1:

One-third. Did you have one-third-meter string?

Eileen:

Yes

T/R1:

and how many of those one-thirds ...

Eileen:

27

Eileen and her partners created a one-third meter measuring tool, which they
placed down on the nine meters of string. They then counted the number of
times that they placed their measuring tool down and found that there could be

19

See Chapter IV.
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twenty-seven bows, each one-third meter in length, made from a piece of ribbon
that is nine meters in length.

Justification and Reasoning Involving Fractions
When students used their knowledge of fractions as their primary
strategy to solve the problem, they recognized that each meter contains an
equal number of fractional pieces and then they multiply this number by the
number of meters. For example, to find out how many bows, each one-third
meter in length, could be made from two meters, a student would recognize that
in each meter there would be three one-thirds, so there would be three bows.
They would then take the number of bows, three, and multiply it by two since
there were two meters. The counting is evident in the multiplication, which
involves the iterated number of thirds.
Several students indicated an understanding that there are three onethirds in one. In Episode 201.5 2

°, Eileen states this to the class.

Eileen:

And if you split the meter into thirds each part would be one-third

T/R2:

Right. Ok. And how many parts would you have?

Eileen:

Three

20

See Chapter IV.
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In Episode 204 21 , Dina tells her partner, Bob, and the visitor, V1, that there are
four bows, each one-half meters in length, which can be made from two meters.
She says that she knows this because she knows that in each meter there are
two bows in each meter since there are two halves in each meter.

In Episode 209 22 , Cassie says the following.
Cassie:

Then it's one-third, so you divide it into thirds and you would get 3.

In Episode 213 23 , Bob says the following.

Bob:

Um, well, in if there are two meters, then that means in one
meter. .. in one meter there are three thirds and in ... and in the
other. .. in the other meter there are [stumbles] and in the other
meter there are ... there are two thirds. So if you add those, I
mean no ... in ... in ... in one meter there are three thirds and in the
other meter there are ... and in the other meter there are three
thirds so if you add the two ... if you add the two meters together
it'd be three thirds and three thirds equals six.

Bob did not multiply the three bows he found in each meter by two. He added
the three bows that would be made from the first meter to the three bows that
would be made from the second meter.

See Chapter IV.
See Chapter IV.
23 See Chapter IV.

21

22
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In Episode 302 24 , Alyce tells her partner, Julie, that nine bows, each one-third
meter in length, can be made from three meters of ribbon and that there can be
three bows, each one-meter long, made from three meters.
Alyce:

There are nine. You have three meters, Julie.

Julie:

Three meters. Yeah there's three meter sticks.

Alyce:

and you have to put them into thirds

Julie:

Oh

Alyce:

It could either be nine [hesitation] or three because you can do
it. .. they could be a meter long or a third long which is nine.

In Episode 308.7 25 , the teacher I researcher, T/R2, is talking with Art and Katy.
She asks Art how many half-meter bows he can make and he
says that depends upon the number of meters of ribbon that you have. He
gives the example of having eighty-one meters of ribbon and needing to
multiply eighty-one times two. He multiplies this on the calculator and gets 162.
The teacher I researcher, T/R2, asks Katy what she would do if the bows would
be one-fourth meter in length. Katy says that you would multiply it by four.
When asked why that works, Katy responds that it is like using "regular
numbers." The teacher I researcher, T/R2, asks how many bows there would
be if there were one meter of ribbon and the bows would be one-fourth meter.

24 See Chapter IV.
25

See Chapter IV.
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Katy says four. Art says if there were eighty-one meters of ribbon, there would
be 324 bows. Katy and Art appear to be reasoning with fractions and then
counting, by multiplying, the number of groups of bows that can be made from
one meter.

Counting and Non-unit Fractions
A large portion of the activity consisted of division of a natural number by
a unit fraction. Three prevalent strategies were used, all of which relate to
counting. Students had more difficulty with division involving a non-unit fraction
divisor. Those who reasoned using natural numbers, had to work to define
meaning for what two-thirds of a meter would be in terms of centimeters. Those
who used measurement as the primary strategy, had to create a larger
measurement tool. They had to construct a one-third-meter piece before they
could construct a two-third meter tool. Those who reasoned using fractions had
difficulty because it was difficult to give meaning to the piece that was "left
over"; it was not clear how many two-thirds there were in one.

In spite of

these difficulties, students were able to solve the problems involving the division
of a natural number, by a non-unit fraction divisor. In some cases, they had to
make adjustments to the schemes they had built to solve the other problems.
In Episode 207 26 Alex and Jon are trying to find out how many bows,
each two-thirds of a meter in length, could be made from two meters of ribbon.

26

See Chapter IV.
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It was noted previously that the boys had used a fractional strategy to solve
problems with unit fractions and checked their solutions using natural numbers.
Jon:

It would be 36. I mean 66.

Alex:

[places his finger on the midway point of the two meter sticks
which they have put together and have a blue piece of ribbon,
which is two meters in length, on the meter sticks] 66.

Jon:

32

Alex:

yeah, 32 ... only 98

Jon:

67. 67

Alex:

66 and a half

Jon:

yeah, 66 and a half, 32 ... 33,

Alex:

yeah, 33

Jon:

99

Alex:

yeah

The boys are trying to find the number of centimeters in two-thirds of a meter.
Jon:

It's 199, not 200. We want it to be 200, right?

Alex:

Yeah, but this is 200. We're talking about we counted this and
then 120,120, 133, plus 60 is 290.

Jon:

66 and a half, 66 and a half makes 33 that makes 99 and a half

Alex:

Yeah, 199 and a half

Jon:

Hold on let's try 67. 67 ... 7 ... 67 ... 134, ok ... yeah ... 134, then 67
again yeah

..
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The boys have put together the two meter sticks and are now working with 200
centimeters. They appear to be estimating and counting up, to try to get as
close to 200 as possible.

Alex:

It's two-thirds of one meter

Principal:

It's two-thirds of one meter?

Alex:

So it's two meters

Principal:

Uh huh

Alex:

and two-thirds of a meter number of bows

Principal:

Jon, what are you trying to find out?

Alex:

I think it's 4.

Alex has reiterated the problem for the principal, but he has come to the
erroneous conclusion that four bows can be made.
Alex:

33, 66, so that's ... and then ... that's 2, 3 ... you actually have two
meters left over. I mean two thirds left over

Principal:

What do you mean you have two thirds left over?

Alex:

Because if you want to make ... take two-thirds ... there's three
thirds, so take two-thirds plus two-thirds plus one-third and onethird you have two more thirds.

PRIN:

000 that's interesting. Say this again. And let's see if we can
follow him. What did you just say? Say it again.

Alex:

There's three thirds so there's two-thirds and one-third and onethird that's two thirds and you still have one two thirds left over.
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Principal:

Can you kind of show me a picture of that here and I want, Jon, I
want to see if you understand what he's saying. This is real
interesting.

Alex is looking at the two one-meter parts of his two-meter ribbon as two
discrete entities. By asking him to repeat what he has said, the principal is
trying to get him to recognize that the two one-third meter pieces that remain at
the end of each meter, can be used to make another bow.

Alex:

[while drawing picture]27 and ... so then ... there's one third and two
thirds is two thirds so then here's the half

Principal:

ummmhmm

Alex:

so you only have one third so then you have to get the other third.
This is two thirds so then you have two more thirds left over.

Principal:

Do you follow what he's saying? What is he ... tell me how you're
hearing it. I think that's real interesting. What did he just say?

Jon:

[pointing to Alex's drawing] And there are six ones [1/3] is in each,
and it would be two-thirds is one, two-thirds is again and twothirds left.

Alex is still seeing one two-thirds meter bow being cut from each of the one
meters in the two meter length and he is seeing the two-thirds that remain as
"leftovers" rather than enough for another bow. When Jon is asked to explain
Alex's diagram, he also refers to the last two-thirds as being "left".

27

See Figure 2.
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Principal:

[As another student calls Jon away for music .. ] Stay just one
minute cause I'm just real interested 'cause I think that you have
something down here. How many ribbons were you able to cut
from this big blue ribbon?

Alex:

Two

Principal:

You think you could only get two bows out of two-thirds?

Jon:

No, three.

Alex:

Four

Jon:

I think three.

Alex:

Why three if you have two-thirds and two-thirds?

Jon:

[pointing at the drawing] You have two-thirds and two-thirds and
then there are six [inaudible] this [pointing to the ribbon on top of
the two meter sticks] is two-thirds and this is two-thirds and twothirds would be 1,2, 3 yeah 4 ... 1, 2, no 3 ... 1

Alex:

I know but two-thirds ...

Jon:

half is ....

Alex:

so two-thirds of this ... two-thirds of the white then you have you
have two-thirds of the white right then two-thirds of the white right

Principal:

ummmhmmm

Alex:

and there if you have one more third and one more third of the
white

Principal:

ok

Alex:

and then you have two thirds left over going that way or going that
way

Principal:

so how many ribbons could you cut that are two-thirds long ...

Alex:

Four

•
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Alex is referring to the one-third parts that remain in each meter as discrete
pieces. This leads him to come up with four bows. This issue is not clarified for
Alex until the last episode of the following session, Episode 418. 28 After this
session is completed, Alex is approached by the teacher I researcher, T/R1,
who questions him.

T/R1:

Show me where two-thirds would be.

Alex:

[indicates approximately where 2/3 of a meter would be on the blue
ribbon] Right there.

T/R1:

So, where would be the next two-thirds?

Alex:

[indicates approximately where the next 2/3 of a meter would be on
the blue ribbon] There.

T/R1:

Where would be the last two-thirds?

Alex:

[points to the end of the ribbon] There.

T/R1:

Did you get 3 or 4?

Alex:

You get. .. so that would be ... 1... 2 ... 3 ... There's 1 ... 2 ... and 3.

Alex was guided to use an imaginary measurement tool to count the number of
bows. He was able to count correctly, though he was not able to on the
previous day. Apparently, what is being counted is something that students
must clearly understand.
In the final episode of this study, two students, Art and Katy are asked to

28

See Figure 2.
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show their solution to the problem, "How many bows, each two-thirds meter in
length, can be made from two meters of ribbon." As they show their diagram on
the overhead projector, (See Appendix L), they explain how they counted to get
a solution.
Art:

This entire thing. is twelve meters. The long line is the divider of
each meter and in each meter there are three thirds. The
brackets are what has divided the thirds up, so there are two
thirds, there are two thirds, there are two thirds and there are two
thirds going on until the end. And if you count up how many twothirds there are, you'll eventually get down to eighteen and that's
how many bows you can make out of two-thirds of twelve meters.

Art has used a combination of strategies. He has shown that he understands
that there are three one-thirds in each meter. He has used what he defines as
two-thirds as a measuring device to mark off segments along the length of
ribbon. Then he has counted the number of segments he has measured to
come up with eighteen.
The students were asked to write about Art and Katy's solution at home.
Though they did not take notes, they were able to reproduce Art and Katy's
intricate diagram with accuracy. (See Appendices M, N, 0.)

Replication of Classroom Conditions Results in Similar Outcomes

It is a premise of this study that if the conditions that were in place in
Colts Neck, NJ, during this research, were replicated, similar outcomes could
be expected. As stated in Chapter I, the theoretical perspective that was
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outlined by the researchers from Rutgers University, has become the basis for
this researcher's teaching practice. The conditions previously mentioned in this
study are in place on a daily basis in my mathematics classes. Students find it
difficult at first to accept that the teacher is not the sole authority, but in time
they learn to accept this. When I am asked why I do not tell students that their
answers are right or wrong, I relay a metaphorical anecdote. I ask them what
color shirt they are wearing and usually get a smile with the answer. I then ask
the students if they need to ask me if they are right. When they say they do not,
I ask them to think about why they do not need that affirmation from me and yet
want me to tell them if their thinking in mathematics is correct.
Justification and proof are integral parts of my teaching. Students know
that they must provide convincing arguments for what they believe to be true.
No solution is complete unless the students are prepared to convince someone
that their work is accurate and logical. Students must defend their ideas in
presentations. Alternate strategies are valued and their validity is openly
discussed. Students are encouraged to pose their own questions, based upon
their mathematical thinking and their personal experiences.
Teacher interventions are modeled after those which were coded in this
study. Teacher questioning is very difficult. It must be embedded in the goal of
wanting to help the student to construct his own knowledge. "One of the most
important tasks of the teacher is to help students. This task is not quite easy; it
demands time, practice, devotion, and sound principles." (Polya, 1985, p.1)
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The work that is done in my mathematics classes is in the context of
task-based activities. The activities are carefully selected to develop ideas
which are part of the regular curriculum. Fractions are a significant topic in fifth
grade mathematics. Most of the early fraction activities which were used in
Colts Neck, NJ, and examined in an earlier study (Steencken 2001) are
identical to those in which my own students participate. For example, on
November 14, 2000, my fifth grade students worked on the problem, "Which is
greater, one-half or one-third and by how much?" These students, like the
students in Colts Neck, were not taught algorithms. They used Cuisenaire
Rods® to build models to find solutions. Their results are similar to those found
in the Steencken (2001) study. (See Appendices P, Q)
Division of fractions is usually introduced towards the latter part of the
fifth grade. Therefore, I chose to use The Holiday Bows problem to help my
fifth graders construct ideas about this topic. The identical problem to that
distributed to the Colts Neck students in this study was given to my fifth
graders. The students were invited to work in pairs. The problem was read
aloud and it was ascertained that everyone understood the task. Bags of ribbon
were provided, precut to the appropriate size as stated in the problem. For
example, the blue ribbons were all two meters long. Meter sticks were available
as were scissors, pens, pencils, and paper. The work was begun on May 23,
2001 when they worked for 70 minutes, and continued on May 24, when they
worked for 80 minutes.

In addition to myself, there were two graduate
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students from Rutgers University Math Education Department present. In her
field notes, on May 24, 2001, one researcher wrote, "One girl that came in late
yesterday is still working on the table with the ribbons and meter stick. I asked
her what she was doing. She replied that she would measure what one bow is
using the ribbon and the meter stick, and then just keep folding the ribbon that
amount until there was none left." This student is using the strategy of
measuring and counting. She also wrote of that day, "Another girl told me that
she put me in her write-up. When I asked her why she said, 'because you
helped me get the answers.' I told her I didn't help her get any answers, that
she figured them out all by herself. I only asked her simple questions to see her
reasoning like: Why did you do that? Where did you get those numbers from?
How did you know that would work for that question too? She then answered
that is [sic] was those questions that helped her get the answers. When I asked
her why, she replied, 'because you made me explain what I was doing and that
helped me understand.''' (C. Hayworth, unpublished notes, May 24,2001)
Most of the students used the fraction strategy for finding solutions. (See
Appendices R, U.) A few used the measurement strategy. (See Appendix S)
The only mention of the natural number strategy appeared in Olivia's writing.
(See Appendix T). However, she indicates that she initially solved the problem
using the fraction strategy, but provided the natural number strategy as an
afterthought.
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Implications

This research has sought to examine teaching and the outcomes of
certain teaching practices, within the context of fractions. Teaching has been
alluded to in the broader sense, to encompass more than the presence of an
authority in the classroom. Teaching involves the conditions that a teacher puts
in place that result in the creation of a classroom climate and community, the
decisions about curriculum and daily activity as well as the interaction between
teacher and student.
The fourth grade children in Colts Neck, NJ, were provided with
opportunities to develop an understanding of fraction concepts before the
formal introduction of algorithms. While many children have experienced great
difficulty in solving problems that involve fractions (Tzur, 1999; G. E. Davis,
Hunting & Pearn, 1993; R. B. Davis, Alston & Maher, 1991; Steffe, von
Glasersfeld, Richards & Cobb, 1983; Steffe, Cobb and von Glasersfeld, 1988)29,
these students demonstrated mathematical understanding of division of
fractions, thought to be the most complex aspect of the elementary
mathematics curriculum (Ma, 1999).

29 See Figure

2.

pta.
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The teaching experiment which took place in Colts Neck, NJ, became a
model for the instruction of division of fractions, which was replicated in my own
classroom practice, yielding similar positive outcomes. Specific strategies
which were used by the students in Colts Neck to construct methods of solving
problems involving division of fractions were used by my students as well.
The implication here is that when children are given the time and the
opportunity to explore mathematical ideas deeply, in a supportive environment
where their ideas are respected, they become empowered to think like
mathematicians. They collaborate, experiment, hypothesize, test their
hypotheses, build concepts and take great pride in their accomplishments.
Teachers need the support of their schools and their districts to implement
classroom procedures which are in concert with these ideals.
More research is needed to examine the work that was done in Colts
Neck and to see how this teaching experiment can provide information that will
lead to a situation wherein all children will have an equitable opportunity to build
powerful mathematical ideas and to think like mathematicians.
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Coding Scheme
Justification & Reasoning

JR
J RW
J RD
J RM
J RS
J RG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN

JF
Jv

Involving a representation
• Words
• Drawings
• Models
• Symbols
• Gestures
Involving a contradiction
Patterns
Measurement
Natural numbers
Fractions
Metaphors, paradigms, references to representations not visible

I

Ideas Expressed
h
hG
hGS
ITGA
ITGO
hGON
hs
hss
hSA
hso
hSON
Is
ISG
ISGO
ISGA
Iss
Isso
IssA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGO
ICGON
Ics
Icso
IcsA
Icso
ICSON

To the teacher/researcher
• Generalizations
Ideas of another student
0
Ideas of another student agreed with
0
In response to a question.
0
In response to a question, but does not answer the
0
• Specific to the Task
Ideas of another student
0
Ideas of another student agreed with
0
0
In response to a question.
In response to a question, but does not answer the
0
To (an)other students(s)
• Generalizations
In the form of a question
0
0
In agreement
• Specific to the task
In the form of a question
0
In agreement
0
To the entire class
• Generalizations
Ideas of another student
0
ideas of another student agreed with
0
In response to a question
0
In response to a question, but does not answer the
0
• Specific to the Task
Ideas of another student
0
Ideas of another student agreed with
0
In response to a question
0
In response to a question, but does not answer the
0
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question.

question.
I

question.

question.

Coding Scheme
Representations
Rs
Rsw
Rso
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
Roo
ROM
Ros
RaG

Generated by the student for himself / herself
• Words
Drawings
• Models
• Symbols
• Gestures
Generated by the teacher / researcher but used by the student
• Words
• Drawings
• Models
• Symbols
• Gestures
Generated by other students
• Words
• Drawings
• Models
• Symbols
• Gestures

TI

Gives information
• Gives information which indicates a contradiction
Rephrases or repeats what student says
• Asks student to repeat or rephrase a statement
• Asks student to repeat or rephrase what another student said
Asks a question
• Asks if students are convinced
• Asks for an explanation or clarification
• Asks for agreement with another student or another student's ideas
Asks for a prediction.
• Asks a question related to another student's ideas
Requests justification
Directs student(s)
To construct a model or draw a diagram.
• Towards a representation previously constructed
• To work or ideas of (an)other student(s)
• To discussion with others
• Towards a previously done problem or question answered.
Acknowledges what student says/ does but doesn't respond or pursue the
student's thinking.
Observes without speaking or walks away

•

Teacher Interventions

TIc
TR
T Rs
T Ro
TQ
T QJ
TQE
TQA
TQp
TQS
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

•
•
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Time Codes
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..
Time Codes

I

Episode #
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
107.5
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
115.5
115.7
116
117
118
119
120
121
121a
122
123
124
125
125.5
126
126.5
127
128

December 2 I 1993
Side View
Front View
00:58
1:45
3:07
4:10
3:13
4:30
6:01
6:48
7:52
8:32
9:21
8:15
8:42
9:45
10:42
11 :12
12:16
12:27
13:23
14:30
16:43
16:20
18:10
19:52
20:40
21:42
23:08
22:06
27:32
26:30
33:40
36:14
37:08
38:06
38:41
41:30
42:40
45:16
47:03
46:30
48:55
49:00
52:10

Overhead View

3:40

7:22
8:03
8:51
9:16
11 :47
12:54

21 :13
22:39
27:03

37:40

Numbers indicate the sequence of events only. They do not represent
specific time intervals between episodes. A letter following an episode
number indicates that it occurred simultaneously with the event which
bears the same number.
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Time Codes

December 9, 1993

Episode #
200
200.3
200.5
201
201.5
202
202.5
203
204
204.5
205
205.5
206
206.5
207
207.5
208
209
210
211
212
213
214

Side View
00:53

7:03
10:07

Front View
03:09
09:00
09:19

Overhead View
05:03

11 :14

12:50
11 :45
Blank Tape
16:44
17:24

14:56

22:27
22:30

30:24
27:39

28:57
34:08
38:15
45:50
56:04
56:50
57:44
1:00:27
1:02:25
1:05:49

49:55
50:51
51:38
54:27
56:23
59:50
01 :09:23

57:39
58:40
59:30
1:02:20
1:04:16
1:07:45

Numbers indicate the sequence of events only. They do not represent
specific time intervals between episodes. A letter following an episode
number indicates that it occurred simultaneously with the event which
bears the same number.

312

pi

Time Codes

December 14, 1993

Episode #
300
301
302
302a
302.5
303
304
304.5
305
305.5
305.6
305.8
306
306.1
307
307.3
307.5
308
308.5
308.7
309
310
311

Side View
00:33
06:28

Front View
00:59

Overhead View
00:39

07:15
06:43
07:41
08:46
09:21
09:58

08:53
12:14
15:17

15:44
16:18

08:59

15:26

16:46
19:16
23:14
26:18
27:04
27:23
30:56
33:00
34:44
38:54
46:30
47:55

48:20

48:02

Numbers indicate the sequence of events only. They do not represent
specific time intervals between episodes. A letter following an episode
number indicates that it occurred simultaneously with the event which
bears the same number.
.
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Time Codes
December 15, 1993

Episode #
400
401
402
403
404
404a
404.5
405
405.5
406
406a
407
407.5
407.5a
408
409
410
411
412
412.5
413
414
415
416
417
418

Side View
01 :10
02:16
03:25
09:49
15:08

Front View
00:02
01 :10
02:18
08:42

15:28
19:52
20:41
21:06
21:52
22:02

Overhead View

01:50
02:55
04:04
10:37

13:55
14:20
18:46

16:06
20:31

19:34
20:48

22:30

20:56
23:40
24:13
25:04
26:24
27:08
31 :10
31:00
32:10
34:30
38:22
45:23
46:07

45:00

46:00
46:57

Numbers indicate the sequence of events only. They do not represent
specific time intervals between episodes. A letter following an episode
number indicates that it occurred simultaneously with the event which
bears the same number.
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Coding Frequencies
Teacher Interventions
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TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 2,1993
Episodes 101 - 108
101
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

102

103

104

105

106

107

107.5

108

II
I

I

I

I

11111 I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
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TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 2, 1993
Episodes 109 - 115.7

109
TI
TIc
TR
T Rs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Top
Tos
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

110

111

112

113

114

115

115.5 115.7

I
I

II

I

I

I

i

III

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I
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TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 2, 1993
Episodes 116 - 123

116 117
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Top
Tos
TJ
TD
T DC
TDR
T DS
TDD
T DP
TA
TN

118

119

120

121

121a

122

123

I
I

I

I

I

I

!

i

I

I

I
!

,

I

I,

!
I

I
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TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 2,1993
Episodes 124 - 128

124
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRO
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
To
Toe
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

125

125.5

126

I
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126.5

127

128

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 9,1993
Episodes 200 - 204

200 200.3 200.5
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
Ta
TaJ
TaE
TaA
Tap
Tas
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

201

201.5 202

II

I

II

203

I

I
I

202.5

II

I

I

I

I
I
I

II

I
I

204

I

I

II

I

I

I

II

I
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TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 9, 1993
Episodes 204.5 - 209

204.5
TI
TIc
TR
T RS
T RO
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Top
Tos
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

205

205.5

206

206.5

207

207.5

I

III

209

I

I

I

I

II

I
I

208

II
I

I

I

11111

I

IIII

I

I

I
I

I
I
I
IIII
II

11111 III
I

I

I

I

I

,

I

II

II

II

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

II

I

I

!

I

I

321

I

I

I

I

I

I,

I

-~

I

I

I

jPu ..

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 9,1993
Episodes 210 - 214

210
TI
TIc
TR
T RS
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
TD
TDc
TDR
TDs
TDD
T DP
TA
TN

I
I

211

212

213

I

I

II

II
II

1111

1111

I
I
I

II

214

I

I
II

11111

II

I

322

I

I

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 14, 1993
Episodes 300 - 305

300 301
TI
TIc
TR
T Rs
TRo
Ta
TaJ
TaE
TaA
Tap
Tas
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

302 302a 302.5 303

I

304

I

304.5 305

II

I

I

IIIII 11111

III

IIIII

,I

II

IIII

II
1111

I

I
I
I

[

I

II

I

I

I

i
I

I

I

I
I

323

,
,

I
!

I
II

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 14, 1993
Episodes 305.5 - 307.5

305.5 305.6 305.8
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TQA
Tap
Tos
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

I

306

306.1

307

307.3 307.5

II

II
I

II

I

III

II

11111

II

11111111

III

II
II
I

I
I
I

324

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 14, 1993
Episodes 308 - 311

308
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

308.5 308.7

309

310

I
I

311

II
I
11111

11111

I

II

III

II

III

I

I

111111111111111111

I
I

I
I

11111

I

325

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 15, 1993
Episodes 400 - 405

400 401
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRO
Ta
TaJ
TaE
TaA
Tap
Tas
TJ
To
Toc
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

402

403

404 404a

II

11111111

III

1111

I

11111 I

111111111111111
1111111111 1111

1111111111
1111

1111111111
1111111111

I

I
I

404.5

405

I
I

I

II
I

I
II

II

II
II

326

I

Iii:

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 15, 1993
Episodes 405.5 - 410

405.5 406 406a
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRO
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
To
Toe
TOR
Tos
Too
Top
TA
TN

407

407.5 407.5a

408

11111

I

I

111111111

I

1111111111

I
I

II
II
I

I
II

327

I

409

410

TEACHER INTERVENTIONS

December 15, 1993
Episodes 411 - 418

411
TI
TIc
TR
TRs
TRo
To
TOJ
TOE
TOA
Tap
Tos
TJ
TD
TDe
TDR
TDs
TDD
TDP
TA
TN

412

412.5

413

414

II

415

416

I
I

417

418
1111

IIIII IIIII

III

II
I

I

11111

I

II

111111111111
11111 I 11111

I

III

11111 I

I

II
I1111 I 11111
1I11I I 11111
I
III

II

328

I

I

p1

APPENDIX D

Coding Frequencies
Justification and Reasoning

329

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 2, 1993
Episodes 101 - 108

101

JR
JRW
J RD
J RM
JRS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

102

103

I

II

104

105

106

107

107.5

108

I
I

IN

JF
Jv

I

I

Episodes 109 - 115.7

109

JR
JRW
JRD
J RM
JRS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

110

111

112

113

114

115

115.5 115.7
I

I
I

I

I
I

I

IN

JF
Jv

I

I

I

I

330

I

II

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING
December 2, 1993
Episodes 116 - 123

116 117 118 119 120

JR
J RW
JRD
JRM
JRs
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

121

121a

122

123
I
I

I

I
I
I

!

IN

JF
Jv
Episodes 124 - 128

124 125 125.5 126 126.5 127

JR
JRW
JRD
J RM
JRS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

I
i

!

I

I
I

331

I

I

IN

JF
Jv

128

I

I
i

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 9, 1993
Episodes 200 - 204

200

200.3 200.5

201

201.5

202

JR
J RW
J RD
J RM
JRs
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

202.5

203

204

11111
1111

IN

JF
Jv

III

II
I

I
II

Episodes 204.5 - 209

204.5

JR
J RW
J RD
J RM
J RS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN

JF
Jv

205

205.5

206.5

206

207

207.5

208

209

I
II

I

III

I

I
III

11111 II

II
11111 I
III

11111 I

III
III
III
11111 I

332

I
II

III
1111
II

I

1\

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 9, 1993
Episodes 210 - 214

210 211

JR
J RW
J RD
J RM
J RS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN

JF
Jv

I

212 213 214

I

III

II
I

II

333

I

I

II
I
III
I

I
I

•
JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 14, 1993
Episodes 300 - 305
300

JR
JRW
J RD
JRM
JRs
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN

JF
Jv

301

302 302a 302.5 303

304

304.5

305

I
III
1111

I
11111
11111

111111

I

III
III
11111 I
1111

I
II
1111

II

I
II

III
II

II
II

Episodes 305.5 - 307.5
305.5 305.6 305.8

306

306.1

307

I

III

II

I

JR
JRW
JRD
J RM
J RS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

IN

307.3 307.5

I
II

JF
Jv

I

334

I
I

II

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 14,1993
Episodes 308 - 311
308

JR
J RW
J RD
JRM
JRs
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

IN
JF
Jv

308.5 308.7

309

310

311

II
I

I
I

IIII
11111 IIII
III

I

11111

I

II
II
I

335

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 15, 1993
Episodes 400 - 405.5

400 401

JR
J RW
JRD
JRM
JRS
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM

403 404 404a 404.5 405 405.5

402

111111111111111
11111 I 11111

IN

II

I
I

JF
Jv

II

I

I

Episodes 406 - 411

406

406a 407 407.5 407.5a 408

JR
J RW
J RD
JRM
JRs
J RG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN

JF
Jv

I

I

II
III
1111111

II
I

336

409

410

411

JUSTIFICATION AND REASONING

December 15,1993
Episodes 412 - 418

412 412.5

JR
J RW
JRD
JRM
JRs
JRG
Jc
Jp
JM
IN
JF
Jv

413

414 415

416

417

418
11111111

III
1111

11111 II

II

337

I
III

11111 I
III
11111111111111

III

III
1111111111

pi

APPENDIX E

Coding Frequencies
Ideas Expressed
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»

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 2, 1993
Episodes 101 - 108

101

102

103

105

104

107 107.5 108

106

h
ITG
hGS
ITGA

I

ITGQ
ITGQN
hs
I TSS

-~

ITsA

1111

hSQ
hSQN
Is
ISG

I

ISGQ
ISGA

I
I

Iss
ISSQ
ISSA

I

Ic
ICG
I

ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ

I

ICGQN

I

Ics
Icso

I

ICSA
ICSQ

II

i

i

i

i

I

I

I

i

ICSQN

339

IDEAS EXPRESSED

December 2, 1993
Episodes 109 - 115.7

109
Ir
IrG
ITGS
IrGA
IrGQ
IrGQN
Irs
Irss
IrSA
IrSQ
IrSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA
Iss
ISSQ
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ
ICGQN
Ics
leso
lesA
lesQ
leSQN

110

111

112

113

114

115

115.5 115.7

I

I

I

I
I

I

II

340

I

I

II
I
I

1#

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 2, 1993
Episodes 116 - 123

116

117

118

119

120

121

121a

122

123
j

h
I

ITG
hGS
ITGA
hGQ
hGQN
ITs

I

hss

iTSA

I

I

hSQ

I

I

ITSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
I

ISGA

I

Iss

I
I

I

ISSQ
ISSA

I

Ic

I

ICG
ICGO

I

ICGA

I
I

ICGQ

!

I

I

ICGQN
I

Ics

I

Icso
ICSA
ICSQ

I
I

I

I
I

ICSQN

I

341

I
I

I

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 2, 1993
Episodes 124 - 128

124

125

125.5

126

126.5

127

128

I

IT

I

ITG
IrGS
IrGA
ITGO
ITGON
ITS
ITSS
IrSA
ITso
ITSON
Is
ISG
ISGO
ISGA
Iss
Isso
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGO
ICGON
Ics
Icso
lesA
leso
ICSON

!

I
I

I

1i
,

i
I

I

I

342

I
I

IDEAS EXPRESSED

December 9,1993
Episodes 200 - 204

200
h
hG
hGS
hGA
hGQ
hGQN
hs
hss
hSA
hSQ
hSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA·
Iss
ISSQ
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ
ICGQN
Ics
Icso
ICSA
ICSQ
ICSQN

200.3 200.5

201

201.5 202

202.5

203

204

I
1111

II

I

I

I

I
II
I

I

I

I
I

343

I
I

II

I

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 9, 1993
Episodes 204.5 - 209

204.5

205

205.5

206

207

206.5

207.5

208

209

I

IT

I

ITG
I TGS
I TGA

I

ITGQ
ITGQN
ITS
Irss

I
I

I

I TSA
I TSQ

1111

IrSQN

II

I
II
III

I

I
II

I

I

III
III

111111

I

1111

Is
ISG

I

ISGQ
ISGA
Iss

III

II

II
I

ISSQ
ISSA
Ic

,

,

I

ICG

ICGA

I

I

ICGO
i

I

I

I

,

I

ICGQ
ICGQN
Ics
Icso

i
I

IcsA

I

I

i

ICSQ

I

I
i

ICSQN

344

i

,i
IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 9, 1993
Episodes 210 - 214

210
h
hG
IrGs
hGA
hGO
IrGON
hs
Irss
IrsA
hso
hSON
Is
ISG
ISGO
ISGA
Iss
Isso
ISSA
Ie
leG
leGo
leGA
leGo
leGON
les
leso
lesA
leso
lesoN

211

212

213

214

11111

I

I
I

I
II

I
11111

345

I
I
III
I

IDEAS EXPRESSED

December 14, 1993
Episodes 300 - 305

300 301
Ir
IrG
ITGS
IrGA
ITGQ
IrGQN
Irs
Irss
IrsA
IrSQ
IrSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA
Iss
ISSQ
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ
ICGQN
Ics
Icso
ICSA
ICSQ
ICSQN

302 302a 302.5 303

304

304.5 305

I
I

I
I
I

II
I

I

I
I
1111111111111

11111 II

I

I

I

II

I
I

I

11111

I
II
I
I

346

I

III
1111

F··

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 14, 1993
Episodes 305.5 - 308

305.5 305.6 305.8
Ir
ITG
ITGS
ITGA
ITGO
IrGON
iTs
Irss
ITSA
ITSO
iTSON
Is
ISG
iSGO
ISGA
Iss
Isso
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGO
ICGON
Ics
Icso
ICSA
Icso
ICSON

306

306.1

III

II

II

1111

307

307.3

307.5

308

III

11111 I

11111

I

I

I
i

I

I
I

IIIII I

I

II

II

i
I

,

I

I

i
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

347

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 14, 1993
Episodes 308.5 - 311

308.5 308.7

309

310

311
i

h
I

ITG

I

I

ITGS
ITGA

II

ITGQ
ITGQN

I

Irs
Irss
IrSA

III
II

IrSQ
ITsQN

II

I

,

I

Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA
Iss

I

ISSQ
ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ
ICGQN

I

Ics
Icso

II

ICSA

,

ICSQ I

I 111111111111111111

I

ICSQN

348

IDEAS EXPRESSED
December 15, 1993
Episodes 400 - 405

400

401

403

402

404

404a

404.5

405

IT
ITG
I

IrGS
IrGA
ITGO
IrGON
ITS
Irss
ITSA

I

ITSO

I

ITSON
Is
ISG

II1I

ISGO
ISGA

I

I
I

Iss
Isso

II
,
i

ISSA

I

Ic
ICG

I

I,

I

ICGO

I

ICGA

i

ICGO
ICGON
Ics

III

I

i

Icso
ICSA

III

I

Icso

111111111111111
11111
IIII

IIIII
IIIII1

11111

II

ICSON

349

I
I
I

I

11111 1IIII

IIIII III

I

i
I

I

IDEAS EXPRESSED

December 15, 1993
Episodes 405.5 - 410

405.5 406 406a 407 407.5

407.5a

408 409 410

iT

I

iTG
ITGS
ITGA

I

iTGQ
ITGQN

I

iTs
iTss

I

iTSA

1111111111
11111

iTSQ

I
II

iTSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA

III

Iss
ISSQ

II

II

I

III

ISSA
Ic
ICG
ICGO
ICGA
ICGQ
ICGQN
Ics
Icso
ICSA
ICSQ
ICSQN

350

11111 11111
111111111111

II
I

I

IDEAS EXPRESSED

December 15, 1993
Episodes 411 - 418
411

412

412.5

413

414

415

416

417

418

1111111111

11111

I

h

ITG
hGS
hGA
hGQ
hGQN
ITS
hss
hSA
hSQ
hSQN
Is
ISG
ISGQ
ISGA
Iss
ISSQ
ISSA
Ie
leG
leGo
leGA
leGQ
leGQN
Ics
leso
lesA
lesQ

I

III

I
I
I

III

1111111111
11111
1111

11111

I

11111

III

I

1111

I

111111111111

II
1111111111
11111 II

III

leSQN

351

APPENDIX F

Coding Frequencies
Representations

352

F

REPRESENTATIONS
December 2, 1993 - Episodes 101 - 108
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

101

102

103

104

I

I

I

I

105

106

107 107.5 108

I

Episodes 109 - 115.7

109 110 111
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

112 113

114

115

I

I

353

115.5 115.7

I

p

REPRESENTATIONS
December 2, 1993 - Episodes 116 - 123

116
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

117

118

119

120

121

121a

I
I

I

122

123

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I
Episodes 124 - 128

124 125 125.5 126 126.5 127
I
Rs I
I
I
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

128

l

I
II

I
I

I

I

I
I

j
i

I

I

I
354

I

i

I

.-----J

1!1$

REPRESENTATIONS
December 9, 1993 - Episodes 200 - 204
200 200.3 200.5 201 201.5 202 202.5 203
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTO
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

,

i
!

I

I

I

,

i

I
I

I

I

i

I
!

204.5
Rs I
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTO
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

204
I

205

Episodes 204.5 - 209
205.5 206 206.5 207

207.5

208

209

I

,

I

I

I

I
II

III

I
I

I

I

I

,I

I

I

I

I

I

I

II
I

355

I

--

REPRESENTATIONS
December 9, 1993 - Episodes 210 - 214

210 211
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
Rr
Rrw
Rro
RrM
Rrs
RrG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

212 213 214
I

I

!

i

IIIII

III

I

I

356

p

REPRESENTATIONS
December 14, 1993 - Episodes 300 - 305
300 301 302 302a 302.5 303 304 304.5 305
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

I

I

II

I

I

Episodes 305.5 - 307.5
305.5 305.6 305.8 306 306.1
307
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTD
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

II

-307.3 307.5

I
I

III

II
357

I

I

I

REPRESENTATIONS

December 14, 1993
Episodes 308 - 311

308
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTw
Rm
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
RaG

308.5 308.7

I

358

309

310

311

•
REPRESENTATIONS
December 15, 1993 - Episodes 400 - 405.5
400 401
402 403 404 404a 404.5 405

405.5

!

Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTO
RTM
RTS
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

I
I

I

I

I

,

!

I

r

111111111

11II1

I

II111I111
I

I

III

I
I

I

,

I

Episodes 406 - 411

406

407

406a

407.5

407.5a

Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTw
RTO
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

408

409

411

410

t

I

11111 11111
11111 I 1I111

I

I

I

II

,

,

,

I

II

I

I

i

,

I

I

I

i
I

I

I
I

359

I
II

i
I

I

p

REPRESENTATIONS
December 15, 1993 - Episodes 412 - 418

412 412.5 413
Rs
Rsw
RSD
RSM
Rss
RSG
RT
RTW
RTO
RTM
RTs
RTG
Ro
Row
ROD
ROM
Ros
ROG

II

414

415

416

III

417

418

1111

11111 11111 I

I

II

I

11111 I
II

I

I

11111111

1111111111111

360

,.

APPENDIX G

Cuisenaire Rod® Staircase

361

( .J'i

C)

Staircase Model of Cuisenaire Rods

362

APPENDIX H

Holiday Bows Activity

363

HOLIDAY BOWS
We have just received a shipment of ribbon to be used for bows for the holidays.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Red ribbon comes packaged in 6 meter lengths;
Gold ribbon comes packaged in 3 meter lengths;
Blue ribbon comes packaged in 2 meter lengths; and
White ribbon comes packaged in 1 meter lengths.

Bows for different sizes of gift boxes require pieces of ribbon that are
different lengths.

Your job is to find out how many bows of particular lengths can be made from the
packaged lengths for each color ribbon.
Please fill out the charts below with your solutions.

I I.

White Ribbon
1 meters
1 meters
1 m
1 m

Ribbon Length of Bow
112 meter
1/3 meter
1/4 meter
1/5 meter

Number of Bows

II. Blue Ribbon
1 meters
1 meters
1 m
1 m
1 m

Ribbon Length of Bow
1/2 meter
1/3 meter
1/4 meter
1/5 meter
2/3 meter

Number of Bows

III. Gold Ribbon
3 meters
3 meters
3 m
3 m
3 m
3 m

Ribbon Length of Bow
112 meter
1/3 meter
1/4 meter
1/5 meter
2/3 meter
3/4 meter

364

Number of Bows

IV. Red Ribbon
6 meters
6 meters
6m
6m
6m
6m

Ribbon Length of Bow
1/2 meter
1/3 meter
114 meter
1/5 meter
2/3 meter
3/4 meter

Number of

For each color and each bow length, write an explanation or make a drawing to
show what you did.

I. White Ribbon
112m bow

1/3 m bow
I

114m bow

115 m bow
I

365

II. Blue Ribbon
1/2 m bow

1/3 m bow

1/4m bow

1/5 m bow

2/3 m bow

III. Gold Ribbon
112 m bow

1/3 m bow

1/4m bow

1/5 m bow

366

2/3 m bow

314m bow

IV. Red Ribbon
112m bow

113 m bow

114m bow

115 m bow

2/3 m bow

314m bow
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Name________________________________________________
Fraction Problem Sheet 1
December 2, 1993
For each problem draw your model and write a division number sentence
to describe your model.
1. If we give red the number name 1, what number name would we
give to white?

How many whites are in red?

Write a number sentence to describe this relationship.

2. If we give the brown the number name 1, what number name would
we give to white? What number name would we give to purple?

3. If we give the orange and yellow train the number name 1, what
number name would we give to white? What number name would
we give to light green? What number name would we give to
yellow?
4. If we give the blue and yellow train the number name 1, what
number name would we give to white? What number name would
we give to red? What number name would we give to black?
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APPENDIX K

Jen's Written Work
December 14,1993
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Art and Katy's Transparency
December 15, 1993
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Ed's Written Work
December 15, 1993
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Bob's Written Work
December 15, 1993
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Dan's Written Work
December 15, 1993
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Eve's Written Work
November 14, 2000
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Brooke and Bea's Written Work
November 14, 2000
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Nicole's Written Work

May 24,2001
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